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Release Notes
This section outlines the new features, enhancements, current and known issues in this release of DX App Experience
Analytics. In addition, the Release Notes contain the Third-Party Software License Agreements, which detail the terms
and conditions of using third-party software in the creation of DX App Experience Analytics. Use the Release Notes as a
starting point when you first install, or upgrade to a new version of DX App Experience Analytics.

This section provides the following information:

• Release Comparison
• Release Notes
• SDK Release Notes
• Browser Agent Release Notes
• Supportability Matrix
• Product Accessibility Features
• Contact CA Technologies and Support
• Third-Party License Acknowledgements

Release Comparison
The following tables compare the key features in recent releases for App Experience Analytics:

App Experience Analytics

Key Features Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

New Architecture Yes No No
Kubernetes Based
Installation

Yes No No

Dropped Support for
Oracle

Yes No No

Override Location Using
Sitewatcher

Yes No No

User Journey Analysis
Using App Funnel/
Activities

Yes No No

Improved App Flows Yes No No
Filter Location by Country
Code

Yes No No

Improved Support for DX
App Experience Analytics
- DX APM Integration

Yes No No

Enhanced Event Details
Viewer

Yes No No

Waterfall Chart
Enhancements

Yes No No

Dropped Localization
Support

Yes No No
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Key Features Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

Asynchronous Loading of
BA.js File is Enabled by
Default

Yes No No

Asynchronous Loading of
BA.js File is Enabled by
Default

Yes No No

Browser Agent Support
for Angular

Yes No No

Added Support for CORS
Errors

Yes No No

Added Support for Starter
and Custom Deployment

Not Applicable Yes No

Added Support
for Ansible-Based
Installation

Not Applicable Yes No

Added Support for RHEL
7.3 (64-bit) and RHEL 7.4
(64-bit)

Not Applicable Yes No

Browser Agent
Enhancements:
• Single Script Tag for

the Snippet
• Asynchronous

Loading of the BA.js
File

• Upload and Download
the BAExt FIle

Yes Yes No

Waterfall Chart
Enhancements

Yes Yes No

Enhancements for Alerts Yes Yes No
URL Query Parameters
Stored and are
Searchable

Yes Yes No

Added Support for
Korean Language

Yes Yes No

User Retention Improved Yes Yes No
Dropped Installation
Support for Symbolicator
Using the Installer

Not Applicable Yes No

Dropped Support
for PostgreSQL in
Starter and Scalable
Deployments

Not Applicable Yes No

Dropped Support for
Nginx in Starter and
Scalable Deployments

Not Applicable Yes No

Waterfall Chart Yes Yes Yes
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Key Features Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

Auto-transaction
for WebView is not
Supported

Yes Yes Yes

New Kibana Reports Yes Yes Yes
Enhancements to the
Installer

Not Applicable Yes Yes

Configure DX
Application Performance
Management (APM)
in DX App Experience
Analytics

Yes Yes Yes

Enhancement to the User
Interface

Yes Yes Yes

Installation on
Unsupported Versions of
RHEL

Not Applicable Yes Yes

Hostname for
PostgreSQL Installation

Not Applicable Yes Yes

Log Analytics Not Applicable Yes Yes
Admin Console Has a
New Look

Yes Yes Yes

App Screens Yes Yes
Changes in the Data
Collection Profile

Yes Yes Yes

Configure CA
Application Performance
Management (APM)
in CA App Experience
Analytics

Yes Yes Yes

New Deployment Options Not Applicable Yes Yes
PostgreSQL Support Yes Yes Yes
Browser Agent Extension
APIs

Yes Yes Yes

(BETA) Android and iOS
Apps Developed Using
Xamarin is Supported

Yes Yes Yes

Creating Custom
Cookies in Data Studio is
Supported

Yes Yes Yes

(BETA) Single Page
Application - Soft Link
and Page Navigation

Yes Yes Yes

Extended Tracing of
Slow Network Calls from
DX App Experience
Analytics to DX
Application Performance
Management

Yes Yes Yes
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Key Features Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

Track and Capture
JavaScript Errors by
Mobile and Web Apps.

Yes Yes Yes

Page and Network
Analytics

Yes Yes Yes

Enhancements to the
Sessions Details Page

Yes Yes Yes

Create Visualizations and
Dashboards with the New
Data Studio Tab

Yes Yes Yes

Browser Agent Extension
APIs

Yes Yes Yes

Android and iOS Apps
Developed Using
Xamarin is Supported

Yes Yes Yes

Creating Custom
Cookies in Data Studio is
Supported

Yes Yes Yes

Single Page Application
- Soft Link and Page
Navigation

Yes Yes Yes

Extended Tracing of
Slow Network Calls from
DX App Experience
Analytics to DX
Application Performance
Management

Yes Yes Yes

Trace and Capture
JavaScript Errors By
Mobile and Web Apps

Yes Yes Yes

Enhancements to the
Sessions Details Page

Yes Yes Yes

Create Visualizations and
Dashboards with the New
Data Studio Tab

Yes Yes Yes

Collect Data From Your
Web App

Yes Yes Yes

Manage Access Control
with Role Based Views

Yes Yes Yes

Android Wrapper
Enhancements

Yes Yes Yes

Monitor and Visualize
Network Error Trends
Using Error Codes

Yes Yes Yes

Kony Integration Yes Yes Yes
Export Custom Metrics
in .CSV Format

Yes Yes Yes

Alter Number of Results
Displayed

Yes Yes Yes
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Key Features Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

Click-Through the
Flagged Sessions

Yes Yes Yes

Expanded Mini Charts Yes Yes
Read Server APIs
Updated

Yes Yes Yes

Support for Apple Watch
Apps

No Yes Yes

Introduction to App Flows Yes Yes Yes
Click-through Support on
the Overview Page

Yes Yes Yes

Deactivate and
Regenerate the
Encryption Key

Yes Yes Yes

Click-through the
Network Performance
Page for an Errored URL
to the Transaction Details
Page

Yes Yes Yes

Filter by City, State, or
Both Supported for All
Metrics

Yes Yes

MultiDex Format
Supported on Android

Yes Yes Yes

Enhancement to the Filter
Panel

Yes Yes Yes

Enhancements to Alerts Yes Yes Yes
Screens Are Dynamically
Added to App Maps

Yes Yes Yes

Introduction of App
Screens

Yes Yes Yes

Disable Data Collection
from the Administration
Console

Yes Yes Yes

Track Low Memory Event
on App Runtime

Yes Yes Yes

SDK

This table compares the new features in the latest App Experience Analytics SDK.

Key Feature Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

Enhancement to the Encryption
and Decryption Model

Yes No No

Dropped Support for watchOS
and tvOS

Yes No No
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Android

Key Feature Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3.2 Release 17.3

Added Support to Mask IP
Address or Drop IP Address

Yes No No

Version File Added to SDK
Archive

Yes No No

Added Support for Metadata
Properties (Android)

Yes No No

Improvements to Android and
iOS Platforms

Yes Yes No

Bluetooth Support Yes Yes Yes
Runtime Exception Handling Yes Yes Yes
Support for Capturing JS Errors
in WebViews

Yes Yes Yes

Support for New Flavor of
shouldInterceptRequestOfWebViewClient

Yes Yes Yes

The following APIs were added
in this release:
APM Header
Security and Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL)
Unique Idenifers
Views

Yes Yes Yes

Option to Specify the Output
Filename While Wrapping

Yes Yes Yes

API to Track Network Calls Yes Yes Yes
Rolling Database Boundaries
For Disk and SDK Data
Optimizations

Yes Yes Yes

Track Low Memory Event on
App Runtime for Android

Yes Yes Yes

Optimized Screenshots Yes Yes Yes
SDK Disabled for Android API
Version 16 and Earlier

Yes Yes Yes

Improved, Targeted, and Faster
Android Wrapping

Yes Yes Yes

Upload to DX App Experience
Analytics Server Triggered After
Every 1000 Events (Android)

Yes Yes Yes

APIs - viewLoaded,
stopCurrentAndStartNewSession

Yes Yes Yes
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iOS

Key Feature Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3

Added Support for Metadata Properties
(iOS)

Yes No

Privacy Overrides - Disable Collection of
the IP Address

Yes No

Initialize SDK with a New API and Provide
the plist Details as a Dictionary

Yes No

Support for capturing JavaScript Errors in
WebViews

Yes No

Support for Multiple Delegates in WebView Yes No
Support to Capture Carrier and Wi-Fi Signal
Strength

Yes No

Support for Bluetooth Yes No
Correlation ID Support for Tighter
Integration with CA APM

Yes No

tvOS Beta Support Yes No
Support for All UIControl Types Yes No
Support for More Gestures Yes No
The following APIs were added in this
release:
• APM Header
• Session Information
• Unique Identifiers
• Views

Yes Yes

API to Track Network Calls Yes Yes
Support For Detailed Device Model Names Yes Yes
Optimized Screenshots Yes Yes
Full-screen Screenshot of the App Yes Yes
APIs - viewLoaded,
stopCurrentAndStartNewSession

Yes Yes

JavaScript

Key Feature Release 20.2.1 Release 17.3

The following APIs were added in this
release:
• APM Header
• Crash Handling
• Session Information
• Session Management
• Views

Yes Yes

Option to Specify the Output Filename
While Wrapping

Yes Yes
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DX App Experience Analytics Release Notes
DX App Experience Analytics enables you to monitor, analyze, and fix your application for a great user experience. DX
App Experience Analytics is a fully integrated application analytics tool, with application performance management,
developer analytics and usage analytics for Web, mobile, and wearable applications, in one place.

This section describes the new features, enhancements, and known issues in DX App Experience Analytics release.

Override Location Using Sitewatcher
DX App Experience Analytics determines the geolocation using the following ways.

• You provide this information to DX App Experience Analytics by the location option in the browser or a mobile device.
• You use the DX App Experience Analytics APIs to pass this information directly through SDK. For example,

setCustomerLocation.

Now you can create a custom file to map specific IP addresses to geolocations using the Sitewatcher. For more
information, see the Override Location Using Sitewatcher documentation.

CA App Experience Analytics is Now App Experience Analytics

App Experience Analytics is the next generation of CA App Experience Analytics. The new product name is part of the
Broadcom branding for the AIOps Segment products to help accelerate the transition from the legacy CA naming scheme.
DX is the overarching brand across all our AIOps Segment products. This change is aligned with the importance of digital
experience, and the DX brand focuses on the value that is delivered by our products to our customers ultimate business
outcome: deliver superior digital experiences.

To align with this announcement, the CA Technologies name will be phased out from the documentation through the next
couple of releases.

Architecture Change

The App Experience Analytics architecture has been modernized into a completely containerized set of microservices
under Kubernetes orchestration. This enables centralized deployment, scale-up, and administration, simplifying lifecycle
management and reducing the total cost of ownership.

App Experience Analytics now uses the Jarvis Analytics Framework including Jarvis Ingestion APIs with the latest
technologies such as Hadoop, Apache Spark, Elasticsearch, and Kafka.

With this change, Oracle is no longer supported. However, PostgreSQL and Elasticsearch are supported. PostgreSQL is
used for metadata configurations only and all the user data is stored in Elasticsearch.

For more information, see the App Experience Analytics Architecture section.

Kubernetes and OpenShift Based Installation
You can install App Experience Analytics using Kubernetes or OpenShift. The script-based installation is no longer
supported. For more information, see the DX Platform documentation.

User Journey Analysis Using App Funnel/Activities

App Funnel/Activities is a visual representation of the journey a user takes through the business activities that you create
for your application. A Business Activity can be any revenue generating task that you want to monitor in an application.
For example, user registering for an auto insurance. Once you create the business activity, using Funnel Analysis, you
can get business insights into:

• How users are navigating through the workflow to complete the activity.
• How many users exited before completing the activity or how many users deviated from the workflow.
• Where in the application the users exited or deviated from the activity.
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You can also understand the impact of outages and issues on the end user. IT Operations can use this information to
prioritize work by the importance of the affected users. For more information, see the App Funnel/Activities section.

Improved App Flows

The Show Flow/User Flow view now displays all the app flows during the selected time period and not only the top five
flows. This section also provides the following new filter options:

• Sort by: You can sort the app flows by:
– Popularity of the screens
– Number of crashes
– Flow length

• Filter by: You can filter the app flows by:
– Screen ID
– App flow length: You can select the length of the session.

For more information, see the App Screens section.

APM Setup Enhancement

When you register a new app, the APM set up is automatically done. Click the APM Set Up icon to view the APM URL and
the APM Correlation URL. You can change this configuration in the APM Setup section.

In the earlier version, you had to click the APM Set Up icon and provide the details manually.

Enhanced Isolation View

You can now navigate to a specific network call in DX APM from DX App Experience Analytics using the Isolation View
icon. When you click the Isolation View icon for any network event in the Session Details page, you are navigated to the
specific node of the application in DX APM. Earlier you were navigated only to the application.

Network URL Normalization

App Experience Analytics normalizes the network URLs. URL normalization is a machine learning process to reduce the
duplication of network URLs. The network URLs that are discovered through this process are grouped based on patterns.
A normalized network URL will have parts of the URL that are not static in nature replaced with the term !RDM!.

You can view this change in the following sections:

• Network Performance tab in the Performance page
• HTTP Errors tab in the Crashes & Errors page

For more information, see the Network Performance and URLs and Transactions with the Highest Number of the
<Selected> Error Code sections.

Isolation View DrillDown Enhancement

You can navigate to the Business Transaction topology directly from DX App Experience Analytics. If you have custom
Business Transactions defined, you can navigate to the custom Business transaction in the Isolation View. In the earlier
version, you had to add a filter manually to filter the custom Business Transaction topology.

New Tabs for Cocoapods and Manual SDK Installation

You can integrate your native application with the iOS SDK using the Cocoapods or you can manually integrate. The IOS
tab in the Manage Apps page includes separate tabs for the Cocoapods Install and Manual Install options.
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Filter Location by Country Code

In the global filter, when you click Location, the filter first displays a list of all the country codes. Once you select the
country code, the corresponding states are then displayed.

In the older versions, you could filter either by the country code or the name of the state.

Improved Support for App Experience Analytics - DX APM Integration

You can now launch the APM Isolation view of the transaction trace from the Session Details page. The APM View
column in the Sessions Details page includes the APM Isolation View icon.

You can now view only the Isolation view and not the trace view of a network event in DX Application Performance
Management.

For more information, see the App Sessions > All Events > Event Types > Network section.

Enhanced Event Details Viewer

The Selected Event Details section in the Session Details page includes the following enhancements:

• Abbreviations for the attributes are replaced with the descriptive names. For example, in the earlier version,
the attributes were displayed as slt, csn, so on. Starting this release, they are displayed as Screen Load Time,
Current Screen Name, and so on.

• Attributes appear in bold.

The following image displays the enhancements:
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Waterfall Chart Enhancements

Column Named Rank Added

A new column that is named Rank is added to the Waterfall Chart. The rank helps identify the most critical elements on
the page.

Slider to Select the Time Frame

You can now use the slider to select the time frame in the Waterfall Chart. To form a slider, position the start and end bar
(vertical dotted lines) on the time frame. Then right click on the slider and drag it horizontally to select the time frame.

You can also expand or reduce the width of the slider by dragging the bars on either side. In the earlier versions, you had
to move the left and right bars to adjust the filter.
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Added Timestamp Column

The Timestamp column displays the absolute time of the session. The Timestamp column is added to the following pages:

• Sessions List in the Sessions page
• All Events tab in the Session Details page

Added Time Filter

In the Sessions page, when you filter by Custom, you can now filter the sessions not only by date but also by time.

Transaction Trace Icon Not Available

The Transaction Trace icon that was displayed on the top-right corner of the Session Details page is no longer displayed.

Dropped Localization Support

Localization support for Chinese (Simplified) and Chinese (Traditional) is dropped.

Browser Agent Release Notes
CA Experience Collector consists of the Browser Agent and CA Digital Experience Collector components. The Browser
Agent monitors the web application performance in the browsers and provides visibility into the end-user experience. The
Browser Agent posts the collected end-user monitoring data to Digital Experience Collector.

This section provides the list of new features or enhancements for Digital Experience Collector or Browser Agent.

Single Script Tag for Browser Agent and Browser Agent Extensibility

Starting this release, the BA.js, BAExt.js, and profile.json files are combined into a single JavaScript file. As a result, a
single script tag replaces the Browser Agent and Extensibility tags. This script tag enables the asynchronous loading of
the BA.js file (by default) as shown in the sample snippet. Add this script tag to all the web pages to be monitored. The
APIs in the BAExt.js are available even in the BA.js file.

<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/

urn:ca:appId:<appID>/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/

urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appId>/profile?agent=browser" data-tenantID="<tenantID>" data-

appID="<appId>" data-appKey="<appKey>" async ></script>

Asynchronous Loading of BA.js File is Enabled by Default

Starting this release, the asynchronous loading of the BA.js file is enabled by default. The Browser Agent JavaScript file
loads asynchronously while the web page is loading. When the script tag in the browser is executed, the web page does
not wait for the Browser Agent file to download completely but continues to load the resources.

<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/

urn:ca:appId:<appID>/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/

urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appId>/profile?agent=browser" data-tenantID="<tenantID>" data-

appID="<appId>" data-appKey="<appKey>" async ></script>

To disable asynchronous loading, remove the async flag from the snippet as shown in the sample snippet:

<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/

urn:ca:appId:<appID>/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/

urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appId>/profile?agent=browser" data-tenantID="<tenantID>" data-

appID="<appId>" data-appKey="<appKey>" ></script>
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NOTE

For more information about how to use this tag, see the Collect Data from Web App section.

Download and Upload the BAExt.js File Using the Admin Console

You can now download the default BAExt.js (BAExt-default.js) file from the DX App Experience Analytics Admin Console
to make any changes. You can also upload the edited or customized BAExt.js file using the Upload link.

The following image displays the options to upload and download the Extension file:

After you upload the file:

• The uploaded custom BAExt.js file is written to the database and is served from the Digital Experience Collector
instead of you hosting it locally.

• All the three files (BA.js, BAExt.js, and profile.json) are concatenated to generate an artifact that you can host in your
local environment. To host it locally, download the complete artifact from the Admin Console. Also ensure that you
modify the path to the file in the snippet.

NOTE

For more information, see the Collect Data from Web App section.

Download the Artifact for App Profile Changes to Take Effect

When you host the artifact file locally, any changes that are made to the app profile in the Admin Console do not take
effect immediately. You must download the artifact and host it again for the changes to take effect. Alternatively, you may
contact the Broadcom Support.
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SDK Release Notes
This section describes the new features and enhancements in each release:

New Features and Enhancements - Android and iOS

This release includes the following new features and enhancements:

• Enhancement to the Encryption and Decryption Model
• Added Support to Mask IP Address or Drop IP Address
• Version File Added to SDK Archive
• Dropped Support for watchOS and tvOS

Enhancement to the Encryption and Decryption Model

The Encryption and Decryption model for the payloads in the earlier versions of SDK was a combination of Asymmetric
(RSA) and Symmetric (AES 256) encryption. During the data collection, every event is encrypted and persisted in an
encrypted format in the local sqlite. This approach is secure. However, asymmetric RSA decryption of every symmetric
key slowed the performance.This old approach is used:

• By older versions of the SDKs irrespective of the Collector server version.
• If the Collector responds with a Server response header below 1810 (inclusive).

The Encryption/Decryption model is enhanced to use AES 256 global symmetric key encryption and does not use
the Asymmetric Encryption (RSA) model. With this new approach, performance of encryption on SDKs and backend
decryption service is improved.

Added Support to Mask IP Address or Drop IP Address

You can now mask the IP address in the Kibana dashboards. When the IP address is masked, the last two octets in
the IP address are displayed as zero. For example, if the IP address is 10.2.3.4, the masked IP address is displayed as
10.2.0.0.You can also drop the IP address from being displayed in the Kibana dashboards.To enable masking or dropping
of the IP addresses, contact the Broadcom Support.

NOTE
Dropping IP address takes precedence over masking IP address.

Version File Added to SDK Archive

A version file has been added to the SDK archive that contains the version number, date, and changes.

Dropped Support for watchOS and tvOS

Starting this release, the SDK zip does not include the watchOS and tvOS libraries.

New Features and Enhancements - Android

This release includes the following new features and enhancements for Android applications:

 18
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• Added Support for Metadata Properties
• Wrapping Using Gradle Improved
• Android Public Key Updated
• Event Notifications
• CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerId() File Added
• Wrapper Changes
• Wrapper Script Updated
• Android Service Calls

Added Support for Metadata Properties

You can configure the following metadata properties:

• AXACollectIp: Use this property to mask the IP address.
• AXACLLocationLevel: Use this property to scramble the location.
• AXADisableAutoTransactionInfo: Use this property to enable or disable sending APM headers for auto transactions.

You must add these properties to the AndroidManifest.xml before you wrap your app with DX App Experience Analytics.
These AndroidManifest application meta-data properties can override the default behavior of the DX App Experience
Analytics Android SDK.For more information, see the Android Custom APIs section.

Wrapping Using Gradle Improved

To increase the Android performance, the Gradle wrapping has been improved.

Android Public Key Updated

The byte[] comparison is working properly and is now pinning the Android Public Key.

Event Notifications

Android to provide notification, ability to register a broadcast receiver to the app when events are uploaded.

SDK Activation

When a Service Bind request is made, the SDK is activated.

CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerId() File Added

The integration file is moved to the last dex, with an SDK patch that is implemented to avoid the packaging error.

Wrapper Changes

The wrapper accepts both Fine and Course location access.

Wrapper Script Updated

The wrapper script is updated to prevent crashes in Android 4.4 (KitKat) and earlier.

Android Service Calls

Application calls to service APIs (bindService, startService, and stopService) no longer fails when a properly initialized
component is missing.
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New Features and Enhancements - iOS

This release includes the following new features and enhancements for the iOS applications:

• Added Support for Metadata Properties
• Page URLs Support for WebView
• CocoaPods Integration Support
• Added Support for iOS 13.0
• Dropped Support for XCode 9.0 and Prior Versions
• Added Support for iOS 13.0 Compatibility
• Privacy Overrides - Disable Collection of the IP Address
• Privacy Overrides - Location Level Control
• UIWebView Reference Removed

Added Support for Metadata Properties

You can the following metadata properties to the info.plist file:

• AXACollectIp: Use this property to mask the IP address.
• AXACLLocationLevel: Use this property to scramble the location.

For more information, see the iOS Custom APIs section.

Page URLs Support for WebView

The SDK now supports the Page URLs for WebView. You can view the event details in the Waterfall Chart. For more
information, see the Page URLs section.

CocoaPods Integration Support

You can integrate your native application with the iOS SDK using CocoaPods. For more information about this
integration, see the Integrate Application with SDK Using CocoaPods section.

Added Support for iOS 13.0

In addition to the support for iOS 13, the assertions failure issues are also fixed.

Dropped Support for XCode 9.0 and Prior Versions

XCode 9.0 and prior versions are no longer supported.

Added Support for iOS 13.0 Compatibility

Support for Compatibility (MultiScenes and UIStatusBarManager) is added.

Privacy Overrides - Disable Collection of the IP Address

You can now disable collection of the IP address by configuring the AXACollectIp key in the info.plist file. When you set
the value to False, the IP address is not captured and is displayed as private.

For example, in the info.plist file for the application, introduce the following entry:
<key>AXACollectIp</key><false/>
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Privacy Overrides - Location Level Control

You can control the location granularity using the info.plist key AXACLLocationLevel. This key accepts the following
location levels:

• NearestTenMeters
• HundredMeters
• Kilometer
• ThreeKilometers

For example, in the info.plist file for the application, introduce the following entry:
<key>AXACLLocationLevel</key><string>HundredMeters</string>

UIWebView Reference Removed
The UIWebView references are removed from the SDK. For more information, see the Update from Apple.

Fixed Issues

This release includes the following fixed issues:

• SDK Sends Empty URLs As Part of Network Traces
• App Does Not Crash When Network Connection Changes

SDK Sends Empty URLs As Part of Network Traces

When the URL key is empty in Webviews or Cordova, the SDK collected empty URLs as a network event. This is now
fixed to skip the empty URLs.

App Does Not Crash When Network Connection Changes

Earlier, whenever the network changed from Wi-Fi to cellular or vice versa in a device in short sub second time, SDK did
not receive the network information and processing that resulted in crash. This is now fixed.

Fixed Issues - Android

This release includes the following fixed issues for Android applications:

• Inconsistent Behavior in Transaction Tracking
• Latency and CPU Usage Values Displayed Incorrectly
• Transactions Not Captured Correctly

Inconsistent Behavior in Transaction Tracking

Problem: In the earlier versions, the transactions tracking behavior was inconsistent in Android and iOS.

Solution: This is fixed now.

Latency and CPU Usage Values Displayed Incorrectly

Problem: The Latency and CPU Usage values in the App Performance page displayed very high values.

Solution: The maximum value of latency is 30 minutes. If the latency is more than 30 minutes, then that value is
displayed as -1.

Transactions Not Captured Correctly

Problem: Transactions were not being captured correctly in the Ionic framework.
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Solution: This is fixed now.

Fixed Issues - iOS

This release includes the following fixed issues for iOS applications:

• Main Thread Checker Issues Fixed
• Sessions Missing in iOS Applications
• Cordova Plugin Updated
• Screenshots Not Captured Properly
• iOS Applications Crashed
• Applications Running on Lower Versions Crashed

Main Thread Checker Issues Fixed

Problem: Application crashed when you access UI elements from the background thread.

Solution: This is fixed now.

Sessions Missing in iOS Applications

Problem: When an iOS application is in an Active state for long periods, due to the large data size, some session details
were missing.Solution: This is fixed by uploading the session frequently.

Cordova Plugin Updated

Problem: In the earlier versions, the contents in the AppDelegate file were replaced with the SDK initialization code.

Solution: The Cordova plugin is updated to append the SDK initialization code in the AppDelegate file and also in the
xcconfig file.

Screenshots Not Captured Properly

Problem: In the earlier versions, App Experience Analytics did not capture screenshots of Webview failures.

Solution: Starting this rollout, screenshots of WebView failures are also captured in all devices.

iOS Applications Crashed

Problem: Applications crashed when webkit invoked the webViewWebContentProcessDidTerminate method.

Solution: This crash has been handled by reloading the request.

Applications Running on Lower Versions Crashed

Problem: When the SDK runs on the lower versions (below 9.3.5) of iOS devices and if the device used UIWebView
class, applications crashed.

Solution: This issue is fixed.

Supportability Matrix
The Supportability Matrix provides the following information:

Component Support Matrix

This section includes the following information:
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Supported Operating System

Operating System Version

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7
CentOS 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6

Supported Containerization Systems

Containerization Systems Version

Kubernetes 1.11, 1.13, 1.16, and 1.17
Docker Engine 1.13.1

Mobile Operating Systems

The following table lists the certified and supported versions of the mobile operating systems:

Operating System Android iOS

Certified • 6.x
• 7.x
• 8.x
• 9.x

• 9.x
• 10.x
• 11.x
• 12.x

Supported • 4.x
• 5.x

• 7.x
• 8.x
Supported ARM Versions
• ARMv6
• ARMv7
• ARMv7s
• ARM64
Supported Simulator
• i386

Mobile Platforms for Hybrid Applications

The following table lists the mobile platforms that are supported:

Android iOS

• Cordova
• IBM Worklight®
• Ionic
• Kony
• Native Android
• PhoneGap
• Titanium
• Xamarin

• Cordova
• Ionic
• Kony
• Objective-C
• PhoneGap
• Swift
• Titanium
• Xamarin

UI Frameworks

App Experience Analytics supports the following UI framework:
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• Angular Framework 5 and 6

Databases

App Experience Analytics supports PostgreSQL.

WARNING
We recommend that the JDBC JAR version is same as or higher than your database server version.

Directory Servers

• Windows Active Directory 2008 R2

Software Development Kit (SDK)

The following table lists the certified and supported versions of the SDK:

Options Version

Certified Current version
Supported Any one of the last two SDK versions.

Web Browsers for Administration Console

The following versions of the web browsers are certified:

• Google Chrome 56
• Mozilla Firefox 51
• Apple Safari 10.x for Mac 8

NOTE
Mobile browsers are not supported.

Web Browsers for Web Applications

The following versions of browsers are supported for web applications.

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11: Compatibility View is not supported.
• Microsoft Edge 12: Compatibility View is not supported.
• Mozilla Firefox 30+
• Google Chrome 30+
• Apple Safari IOS 9.x and 10.x
• JQuery 1.x

Localization Support for the Administration Console

Set your browser to any one of the following locales to display the Administration Console UI text in that locale.
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• Brazilian Portuguese
• Chinese (Simplified)
• Chinese (Traditional)
• English (United States)
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Spanish

The application accepts input values in these languages and also in any other multi-byte language. These values can be
stored in the database of the application and can also be displayed on other pages of the Administration Console.

Telemetry - Usage Reporting
Telemetry is a foundational element of the Enterprise Software Portfolio License Agreement (PLA) model. It is mandatory
for customers under Enterprise Software PLA to enable telemetry and share the product usage data. DX App Experience
Analytics supports Telemetry Usage Reporting capabilities for PLA reporting.

The product license consumption metrics captured for DX App Experience Analytics will vary depending on the number of
installation/upgrade instances, number of users, number of authentications, and so on.

You are required to upgrade product versions within a time frame as specified in their PLA agreement. Telemetry services
will collect license consumption metrics and report it on a quarterly basis to Broadcom via Cloud Services. If product
license consumption metrics cannot be sent due to Firewall or other similar considerations, manual reports must be
collected and submitted every quarter.

DX App Experience Analytics product instance (s) will report on a daily basis the set of Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) that
are deployed and the quantities that is used (For example, Monthly Active Users). If there are exceptions for products that
does not have a component running daily, then, weekly license usage metrics is considered for reporting.

Data Transmission is securely done via SSL (port 443) and is only one-way. No Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is
transferred at any time other than the product license usage metric.

All license usage metrics related to Production/Non-Production environments is tracked and considered while calculating
the license consumption metric. Data that has already been reported for consumption metrics will not be deleted even if
you decide to opt out of the PLA program at a later stage.

Data Collected By Telemetry

Telemetry collects two types of details for each PLA customer:

• Customer data: This data identifies the customer, its site through the site ID, and an optional Charge back ID to
identify the division or group to be charged for usage.

• Usage data: This is the actual usage data based on the consumption, which is collected and shared on to Segment
API. You must enable the upload of the usage data.

NOTE
Telemetry does not collect any personally identifiable information (PII) or sensitive information. For additional
information about how the your information is collected and used, read our privacy statement.

Frequency of Data Collection

By default, telemetry collects and stores the data daily at 12.00 a.m. If the scheduler is not active at 12.00 a.m., the data is
collected only in the next day run. The data is collected only once per day.
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Telemetry Integration Environment Variables

The following table lists the variables that are used for Telemetry:

Variable Description

ENV_TYPE = onprem This value should always be onprem.
SEGMENT_WRITEKEY_TYPE = prod/
devtest

For production environments, set this value as prod. For demo environments, set this
value as devtest.

SCHEDULER_CRON_EXP = 0 0 23 * * ? The Telemetry service will run every day at 11:00 PM
UPLOAD_ENABLED = false You must set this variable to true to upload the data to segment.com.
PRODUCT_VERSION = 20.2_onprem Determines the product version.
ES_MONTHLY_USERS_INDEX =
ao_axa_users_by_month_1*

The Elasticsearch Index used to fetch the monthly users data.

ES_MONTHLY_USERS_INDEX =
ao_axa_users_by_month_1*

The Elasticsearch Index used to fetch the monthly users data.

ES_MONTHLY_USERS_INDEX =
ao_axa_users_by_month_1*

The Elasticsearch Index used to fetch the monthly users data.

ESDPLATELEMETRY_CUSTOMERINFO_PROPERTIES_FILEPATHThe file path of the customer information properties file. Path: /opt/dxplatelemetry/
configcommon/esdplatelemetry_customerinfo.properties

ESDPLATELEMETRY_PLATENANTS_XML_FILEPATHThe file path to the list of tenants.
APM_SERVICE_NAME Name of the service: axa-platelemetry.

To configure these environment variables, open the Telemetry pod in the Kubernetes or OpenShift environment and
change the values.

Data Collected

The following data that is collected for DX App Experience Analytics:

• Monthly active users
• Devices

Glossary
App Experience Analytics uses the following terms:

Active User

An Active User is one who has launched and used the application during the selected time period.

Affected Users

The number of users who are affected by the crash. This metric (Total Affected Users) is displayed in the Analytics and
App Crashes pages and Error/List of Crash Types section.

App User Retention

The retention visualization represents the percentage of users of a time cohort who were active after their start date.
The percentage of users of a time cohort who logged an event on the nth day after their start date. For example, Day 8
means the eight days after the new user has started. The percentage represents retention. This is a powerful way to see if
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an application is sticky or if users download the application once and never return. With the retention chart, you can see if
the users come back to the app.

Average Load Time

Average time that is taken to load the screen.

Average load time = Sum of the load times for the screen / Number of views.

Average Request Latency (Average per Request)

Impact of the average latency on the application as a result of network calls from the applications.

Average Spin Time

Sum of the spin times for the screen / Number of views.

CPU Usage

Average CPU consumed by the application per session.

Crash Count

Number of crashes.

Crashed Transactions

Transactions that were aborted due to an app crash.

Data Sent

Average data that is sent per request per session.

Data Sent: (Sum of Data Sent for all network events) / (Successful sessions)

Data Received

Average data that is received per request per session.

Data Received: (Sum of Data Received from all network events) / (Successful Sessions)

Disk Space

Disk space of the device.

Domain Lookup

Time taken to look up the domain in milliseconds.

Drop Percentage

Percentage of users who exist the app from a particular screen. For example, if a user accessed a particular screen 10
times and has ended their session 5 times on this screen, the drop percentage is 50 percent.
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# of Screens (Screen Rank)

Represents the popularity of the screen. For example, #6 of 32 screens indicates that this screen ranks 6th of the
32 screens. The total of 32 screens represents the total number of unique screens that have been accessed in the
application.

Errored Transactions

App transactions that have been recorded as errored though the CA App Experience Analytics SDK API.

First Occurrence

First occurrence of the crash.

Flagged Sessions

Sessions for which the application metrics have crossed the defined threshold values.

Global Administrator

A Global Administrator is the second level in the administration hierarchy, and can create tenants, administrators, and
users. A Global Administrator can be granted permissions to manage all tenants or a specific group of tenants. A Global
Administrator can also create a custom role that has only specific privileges.

In a SaaS deployment, a Global Administrator belongs to the organization that is hosting the solution.

High Load Time Count

Number of times the load time for the screen exceeded 500 millisecs.

High Spin Time Count

Number of times the spin time for the screen exceeded 500 millisecs.

Incomplete Transactions

Transactions where the app has initiated the start of a transaction but has not executed the corresponding end
transaction. A crashed transaction could sometimes be counted as Incomplete if the end transaction was not executed
because the app crashed ahead of it.

Included in Services

Captures the services that the transaction in question was a part of. If the service name was not specified, by default, CA
App Experience Analytics considers name of the app as the service and associates the transaction with the name of the
app.

Highest Usage App

Application that has the highest number of user sessions. The scoring is relative.

HTTP Requests (Average per Session)

Number of HTTP requests made by the application per session during the selected time period.

HTTP Errors (Average per Session)

Average number of erroneous HTTP requests made by the application per session during the selected time period.
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Last Occurrence

Last occurrence of the crash.

Least Performance App

Application for which the startup time and the HTTP response time have exceeded the threshold.

• Startup Time (60 percent Weightage): 500 millisecs
• HTTP Response Time (40 percent Weightage): 200 millisecs

Least Performant App Score

The Least Performant App Score is calculated as follows:

A = (Total application sessions with startup time > 500 ms / Total sessions with startup time > 0) * Weight

B = (Total application sessions with HTTP latency > 200 ms / Total sessions with HTTP latency > 0) * Weight

App score of an application = A + B

Master Administrator

A Master Administrator is a predefined administrator account. This account is the first level in the administration
hierarchy. The username of a master administrator is masteradmin. A Master Administrator creates and updates Global
Administrators.

In a SaaS deployment, a MA belongs to the organization that is hosting the solution.

Memory Use

Average memory that is consumed by the application per session.

Mobile Transactions

Mobile transactions that happen on your mobile device. These transactions are categorized into:

• Automated: Transaction that the SDK creates and they are displayed in the App Transactions page
• Instrumented: Transactions that are created by a user and they are displayed in the App Transactions page.

Most Problematic App

Application that has the maximum number of crashes and HTTP errors.

• Crashes: 70%
• HTTP Errors: 30%

New User

A New User is one who has launched and has used the application for the first time during the selected time period. 

Number of Sessions

Number of sessions that included the screen.

Number of Views

Number of views.
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% of Interactions

Interactions represent the user touching, tapping, or manipulating the screen in some way. The % of interactions is the
number of times a user interacted with this screen and is calculated as follows: (Number of interactions with this screen /
Total number of screen views) * 100

Orientation

Orientation of the screen. For example, portrait or landscape.

Page Load Time

Time taken to load the page in milliseconds.

Power User

A Power User has access to the analytics data. They can only view data that are related to the application and application
versions but they cannot create or delete an application. However, a PU can view or update alerts and application
settings. A Global Administrator, Tenant Administrator, or an User Administrator can create a Power User.

Problems Detected

A problem is detected when the Warning Threshold for an alert has exceeded the configured value.

Sampling

Collect sample data only from the specified percentage of user sessions. For example, Sampling % data is set as 90%.
For every 100 events, data for 90 events is collected. For the 10 events that are not collected, information about crashes
and not errors is collected.

Slow Transactions

Dynamic computation of slow transaction marks a transaction as slow if the transaction takes at least 1000 millisecs to
complete or takes longer than the moving average of the completion time for the selected time period.

Startup Time

Time the application takes to launch its first activity. App Experience Analytics detects the load time of the applications
main class when the application finishes launching and treats the difference of the two epochs as the startup time.

High Spin Time Count

Number of times the spin time for the screen exceeded 500 millisecs.

High Load Time Count

Number of times the load time for the screen exceeded 500 millisecs.

Symbolication

The process of converting the crash details to a human-readable format is referred to as symbolication. App Experience
Analytics supports converting a crash stack trace to a human-readable format.
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Tenant Administrator

A Tenant Administrator is the third level in the administration hierarchy. A TA performs a subset of tasks that a GA
performs. A Tenant Administrator can perform administrative tasks only in the scope of the tenant account to which they
belong.

In a SaaS deployment, a Tenant Administrator belongs to the tenant organization.

Threshold Exceeded

A threshold is exceeded when the Critical threshold that is set for an alert is exceeded.

Transaction

A transaction is  a unit of business action that is aimed to deliver a specific business outcome.

Total Page Hits

Total number of unique URLs that have been hit. 

User Administrator

A User Administrator is the lowest level in the administration hierarchy. They can perform all tasks that are related to the
user management for the tenants that are assigned to them either by a Global Administrator or a Tenant Administrator.
The User Administrator creates and manages users, as required.

In a SaaS deployment, a User Administrator belongs to the tenant organization.

User

Each employee of the enterprise is referred to as a user. A user record can exist either in the enterprise LDAP repository
or in the App Experience Analytics database. Using the Administration Console, a Global Administrator and Tenant
Administrator can create and manage users in the App Experience Analytics database. A Global Administrator and Tenant
Administrator can also manage the App Experience Analytics-specific data of users whose records are in the LDAP
repository. This data is stored in the App Experience Analytics database.

Users by Platform

Displays active users by platforms such as Android, iOS, watchOS, and iOS+watchOS during the selected time
period. Click the legend to see the values on the donut chart. Alternatively, you can hover over the donut chart to view the
information.

Users by Platform = (Total active users on a platform during the selected time period) / (Total active users during the
selected time period) * 100

Users by Carrier

Displays active users by carrier during the selected time period. Click the legend to see the values on the donut chart.
Alternatively, you can hover over the donut chart to view the information.

Users by Carrier = (Total active users on a carrier during the selected time period) / (Total active users during the selected
time period) * 100

User Activity

Displays the user sessions by region.
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Views

Number of views.

Wrapping

Wrapping is the process of integrating the apk file with App Experience Analytics to collect information about crashes,
sessions, usage, and network performance.

Fixed Issues
This section lists issues that were fixed:

Fixed Issues

Applications No Longer Accept the TRACE HTTP Method

The Trace HTTP method is disabled for improved security.

Unknown Crash Count Displays Correctly

In the App Crashes page, the counter for the Unknown crash type displays correctly.

Average Session Length Graph No Longer Displays Negative Value

On the App Usage page, the graph for the Average Session Length in the Sessions section no longer displays negative
values for Average Duration.

Session Start Time

The Session start time displays the correct start time in the App Sessions page.

The Think Time End Time is Displayed After the Page Loads.

On the Sessions Details page, the Think Time end time for Browser sessions is no longer discarded.

Consistent Timezone Across the UI Components

The selected time zone is consistent across the UI components.

Session Details Page

The UI no longer sends an error message when the event values are Null.

RDBMS Performance on Aggregation Queries Has Been Improved

RDBMS performance improved on aggregation queries.

Network Performance Page Improvement

Improvements were made to the Network Performance page to improve readability.

Crashes and Errors Graph Displays Correct Date

When a custom date range is selected in the Crashes & Errors page, the graph in the Crashes section displays the
correct date.

Fixed Progress Spinner for App Maps

App Settings

Active user count to load after Profile is loaded.

Date Filter
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The local time is no longer converted to UTC when the Date Type is set to Custom and the Aggregation is set to Hour.

Kibana Timeout Error in Data Studio is Fixed

Corrected the Usage Heatmap API

Gateway Timeout for /performance/url_summary

When you attempt to look at sessions that are tied to a URL, the data does not load.

i18n: Number Format Locale-sensitive

The number format located in the sessions graph, displays the correct number format for the locale selected.

Calls to The HTTP Errors Page For Make and Carrier

Session Summary - JS Errors

The Sessions summary page no longer displays multiple the JavaScript errors.

BAExt.js for the Production and the Staging Servers is Fixed

The BAExt.js extension that serves the Production and the Staging servers is fixed and now matches the BA.js extension.

User Interface Fixes

URL Details in Session Details Page and Network Performance Page Match

The URL details displayed on the Session Details page now match the Network Performance page details.

HTTP Errors Page Fixes

• The link to iOS Error codes in the Select the Error Type to View Error-Specific Metrics section of the HTTP Errors
page is fixed to provide more information about the error codes.

• In the HTTP Errors section of the Crashes and Errors page, the HTTP error average is displayed correctly.

Text Displays in English

Some UI text displays in English on the translated pages.

Known Issues
This section lists the Known Issues in this release:

Deprecated APIs in Swagger

The following APIs are deprecated in Swagger:

• /crashes/crash_summary
• /crashes/crash_groups/occurrences
• /crashes/crash_summary/{group_id}
• /crashes/crash_groups/{id}
• /performance/apps_summary
• /performance/jserrors/url_summary
• /performance/httperrorcodes
• /sessions/{session_id}/usage/{metrics_type}
• /crashes/crash_types_groups

The following deprecated APIs are broken:
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• /crashes/crashes_summary 
• /crashes/crash_summary/{group_id} 
• /crashes/crash_types_groups
• /performance/apps_summary
• /performance/httperrorcodes

APIs Removed in Swagger
The following APIs are longer available in Swagger:

• /custom/attributes/{app_id}
• /apimperformance/urls
• /crypto/key/revoke/{appId}
• /predictions/thresholds
• /sessions/{id}
• /sessions/{session_id}/usage/{metrics_type}
• All Trails APIs

 

Error is Displayed for /performance/apps API

In the Reporting API section, when the timezone is not included for start_date and end_date, an error is displayed.

Application Map Link Does Not Display the Corresponding Application Map in Team Center

The Application Map link App Experience Analytics does not display the corresponding Application Map in Team Center.
No business transaction is selected in the URL that is used.

Workaround: None

App Name is Not Displayed in the All Apps Drop-down List

The Alerts page does not display the app name in the global filter sometimes. 

Workaround: Refresh the page.

User Count Inconsistent and User Count Percentage Inaccurate

Due to a change in the MAU calculation:

• User count may be inconsistent across different links in App Experience Analytics.
• User count percentage displayed under crash groups is inaccurate.

Symbolicator - iOS Crash Types Displayed as UNKNOWN Exception

When the Symbolicator is not installed, the crash type for an iOS app is displayed as Unknown Exception in the App
Crashes page.

Transaction Graph is Not Represented Correctly 

When the transaction graph is not displayed properly, restart CA App Experience Analytics. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the bin folder of the Agile Operations Analytics Base Platform installation directory. 
2. Run the following command:
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./startServices.sh -axa

NOTE

 For more information, see the Agile Operations Analytics Base Platform documentation.

Negative Transaction Length Displayed 

For On Premise deployments, negative transaction length is displayed for a few of the auto transactions that crashed.

Unable To Edit or Delete the Default App Profile

The default app profile properties cannot be edited or deleted by design. To edit the data collection profile properties,
create a profile, edit it, then save it with a different name.

Time Displayed on the App Experience Analytics UI and Kibana Are Different

App Experience Analytics displays time in UTC and Kibana displays in the browser local time. 

Crash Incident Filtering Results in Further Crashes

When you filter crash incidents, further crashes occur.

URL Performance Graph Does Not Reload

The aggregation API does not reload when you change tabs or filters on the Network Performance by URL page.

Incorrect Custom Metric Count Displayed

When there are multiple custom metrics in a single session, the custom metric count displays incorrectly.

Incident Related Alerts 

Alerts are not triggered when errors are generated in bulk.

Swim Lanes May Be Incorrectly Represented in the Session Details Page

Some Network Events Have Timestamps for The Next Session Start Time

Auto Transactions for WebView Pages Are Not Completed

App Startup Times for Mobile May be Incorrect

App User Retention Numbers Inaccurate

The User Retention metrics on the App Overview and App Usage screens are not displayed when filtered by the platform
version and geo location.

Upgrade to App Experience Analytics 17.3 Using The Installer Not Supported

The installer does not support upgrading to App Experience Analytics 17.3. To upgrade, contact CA Technologies Support.
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Session in Microsoft Internet Explorer and Microsoft Edge Is Window-Based

In Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge, a session is based on the browser window and not on the tab. When
you right-click a link in a page to open in a new tab or a new window, it is considered as the same session. However, if
you open a new blank tab or new browser window and access the same page, then it is considered as a new session. 

Duplicate Tab Does Not Contain the Referrer Tab

In Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 and Microsoft Edge, a duplicate tab does not contain the referrer tab even if it is present
in the original tab. 

Debug Mode Not Available

The Debug mode for app wrapping in Android is no longer available from the UI.

Browser Agent App Version and Carrier Information is Defaulted

The Browser Agent does not collect the app version and the carrier information. As a result, the app version is displayed
as 1.0 and the carrier information is displayed as Web.

 App Experience Analytics Trials - URLs Appear as Screen Names Under App Screens

In the App Screens, URLs appear as screen names.

Calendar Displays Chinese Characters

When you set your browser language to Chinese, some text in the UI is displayed in Chinese. Log out and log back in with
some other language.

Browser Agent Geo Displays the Default Value

Kony App Wrapping Issue

The App Experience Analytics wrapping process is static and can capture any network calls made natively in Java. If the
calls are made in JavaScript, JavaScript is injected to capture those calls. Because Kony loads JavaScript and HTML
using the libkonyjsvm.so library, App Experience Analytics is not able to capture the network calls.

Microsoft SQL Server Database Is Not Supported

CA Technologies has determined that PostgreSQL should only be used for POC or trial purposes of App Experience
Analytics. Oracle DB is required for all production installations regardless of volume.

Issues with CA MCC Admin Page When Accessed on Firefox 

The CA MCC admin page does not load correctly when accessed on Mozilla Firefox. CA Technologies recommends using
Google Chrome or Safari.

Network Performance, Crashes, App Screens Are Not Supported for watchOS Apps

App Flows

The following are the known issues for App Flows:
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• App Flows support only three levels (Starting view, First interaction, Second interaction, and Third interaction). The
Zoom out feature is not supported.

• App Screens displays watchOS data only when watchOS is selected in the filter.
• If you navigate to the App Screens page directly without selecting the watchOS platform in the filter, App Screens

displays information for iOS only. To view data for watchOS, select the platform as watchOS in the global filter.

Carrier Information Displayed as Unknown

The carrier information for Watch Only sessions is displayed as Unknown.

Incorrect and Higher App Startup Time Displayed for Some Sessions

In the App Sessions page, incorrect or higher value is displayed for some sessions. This results in the Average Session
displaying an incorrect value.

Issue with Display of App Map

App Map does not display screenshots greater than 64 KB in size.

Issue with PLIST File Download

The PLIST file download occasionally shows a credentials popup. To work around this issue, clear the browser cache and
retry. Alternatively, use a different browser.

Issue with Threshold Exceeded Section

The Threshold Exceeded section in the OVERVIEW page displays data only for CPU Usage, Crashes, Memory Usage,
and HTTP errors.

Issue with Admin Console Wrapping

If wrapping of Android apk files using the App Experience Analytics Administration Console takes more than 10 minutes,
use the wrap.sh utility.

Issue Related to Display of GA Role

If a Global Administrator who is assigned scope over a fixed set of tenants tries to view the details of another GA who is
also assigned scope over the same set of tenants, the role of the second GA is displayed as User.

Issue Related to Use of the Forgot Your Password Feature by a New Administrator or User Account

This issue is observed when a new administrator or a user (created in the internal database user store) uses the Forget
Your Password (FYP) option to change the password. 

The new administrator or user has to change the password manually when they use this option. This is an expected
behavior. However, when they log in with the new password, the system prompts them to change the password again. 

Microsoft Internet Explorer is Not Supported for App Experience Analytics Administration Console

Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to ensuring that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.
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Product Enhancements

App Experience Analytics offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse
• Custom Controls (if any)

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items: Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.
• Screen resolution: Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.
• Cursor width and blink rate: Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize

its blinking.
• Icon size: Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.
• High contrast schemes: Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume: Sets the computer sound up or down.
• Text-to-Speech: Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.
• Warnings: Defines visual warnings.
• Notices: Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.
• Schemes: Associates computer sounds with specific system events.
• Captions: Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate: Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.
• Tones: Defines tones when pressing certain keys.
• Sticky Keys: Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations.

Sticky keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed: Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
• Click Lock: Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.
• Reverse Action: Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
• Blink Rate: Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.
• Pointer Options: Let you complete the following actions:
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– Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that  App Experience Analytics supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End

Third-Party License Acknowledgements
To view the software license information for any of the listed components, download the zip file.

Component Name

@storybook/addon-a11y
@storybook/addon-actions
@storybook/addon-knobs
@storybook/addon-links
@storybook/addons
@storybook/react
accessors-smart
Acegi Security
ActiveMQ 5.11.2
ActiveMQ 5.13.3
ActiveMQ 5.14.0
ActiveMQ 5.15.10
ActiveMQ 5.15.11
ActiveMQ Protobuf 1.1
Activemq-all 5.9.0
adal4j 1.1.2
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Component Name

AdoptOpenJDK 11.0.2+9
AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_212
AdoptOpenJDK 11.0.4+11
adoptopenjdk-tools.jar
aether-core 1.0.2.v20150114
amcharts3-react 3.1.0
analytics 2.1.1
android-json 0.0.20131108.vaadin1
angular.js 1.7.8
angular-bind-html-compile 1.3.0
angular-bootstrap 0.12.0
angular-bootstrap 0.12.1
angular-bootstrap 1.3.3
angular-bootstrap 0.14.3
angular-gettext 1.1.4
angular-gettext 2.3.4
AngularJS 1.3.15
AngularJS 1.3.8
AngularJS 1.5.7
angular-ui-grid 3.1.1
angular-ui-tab-scroll 2.2.7
angular-zeroclipboard 0.4.2
animal-sniffer-annotations 1.17
Ant 1.6.5
ant-launcher 1.10.5
Antlr 2.7.4
Antlr 2.7.7
Antlr 4.7.1
antlr4-runtime 4.5.1-1
Apache Ant 1.10.5
apache commons csv 1.2
Apache Commons Lang 3.5
Apache Commons Text 1.2
Apache Commons Text 1.6
Apache Curator 2.12.0
Apache Curator 4.0.1
Apache Curator 4.2.0
Apache CXF 3.3.2
Apache MUSE 2.2.0
Apache TomEE 8.0.0
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Component Name

apache-el 8.5.23
apache-el 8.5.33
archaius-core 0.7.6
argparse4j 0.4.3
arjunacore 5.3.3.Final
Artifactory 5.10.3
artifactory-client-java 0.16
ASM 3.1
ASM 5.0.1
ASM 6.0
ASM 6.2
ASM 6.2.1
ASM 7.0
AspectJ 1.6.4
AspectJ 1.8.10
AspectJ 1.8.6
AspectJ 1.9.1
aspectjweaver 1.8.6
aspectjweaver 1.8.8
aspectjweaver 1.9.2
assertj-core 3.11.1
attoparser 2.0.5.RELEASE
audience-annotations 0.5.0
Automaton 1.11-8
aws-java-sdk 1.11.224
Axis 1.4
Axis2 1.6.2
azure-storage 4.0.0
Babel 7.5.5
babel-eslint 10.0.1
babelify 10.0.0
babel-jest 24.1.0
babel-plugin-proposal-class-properties 7.3.4
babel-polyfill 6.26.0
babel-preset-env 7.3.4
babel-preset-react 7.0.0
backo-java 1.0.0
bc-fips 1.0.2
bcpkix-jdk15on 1.51
bcpkix-jdk15on 1.60
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Component Name

bcpkix-jdk15on 1.65
bcprov-jdk15on 1.60
bcprov-jdk15to18 1.64
Beanshell 2.0b4
Beanshell 2.0b6
bg-splitter 0.1.0
Bootstrap 3.1.1
Bootstrap 3.3.6
Bootstrap 3.3.7
Bouncy Castle 1.46
Bouncy Castle 1.60
Bouncy Castle 1.64
Bouncy Castle Java FIPS 1.0.0
brave 5.6.1
brave 5.6.5
brave 5.7.0
brave 5.9.2

btf 1.2
bval 0.5
bval-jsr 2.0.0
byte-buddy 1.7.11
byte-buddy 1.9.16
byte-buddy 1.9.3
c3p0 0.9.1
c3p0 0.9.2.1 ----
c3p0 0.9.5.3

cargo 1.5.0
cassandra-driver-core 3.7.2
castor 1.0.4
castor 1.3
castor 1.3.3
cdi-api 1.0
CentOS 7.7
CentOS 8.0
cglib 3.2.7
cglib-nodep 2.1.2
cglib-nodep 3.2.4
checkerframework 2.5.2
classmate 1.1.
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Component Name

classmate 1.3.3
classmate 1.3.4
classmate 1.4.0
Closure Compiler 20110615
Closure-Compiler v20200315
cloudfoundry-client-reactor 2.15.0.RELEASE
cloudfoundry-operations 2.15.0.RELEASE
codemodel 2.3.0
com.sun.xml.bind.external:rngom 2.3.0
commonmark 0.25.1
commonmark 0.3.0
commonmark-java 0.3.0
Commons beanutils 1.6
Commons beanutils 1.8.3
Commons beanutils 1.9.3
Commons beanutils 1.9.4
Commons Cli 1.0
Commons Cli 1.2
Commons Cli 1.3
Commons Codec 1.10
Commons Codec 1.11
Commons Codec 1.3
Commons Codec 1.6
Commons Codec 1.7
Commons Codec 1.9
Commons Collections 3.2.2
Commons Collections 4.1
Commons Collections 4.2
commons configuration 1.1
commons configuration 1.10
commons configuration 1.6
commons configuration 1.9
commons dbcp 1.2.1
commons dbcp 1.4
Commons Digester 2.1.0
Commons Discovery 0.4
commons email 1.2
Commons FileUpload 1.0
Commons FileUpload 1.3.1
Commons FileUpload 1.3.2
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Component Name

Commons FileUpload 1.3.3
Commons IO 1.2
Commons IO 1.3.1
Commons IO 1.3.2
Commons IO 2.2
Commons IO 2.4
Commons IO 2.5
Commons JXPath 1.3
Commons Lang 2.6
Commons Logging 1.0.3
Commons Logging 1.1.1
Commons Logging 1.2
Commons Logging API 1.1
Commons Pool 1.1
Commons Pool 1.2
Commons Pool 1.6
Commons Pool 2.4.2
Commons Validator 1.1.4
Commons Validator 1.2
Commons Validator 1.4.0
Commons Validator 1.6.0
Commons VFS 2.0
commons-beanutils 1.9.2
commons-beanutils 1.9.4
commons-codec 1.11
commons-codec 1.9
commons-collections4 4.2
commons-compress 1.12
commons-compress 1.18
commons-compress 1.19
commons-compress 1.9
commons-configuration 2.2
commons-configuration2 2.1.1
commons-configuration2 2.2
commons-configuration2-2.0 2.0
commons-exec 1.2
commons-exec 1.3
commons-io 1.3.2
commons-io 2.4
commons-io 2.5
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Component Name

commons-io 2.6
commons-lang 2.5
commons-lang 2.6
commons-lang3 3.0
commons-lang3 3.1
commons-lang3 3.4
commons-lang3 3.5
commons-lang3 3.7
commons-lang3 3.8.1
commons-math3 3.5
commons-pool2 2.0
concurrent utilities 1.3.4
continuation-local-storage 3.1.4
corretto-tools.jar 8.222.10.1
cssparser 0.9.22
d3.js 3.3.6
db-ip 2015-10 (dbip-city-2015-10.csv.gz)
dd-plist 1.8
debug 2.2.0
Derby 10.4.1.3
displaytag 1.1
docker-client 1.12.6
docker-java 3.0.7
docker-java 3.1.2
dom4j 1.4
dom4j 1.5.2
dom4j 1.6.1
dom4j 2.1.0
dom4j 2.1.3
eaio-uuid 3.2.0
ecc-25519-java 1.0.1
eclipse 3.4.1
eclipse 3.8.2
eclipse 4.7.3a
Eclipse ECJ 3.12.3
EclipseLink 2.5.2
EclipseLink 2.7.3
EclipseLink 2.7.4
ehcache-core 1.7.1
ehcache-core 1.7.2
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Component Name

ehcache-core 2.6.11
elasticsearch-rest-client 7.5.1
enzyme 3.7.0
enzyme 3.9.0
equalsverifier 1.7.2
error_prone_annotations 2.2.0
error_prone_annotations 2.3.4
es5-shim 3.1.1
es6-enum 1.1.0
ESAPI 2.0 GA
ESAPI 2.2.0.0
evo-inflector 1.2
evo-inflector 1.2.2
express 4.17.1
fabric8-utils 2.3.7
Fasterflect 2.1.1
fastinfoset 1.2.12
fastinfoset 1.2.13
fastinfoset 1.2.16
fastutil 7.0.10
fastutil 8.1.1
fastutil 8.2.2
feign-form 3.2.2
FindBugs Annotations 3.0.1
fingerprintjs2 1.1.3
flexjson 2.1
Font Awesome 4.1.0
Gemini Blueprint 2.1.0
generex 1.0
generex 1.0.1
geo 0.7.1
GeoIP2 2.13.1
GeoIP2 2.3.1
geoip-java 1.2.9
geronimo j2ee-management 1.0 spec 1.1
geronimo.specs 1.1
gin 1.5
GNU JavaBeans Activation Framework (JAF) 1.0
Google Noto Fonts 1.1
Google Web Toolkit 2.7.0
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Component Name

google-gson 2.2.2
google-gson 2.2.4
google-gson 2.3
google-gson 2.3.1
google-gson 2.8.2
Groovy 2.3.2
Groovy 2.4.12
Groovy 2.4.6
grpc-java 1.29.0
grunt-browserify 5.3.0
gson 2.2.4
gson 2.3
gson 2.7
gson 2.8.5
gson 2.8.6
gson-fire 1.8.3
Guava 16.0.1
Guava 18.0
Guava 19.0
Guava 21.0
Guava 27.0.1
Guava 27.0.1-android
Guava 27.0-jre
Guava 29.0-jre
Guiffy 7.0
gwt exporter 2.4.0
gwt-platform 0.7
GXT 3.0.4
GXT 3.1.2
H2 1.4.185
H2 1.4.187
H2 1.4.193
H2 1.4.195
H2 1.4.197
H2 1.4.199
H2 1.4.200
hamcrest-core 1.3
hamcrest-integration 1.3
Harmony 5.0
Hawtbuf 1.10
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Component Name

Hawtbuf 1.11
HdrHistogram 2.1.10
Hibernate 3.2.1
Hibernate 3.3.2
Hibernate 5.0.12.Final
Hibernate Validator 5.2.4.Final
Hibernate Validator 5.3.5.Final
Hibernate Validator 6.0.14.Final
Hibernate Validator 6.0.17.Final
Hibernate Validator 6.0.9.Final
hibernate-validator 6.0.18.Final
HikariCP 2.6.1
HikariCP 3.2.0
hk2 2.5.0.b32
HTMLUNIT 2.26
httpasyncclient 4.1.1
httpasyncclient 4.1.4
http-builder 0.6
httpclient 4.3.2
httpclient 4.3.6
httpclient 4.5.1
httpclient 4.5.11
httpclient 4.5.2
httpclient 4.5.3
httpclient 4.5.6
httpcore 4.3.2
httpcore 4.4.1
httpcore 4.4.10
httpcore 4.4.13
httpcore 4.4.4
httpcore 4.4.5
httpcore 4.4.6
httpcore nio 4.4.11
httpmime 4.5.11
httpmime 4.5.6
Huldra 0.7
Hystrix 1.5.18
hystrix-core 1.4.3
ICU4J 62.1
imgscalr-lib 4.2
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Component Name

influxdb-java 1.5
InstallShield 2014
ironjacamar-common-api 1.3.4.Final
ironjacamar-core-impl 1.3.4.Final
ironjacamar-jdbc 1.3.4.Final
isorelax 20020414
IStack Commons Runtime 2.16
IStack Commons Runtime 3.0.5
iText 1.3
iText 1.3.1
j2objc 1.1
jackson 2.4.1
jackson 2.4.5
jackson 2.4.6
jackson 2.7.6
jackson 2.8.4
jackson 2.9.10
jackson 2.9.6
jackson 2.9.7
jackson-annotations 2.11.0
jackson-annotations 2.7.4
jackson-annotations 2.8.5 2.0
jackson-annotations 2.9.10
jackson-annotations 2.9.8
jackson-core 2.11.0
jackson-core 2.7.4
jackson-core 2.8.5
jackson-core 2.8.8
jackson-core 2.9.10
jackson-core 2.9.8
jackson-core-asl 1.9.13
jackson-databind 2.7.4
jackson-databind 2.8.5
jackson-databind 2.8.8
jackson-databind 2.9.10.1
jackson-databind 2.9.10.3
jackson-databind 2.9.10.4
jackson-databind 2.9.10.5
jackson-databind 2.9.8
jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.8.8
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Component Name

jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.10
jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.8
jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.9
jackson-datatype 2.7.5
jackson-datatype 2.9.10
jackson-datatype 2.9.5
jackson-datatype 2.9.8
jackson-datatype 2.9.9
jackson-datatype-joda 2.7.5
jackson-jaxrs-base 2.6.4
jackson-jaxrs-base 2.8.4
jackson-jaxrs-base 2.9.8
jackson-jaxrs-json-provider 2.10.0
jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.13
jackson-module 2.9.10
jackson-module 2.9.8
jackson-module-afterburner 2.7.5
jackson-module-afterburner 2.9.8
jackson-module-afterburner 2.9.9
jackson-module-jaxb-annotations 2.6.4
jackson-module-jaxb-annotations 2.8.4
jackson-module-jaxb-annotations 2.9.9
jackson-module-jsonSchema 2.9.9
jackson-module-parameter-names 2.9.5
jackson-module-parameter-names 2.9.9
jackson-module-paranamer 2.9.9
jackson-module-scala 2.9.9
Jakarta Taglibs 1.1.0
jakarta.activation-api 1.2.1
jandex 2.0.0.Final
jasmine 3.2.0
jasmine-enzyme 6.1.2
Jasper Reports Library 1.3.3
jasypt (Java Simplified Encryption) 1.5
jasypt (Java Simplified Encryption) 1.9.2
jasypt 1.9.3
Java Mail 1.3.3
Java Mail 1.4
Java Mail 1.4.1
Java Mail 1.5.2
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Component Name

Java-apns 0.2.3
javaee-api (apache implementation from OpenEJB) 6.0.5
java-fast-md5 2.7.1
javamail 1.6.1
javassist 3.12.1
javassist 3.18.1
javassist 3.20-GA
javassist 3.21.0-GA
javassist 3.22.0-GA
javax el 3.0.0
javax.activation 1.2.0
javax.annotation-api 1.2
javax.annotation-api 1.3.2
javax.inject 1
javax.jms-api 2.0.1
javax.json 1.1.3
javax.json 1.1.4
javax.mail 1.5.0
javax.persistence-api 2.2
javax.resource-api 1.7
javax.servlet-api 3.1.0
javax.servlet-api 4.0.1
javax.transaction-api 1.3
javax.validation 2.0.1.Final
javax.websocket-api 1.1
javax.ws.rs-api 2.0.1
javax.ws.rs-api 2.1
javax-inject 1
JAXB 2.2.11
JAXB 2.2.7
JAXB 2.3.0
jaxb-api 2.2.11
jaxb-api 2.3.0
jaxb-api 2.3.1
jaxb-dtd-parser 1.2
jaxb-impl 2.3.1
jaxb-runtime 2.3.2
Jaxen 1.1
Jaxen 1.1.6
JAX-RPC 1.1
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Component Name

JBoss Logging 3.3.0.Final
JBoss Logging 3.3.1.Final
jboss-annotations-api_1.2_spec 1.0.0
jboss-jaxrs-api_2.0_spec 1.0.0.Final
jbossjta 4.16.6.Final
jboss-logging 3.1.4.GA
jboss-logging 3.2.1.Final
jboss-logging 3.3.0.Final
jboss-logging 3.3.2.Final
jboss-logging 3.3.3.Final
jcip-annotations 1.0
JClass Chart 4.0.1
jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.28
jcommander 1.35
jcommander 1.72
jcommon 1.0.12
jctools-core 3.0.0
JDatePicker 4.3
JDOM 1.0
JDOM 1.1
Jersey 1.19.1
Jersey 2.25.1
jersey-apache-connector 2.23.1
jersey-client 2.25.1
jersey-guava 2.25.1
jest-cli 24.8.0
JetBrains annotations 16.0.3
Jetty 6.1.25
Jetty 6.1.26
Jetty 7.0.0.pre5
Jetty 7.6.15.v20140411
Jetty 9.2.11.v20150529
Jetty 9.2.26.v20180806
Jetty 9.3.24.v20180605
Jetty 9.4.14.v20181114
Jetty 9.4.24.v20191120
Jetty 9.4.3.v20170317
Jetty 9.4.5.v20170502
Jetty 9.4.8.v20171121
jetty-schemas 3.1
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Component Name

JFreeChart 1.0.8
JGoodies Looks 2.1.4
JHotDraw 5.3
jline 0.9.94
JNA 4.1.0
JNA 4.5.2
JNA 4.5.0
Joda-time 1.6
Joda-time 2.2
Joda-time 2.3
Joda-time 2.9.5
Jolokia 1.3.6
Jolokia 1.6.2
jolt 0.1.0
jolt-core 0.1.0
jopt-simple 5.0.4
jose4j 0.7.0
jquery 1.11.3
jquery 2.2.4
jquery 3.1.1
jquery 3.4.1
jQuery Color 2.1.2
jQuery Sparklines 2.1.2
jquery.sparkline v2.1.2
jquery-timepicker-wvega 1.3.5
JSch 0.1.50
JSch 0.1.54
JSch 0.1.55
JSON 20131018
JSON 20140107
JSON 20160810
JSON 20180130
JSON 3 3.3.2
JSON Smart 1.2
JSONassert 1.5.0

jsondoc 1.2.11
jsondoc 1.2.19
json-lib 2.3
json-patch 1.7
json-patch 2.2.0
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Component Name

json-path 2.2.0
json-path 2.3.0
json-path-assert 2.3.0
json-path-assert 2.4.0
json-simple 1.1
json-simple 1.1.1
json-smart 2.3
Jsoup 1.11.2
Jsoup 1.11.3
Jsoup 1.8.3
Jsoup 1.9.2
jsr173 1.0
JSR250 1.0
jsr305 2.0.1
jsr305 3.0.2
jsr311-api 1.1.1
JSTL (The JSP Standard Tag Library) 1.1.0
JSTL (The JSP Standard Tag Library) 1.1.2
JSW (Java Service Wrapper) 3.2.3
JSW (Java Service Wrapper) 3.5.17
JSW (Java Service Wrapper) 3.5.25

JSW (Java Service Wrapper) 3.5.32
JSW (Java Service Wrapper) Standard 3.3.6
JTA 1.0.1B
jTDS 1.0.2
junit 3.8.2
junit 4.11
junit 4.12
junixsocket 2.0.4
JWSDP 1.3
jxDBCon jxDBCon-jdbc3-1.0-log4j.jar
Jython 2.7-b2

JZlib 1.1.3
Kafka 2.0.1
Kafka 2.11-0.9.0.1
Kafka 2.3.1
kafka-clients 2.3.1

kafka-streams 2.3.1
karma-es6-shim 1.0.0
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Component Name

Kazoo 2.6.0
kubernetes java client 5.0.0
kubernetes java client 8.0.0
kubernetes-api 2.3.7
kubernetes-client 2.2.9
kubernetes-client 2.6.3
kubernetes-client 4.0.4
kubernetes-client 4.1.0
kubernetes-client 4.1.1
kubernetes-model 1.1.4
kubernetes-model 3.0.2
kubernetes-model 4.1.0
kubernetes-model 4.1.1
lambdaj 2.2
lambdaj 2.3.3
LatencyUtils 2.0.3
lettuce-core 5.0.5
lettuce-core 5.1.2.RELEASE
lettuce-core 5.1.8.RELEASE
liquibase 3.5.3
liquibase 3.6.2
liquibase 3.6.3
Lo-Dash 2.4.1
Lo-Dash 3.9.3
lodash 4.13.1
lodash 4.6.1
Log4j 1.2.12
Log4j 1.2.14

Log4j 1.2.15
Log4j 1.2.17
Log4j 1.2.8
Log4j 1.2.9
Log4j 2.11.1
Log4j 2.11.2
Log4j To SLF4J 2.10.0
log4j-api 2.10.0
log4j-core 2.7
Log4NET 1.2.0 Beta 8
Logback 1.0.13
Logback 1.1.11
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Component Name

Logback 1.1.2
Logback 1.1.3
Logback 1.1.7
Logback 1.2.3
Logstash 2.3.4
Logstash 6.2.2
logstash-filter-translate 2.1.4
lombok 1.16.16
LsaUtility 1.0
Lucene 2.2.0
Lucene 2.4.1
Lucene 2.9.1
Lucene 4.10.4
Lucene 4.7.2
Lucene 7.3.1
lz4-java 1.4.1
LZMA sdk 4.65
mariadb-java-client 2.5.1
material-ui 0.20.2
material-ui/core 3.4.0
material-ui-popup-state 1.4.0
Maven 3.2.3
maven-compat 3.0-alpha-2
mchange-commons-java 0.2.11
mchange-commons-java 0.2.15
memoize-one 4.0.0
memoize-one 4.0.2
metrics 3.2.1
metrics-spring 3.0.1
micrometer-core 1.0.9
micrometer-core 1.1.0
micrometer-core 1.1.10
micrometer-core 1.1.6
micrometer-core 1.1.9
mineral-ui 0.52.0
mineral-ui-icons 0.5.0
mockito-core 2.23.4
moment 2.22.2
moment 2.24.0
moment.js 2.10.6
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moment.js 2.13.0
mozilla JSON Parser July 7th 2015
mqtt-client 1.10
msg-simple 1.1
mssql-jdbc 6.1.0.jre8
msv 20020414
MSXML 4.0 SP3
Mustache Java 0.8.17
mybatis 3.0.5
mybatis 3.2.7
mybatis-cdi 1.0.0-beta1
mybatis-spring-boot-starter 1.3.0
myfaces 1.1.4
natives 1.1.6
Navigation Taglib 1.3
neethi 3.1.1
neko-htmlunit 2.25
netflix-commons-util 0.1.1
netflix-commons-util 0.3.0
netflix-statistics 0.1.1
Netty 4.1.3.Final
Netty 4.1.30.Final
Netty 4.1.31.Final
Netty 4.1.38.Final
Netty 4.1.39.Final
Netty 4.1.43.Final
Netty 4.1.48.Final
netty-all 4.1.12.Final
netty-buffer 4.1.39.Final
netty-codec 4.1.39.Final
netty-transport 4.1.48.Final
ng-grid 2.0.11
ng-grid 2.0.14
nginx 1.13.0
ng-redux 4.1.0
NMock 2.0
notistack 0.9.2
not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.17
not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.9
Objenesis 2.1
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Component Name

Objenesis 2.1.0
Objenesis 2.6
odata4j , 0.4
OData4J 0.7
ognl 3.0.8
ognl 3.0.8
ognl 3.1.2
ojdbc6 11.2.0.3
ojdbc8 12.2.0.1
okhttp 3.12.1
okhttp 3.6.0
okhttp 38.1
okhttp-urlconnection 2.0.0
okio 1.0.0
okio 1.11.0
okio 1.13.0
okio 1.15.0
OpenCSV 3.4
openfeign 10.2.3
openfeign 10.4.0
openfeign 9.5.1
openfeign 9.7.0
openJ9-tools.jar jdk8u222-b10_openj9-0.15.1
OpenJDK 6
OpenJDK 7
OpenJDK 8
openjdk-tools.jar 1.6.0_41
OpenSAML 2.6.3
openshift-client 2.6.3
openshift-client 4.0.4
openshift-client 4.1.0
openshift-client 4.1.1
opentok 2.0.0
OpenViz 2.4.1.2
Oracle 11G JDBC driver 11.2.0.1.0
Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_112
Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.0_74
Oracle JDBC Driver 12.2.0.1
Oracle JDK (Java Development Kit) 7u21
org.eclipse.sisu 0.0.0.M5
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Component Name

ORO 2.0.6
oshi-core 3.13.0
oshi-core 3.13.4
oshi-core 3.13.5
oshi-core 3.6.2
paranamer 2.8
perfmark-api 0.19.0
phantomjsdriver 1.4.0
picketbox 4.9.7.Final
plexus-archiver 2.8.4
plexus-archiver 3.4
plexus-archiver 3.5
plexus-classworlds 2.2.2
plexus-classworlds 2.5.1
plexus-component-annotations 1.5.5
plexus-container-default 1.5.4
plexus-interpolation 1.19
plexus-io 2.3.5
plexus-io 27.1
plexus-slf4j-logging 1.1
plexus-utils 3.0.21
plexus-utils 3.0.24
POI 3.10-FINAL
POI 3.14
POI 4.1.1
poi-ooxml 4.1.1
Postgres JDBC driver 42.0.0
Postgres JDBC driver 8.4.701
Postgres JDBC driver 9.2-1003
Postgres JDBC driver 9.4.1212
PostgreSQL 42.2.14
PostgreSQL 9.2.15
PostgreSQL 9.4.1209.jre7
postgresql jdbc 42.2.8
PostgreSQL JDBC Driver 42.2.5
Prelert 3.10.1
protobuf-java 2.5.0
protobuf-java 3.11.0
protobuf-java-format 1.2
proto-google-common-protos 1.16.0
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psutil 0.6
Quartz 1.5.1
Quartz 2.2.1
Quartz 2.3
Quartz 2.3.1
Quartz 2.3.
quartz-jobs 2.2.1
query-string 6.6.0
react 15.6.2
react 16.5.2
react 16.8.3
react 16.9.0
react-charts 0.1.0
react-contextmenu 2.11.0
react-contextmenu 2.9.3
react-day-picker 7.3.0
react-dom 16.9.0
react-emotion 9.2.12
react-emotion 9.2.6
Reactive-Extensions/RxJS 4.0.6
Reactive-Extensions/RxJS 4.07
reactive-grpc 1.0.1
reactive-streams 1.0.2
reactive-streams 1.0.3
react-markdown 3.3.0
reactor-core 3.0.7.RELEASE
reactor-core 3.1.14.RELEASE
reactor-core 3.2.11.RELEASE
reactor-core 3.2.12.RELEASE
reactor-core 3.2.15.RELEASE
reactor-core 3.3.3.RELEASE
reactor-netty 0.6.4.RELEASE
reactor-netty 0.9.5
react-redux 7.1.1
react-spinners 0.3.3
react-split-pane 0.1.77
react-split-pane 0.1.85
react-virtualized-auto-sizer 1.0.2
react-window 1.8.2
red hat enterprise linux release 4 update 8 ES
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redux 3.7.2
redux-batched-actions 0.2.1
redux-immutable 4.0.0
redux-thunk 2.2.0
redux-thunk 2.3.0
reflections 0.9.11
reflections 0.9.12
RegExp 1.3
relaxng datatype 20020414
relaxngDatatype 20020414
request 2.88.0
rest-angular 1.4.0
resteasy-client 3.0.19.Final
resteasy-jaxb-provider 3.0.19.Final
resteasy-jaxrs 3.0.19.Final
retrofit 1.7.1
retrofit 1.9.0
retrofit 2.4.0
retrofit1-okhttp3-client 1.1.0
Rhino 1.7.10
ribbon 2.2.5
ribbon 2.3.0
rijndael.cpp and rijndael.h Creation date : Sun Nov 5 2000 03:21:05 CEST
RoaringBitmap 0.3.2
roboto font October 24, 2011
Roboto Mono 1
rocksdbjni 4.1.0.ca3
rocksdbjni 5.12.5.ca3
rocksdbjni 6.1.2
rocksdbjni 6.4.6.ca1
rx-angular 1.1.3
rxjava 1.2.0
rxjava 1.3.8
rxjava-reactive-streams 1.2.1
rxnetty 0.4.9
Sax2 2.0.2
scala-library 2.10.7
scala-library 2.11.0
scala-library 2.13.0
Selenium 3.4.0
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semver 4.3.4
servlet-api 2.5
servlet-api 3.0
Servo Core 0.12.21
Shibboleth Identity Provider 2.4.2
showdownjs/ng-showdown 1.0.1
Silverlight.js 2.0
Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J) 1.5.10
sisu guice 3.1.0
slf4j 1.7.12
slf4j 1.7.21
slf4j 1.7.25
slf4j 1.7.28
slf4j 1.7.5
slf4j-api 1.7.16
slf4j-api 1.7.25
slf4j-api 1.7.28
snakeyaml 1.12
snakeyaml 1.14
snakeyaml 1.17
snakeyaml 1.19
snakeyaml 1.23
snakeyaml 1.25
Snappy 0.4
snappy-java 1.1.7.1
SNMP4J 1.10.1
SNMP4J 1.7.6a
snmp6.1 6.1
solr-solrj 4.6.0
sonar-runner-dist 2.4
sonatype plexus 1.3
sonatype plexus 1.4
Splunk 1.6.4.0
spotbugs-annotations 3.1.9
Spring Cloud 2.0.0.RELEASE
Spring Data Commons 1.12.5.RELEASE
Spring Data Commons 1.13.4.RELEASE
Spring Data Commons 1.9.1.RELEASE
Spring Data Commons 1.9.2
Spring Data Rest 2.1.2.RELEASE
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Component Name

Spring Data Rest 2.2.3
Spring Data Rest 3.1.0.RELEASE
Spring Data Rest 3.1.2.RELEASE
Spring Dynamic Modules 1.2.1
spring framework 2.5.6
spring framework 3.2.16.RELEASE
spring framework 4.1.7.RELEASE
spring framework 4.1.9.RELEASE
spring framework 4.2.5.RELEASE
spring framework 4.3.21.RELEASE
spring framework 4.3.22.RELEASE
spring framework 4.3.4.RELEASE
spring framework 4.3.9.RELEASE
spring framework 5.0.12.RELEASE
spring framework 5.1.2.RELEASE
Spring Hateoas 0.16.0
Spring Hateoas 0.19.0.RELEASE
Spring Hateoas 0.20.0.RELEASE
Spring Hateoas 0.24.0.RELEASE
spring plugin core 1.1.0.RELEASE
spring plugin core 1.2.0.RELEASE
Spring Retry 1.2.4
Spring Security RSA 1.0.7.RELEASE
Spring Security SAML 1.0.1
spring session 2.0.9.RELEASE
spring-aspects 2.5.6.SEC03
spring-boot 1.2.2
spring-boot 1.2.5
spring-boot 1.3.5.RELEASE
spring-boot 1.4.2.RELEASE
spring-boot 1.5.2.RELEASE
spring-boot 1.5.22.RELEASE
spring-boot 1.5.4
spring-boot 2.0.5.RELEASE
spring-boot 2.0.8.RELEASE
spring-boot 2.1.0
spring-boot 2.1.13.RELEASE
spring-boot 2.1.4.RELEASE
spring-boot 2.1.8.RELEASE
spring-boot-starter-actuator 2.2.5.RELEASE
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Component Name

Spring-boot-starter-parent 2.2.5.RELEASE
spring-boot-starter-undertow 2.2.5.RELEASE
spring-boot-starter-web 1.3.5.RELEASE
spring-boot-starter-web 2.2.5.RELEASE
spring-cloud 2.0.3.RELEASE
spring-cloud 2.1.2.RELEASE
spring-cloud 2.1.3.RELEASE
spring-cloud-commons 2.0.1.RELEASE
spring-cloud-dependencies Finchley.SR1
spring-cloud-sleuth 2.0.1.RELEASE
Spring-Core 5.2.4.RELEASE
spring-data 2.0.13.RELEASE
spring-data-commons 1.9.3
spring-data-commons 2.1.10.RELEASE
spring-data-commons 2.1.2.RELEASE
spring-data-jpa 1.11.4.RELEASE
spring-data-jpa 1.7.3
spring-data-jpa 2.1.2.RELEASE
spring-data-keyvalue 2.1.10.RELEASE
spring-data-keyvalue 2.1.2.RELEASE
spring-data-redis 2.1.10.RELEASE
spring-data-redis 2.1.2.RELEASE
spring-data-rest-webmvc 2.2.4.RELEASE
spring-framework 5.1.9.RELEASE
spring-hateoas 0.25.0.RELEASE
spring-hateoas 0.25.2.RELEASE
spring-kafka 2.2.8.RELEASE
spring-ldap-core 2.3.2.RELEASE
springloaded 1.2.8.RELEASE
spring-security 3.2.7.RELEASE
spring-security 4.2.3.RELEASE
spring-security 5.0.11.RELEASE
spring-security 5.1.1.RELEASE
spring-security 5.1.5.RELEASE
spring-security 5.1.6.RELEASE
spring-security-oauth 2.0.7
spring-security-oauth2 2.3.4.RELEASE
spring-session 2.1.8.RELEASE
sshj 0.16.0
ssldump 0.9b3
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Stax2-api 3.1.4
stax-api 1.0.1
stax-ex 1.7.8
storybook/addon-jest 5.3.18
storybook/addon-storyshots 5.3.18
struts_menu 2.3
super csv 2.2.0
super-csv 2.2.0
swagger-annotations 1.3.0
swagger-jaxrs 1.3.7
swagger-jaxrs_2.10 1.3.7
Sysdig 0.14.0 (latest)
TableSorter 2.0
teiid 9.0.1
ThreeTen-Backport 1.3.6
thyme 2.1.4
thymeleaf 2.1.4
thymeleaf 3.0.11.RELEASE
thymeleaf-extras-java8time 3.0.1.RELEASE
thymeleaf-extras-java8time 3.0.4.RELEASE
thymeleaf-extras-springsecurity 3.0.4.RELEASE
tika 1.13
tika 1.24
tomahawk 1.1.4
tomahawk 1.1.5
Tomcat 8.0.23
Tomcat 8.0.35
Tomcat 8.0.36
Tomcat 8.5.15
Tomcat 8.5.29
Tomcat 8.5.6
Tomcat 9.0.24
tomcat-embed 8.5.37
tomcat-embed-el 9.0.22
tomcat-embed-websocket 9.0.22
TomSawyer 9.0
TomSawyer 9.3
uadetector resources 2014.10
uglify-js 3.4.8
UI Sortable 0.12.2
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UI Sortable 0.14.0
UI Web Components r5.1.2 GA
UI Web Components r5.1.2 SE
UI Web Components r5.1.3.39
UI Web Components r5.1.3-SE
unbescape 1.1.0.RELEASE
unbescape 1.1.6.RELEASE
undertow-websockets-jsr 1.3.22.Final
unirest-java 1.4.9 validation-api 1.1.0.FINAL
Velocity 1.7
vertx-core 3.2.1
vertx-web 3.2.1
vis.js 3.12.0
vis.js 3.9.1
vis.js 4.16.1
vis.js 4.18.1
vis.js 4.2.0
vis.js 4.6.0
winrm4j 0.8.0
winrm4j-client 0.8.0
winston logger 1.0.0
winsw 2.1.2
woodstox-core 5.0.3
Workflow r1.1.5 SP6- Build 125.3
WSDL4J 1.5.1
WSDL4J 1.6.3
xalan 2.7.2
xbean 3.4
xbean-spring 3.18
Xerces-C 3.1.1
xercesImpl 2.12.0
xercesImpl 2.8.1
Xerces-J 1.4.4
Xerces-J 2.11.0
Xerces-J 2.8.1
XML Security 1.5.7
xml-apis 1.3.02
xml-apis 1.4.01
XMLBeans 2.3.0
xml-commons xml-api 1.3.04
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xmlpull 1.1.3.1
xml-resolver 1.2
xmlschema-core 2.2.4
xmltooling 1.4.3
XMLUnit 2.6.3
xmlunit-core 2.3.0
xmlunit-matchers 2.3.0
xom 1.0
XPP3 1.1.4c
XStream 1.4.11.1
XStream 1.4.9
XZ for Java 1.5
yavijava 6.0.05
yFiles for HTML 1.2.0.5
yFiles for HTML 1.2.0.6
yFiles for HTML 1.2.1.1
yFiles for HTML 2.1.0.3
zeroclipboard 2.2
zip4j 1.3.2
zipkin 2.12.0
zipkin 2.14.2
zipkin 2.16.0
zipkin-reporter 2.10.2
zipkin-reporter 2.7.14
zipkin-reporter 2.8.4
zjsonpatch 0.3.0
Zookeeper 3.4.14
Zookeeper 3.4.8
Zookeeper 3.5.3-beta
zrender 3.7.4
zt-exec 1.7
zt-process-killer 1.4
zulu-tools.jar 6u119 Zulu: 6.22.0.3 0
zuul-core 1.3.1

Contact CA Technologies and Support
For information about CA Technologies products and solutions, visit:

• CA Contact Us - To connect with the right expert and get the most out of the solutions.
• casupport.broadcom.com - To access the CA Technologies (A Broadcom Company) Support website.
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You can also join the App Experience Analytics Community at Communities. CA Technologies Communities help you to
connect with other customers and product experts who can help answer questions and can solve problems.
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Getting Started
App Experience Analytics is a unique analytics solution that provides complete visibility into digital performance and
customer experience across web, mobile, and wearable devices. With App Experience Analytics, you gain proactive, real-
time insights into user behavior, buyer trends, and omnichannel performance.

This section contains the following articles:

Introduction To App Experience Analytics

App Experience Analytics helps app developers visualize, investigate, manage, and support user interactions with their
apps. App Experience Analytics provides deep insights into the performance, user experience, crash, and log analytics of
apps. It is also aimed to help enterprises understand the experience of mobile app users across the DevOps application
life cycle. Enterprises can accelerate the delivery of user-experience-focused mobile applications and can achieve faster
time to market by continuous application delivery while ensuring robust security. The following features help enterprises or
app developers understand the app behavior:

• Gain end-to-end visibility of the app performance
• Gain visibility on the app usage and the end-user experience
• Identify app performance issues quickly
• Understand user behavior and usage analytics
• Apply real-time intelligence to improve user engagement
• Monitor and alert on mobile Apdex scores
• Capture and analyze mobile app crashes and errors
• Analyze detailed mobile events to understand usage and performance
• Collect usage analytics and performance metrics
• Support custom-built or third-party apps with no source code changes

Why Use App Experience Analytics

App Experience Analytics helps enterprises understand how their apps perform and provides the following key features:

Usage and User Experience Analytics

Provides insights into the following user-related activities:

• Tracking user activity in real time
Capture and aggregate user activity, app activity, and app crashes in real time.

• User retention
Identify if your app is sticky and whether users revisit your app. The retention report is a powerful tool to track the
percentage of users that revisit your app. For example, you can analyze the user retention when you roll out a new
version of the app or for a specific OS version.

• Powerful data segmentation
Analyze the usage data based on a wide array of parameters such as app version, geographical location, operating
system, carrier information, and device information.

Learn how to gain insight into user behavior with DX App Experience Analytics.

To view this video full screen, click play, and then click the YouTube logo. The video pops up in a new window and you
can then open the video in full screen.
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Performance Analytics

Provides insights into the following performance-related data:

• Network and app performance to analyze performance on various networks and geographies, and correlate it to the
performance of the apps.

• Performance metrics to help measure the effect of end-user service on your business.
• Real-time alerts for activities, such as threshold violations. These alerts help you resolve issues at the earliest and

also maintain your SLAs.

Crash Analytics

A crash event force-closes the app and terminates the user session, which makes it crucial for the app analyzers to
address this issue. The App Experience Analytics SDK collects the device details at the time of app crash and uploads
them to the App Experience Analytics server when the app is launched the next time. The uploaded stack trace of the
crash provides insights into crash-related data and helps you analyze app crashes to identify problems in the code
or services. App Experience Analytics groups crashes into crash types and provides the complete stack trace, which
provides you code-level visibility into issues.

Learn how to use CA App Experience Analytics to get the level of insight you need to stay ahead of your app crashes and
deliver an exceptional customer experience.

To view this video full screen, click play, and then click the YouTube logo. The video pops up in a new window and you
can then open the video in full screen.

Instant Reporting

Provides a rich user interface to monitor and analyze the performance, crash, and usage data that the App Experience
Analytics SDK collects. The Administration Console provides a wide range of options to create filters to view specific data
of interest.

Easy Integration

Provides a feature-rich lightweight Software Development Kit (SDK) for the supported platforms. You can integrate your
code with the SDK. App Experience Analytics also provides a wrapping utility (for Android only), to wrap your app with
App Experience Analytics. This method does not involve any integration steps.

Alert Notifications and Reporting

Administration Console enables you to configure policies and profiles, to set the threshold parameters for different metrics,
such as crashes, http response, and CPU usage. These configurations trigger email alerts to administrators if the app
performance statistics cross the threshold values configured by the administrators.

Multi-tenant Architecture

The Administration Console offers a multi-tenant architecture, which enables you to use a single instance of the Console
to administer multiple organizations or business units within an enterprise. In this model, each organization or business
unit can be set up individually with its own configuration. The Administration Console also provides you with the ability to
inherit configuration data from the system level and build only specific configurations for each organization, if necessary.

Cross-Platform Support

Supports major mobile platforms, such as Android, iOS, WatchOS.
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Additional Information

Connect with the App Experience Analytics community using the following links:

• Join the DX App Experience Analytics Community and collaborate with a growing community of App Experience
Analytics users and experts.

• Subscribe to our YouTube channel to view the videos.

DX App Experience Analytics Architecture
The following diagram illustrates the architecture of App Experience Analytics.

Figure 1: Architecture
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Components

The following table lists the components of App Experience Analytics:

Component Description

Collector Collects data that is transferred from the App Experience Analytics
instrumented mobile and web applications

Security Server This component is installed in the DMZ to prevent unauthorized
access to App Experience Analytics. It receives all the App
Experience Analytics-specific requests from the client components
and redirects them to the Security Server for processing. The
request is then handled in one of the following ways:

• If the request does not contain the credentials, the Security
Filter prompts the user for authentication before processing.

• If the incoming request contains the information that is
needed for authentication and authorization, the Security
Filter forwards the request to the Security Server for further
processing.

Data Studio Gets data from Elasticsearch and sends data to the App
Experience Analytics console.

Application Server Provides the REST-based APIs, which the Administration Console
consumes to render the application analytics information. Reads
messages from Kafka and sends them to Aggregator. The
Application Server either goes to
• RDBMS (PostgreSQL)
• Elasticsearch (Raw data values)

Crash Handler Handles the ingestion of all the crashes data coming in from
the App Experience Analytics Transformer. It parses the
Android crashes. For iOS crashes, it calls the Symbolicator to
desymbolicate. After parsing, it saves the crash signature to the
RDBMS and the full processed crash to the Elasticsearch.

Transformer Contains the logic to transform the data that is transferred by the
instrumented applications and insert the transformed data into
Jarvis or Elasticsearch.

Symbolication Server MacOS The iOS crash logs are built out of symbols. Desymbolication
changes the symbols into method names and function
names. The symbolication server is needed only if the iOS
crash symbolication is required in the UI. Optionally, you
can download the crash file with symbols from the console and can
import the same in XCode for symbolication.

Jarvis Jarvis uses the following components:
• Onboarding and Ingestion APIs: Send data to Jarvis through

Logstash. This data goes into the internal Kafka bus.
• Verifier: Reads methods from Kafka, verifies the format,

and pushes the encoded methods back into Kafka.
• Indexer: Indexes the data.
Elasticsearch stores the application data that is collected from the
instrumented applications.
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Component Description

Kafka Kafka plays a major role in the App Experience Analytics
architecture.  Kafka acts as an agent or broker to transfer data
between the different components ensuring that the data is
persistent across the cluster. Collector acts as the producer
application for Kafka pushing the mobile analytics and browser
agent data to its respective topics. Kafka is also responsible for
pushing data to its respective consumers (Logstash and App
Experience Analytics Aggregator) depending on the type of
data and the assigned topics. Kafka also handles the passing of
whitelisting and profiles from the Read Server to the Collector.
This avoids collecting data for deleted or disabled applications. It
also helps the Collector identifies data that can be passed through
Kafka for processing.
Collector sends a JMS request (as it is stateless) to the Kafka-
maaReadServer topic for the profiles and whitelisting data. Kafka
then forwards the request to Read Server. Read Server sends
the response back to Kafka (Digital Experience Collector) which
then passes on the information to the Collector. This information is
used to filter relevant data by the Collector.

PostgreSQL Stores information such as the tenant configurations, user
credentials.

LDAP-Based Directory Service If you plan to use the user accounts from your enterprise LDAP
directory server, then configure App Experience Analytics to
connect to the directory server to fetch the user information.

Documentation Overview
The following image provides an high-level overview of the DX App Experience Analytics documentation to help you
navigate through the different spaces depending on your requirements. Click the Topics Covered box to navigate to the
corresponding documentation.
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-
analytics/20-2.html  https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-
on-premise/20-2.html  https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/
SaaS.html  https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-
analytics-saas/SaaS.html

Sizing Guidelines for DX App Experience Analytics
Example environment configurations and sizing help you understand how to size the various components in the On-
Premise deployments. You can deploy App Experience Analytics either as standalone or in a clustered environment. In
all the deployment configurations, a MAC Server is required as an additional component for symbolicating the iOS crash
logs. This MAC server can be of basic configuration with minimal hardware. For example, 2 CPU / 8-GB RAM / 64-GB
Hard disk.

This section provides the following information:

Sizing Guidelines

Consider the following information while determining the sizing information for your application:

Number of Users

• Number of sessions per month
• Data per session
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Number of Uses

• How many times (on an average) does each user use the application each day/month? For example, average number
of uses per user (per time period): 2. The data is important as it can double or triple the amount of data that is stored, if
the numbers are gathered per session/use.

Number of Uploads

• How many uploads are likely per use? For example, average number of uploads per use: 3
• Is the application to be used for a long time without being switched to another application?

Activity Period

• If there is a period of peak activity?
• If the application is used all day long, is it used for eight hours each business day, and so on.

Amount of Data Per Use

• How much data per use? For example, Average amount of data per use: 20 KB
• How chatty is the application?
• Are there many network calls? Most of the storage space is used to store URLs being called by the application (not

counting screen captures). Each call has associated performance metrics that must also be stored.
• Number of URLs referenced by the application.
• In addition to a basic count of URLs, applications tend to make numerous calls to the same URL repeatedly. Each of

these calls is an entry in the Elasticsearch database, where all the user session data is stored. Each call also has an
impact on the amount of aggregated data, which is stored in the RDBMS.

• Is the per session with multiple sessions, or a total for each use?
• If you plan to enable screen capture.

NOTE

The use of reference screens can help control the amount of storage required.
• Also, what does data per use constitute here. Is it per session, per upload, or per day?

Type of Hardware in Use

• Will you use dedicated physical or virtual hardware for Elasticsearch? For example, Physical or Virtual? Virtual, SSDs
in use?
If virtual, each Elasticsearch node should be on a different virtual host. Having multiple nodes on the same host
introduces a single point of failure, where multiple Elasticsearch nodes may become unavailable with the failure of
a single virtual host. This may exceed the ability of the Elasticsearch cluster to maintain operability. Also, the type of
storage has a direct impact on how Elasticsearch is implemented.
App Experience Analytics requires the use of high performance Solid State Drives (SSDs) when Monthly Active User
(MAU) volume exceeds 300,000. We always recommends using SSD regardless of MAU volume.

• MAUs and the total data storage do not go hand in hand when determining the number of Elasticsearch nodes. For
example, depending on the application, the amount of data coming in for 25-K MAUs may require one or multiple
nodes to support the Elasticsearch database. (An increase in Elasticsearch storage translates to  horizontal  growth
as opposed to vertical. That is, it is best practice to add more nodes of same size instead of more storage per node.)
Currently, the limit on the amount of data per Elasticsearch node is 2-TB. 

Additional Information

You can consider the following options to reduce the total storage size of the Elasticsearch data:

• Retention Period: Limit the length of time the user session analytics data is stored.
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NOTE

Essentials SaaS: Retention period of 7 days of user session data. User session data older than 7 days is
subject to deletion as a maintenance function of the SaaS environment.

Enterprise SaaS: Retention period of 30 days of user session data. User session data older than 30 days is
subject to deletion as a maintenance function of the SaaS environment.

On Premise: You can increase or decrease the retention period as per the sizing guidelines and the
available disk space.

• Reference Screenshots: If you turn on the screenshot capture, every screen in every session is uploaded. The
screenshots definitely impact the amount of the required storage. The use of Reference Screenshots can help here.
Follow these steps:
a. Enable the screen capture before releasing the application on a large scale.
b. Start a App Experience Analytics session.
c. Navigate through all the possible screens in the application.
d. Turn off the screen capture.
e. Select that session to use as a reference.

These screenshots are used during the session playback for all future sessions, with each session touchpoint
information displayed on the reference screenshot. This way you have only one reference copy of each screen as
opposed to storing 1000s of copies of the same screen when screen capture is enabled full-time. The trade-
off with reference screenshots is that different devices may have issues displaying a particular screen, or if an
application encounters an issue based on the content of a given screen, the Application Developers is not able to
see what the user sees in these cases.

• Sampling: Sampling helps reduce the amount of storage that is required for the solution. You can set a value of
1-100 percent to keep only X% of the incoming data as it is processed by the Collector.

Hardware Requirements
This section provides the following information:

Physical Server Requirements

The following table lists the hardware requirements:

Component OS vCPU Memory (GB) Disk (GB) Notes

Digital Experience
Collector

RHEL 7.2 8 16 256 GB

Jarvis Utilities RHEL 7.2 16 32 512 GB
Elasticsearch Client RHEL 7.2 8 16 256 GB
Elasticsearch Master RHEL 7.2 8 16 256 GB
Elasticsearch Master
Data

RHEL 7.2 16 64 Use the blueprint
recommendation +
256 GB

Max 1.6 TB (ES), 1
TB (Kafka)

Elasticsearch HOT RHEL 7.2 16 64 Use the blueprint
recommendation +
256 GB

Max 1.6 TB (ES), 1
TB (Kafka)

Elasticsearch WARM RHEL 7.2 16 64 Use the blueprint
recommendation +
256 GB

Max 30 TB

MAC Mac OS 10+ 4 16 256 GB
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Component OS vCPU Memory (GB) Disk (GB) Notes

Monitoring RHEL 7.2 8 32 256 GB
RDBMS 11g R2, 12c 8 32 512 GB

Process Resource Requirements

If the recommended hardware is not used to map the Server role in the architecture, then distribute the App Experience
Analytics processes based on these resource requirements:

Processes vCPU Memory (GB)

Admin Server 2 4
Aggregator 4 4
Collector 4 8
Crash Handler 4 4
Elasticsearch Client 4 4
Elasticsearch HOT or Master Data 8 32
Elasticsearch Master 4 4
Elasticsearch WARM 8 32
Jarvis Processes 4 8
Kafka 4 8
Kibana 2 4
Read Server 8 16
Preprocessor 4 4
Spark 4 8
Transformer 4 4

Port Reference

The following table lists the out-of-the-box port mappings:

Port Number Protocol Description

443 HTTPS External connectivity into DMZ.
9092 TCP App Experience Analytics Collector to

Kafka.

2181 TCP App Experience Analytics Collector to
Zookeeper (Kafka Bus).

9200, 9300 TCP App Experience Analytics App Server to
Elasticsearch

9092 TCP App Experience Analytics Aggregator to
Kafka

2181 TCP Transformer to KAFKA (Zookeeper)
8080 TCP Transformer to Jarvis
9200, 9300 TCP Transformer to Elasticsearch
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Port Number Protocol Description

8080 TCP App Experience Analytics App Server to
Jarvis

9200 REST API App Experience Analytics Data studio to
Elasticsearch

9080 TCP App Experience Analytics Security Server
to App Server

1521 TCP Aggregator/Readserver/Security Server to
RDBMS

61616 TCP Readserver/Security Server to AMQ
1521 TCP Crash Handler to RDBMS
9300 TCP Crash Handler to Elasticsearch
8080 TCP Crash Handler to Symbolicator
9092 TCP Crash Handler to Kafka
2181 TCP Crash Handler to Zookeeper
9200 REST API Symbolicator to Kafka
2181 TCP Symbolicator to Zookeeper
443 HTTPS Symbolicator to Crash Handler through

Admin UI
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Installing DX App Experience Analytics
This section provides the following information:

Install App Experience Analytics

You can install App Experience Analytics using the DX Platform installer. The DX Platform Installer is a console-based
application for the installation of the DX Platform. The installer runs primarily in the docker container and so has minimum
dependencies on the operating system. The installer communicates with the Kubernetes cluster and performs all the
necessary actions to set up a ready-to-use DX Platform instance. For more information, see the DX Platform Installation
documentation.

Upgrade App Experience Analytics

Upgrading from App Experience Analytics 17.3.2 is not supported.
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Administrating
The Administration Console offers a true multi-tenant architecture, which enables you to use a single instance of the
console to administer multiple enterprises, or multiple business units within an enterprise. In this model, each enterprise
can be set up individually as a tenant, with its own set of configurations.

The Administration Console is a web-based, operation and system management tool, which provides a consistent, unified
interface for administrators to perform the following tasks:

• Create and manage administrator and user accounts
• Manage the user accounts of LDAP-based users
• Create and manage the user accounts of non-LDAP-based users
• Configure email server settings

Security Recommendations for the Administration Console

When you use the Administration Console, apply the following best practices:

• Do not share the browser session with other applications.
• Do not open any other site in other browser tabs.
• Follow strong password guidelines.
• Log out after using the Administration Console, always. If your session remains inactive for 30 minutes, you are

automatically logged out.
• Close the browser window after you log out from the Administration Console.

This section describes the following information:

Supported Roles and Privileges
The Administration Console supports multi-level administration. The console has multiple administrator roles with different
administration privileges for each role. This article describes the supported roles and the privileges that each role is
entitled to.

Supported Roles

App Experience Analytics supports the following roles:

Master Administrator

The Master Administrator is a predefined administrator account. This account is the first level in the administration
hierarchy. The username of the MA is masteradmin. Only a Master Admin can create a Tenant Administrator.

Tenant Administrator

The Tenant Administrator is the second level in the administration hierarchy. A Tenant Administrator can perform
administrative tasks only in the scope of the tenant account to which they belong. Using the Administration Console, a
Tenant Administrator can create and manage Power Users and Users in the App Experience Analytics database. A Tenant
Administrator can also manage the App Experience Analytics-specific data of users whose records are in the LDAP
repository. This data is stored in the App Experience Analytics database.
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Power User

A Power User has access to the analytics data. They can only view data that are related to the application and application
versions but they cannot create or delete an application. However, a Power User can view or update alerts and application
settings.

Users

Each employee of the enterprise is referred to as a user. A user record can exist either in the enterprise LDAP repository
or in the App Experience Analytics database.

NOTE
Power Users and Users cannot access the Administration Console. Users can be created only in the App
Experience Analytics database. All activities that are related to the permissions assignment and the role change
are audit logged. An administrator can view these logs but cannot alter them.

Roles and Their Privileges

The following table summarizes the privileges at a high level:

Operations Tenant Administrator Power User User

Analytics Data: Access to the
data

Y Y Y

User: Create or remove users,
assign roles

Y N N

App and App Versions:
Create, view, delete

Y View Only View Only

Alerts and App Settings:
View or update the application
settings and alerts

Y Y View Only

Administrator Privileges

The following section provides a summary of the operations that only administrators can perform:

Role Operations Privileges

Master Admin Administrator and User Management • Create, Update, or Delete a Tenant
Administrator.

Tenant Management Tenant Update
Administrator and User Management • Create, Update, or Delete a Tenant

Administrator
• Create, Update, or Delete a Power

User
• Create, Update, or Delete a User

Email Configuration Configure emails.
LDAP Configuration Configure LDAP.

Tenant Admin

Map Groups to Roles Map group to roles.
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(Optional) Custom Role

A GA can create a Custom Role with a limited set of privileges. A GA can also update or delete a custom role. A custom
role user inherits the custom role privileges. This user can view pages and can perform actions that are based on the
privileges.

Privileges for Custom Roles

The following table provides the list of privileges that can be assigned to the custom role that a GA creates from the base
role. Select the required privileges.

Base Role: Global Admin

Options Privileges

Tenants Manage Tenant
App Experience Analytics Set, Edit, or Delete and Alert

Set, Edit, and Delete a Profile
Create, Delete Apps

People Add New Person, Edit Profile, Reset Password, Delete Person
Dashboard

Base Role: Tenant Admin

Options Privileges

Settings Email Service, Role Mapping, Edit Role Mapping, Email Templates
Dashboard
App Experience Analytics Set, Edit, Delete an Alert

Set, Edit, Delete a Profile
Create, Delete Apps

People Add New Person, Edit Profile, Reset Password, Delete Person
Your Tenant

Base Role: Power User

Options Privileges

App Experience Analytics Set, Edit, Delete an Alert
Set, Edit, Delete a Profile
Create, Delete Apps

Master Administrator
A Master Administrator account is created during the installation with the username as masteradmin. As Master
Administrator, you can perform the following tasks in the Cluster Management console:
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• View the CPU and RAM utilization of the cluster
• View all the services that are deployed and information such as the status of the services, utilization, resources for the

deployed services. You can also perform additional tasks such as configuring the deployment, adding an instance, and
so on.

• Create and configure a tenant. You can also deactivate a tenant.
• View all the tokens that are generated.
• View activity log of the scheduled and executed jobs.
• View metrics for all the services using the Metric Browser option.
• Configure the cluster settings.

NOTE
For more information, see the Cluster Management section in the DX Platform documentation.

Access the Cluster Management Console

After the installation is successful, you can login into the Cluster Management console using the following details.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Cluster Management console using the URL (http://apmservices-gateway.<domain>/dxiportal).
2. Provide the following details:

– Tenant ID: Enter masteradmin.
– User ID: Enter masteradmin.
– Password: The master administrator password that you provided during the installation.

Tenant Administrator
A Tenant Administrator is at the second level in the administration hierarchy and is created by a Master Administrator.
Tenant Administrators can perform administrative tasks only in the scope of the tenant account to which they belong.

A Tenant Administrator can perform the following tasks in an On-Premise deployment:

Access the Administration Console

Perform the following steps to access the Admin Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the portal using the URL: http://apmservices-gateway.<domain>/dxiportal
2. Enter the required information at the prompt:

– Tenant ID: The tenant name.
– User ID: Enter the user name.
– Password

3. Click Login.

Create and Manage Administrators and Users

As a Tenant Administrator, you can create other Tenant Administrators, Power Users, and Users. As a Tenant
Administrator, you can update the basic information of an administrator or a user. You can also update the administrative
role, password, and management scope. A Tenant Administrator can also deactivate, activate, or delete an administrator
or user account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Administration Console as a Tenant Administrator.
2. Click the App Launcher icon that is next to the username and then click Launch Pad.
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3. In the left navigation pane, click USER MANAGEMENT.
The Manage Users page is displayed.

4. In the left navigation pane, click NEW USER.
5. Provide the following information:

– First Name
– Last Name
– Email
– Username
– Role:

• Tenant Administrator
• Power User
• User

– Password
– Confirm Password

6. Click Create.

Configure the Email Notification Service

A Tenant Administrator can configure an email server to enable sending product-specific notifications to administrators at
runtime.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Administration Console as a Tenant Administrator.
2. Click the App Launcher icon that is next to the username and then click Launch Pad.
3. In the left navigation pane, click SETTINGS.
4. Click Email Notification Service.
5. Specify the requested details in the Email Service tab.

Select Requires Authentication if the sender must be authenticated each time. If you select the
Requires Authentication check box, then specify the following parameters:
– User name of the email server administrator

Notifications are sent using the email account of the user.
– Password

6. Specify the required information in the Email Templates tab.
A pre-designed email is provided by default in a text box.

7. (Optional) Customize the email content according to your requirements and click Preview to view the output of the
email.

8. Click Save.

Additional Tasks
As a Tenant Administrator, you must also perform the following tasks for the smooth operation of DX App Experience
Analytics

• Execute the data purge script to ensure that the old data is purged.

Configure the Data Purge

The Jarvis data purge is a kron job which runs based on the jarvis-es-utils service. Once the Utils.properties is set with
the default-retention-period, the kron job purges the data that is older than the specified value. This helps in maintaining
healthy disk space where huge amount of data flows in Jarvis. By default, the retention period is 45 days.

Note: Perform these steps only if you want to change the default retention period.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the $CA_EMM_HOME/jarvis directory.
2. Navigate to where PROP_HOME points to ($CA_EMM_HOME/jarvis/config).
3. Open the utils.properties file to update default_retention_period = 45 to any other valid value, if required.
4. Schedule the data purge start process periodically using the kron job.

a. Change the directory to $CA_EMM_HOME/jarvis/bin.
b. Execute ./startESUtils.sh to start the ESUtils only. (Execute ./stopESUtils.sh to stop the ESUtils only.) The Jarvis

data purge logs are available in the $CA_EMM_HOME/jarvis/logs folder.

More Information:For more information about notations in the utils.properties, see the Cron documentation.

Symbolicate Crash Stack Trace
App Experience Analytics supports converting a crash stack trace to a human-readable format. This process of converting
the crash details to a human-readable format is referred to as symbolication. Crash signature helps to group the incoming
crashes for quick diagnostics. Crash signature detection and Symbolication work differently in Android and iOS. The App
Experience Analytics Crash Signature includes the following attributes:

• Tenant ID
• Application name
• Application version
• Platform name
• Class name
• Method name
• Line number

Android - Upload the Mapping File

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics Admin Console.
2. Click Manage Apps and select the app for which you want to add the mapping file.
3. Click ADD MAPPING FILE to upload the mapping.txt file to the App Experience Analytics Admin Console.

NOTE

If the Android application is Proguard enabled, upload the Proguard mapping files. Add -keepattributes
SourceFile, LineNumberTable to the Proguard rules to enable the Android app crashes to display the
failing class, method, and line number information.

Ensure that the mapping.txt file that you upload corresponds to the app version integrated with App
Experience Analytics SDK.

After you upload the mapping.txt file, all crash stack traces are automatically symbolicated. When a crash is uploaded,
App Experience Analytics parses the stack trace. You can add multiple mapping files. If a mapping file already exists,
then name of the last uploaded file and a bug icon is displayed against that version.

iOS - Upload the Debug Symbol Files

After you upload the .dSYM file, all crash stack traces are automatically symbolicated. When a crash is uploaded, App
Experience Analytics first parses the crash. App Experience Analytics then identifies Tenant ID, Application name,
Application version, and platform of the crash signature automatically. App Experience Analytics uses the atos utility of the
MAC OS X to decode class, method, and line number of the crash.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics Admin Console.
2. Click Manage Apps and select the app for which you want to add the debug symbol file.
3. Click DEBUG SYMBOL FILES and then click ADD NEW FILE to upload the .dSYM file to the App Experience

Analytics Administration Console.

NOTE

For the class, method, and line number, upload the debug symbol files. App Experience Analytics maps the
class, method, and line number of the crash to Unknown if the .dSYM file is not present.

Ensure that the .dSYM file that you upload corresponds to the app version integrated with the App
Experience Analytics SDK.

You can add multiple files. If a file already exists, then name of the last uploaded file and a bug icon is
displayed against that version. In the Debug Symbol Files, the following information is displayed for the
existing files: File Name, App ID, App Version, Size in Bytes, Timestamp.
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Configuring
This section provides the following information:

Collect Data From Android Applications
This article describes how to collect data from an Android application. App Experience Analytics provides APIs to capture
transaction and event-specific details. Based on the data type or the details that you want to capture, invoke these APIs in
your code. For more information about the APIs, see the JavaScript Custom APIs section.

Data Collection Overview

To collect the application data from Android applications, follow these steps:

1. Register the application with App Experience Analytics.
2. For Custom Metrics (custom events and business transactions), integrate the ca-maa-android-integration file. The

application uses the integration library to collect elaborate operations data. For more information, see the Integrate the
ca-maa-android-integration File section.

NOTE
You can also use the Gradle Plugin to integrate the integration file for custom metrics and then wrap the app.
For more information, see the Integrate the Application Using the Gradle Plugin documentation.

3. Wrap the apk file. Wrapping is the process of integrating the apk file with App Experience Analytics to collect
information about crashes, sessions, usage, and network performance. After the wrapping, the wrapped apk file is
signed with the packaged self-signed certificate. Sign the application with your own certificate and distribute it on
Google Play, after testing the application.
This release supports wrapping for Android applications using the following options:
– Online Wrapper
– Command Line Wrapper
– Gradle Plugin

4. (Optional) Configure the Data Collection Metrics.

How to Wrap an Android App

This video walks you through the steps to wrap an Android application.

Collect Data using the Online Wrapper
This article describes the steps to collect data from Android applications using the Online Wrapper:

Step 1 - Register Your Application

The first step is to register your application. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.

Step 2 - Wrap the App

After the app registration, the next step to collect the application data is to wrap the apk file. Wrapping is the process of
integrating the apk file with App Experience Analytics to collect information about crashes, sessions, usage, and network
performance.

Consider the following points while wrapping:
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• The App Experience Analytics SDK requires the following permissions:
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />

• If some or all the permissions are missing but the resources are present, App Experience Analytics wraps the
application and adds the missing permissions to AndroidManifest.xml after wrapping.

• If all the permissions are present but some resources missing, App Experience Analytics wraps the application using
the -r option. If you wrap the application using -r with some permissions missing, the wrapping does not fail but App
Experience Analytics might not function properly.

• If both the permissions and resources are missing, the application wrapping fails with an error message. Add the
missing permissions to the AndroidManifest.xml and try wrapping again. You can find logs under $CA_EMM_HOME/
logs with the file name as wrap_<tenant_name>_<app_name>_<timestamp>.log.

• To use the custom APIs, see the Integrate Your Application with App Experience Analytics SDK section.

Follow these steps:

1. Click MANAGE APPS in the Administration Console.
2. Select the application you want to wrap and then click ANDROID.
3. (Optional) Select the checkbox to ignore the resources.

NOTE

More Information:

Before you upload the apk file, you can select the checkbox to ignore the resources during the wrapping
process. If you select the checkbox:

• Resources are ignored.
• Resources are not touched and only instrumentation is done.
• Location cannot be tracked or any other permissions that SDK injects.

If you do not select the checkbox:

• Resources are not ignored.
• You can inject permissions such as geo location.
• However, you must regenerate resources IDs while repackaging post wrapping. This might break the

resource resolutions in the application.
4. Click UPLOAD to upload the apk file of your application.

After the wrapping, the wrapped apk file is signed with the packaged self-signed certificate. Sign the application with
your own certificate and distribute it on Google Play, after testing the application.

5. Click Download or DOWNLOAD THE WRAPPED APK to download the wrapped application. If the wrapping fails, an
error message is displayed. Use the RE-UPLOAD button to upload the apk file again.

(Optional) Step 3 - Configure the Application Data Collection
After you register and wrap the application, the application is enabled to share data with App Experience Analytics. The
Data Collection Profile section lets you change the default metrics that you want to collect for an application.

NOTE
You cannot edit or delete the default app profile. To edit the data collection profile properties, you must create a
profile, and must save it with a different name after editing.

For more information about the metrics that are collected, see the Configure the Data Collection section.
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(Optional) Step 4 - Collect Custom Metrics Data

To configure custom events and business transactions, integrate your application with App Experience Analytics SDK.

The application uses the integration library to collect elaborate operations data. App Experience Analytics provides APIs
to capture transaction and event-specific details. Based on the data type or the details that you want to capture, invoke
these APIs in your code. For more information about the APIs, see the JavaScript Custom APIs section.

Collect Data Using Command Line Wrapper
This article describes the steps to collect data from Android applications using Command Line Wrapper:

Step 1 - Register Your Application

The first step is to register your application. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.

Step 2 - Wrap the App

After the app registration, the next step to collect the application data is to wrap the apk file. Wrapping is the process of
integrating the apk file with App Experience Analytics to collect information about crashes, sessions, usage, and network
performance.

Consider the following points while wrapping:

• The App Experience Analytics SDK requires the following permissions:
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />
– <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />

NOTE
To use the custom APIs, see the Integrate Your Application with App Experience Analytics SDK section.

• If some or all the permissions are missing but the resources are present, App Experience Analytics wraps the
application and adds the missing permissions to AndroidManifest.xml after wrapping.

• If all the permissions are present but some resources missing, App Experience Analytics wraps the application using
the -r option. If you wrap the application using -r with some permissions missing, the wrapping does not fail but App
Experience Analytics might not function properly.

• If both the permissions and resources are missing, the application wrapping fails with an error message. Add the
missing permissions to the AndroidManifest.xml and try again. You can find logs under $CA_EMM_HOME/logs with
the file name as wrap_<tenant_name>_<app_name>_<timestamp>.log.

Follow these steps:

NOTE
Ensure that the wrap.sh and all the files under .../CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/emm/bin/android/linux/
have the executable permissions.

1. Click MANAGE APPS in the Administration Console
2. Select the application you want to wrap and then click ANDROID.
3. Download the CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip (Wrapper Utility) and the <app_name>_camdo.plist (PLIST)

file for your application.

WARNING

If you rename the downloaded .plist file, always ensure that the file name ends with  _camdo.plist .
4. Unzip the CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip file that you have downloaded.
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NOTE

This directory is referred to as emmroot in the following steps. The ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper-
<version_number>.jar file provides the wrapping functionality.

5. Run the following command to generate the wrapped application:
./wrap.sh -a <path_to_apk> -p <path_to_<app_name>_camdo.plist>

The generated wrapped application is available in the same folder as your apk file. The wrapped APK file is signed
with the packaged self-signed certificate. Sign the application with your own certificate after testing, and then distribute
it on Google Play.

Wrapper Utility - Options

This following table lists options for wrapping:

-h Show the message.
-r Do not decompile resources in the .apk file.
-i <instrumentation xml> Instrumentation rules xml file. Default:

emm/conf/android.xml
-j <Wrapper jar file> App Experience Analytics Android wrapper JAR

file. Default: ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper-<version>.jar

-v Verbose. Prints the wrapping output with the verbose details.
-d Debug. This option is useful to debug SDK and when you want to

collect all the detailed information and logs. This option makes the
application slower. Use this option only to debug and troubleshoot
and not in the production application.

-c Refers to signConfig to pass jarsigner details. Defaults to emm/
conf/jarsigner.properties.

-o Output file to specify the output apk file name. Default:
wrapped_<apk_file_name>.apk. Provide a valid file name. Spaces
are not supported in the file name.

(Optional) Step 3 - Configure the Application Data Collection
After you register and wrap the application, the application is enabled to share data with App Experience Analytics. The
Data Collection Profile section lets you change the default metrics that you want to collect for an application.

NOTE
You cannot edit or delete the default app profile. To edit the data collection profile properties, you must create a
profile, and must save it with a different name after editing.

For more information about the metrics that are collected, see the Configure the Data Collection section.

(Optional) Step 4 - Collect Custom Metrics Data

To configure custom events and business transactions, integrate your application with App Experience Analytics SDK.

The application uses the integration library to collect elaborate operations data. App Experience Analytics provides APIs
to capture transaction and event-specific details. Based on the data type or the details that you want to capture, invoke
these APIs in your code. For more information about the APIs, see the JavaScript Custom APIs section.

Configure App Wrapping in Windows
This article describes the typical workflow to use App Experience Analytics:
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Step 1 - Register Your Application

The first step is to register your application. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.

Step 2 - Wrap the App

To collect the application data, you must wrap the apk file. Wrapping is the process of integrating the apk file with App
Experience Analytics to collect information about crashes, sessions, usage, and network performance. After the wrapping,
the wrapped apk file is signed with the packaged self-signed certificate. Sign the application with your own certificate and
distribute it on Google Play, after testing the application.

The App Experience Analytics SDK requires the following permissions:

• <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
• <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
• <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />
• <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />

NOTE
To use the custom APIs, see the Integrate Your Application with App Experience Analytics SDK section.

Consider the following points while wrapping:

• If some or all the permissions are missing but the resources are present, App Experience Analytics wraps the
application and adds the missing permissions to AndroidManifest.xml after wrapping.

• If all the permissions are present but some resources missing, App Experience Analytics wraps the application using
the -r option. If you wrap the application using -r with some permissions missing, the wrapping does not fail but CA
App Experience Analytics might not function properly.

• If both the permissions and resources are missing, the application wrapping fails with an error message. Add the
missing permissions to the AndroidManifest.xml and try again.

You can find logs under $CA_EMM_HOME/logs with the file name as
wrap_<tenant_name>_<app_name>_<timestamp>.log.

NOTE

The following steps do not work for Cordova based applications. You must use the wrap.sh script to wrap the
app.

Prerequisites:

• Administrator has access to the Windows Command Line Utility.
• Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.8 and above with jarsigner is available. Hardcode the JDK path and not the JRE.

Follow these steps:

1. Click MANAGE APPS in the Administration Console
2. Select the application you want to wrap and then select the platform as ANDROID.
3. Download the Wrapper Utility (CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip) and extract the file.
4. Set the current wrapping directory as $CA_EMM_HOME: SET CA_EMM_HOME=%~dp0\emm
5. Create the bat file that passes the wrapping parameters.

a. Open a notepad and copy the following snippet:
SET CA_EMM_HOME=%~dp0\emm

"C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_131\bin\java" -jar ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper-17.2.jar -

verbose -apk "%1" -plist "%2" -rules AUTO_DETECT -signconfig emm/conf/jarsigner.properties -

disablejsinterception "false" -buildtype "release" -nores "release"
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Where %1 is the path to the apk file and %2 is the path to the plist file.

 

Note: Hardcode the JDK path.

b. Save the file as wrapcustom.bat.
6. Open the command terminal in the Administrator mode.
7. Execute the following command:

wrapcustom.bat <apk_file_path> <plist_file_path> 

Integrate the Application with SDK Using Gradle Plugin
This article explains the steps to integrate the application with App Experience Analytics SDK.

Integrate the Application

To configure custom events and business transactions, integrate your application with SDK before you build the apk file.
When the application is wrapped in the App Experience Analytics container, methods are redirected to corresponding
methods in the App Experience Analytics wrapper.

Prerequisites:

• You must have working knowledge of Android Studio and Gradle Plugin.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the Wrapper Utility (CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip) and the Properties (PLIST) file for your
application.

WARNING

If you rename the downloaded .plist file, always ensure that the file name ends with _camdo.plist.
2. Extract CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip that you have downloaded from the Administration Console.

NOTE
This directory is referred to as emmroot in the following steps. The ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper-
<version_number>.jar file provides the wrapping functionality. This file can be referenced from
the build.gradle of your application either from a local maven repo or from the distribution. Use the method
that is convenient to you but not both.

3. Copy com/ca/integration/CaMDOIntegration.java and CaMDOCallback.java from the extracted zip file into your
application as source code.

NOTE

CaMDOIntegration.java and CaMDOCallback.java must be in the com/ca/integration package. Do not
change the package of the CaMDOIntegration class.

To integrate using the .aar file, see the Integrate the ca-maa-android-integration File section.
4. Copy the .plist file to the /<project_directory>/src/main/assets/conf/ directory of your project. If the conf directory is

not available, create this directory as follows:
a. Right-click the application element in the project hierarchy in Android Studio.
b. Click New, Folder, and Assets to create a folder named assets under the src/main folder of the project.
c. Right-click the assets folder. Click New and then select Directory option.
d. Enter conf in the dialog that prompts for the folder name.
e. Copy your <app_name>_camdo.plist to this new conf directory.

5. Pass an external variable to the Gradle task script in afterEvaluate:
// Top-level build file where you can add configuration options common to all sub-projects/modules.
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buildscript {

 repositories {

        jcenter()

        mavenCentral()

       // mavenLocal()  // only needed if using via local maven repo

    }

dependencies {

            classpath 'com.android.tools.build:gradle:1.0.+' 

             // Jar referenced directly from the distribution.

            classpath files('<emmrot>/ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper-<version>.jar')

            // commented out sample showing the jar is being referenced from a maven repo. 

            // classpath 'com.ca.android.wrapper:ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper:<version>'

        }

}

allprojects {

    repositories {

        jcenter()

    }

}

6. (For Maven approach only) Ensure that the jar is installed in the local maven repo. Use the following command to add
a reference to mavenLocal().
mvn install:install-file -Dfile=emmroot/ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper-<version>.jar -

DgroupId="com.ca.android.wrapper" -DartifactId="ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper" -Dversion="<version>" -

Dpackaging=jar

7. Reference the App Experience Analytics plugin in your Gradle project as follows.
In your application or module's build.gradle, at the top of the build.gradle:
apply plugin: 'ca-maa-wrapper-plugin'

At the bottom of build.gradle, include afterEvaluate CA MAA Wrapper Task as follows:
afterEvaluate {

     android.applicationVariants.all { variant ->

        def newWrapperTask = tasks.create(name: "${variant.name}MAAWrap", type:

 com.ca.android.wrapper.gradle.CAMAAWrapperTask)

        newWrapperTask.ext.emmHome = '<path_to_emm_home>'

        newWrapperTask.ext.plistFilePath = '<path_to_plist>'

        newWrapperTask.ext.signConfig ='<path_to_sign_config'

        //NOTE: Example jarsigner.properties here : <path_to_emm_home>/conf/jarsigner.properties'

        variant.outputs.each { output ->

            newWrapperTask.ext.apkFilePath = new

 File(output.outputFile.parent,output.outputFileName).absolutePath

            newWrapperTask.dependsOn output.packageApplication           

        }

        variant.assemble.dependsOn newWrapperTask

    }

}

afterEvaluate {

    android.applicationVariants.all { variant ->

        if(variant.name == "prodDebug"){ //add wrapping task only to a particular variant

            def newWrapperTask = tasks.create(name: "${variant.name}MAAWrap", type:

 com.ca.android.wrapper.gradle.CAMAAWrapperTask)
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            String currentDir = new File(".").absolutePath

            String emmFile = currentDir + "/thirdparty/CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/emm"

            File emmHome = new File(emmFile)

            newWrapperTask.ext.emmHome = emmHome.absolutePath

            newWrapperTask.ext.plistFilePath = currentDir + "/thirdparty/CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/

dxi_camdo.plist"

            newWrapperTask.ext.signConfig = currentDir + "/thirdparty/CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/emm/

conf/jarsigner.properties"

            newWrapperTask.ext.wrapConfig = currentDir + "/thirdparty/CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/emm/

conf/wrapconfig.properties"

            newWrapperTask.ext.verboseFlag = true; // for detailed wrapping logs

            newWrapperTask.ext.buildType = "debug" // for detailed SDK logs in the logcat 

            newWrapperTask.ext.noResFlag = true; // exclude resources

            newWrapperTask.ext.ignoreids = "filedelete,webview,bluetooth" //ignore certain rules

            newWrapperTask.ext.outputFileName = "custom1.apk" //change the wrapped apk name from the

 default "wrapped_" prefixed one

            variant.outputs.each {

                newWrapperTask.ext.apkFilePath = new

 File(output.outputFile.parent,output.outputFileName).absolutePath

              newWrapperTask.dependsOn output.packageApplication             }

            variant.assemble.dependsOn newWrapperTask

        }

    }

}

NOTE

In jarsigner.properties, specify a fully qualified path to the keystore for the Gradle Plugin to pick up without
relative path conflicts.

8. Run Gradle Build for your application in Android Studio or in the Gradle command line to see the wrapped apks.
Various build tasks such as assembleRelease, assembleDebug , and others are available. From the Gradle Tasks,
double-click assembleDebug. The Gradle Console displays the progress of the build process. The App Experience
Analytics wrapping sequence begins. When the wrapping is complete, the location of the newly wrapped APK file is
displayed.

Available Wrapping Properties for the Gradle Plugin

The following wrapping properties are available:

• outputFileName
• plistFilePath
• noResFlag
• verboseFlag
• emmHome
• noSignFlag
• buildType
• disablejsinterception
• signConfig
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outputFileName

Equivalent Command Line Option -o
Description Output file to specify the output apk file name. Default:

wrapped_<apk_file_name>.apk.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.outputFileName = 'my_newapp.apk'
Default Value wrapped_$<apk_file>.apk
Type String: Valid values are valid filenames.

plistFilePath

Equivalent Command Line Option -p
Description Plist file to be used for wrapping the application.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.plistFilePath = '<path/to/plistfile>'
Default Value None (Mandatory)
Type String: File Path

noResFlag

Equivalent Command Line Option -r
Description Do not decompile resources in the APK file.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.noResFlag = True
Default Value False
Type Boolean

verboseFlag

Equivalent Command Line Option -v
Description Verbose output of the wrapping process.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.verboseFlag = True
Default Value False
Type Boolean

emmHome

Equivalent Command Line Option N/A
Description EMM home directory.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.emmHome = '<path/to/emm dir>'
Default Value None (Mandatory)
Type String: File path
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noSignFlag

Equivalent Command Line Option -s
Description Do not sign the wrapped APK file.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.noSignFlag = True
Default Value False
Type Boolean

buildType

Equivalent Command Line Option -d (for the debug build type)
Description Use the debug build or release build type. App Experience

Analytics SDK logs are enabled only in the debug build.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.buildType = 'debug'
Default Value 'release'
Type String: Valid values are debug, release.

disablejsinterception

Equivalent Command Line Option -w
Description Intercept web requests only using the Android Webkit API.
Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.disablejsinterception = True
Default Value False
Type Boolean

signConfig

Equivalent Command Line Option -c (for jarsigner configuration)
Description Provide path to jarsigner.properties for signing configurations.

For example, <emm_home>/conf/jarsigner.properties.
Ensure you provide a valid path to this property file, as
well as valid paths to keystore and certificate paths within
jarsigner.properties.

Usage Example newWrapperTask.ext.signConfig =
‘<path_to_jarsigner.properties>’

Default Value ‘<path_to_emm_home/conf/jarsigner.properties’
Type String: Valid values are valid path to jarsigner.properties.

Absolute path to jarsigner.properties, and within properties
paths to certificates. For relative paths, keystore path within
jarsigner.properties, provide relative to the jarsigner.properties.

Collect Data From Supported Mobile Platforms - Android
App Experience Analytics supports the following mobile development platforms:
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Appcelerator/Titanium

After you have registered the application, perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience
Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the apk file using the Appcelerator Studio.
2. Wrap the apk file using the one of the following options:

– Online Wrapper
– Command Line Wrapper

3. To use the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs:
a. Create an Android module project. For more information, see Create a New Module.
b. Include CaMDOIntegration.java in the module and use the Titanium JavaScript calls to SDK APIs via Module.

NOTE
Unobfuscate CaMDOIntegration.java in the target module.

4. Configure the application data collection.

IBM Worklite

After you have registered the application, perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience
Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the apk file or an Android Studio project using the IBM Worklite Studio.
2. Wrap the apk file using the one of the following options:

– Online Wrapper
– Command Line Wrapper

3. To use the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs, add CaMDOIntegration.js to the project and use the JavaScript
Custom APIs.

4. Configure the application data collection.

Kony

After you have registered the application, perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience
Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Android release apk file using the Kony Studio.
2. Wrap the apk file using the one of the following options:

– Online Wrapper
– Command Line Wrapper

3. To use the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs,
a. Create a Foreign Function Mapping of functions that you would like to use in CaMDOIntegration.js. As Kony

is a closed container for network calls, FFI mapping can use the network calls to logNetworkEvent method in
CaMDOIntegration.java.
a. Extract the CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip file.
b. In the extracted CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper folder, copy and paste the ca-maa-android-integration-

<version_number>.aar file to create ca-maa-android-integration-<version_number>-Copy.aar file.
c. Rename ca-maa-android-integration-<version_number>-Copy.aar to ca-maa-android-integration-

<version_number>-Copy.zip to convert to a zip file.
d. Extract the zip file and locate the classes.jar file.
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e. Create a backup of this file and rename the newly created classes.jar to integration.jar. Kony FFI imports this
file for integration.

NOTE
Renaming is optional. But creating is a best practice.

f. Launch Kony Studio. Click <Project Name>, Integrate Third Party, Manage Custom Libraries.
g. Right-click on JavaScript FFI Definition and select Add JavaScript Namespace to create a namespace. For

example, maaintegration.
h. Right-click on maaintegration and select Add Javascript Function to define the addSessionEvent function.
i. Click addSessionEvent and add the parameters (type, key, and value) for the function and their respective

object type by clicking the + icon.
j. Click Native Mappings, Android. Select integration.jar for Library and complete the following details:

• Package. Name of the package where the class you want to link is present, that is, com.ca.integration.
• Class. Name of the class you want to link, that is, CaMDOIntegration.
• Static Method. Name of the native method to be linked for the JavaScript function, that is,

addSessionEvent.
• Return Type. Return type of the function, that is, void.

k. Click Yes to proceed with the code generation of FFI.
The App Experience Analytics jar file is imported in Kony as an FFI project.

b. Use the mapped APIs. The following steps describe hpw to create a sample JavaScript project that would crash
and map the code to a button named crashME.
a. Navigate to forms, mobile in your Kony project.
b. Right-click to create a form named Home.Drag a Button to the form and name it Crash Me.
c. Navigate to the Kony project, modules. Right-click on JavaScript, select a new JavaScript module and

name it crashme.js. In this function, write a try and catch block to catch the error object and pass it to the
addSessionevent function.

d. Map crashme.js to the Crash Me button created. Double-click the Crash Me button. Go to Event, click (…),
and then select the crashme function.
function crashmeM()

{

       try

       {

              colors[2]

= 0;

       }

       catch (e)

       {

              maaintegration.addSessionEvent("string","Crash Error","name:" + e.name + "\nmessage:"

 + e.message);

       }

       finally 

       {

              return;

       }               

}

e. Click OK to save the setting and click Save All to save the project.
f. Build the Kony project. Right-click the <project name> and select Build followed by Build (Incremental).

Select Android and Build.
g. Navigate to the location of generated apk file and use the luavmandroid.apk file to wrap the app. For example,

...\KonySampleApps\temp\KonyApp\build\luaandroid\dist. For more information about JavaScript APIs, see
the JavaScript APIs section.
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4. Configure the application data collection.

PhoneGap/Cordova/Ionic

After you have registered the application, perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience
Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Android release apk file using the Cordova build utility.
2. Wrap the apk file using the one of the following options:

– Online Wrapper
– Command Line Wrapper

3. To use the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs, include CaMDOIntegration.js in your project and use the JavaScript
APIs.

4. Configure the application data collection.

Xamarin

After you have registered the application, perform the following steps to integrate a sample Android project in Xamarin
with the App Experience Analytics SDK.

Prerequisites:

Before you perform the following steps, make sure you have:

• Xamarin Studio
• Android project in Xamarin
• Access to the App Experience Analytics console
• AXAAndroidBindings.dll. This file must be included in the Xamarin project for integrating with the SDK and to make

custom API calls.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Android apk file using Xamarin Studio.
2. Click Manage App, New App to register your app in App Experience Analytics.
3. Click Command Line Wrapper and download CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip and the .plist file. You can click

the DOWNLOAD PLIST link to get the .plist file for the registered app.
4. Load the project in Xamarin Studio.

a. Double click References and select .Net Assembly.
b. Browse to select the AXAAndroidBindings.dll file to load in the project.
c. Click OK to import the file.

5. Use Com.CA.Integration in your projects .cs files.
6. In Xamarin Studio, double click on the CardActivity.cs file. Add the following API to fetch the custom transactions,

network events, customer feedback, log metrics.
//start AXA transaction

        myCallBack callback = new myCallBack(new Handler());

        CaMDOIntegration.StartApplicationTransaction("starting AXA transaction", callback);

 

//stop AXA transaction
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        CaMDOIntegration.StopApplicationTransaction("stop", "No", callback);

 

//myCallBack callback = new myCallBack(new Handler());

 

//CaMDOIntegration.LogNetworkEvent("http://google.com",12,12,12);

CaMDOIntegration.LogNetworkEvent("http://facebook.com", 1, 2, 3, 4, null);

Dictionary<string, string> dictionary =

 new Dictionary<string, string>();

dictionary.Add("key", "value");

CaMDOIntegration.LogNumericMetric("http call", new Java.Lang.Double(1.2), dictionary, callback);

CaMDOIntegration.SetCustomerFeedback("application is fine");

CaMDOIntegration.LogTextMetric("Logtest", "succes", dictionary, callback);

7. Perform the following steps to build the application:
a. Click Build -> Clean All.
b. Click Build -> Archive for Publishing.

8. Right click on the project and select Reveal in Finder option to copy and paste the unwrapped SDK to the location
where CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper is downloaded.
The .plist file should also be present in the CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper folder.

9. Open the terminal or cmd prompt and navigate to the CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper folder.
10. Run the following command to wrap and instrument the apk file.

./wrap.sh -a <path_to_apk> -p <path_to_<app_name>_camdo.plist

For more information about wrapper options, see Online Wrapper and Command Line Wrapper.
11. Configure the application data collection.
12. Open any Android simulator. Drag and drop the wrapped apk file to test.
13. Interact with the application to flush analytics to the App Experience Analytics collector.
14. Check the analytics being reported by the application to the App Experience Analytics console.

Collect Data From iOS Applications
To collect data from the applications, integrate your application with the App Experience Analytics. SDK. Before you start
the integration, understand the different files that are used for the integration.

• camdo.plist: This file contains the App Experience Analytics server URL, which the SDK uses to upload data to the
server. App Experience Analytics APIs are available to initialize the SDK, and capture sessions, transactions, and
event-specific details. Based on the data type or the details that you want to capture, invoke these APIs in your code.
For more information about the APIs, see the iOS Custom APIs section.
If you do not want to use the _camdo.plist file, add the following configuration settings to the info.plist file as shown:
<key>CA_MAA_SETTINGS</key>

<dict>

        <key>profileURL</key>

        <string>https://mdo-dev.emm.ca.com/mdo/collector/v2/profiles/MDO-ORG/wkwebview_inject_test</string>

        <key>baseURL</key>

        <string>https://mdo-dev.emm.ca.com/mdo/collector/v2</string>
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        <key>appId</key>

        <string>wkwebview_inject_test</string>

        <key>tenantID</key>

        <string>MDO-ORG</string>

        <key>appKey</key>

        <string>9d717aa0-01bf-11e6-8df5-2b8b18f613f8</string>

</dict

• CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip: This zip file includes the SDK libraries that you can integrate into your projects. All
these libraries provide the same functionality. Select the package that suits your project.
– CAMobileAppAnalytics-11.0 (11.0 and Above): Contains the CAMobileAppAnalytics folder for XCode 11.0 and

later versions. This folder includes the following files that are required for the integration:
• ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig: Use this file to build the application.
• CAMDOReporter.h: The header file to call APIs.
• CAMDOIntegration.js: File for JavaScript integration.
• CAMDOInterceptor.js: File for WKWebView.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a: Static library for the device.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a: Static library for the simulators.

– CAMobileAppAnalytics-10.0 (Above 10.0 and Below 11.0): Contains the CAMobileAppAnalytics folder for XCode
10.0 and versions before XCode 11.0. This folder includes the following files that are required for the integration:
• ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig: Use this file to build the application.
• CAMDOReporter.h: The header file to call APIs.
• CAMDOIntegration.js: File for JavaScript integration.
• CAMDOInterceptor.js: File for WKWebView.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a: Static library for the device.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a: Static library for the simulators.

NOTE
CAMobileAppAnalytics-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.

– axa-cordova-plugin: The axa-cordova-plugin folder contains the following folders which include the required files
for the integration:
• axa-cordova-plugin-11.0: Use this folder for XCode 11.0 and later versions.
• axa-cordova-plugin-10.0: Use this folder for XCode 10.0 and  versions before XCode 11.0.

NOTE
axa-cordova-plugin-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.

These folders includes the following:
• src: This folder contains the files for iOS:

• CAMAAIntializer.h
• CAMAAIntializer.m
• ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig: Use this file to build the application.
• CAMDOReporter.h: The header file to call APIs.
• CAMDOIntegration.js: File for JavaScript integration.
• CAMDOInterceptor.js: File for WKWebView.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a: Static library for the device.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a: Static library for the simulators.

• cordova_camdo_plist
– CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-iOS: The CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-iOS folder contains the following folders:

• Debug
• Release
These folders include the following folders:
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• CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-11.0: This folder contains the AXAiOSBindings.dll file for XCode 11.0 and later
versions.

• CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-10.0: This folder contains the AXAiOSBindings.dll file for XCode 10.0 and
versions before XCode 11.0. CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.

Best Practices for iOS SDK Integration
This section provides the following information:

Best Practices for the Integration

We recommend the following best practices for the integration. You can use any one of the following methods:

• Use Cocoapods to integrate the iOS SDK in Xcode applications.
• For manual integration, we recommend you to download the latest SDK.

NOTE
For more information, see the Best Practices for iOS SDK integration article.

How to Instrument an iOS Application Using CocoaPods

This video walks you through the steps to instrument an iOS application using CoCoaPods.

Upgrade the iOS SDK
You can upgrade the iOS SDK using one of the following methods:

Upgrade the iOS SDK Using Cocoapods

Follow these steps:

1. From your project director, run the following command:
$ pod update

2. Click Product -> Build to build your project.

Upgrade the iOS Manually

Follow these steps:

1. Login to DX App Experience Analytics.
2. Go to the MANAGE APPS menu in the Administration Console.
3. Select the application that you registered and then click IOS.
4. Download the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file and the <app_name>_camdo.plist file.
5. Extract the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file. The extracted zip file includes the following folders:

– CAMobileAppAnalytics-11.0: Use this folder for XCode 11.0 and later versions.
– CAMobileAppAnalytics-10.0: Use this folder for XCode 10.x. CAMobileAppAnalytics-10.0 does not support iOS

13.0 features.
– axa-cordova-plugin
– CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-iOS

6. Depending on your XCode version, replace all the files in the CAMobileAppAnalytics folder with files from the
downloaded SDK file.

7. Click Product -> Build to build your project.
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Collect Data from Native Application
This article explains how to integrate your native iOS applications with App Experience Analytics to collect the application
data.

Step 1 - Register Your Application
The first step is to register your application. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.

Step 2 - Integrate Your Application with SDK
After you register the application, the next step is to integrate your application with the App Experience Analytics SDK.
You can integrate the with the SDK using one of the following methods:

• Integrate Application with SDK Using Cocoapods
• Integrate Application with SDK Manually

Integrate Application with SDK Using Cocoapods

Prerequisite: You require XCode 11 or higher version.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify pod CAMobileAppAnalytics in a single line inside your target block in the Podfile as shown in the following
example:
target 'YourApp' do

      pod 'CAMobileAppAnalytics'

    end

2. Save the podfile.
3. Run the following command from the folder of your project to integrate the SDK.

$ pod install

4. Login to App Experience Analytics.
5. Go to the MANAGE APPS menu in the Administration Console.
6. Select the application that you registered and then click IOS.
7. Click the COCOAPODS INSTALL tab.
8. Download the <app_name>_camdo.plist file.

WARNING

If you rename the downloaded .plist file, always ensure that the file name ends with _camdo.plist.
9. Drag-and-drop the downloaded <app_name>_camdo.plist file into the Supporting Files group in your Xcode project.

How to Instrument an iOS Application Using CocoaPods

This video walks you through the steps to instrument an iOS application using CoCoaPods.

Integrate Application with SDK Manually

This section describes the steps to maunally integrate your application with the SDK.
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NOTE

In the latest Xcode version, the -ObjC flag is ignored during the link time and the App Experience Analytics iOS
SDK categories are not loaded. As a result, the application crashes at run time with the unrecognized selector
exception.

Workaround: Edit the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig file to force load the libraries.

• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a
• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a

More Information:

The path to the libraries ($(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics) depends on where you placed the
folder and how you named them. If the PRODUCT_NAME is not defined, edit the path relative to root of the
project that you can find from Finder. It is not the Groups that are added to XCode.

You can also see the following Knowledge Base Article, KB000093511.

NOTE

If you observe linker error, see the Troubleshooting section.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the MANAGE APPS menu in the Administration Console.
2. Select the application that you registered and then click IOS.
3. Click the INSTALL MANUAL tab.
4. Download the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file and the <app_name>_camdo.plist file.

WARNING

Ensure to always download the latest version of the SDK. If you rename the downloaded .plist file, always
ensure that the file name ends with _camdo.plist.

5. Extract the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file. The extracted zip file includes the following folders:
– CAMobileAppAnalytics-11.0: Use this folder for XCode 11.0 and later versions.
– CAMobileAppAnalytics-10.0: Use this folder for XCode 10.0 and for versions before XCode 11.0.

CAMobileAppAnalytics-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.
– axa-cordova-plugin
– CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-iOS

6. Depending on your XCode version, click the CAMobileAppAnalytics-<version> folder. The folder contains the
CAMobileAppAnalytics folder.

7. Drag-and-drop that CAMobileAppAnalytics folder into your Xcode project. Select the following options at the prompt:
– Destination: Copy items if needed
– Added folders: Create groups
– Add to targets: Application target where SDK is to be used.

8. Drag-and-drop the downloaded <app_name>_camdo.plist file into the Supporting Files group in your Xcode project.
9. Include the SDK xcconfig in your App Project Settings.

a. Select the Info tab in the App project.
b. Under Configurations, expand Debug.
c. Under Based on Configuration File, check for the selected xcconfig file.
d. Update the xcconfig details of the selected configuration file under Project Configurations. If the Pods-

<app>_name.debug.xcconfig file is displayed under Debug, then perform the following steps:
• If OTHER_LDFLAGS does not exist, copy OTHER_LDFLAGS from the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig file to the

Pods-<app_name>.debug.xcconfig file. For example,
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OTHER_LDFLAGS =$(inherited) -lc++ -lz -lsqlite3 -framework CoreLocation -framework

 SystemConfiguration -framework Foundation -framework UIKit -framework CoreGraphics -framework

 Security -framework CoreTelephony -framework WebKit -framework CoreBluetooth -framework

 WatchConnectivity -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a -

Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a

• If OTHER_LDFLAGS exists in the the Pods-<app_name>.debug.xcconfig file, then add
OTHER_LDFLAGS of the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig file to the existing OTHER_LDFLAGS in the Pods-
<app_name>.debug.xcconfig file.
“Reachability” and “System Configuration” frameworks are already there then we need add other flags

 of ca-maa-ios-sdk and delete duplicate frameworks in this Flag. Ex “System Configuration” already

 there in Pods file so deleted “-framework SystemConfiguration“ of ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig copied

 flags.

OTHER_LDFLAGS =$(inherited) -framework "Reachability" -framework "SystemConfiguration" -lc++ -lz

 -lsqlite3 -framework CoreLocation -framework Foundation -framework UIKit -framework CoreGraphics

 -framework Security -framework CoreTelephony -framework WebKit -framework WatchConnectivity -

Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a -Wl -force_load

 $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a

e. Expand Release and repeat the steps.

Step 3 - Initialize the SDK

After you have integrated our application with the SDK, the next step is to intialize the SDK.

• Objective C
• Swift

Objective C

Make the following changes in the AppDelegate.m implementation file.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following line to import the CAMDOReporter.h file from CAMobileAppAnalytics:
#import "CAMDOReporter.h" //Import App Experience Analytics SDK header file.

2. Initialize the CAMobileAppAnalytics SDK in the AppDelegate's didFinishLaunchingWithOptions: method by
adding [CAMDOReporter initializeSDK]; as shown in the following code.
+ (void) initializeSDKWithOptions:(SDKOptions) completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed, NSError *error))

 completionBlock; as shown in the following code:- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application

 didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:(NSDictionary *)launchOptions{  //Initialize CA App Experience Analytics

 SDK [CAMDOReporter initializeSDKWithOptions:SDKLogLevelVerbose completionHandler:nil]; { //your

 code. }];return YES;}

Swift

Make the following changes in the AppDelegate.m implementation file.

Follow these steps:

1. Add a header file with the file name format as <app_name>-Bridging-header.h.
2. Import CAMDOReporter.h in the header.

#import "CAMDOReporter.h"

3. Add the <appname>-Bridging-header.h file to Swift Compiler - Code Generation section in the Build Settings.
<name of the project>/<appname>-Bridging-header.h
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4. Initialize CAMobileAppAnalytics sdk by adding the following code in the appdelegate.swift file:
func application(application: UIApplication!, didFinishLaunchingWithOptions launchOptions: NSDictionary!)

 -> Bool{//Initialize App Experience Analytics SDKCAMDOReporter.initializeSDKWithOptions (SDKOptions) 

{ (completed, error) in//your code} ....return true}

NOTE

For more information about the SDK options, see the Initialize SDK Options section.

Usage Examples

Single Option - Usage Example
CAMDOReporter.initializeSDKWithOptions(SDKOptions.SDKLogLevelVerbose) 

{ (completed, error) in       //your code      }

Multiple Options - Usage Example
CAMDOReporter.initializeSDKWithOptions(SDKOptions.SDKLogLevelVerbose.union(SDKOptions.SDKUIWebViewDelegate)) 

{ (completed, error) in            //yourcode        }

Step 4 - Clean and Build Your Project

The last step in this process is to clean and build your project.

Follow these steps:

1. Open your XCode project XCode workspace.
2. Click Product -> Clean.
3. Click Product -> Build.

Collect Data From Cordova Application
This article explains how to integrate your Cordova applications with App Experience Analytics to collect the application
data.

NOTE

In the latest Xcode version, the -ObjC flag is ignored during the link time and the App Experience Analytics iOS
SDK categories are not loaded. As a result, the application crashes at run time with the unrecognized selector
exception.

Workaround: Edit the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig file to force load the libraries.

• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a
• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a

More Information:

The path to the libraries ($(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics) depends on where you placed the
folder and how you named them. If the PRODUCT_NAME is not defined, edit the path relative to root of the
project that you can find from Finder. It is not the Groups that are added to XCode.

You can also see the following Knowledge Base Article, KB000093511.

Step 1 - Register Your Application

The first step is to register your application. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.
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Step 2 - Integrate Your Application with SDK
After you register the application, the next step is to integrate your application with the App Experience Analytics
SDK. Use the axa-cordava-plugin to integrate the App Experience Analytics SDK into your Cordova project. You do not
have to open the project in XCode.

NOTE
For this integration, only the camdo.plist file is required. This file contains the App Experience Analytics server
URL, which the SDK uses to upload data to the server.

App Experience Analytics APIs are available to initialize the SDK, and capture sessions, transactions, and
event-specific details. Based on the data type or the details that you want to capture, invoke these APIs in your
code.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the MANAGE APPS menu in the Administration Console.
2. Select the application that you registered and then click IOS.
3. Download the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file and the <app_name>_camdo.plist file.

NOTE
Always ensure to use the latest version of the SDK.

4. Extract the downloaded SDK zip file. The zip file includes the Cordova plugin (axa-cordova-plugin) folder which
includes the following folders:

• axa-cordova-plugin-11.0: Use this folder for XCode 11.0 and later versions.
• axa-cordova-plugin-10.0: Use this folder for XCode 10.0 and for versions before XCode 11.0. The axa-cordova-

plugin-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.

These folders include the following contents that are required for the integration:
– src: This folder contains the files for iOS:

• CAMAAIntializer.h
• CAMAAIntializer.m
• ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig: Use this file to build the application.
• CAMDOReporter.h: The header file to call APIs.
• CAMDOIntegration.js: File for JavaScript integration.
• CAMDOInterceptor.js: File for WKWebView.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a: Static library for the device.
• libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a: Static library for the simulators.

– cordova_camdo_plist
5. Run the following command to export the environment variable for the application. Specify the complete path to the

application.
$ MY_CORDOVA_APP=<fullpath_to_Cordova_App>

6. Run the following command to extract the iOS Cordova plugin. Specify the complete path of the Cordova plugin.
$ CA_PLUGIN=<fullpath_to_CA Plugin>

7. Copy the downloaded plist file into the $Plugin repository and rename the file to cordova_camdo.plist. Overwrite
the existing file.

8. Run the following commands:
$ cd $MY_CORDOVA_APP                        

$ cordova plugin remove cordova-plugin-CAMAA                           

$ cordova plugin add $CA_PLUGIN --nofetch

9. Run the following command to verify if the plugin is added.
$ cordova plugin list

You must see CAMAA in the list.
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10. Run the following command to build Cordova.
$ cordova build ios

11. Open Xcode Project under the platforms directory and run the application to verify.

(Optional) Step 3 - Configure the Application Data Collection
After you integrate the application with the SDK, you may edit the configuration of the data collection profile. For more
information, see the Configure the Application Data Collection section.

Collect Data From Supported Mobile Platforms - iOS
App Experience Analytics supports the following mobile development platforms:

NOTE

In the latest Xcode version, the -ObjC flag is ignored during the link time and the App Experience Analytics iOS
SDK categories are not loaded. As a result, the application crashes at run time with the unrecognized selector
exception.

Workaround: Edit the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig file to force load the libraries.

• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a
• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a

More Information:

The path to the libraries ($(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics) depends on where you placed the
folder and how you named them. If the PRODUCT_NAME is not defined, edit the path relative to root of the
project that you can find from Finder. It is not the Groups that are added to XCode.

You can also see the following Knowledge Base Article, KB000093511.

Appcelerator/Titanium

Perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Xcode project using the Appcelerator Studio.
2. Integrate the iOS SDK in the project.

– Native Application
– Cordova Application

3. To use the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs:
a. Create an iOS module project. For more information, see the Appcelerator/Titanium iOS Module Quick Start

documentation.
b. Include CaMDOReporter.h in the module and use the Titanium JavaScript calls to SDK APIs via Module.

4. Configure the application data collection.

Kony

Perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Xcode project using Kony Studio.
2. Integrate iOS SDK in the project.

– Native Application
– Cordova Application
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3. Create a header and implementation CAFFI.h and CAFFI.m that has functions you would like to use and
implementations to map and call the APIs listed in CaMDOReporter.h (in SDK.zip).

4. Map the CAFFI.h, CAFFI.m as Foreign Function Interfaces in Kony.
As Kony is a closed container for network calls, FFI mapping can use the network calls to logNetworkEvent method
in CaMDOReporter.h.

5. Use the mapped APIs as Kony Lua/Javascript invocations. For more information about iOS APIs, see iOS Custom
APIs (Objective C).

6. Configure the application data collection.

IBM Worklite

Perform the following steps to integrate the application with the App Experience Analytics SDK.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the Xcode project using the IBM Worklite Studio.
2. Integrate iOS SDK in the project.

– Native Application
– Cordova Application

3. To use the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs, add CaMDOIntegration.js to the project and then use the JavaScript
Custom APIs.

4. Configure the application data collection.

Xamarin

Perform the following steps to integrate a sample iOS project in Xamarin with the App Experience Analytics SDK.

Prerequisites:

Before you perform the following steps, make sure you have:

• Xamarin Studio
• iOS project in Xamarin
• Access to the App Experience Analytics console
• AXAiOSBindings.dll: This file is in the CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-iOS folder (of the CAMobileAppAnalytics-

SDK.zip file). This file must be included in the Xamarin project for integrating with the SDK and to make custom API
calls.

Follow these steps:

1. Register the application with App Experience Analytics. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.
2. Download the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip and the plist files.

a. Go to the MANAGE APPS menu in the Administration Console.
b. Select the application and then click the required platform.
c. Download the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip and the <app_name>_camdo.plist files.
d. Extract the CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file. The extracted zip file contains the CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-

iOS folder that includes the following folders:
• Debug: This folder includes the following folders:

• CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-11.0: This folder contains the AXAiOSBindings.dll file for XCode 11.0 and
later versions.

• CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-10.0: This folder contains the AXAiOSBindings.dll file for XCode 10.0 and for
versions before XCode 11.0. CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.

• Release: This folder includes the following folders:
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• CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-11.0: This folder contains the AXAiOSBindings.dll file for XCode 11.0 and
later versions.

• CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-10.0: This folder contains the AXAiOSBindings.dll file for XCode 10.0 and for
versions before XCode 11.0. CAMobileXamarinAnalytics-10.0 does not support iOS 13.0 features.

3. Load the project in Xamarin Studio.
a. Double click References and select .Net Assembly.
b. Browse to select the AXAiOSBindings.dll file to load in the project.
c. Click OK to import the file.

4. Integrate the file with App Experience Analytics.
a. Right-click the project name and click Add -> Add Files.
b. Browse and select the downloaded plist file. Select Copy the file to the directory.
c. Right-click on the project and click Build Action and then click BundleResource.

5. In Xamarin Studio, double-click on the AppDelegate.cs file.
6. Add the following line in public override bool FinishedLaunching (UIApplication application, NSDictionary

launchOptions) to initialize SDK using the reference we added earlier.
AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.InitializeSDKWithOptions(AXAiOSBindings.SDKOptions.LogLevelVerbose, (_, __)

 => { });

7. Clean and build your project as follows:
a. Click Build -> Clean All.
b. Click Build -> Rebuild All.
c. Click the Play button to launch the project in the simulator.

8. Configure the application data collection.
9. Interact with the application to flush analytics to the App Experience Analytics Collector.
10. Check the analytics being reported by the application to the App Experience Analytics console.

Options to Initialize SDK
You can use one or more of the following options for CAMDOReporter.initializeSDKWithOptions:

Option Description

SDKDefault Default SDK option.

SDKLogLevelSilent Does not log any SDK-related log messages.

SDKLogLevelVerbose Sets the log level to Verbose.

SDKNoWorkLightSwizzling Allows Worklite related data collection to be enabled.

SDKUIWebViewDelegate Allows SDK to use private APIs to capture network calls in
UIWebView. We recommend using the distributed SDK version
which has the use of private methods.

Note: Only enterprise programs are allowed to use the private
APIs. This option is not applicable to publicly distributed
applications.

Note: For UIWebView based applications when the default
parameter SDKURLSessionSwizzling causes performance
issues.

Note: Using this parameter may cause Apple to question your
reasons because App Experience Analytics uses private iOS APIs
to record network traffic in UIWebView.
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Option Description

SDKCheckProfileOnRestartOnly Reads the profile only when the application starts. By default,
App Experience Analytics reads the profile when the application
starts. The application comes to foreground when the SDK is
disabled. Stops SDK when it is disabled, to check for profile when
application comes to foreground.

SDKNoGeoLocationCapturing Does not capture the geographical location regardless of the
profile configuration.

SDKNoNetworkSwizzling Does not capture any network calls.

SDKCollectDeviceName Allows SDK to collect the device name. The Application Developer
must provide a disclaimer to the user that data is being collected.
By default, CA Technologies SDK does not collect the device
name.

SDKFixedViewTitles By default, the SDK gets the View Controller title or the title from
its parent. This option enables the SDK to set the class name of
the View Controller as the title.

SDKUseNetworkProtocolSwizzling Set this flag if the application is using any WebViews. By default
the URL requests which are loading inside UIWebView or
WKWebView are not captured. Application should pass this flag
during the initialization.

SDKNoCrashReporting Disables the crash reporting from the SDK. You can use this
option only if the application has its own crash reporting tool.

Collect Data From Your Web Application
This article explains how to integrate your web application with App Experience Analytics.

The BA.js, BAExt.js, and profile.json files are combined into a single JavaScript file. As a result, a single script tag
replaces the Browser Agent and Extensibility tags. The APIs in the BAExt.js are available even in the BA.js file.

The JavaScript file captures metrics using of the following modes:

• Async or Safe Mode (Default): In this mode, the web page does not wait for the JavaScript file to download
completely but continues to load the resources. While the web page loads, the JavaScript file loads asynchronously
and records the metrics without impacting the end-user experience. The JavaScript file records the metrics only after
the file is downloaded which usually takes a few milliseconds after the page execution because of the asynchronous
loading. Use this mode if you want your application to be unaffected while the BA.js file is loading on your system.
<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/

urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appID>/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://

<hostname>:<port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appId>/profile?agent=browser" data-

tenantID="<tenantID>" data-appID="<appId>" data-appVersion="1.0" data-use-axa-appname="true" data-

appKey="<appKey>" async></script>

During the recording,
– The Browser Agent may not capture all the metrics during the blind spot period. The blind spot period is when the

BA.js file is still downloading and the web page has already started loading.
– Metrics that were recorded using the W3C Web Timing APIs are not affected. However, some specialized

instrumentation from the Browser Agent may be affected.
• Sync or Detailed Mode: In this mode, the Browser Agent captures all the metrics. Use this mode if:

– Any initial delay in capturing the metrics during the page load is acceptable while the BA.js file is still loading.
– You want all the instrumentation to be loaded before the page is executed.
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<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/

urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appID>/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://

<hostname>:<port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appId>/profile?agent=browser" data-

tenantID="<tenantID>" data-appID="<appId>" data-appVersion="1.0" data-use-axa-appname="true" data-

appKey="<appKey>"></script>

For Extensibility, you can:

• Download the default BAExt.js (BAExt-default.js) file from the App Experience Analytics Admin Console. After you
make the required changes, upload the custom BAExt.js file using the Upload link. The maximum file size of the
custom extension file that you can upload is 2 Mb. If the file size is more 2 Mb, contact the Broadcom Support.

Once you upload the file:

• The uploaded custom BAExt.js file is written to the database and is served from the Digital Experience Collector
instead of you hosting it locally.

• All the three files (BA.js, BAExt.js, and profile.json) are concatenated to generate an artifact that you can host in your
local environment. To host it locally, download the complete artifact from the Admin Console. Also ensure that you
modify the path to the file in the snippet.

NOTE

If you host the artifact file in your local environment, any app profile changes in the Admin Console do not take
effect immediately. You must download the artifact and host it again for the changes to take effect. Alternatively,
you may contact Broadcom Support.

Step 1 - Register Your Application

The first step is to register your application. For more information, see the Manage Apps section.

Step 2 - Integrate and Start Your Web Application

The next step is add the script tag to the web pages to monitor the performance of the browser. The script tag instructs the
Browser Agent where to download the BA.js, BAExt.js, and profile.json files from. This tag must be customized for each
tenant and each app. The script tag also points to information such as web profile location, tenant ID, app ID, and app key.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics.
2. Navigate to the MANAGE APPS page.
3. Click on the App.
4. Select the platform: WEB APP

The Please add following snippet after the <head> tag to all the web pages that you want to monitor field
displays the script tag.

5. Copy the tag that is displayed on the UI. Alternatively, click the COPY TO CLIPBOARD button.
<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://<hostname>:<port>/api/1/

urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appID>/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://

<hostname>:<port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:<tenantID>/urn:ca:appId:<appId>/profile?agent=browser" data-

tenantID="<tenantID>" data-appID="<appId>" data-appVersion="1.0" data-use-axa-appname="true" data-

appKey="<appKey>" async></script>

6. Add the script tag to the web application you want to monitor.
a. Open the source code for the web page of interest.
b. Paste the tag into your website HTML on the page.
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NOTE

If the page has a <head> tag, add the snippet content immediately after the <head> tag. If <head> tag
does not exist, either create one or paste the line immediately after the <body> tag. We recommend that
you add the <head> tag, otherwise, some data might not be captured.

If meta-tags exist after the <head> tag, paste the snippet after the meta-tags. For example:

<head>

  <meta charset="UTF-8">

  <Snippet goes here after meta tags>
c. Save and close the page.

All configuration updates take effect when the monitored page refreshes.
d. For Extensibility, perform the following steps to collect custom metrics using the Using Browser Agent APIs.

a. Under Step 2, click the Download link to download the default extension file (BAExt-default.js).
b. Edit the file.
c. Click the Upload link to upload the edited extension file to Digital Experience Collector.

NOTE

The maximum file size of the custom extension file that you can upload is 2 Mb. For file sizes more
than 2 MB, contact the Broadcom Support.

After upload, Digital Experience Collector concatenates all the three files (BA.js, BAExt.js, and profile.json) and
generates an artifact.

d. (Optional) You can download the custom extension file.
e. (Optional) To maximize the performance and to remove external dependencies, you can download the complete

Artifact to co-host with your application. The Artifact includes the profile, BA Extension, and BA JS files.

NOTE

To co-host the file, update the <src> tag in the snippet with the correct location of the BA.js file.

If you host the artifact file in your local environment, any changes that are made to the app profile in the
Admin Console do not take effect immediately. You must download and host the artifact again for the
changes to take effect. Alternatively, you may contact the Broadcom Support.

f. Run the web application and navigate to the monitored page.
Data is pushed to App Experience Analytics.

How to Configure Browser Agent

This video walks you through the steps to configure the Java agent with the browser agent and to download the package,
troubleshoot and view data in the App Experience Analytics console. Also this video also shows the traces correlation
from App Experience Analytics to Team Center.

(Optional) Step 3 - Configure the Application Data Collection

After you register and integrate the application with App Experience Analytics, the application is enabled to share data
with App Experience Analytics. The Data Collection Profile section lets you change the default metrics that you want to
collect for an application.

NOTE

You cannot edit or delete the default app profile. To edit the data collection profile properties, you must create a
profile, and must save it with a different name after editing.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click MANAGE APPS to view applications that are already registered with App Experience Analytics.
2. Select the application for which you want to enable data collection.
3. Click WEB APP.
4. Click Edit Profile.
5. Select the application version from the Data Collection Profile for <App_Name> drop-down list.
6. Select the type of data you want to collect from the Choose which data to collect drop-down list.
7. Verify that the Data Collection option is enabled: ON | OFF
8. Select other Options:

– Geolocation
Toggles Browser Agent geolocation monitoring.

WARNING

If enabled, this property provides a confirmation pop-up to allow or deny geolocation.

For the calls other than for AJAX, geolocation requires at least one callback to show performance data. The
Browser Agent uses the Geolocation API for the browser. This API uses callbacks. A location for a user is not ready
at the time it is requested. Instead, the location becomes available asynchronously and handled with call-back
functions. This behavior affects the Browser Agent users because geolocation might not be available during a page
load or page refresh.

– Error Reporting
Toggles the capture of JavaScript errors.

– Resource Metrics
– Browser Logging

Toggles the logging of messages in the browser console.
– Cookie Capture

Toggles the capturing of the application cookies. Enables the Browser Agent to capture and report the cookies set
by the application in the first payload that goes out.
Default: False

– DOM Change Timeout
Maximum timeout for the soft page DOM observation.
Default: 10000 milliseconds
Range: 200 milliseconds to 15000 milliseconds

– DOM Change Polling Interval
Specifies the soft page DOM change polling interval. This value must be less than the DOM change timeout value.
Default: 100 milliseconds
Range: 50 milliseconds to 1000 milliseconds

– In the Send Data section, enter a value in milliseconds for Metric Frequency, or leave the default. Metric Frequency
specifies the interval in which the Browser Agent metrics are dispatched to the collector from the browser. When
the value is set to 0 milliseconds, the Browser Agent dispatches its metrics in real time. A non-zero value triggers
batching of Browser Agent metrics at regular intervals as set in milliseconds. We recommend using non-zero
values for this configuration. A zero value for this configuration can result in a higher number of networks calls. A
frequency increase can cause batch mode to occur where multiple browser metric sets from different application
requests are sent back to the collector. If you navigate away from the page before the page load metric threshold is
reached, metrics are not sent.

NOTE

Page load metrics do not use this property. Page load metrics are always sent when the page load timing
is ready.

9. Click SAVE.
All configuration updates take effect when the monitored page refreshes.
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10. Run the web application and navigate to the monitored page.

Data is pushed to App Experience Analytics.

Configure Application Data Collection
After you register and integrate the application with App Experience Analytics, the application is enabled to share data
with App Experience Analytics. The Data Collection Profile section lets you change the default metrics that you want to
collect for an application. Data is collected for metrics that are enabled in the Data Collection Profile section. Some of the
metrics are enabled by default.

NOTE
You cannot edit or delete the default app profile. To edit the data collection profile properties, you must create a
profile, and must save it with a different name after editing.

Follow these steps:

1. Click MANAGE APPS.
2. Select the application for which you want to change the metrics that are collected by default.
3. Click Edit Profile.
4. Select the application version from the Data Collection Profile for <App_Name> drop-down list.
5. Configure the profile depending on your requirement:

– Usage
– Performance
– Crashes
– Send Data to DX App Experience Analytics
– Send Data Over Network
– Device Data Storage Limit
– Data Sampling
– Network Performance
– Location

Usage

Configure the following usage metrics:

* Indicates that the metric is enabled by default.

Metric Name Description

Startup time * Time that is taken by the application to start. This metric is
displayed in the Analytics/App Performance page.

Session Activity * Activities of the session. This metric is displayed in the App
Sessions page.
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Metric Name Description

Screen Captures Captures the screen. Click any session in the App Sessions page
to view the Screenshots option.
Important! To display APP SCREENS in the left navigation pane,
select Screen Captures under Usage in the Data Collection
Profile section.
More Information:
Enable Reference Screenshots
Reference screenshots allow you to use previously captured
screenshots as a reference for the user sessions in the production
environment. They provide information about the heat maps, app
screens, or app flow to the administrator without capturing the
actual screens. The reference screenshots replace the actual user
screens and superimpose on the session swim lane view. This
helps in protecting the privacy of the users and also in reducing
the mobile network bandwidth.To enable screen capture, select
Screen capture under Usage section and save the profile.
Navigate through a few flows touching all the screens in the
application. Disable Screen capture and save the profile. DX App
Experience Analytics automatically uses the captured screenshots
as the reference screenshots for all the future sessions.

Orientation * Orientation of the screen. For example, portrait or landscape. Click
any session in the App Sessions page. Click All Events. In the App
Event, the orientation is displayed.

Performance

Configure the following performance metrics:

* Indicates that the metric is enabled by default.

Metric Name Description

Errors * Errors that occur during the application usage. This metric is
displayed in the Analytics, App Performance, and App Usage
pages.

Disk Space * Disk space of the device.
Memory Use * Memory usage of the device.
CPU Use * CPU usage of the device.
Battery Level * Battery level of the device when your application is running. This

metric is displayed in the App Sessions page.
Mobile Transactions * Mobile transactions that happen on your mobile device. These

transactions are categorized into:
• Automated: Transaction that the SDK creates and they are

displayed in the App Transactions page
• Instrumented: Transactions that are created by a user and

they are displayed in the App Transactions page.

Collect Performance Frequency Default: 50

Crashes

Configure the following crash metrics:
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* Indicates that the metric is enabled by default.

Metric Name Description

Session State and Activity * State and activities of the crashed session. This metric is
displayed in the App Sessions page.

Lines of Code/Class/Method * Lines of code where the application crashed. This metric is
displayed in the Analytics page and the App Crashes page. In
the Analytics page, click Crashes to navigate to the App Crashes
page.
In the App Crashes > List of Crash Types section, click one of the
values under Crash Type to navigate to the Crash Details page.
In this page, scroll to the list of crash incidents and click the value
under Crash Type to view the Crash Report.
In the Crash Report page, scroll to the Crashed section, and click
Full View. You can view the logs which contain the lines of code
where the crash occurred and you can also view the stack trace.

Frequency/First and Last Occurrence * The first and last occurrence of the crash. These metrics are
displayed in the Analytics and App Crashes pages and Error/List
of Crash Types section.

Affected Users * The number of users who are affected by the crash. This metric
(Total Affected Users) is displayed in the Analytics and App
Crashes pages and Error/List of Crash Types section.

Stack Trace * Stack trace when the application crashes. This metric is displayed
in the Analytics page and the App Crashes page.
In the App Crashes > List of Crash Types section, click one of the
values under Crash Type to navigate to the Crash Details page.
In this page, scroll to the list of crash incidents and click the value
under Crash Type to view the Crash Report.
In the Crash Report page, scroll to the Crashed section, and click
Full View. You can view the logs which contain the lines of code
where the crash occurred and you can also view the stack trace.

Send Data to App Experience Analytics

Configure the following metric:

Metric Name Description

After every ___ events Data is sent to DX App Experience Analytics after the specified
number of events.
Default: 1000

Send Data Over Network

Configure the following metrics:

Metric Name Description

Yes, use network when wifi is not available * Uses network to send data when WiFi is not available.
Only send when user is connected to wifi Sends data only when the user is connected to WiFi.
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Device Data Storage Limit

Configure the following metric:

Metric Name Description

Store a maximum of ___ MB on device Stores only the specified amount of data on the device.
Default: 100

Data Sampling

Configure the following data sampling metrics:

* Indicates that the metric is enabled by default.

Metric Name Description

Collect Data from All Users * Collects data from all the users.
Sample Data From ___ % of User Sessions Collects sample data only from the specified percentage of user

sessions. Default: 100
DX App Experience Analytics supports sampling only the mobile
applications data. For web applications, you must have DX APM.
Sampling a subset of data from the SDK traffic and reporting
the trends available from that sample set. You can drill down to
individual sessions to understand or analyze the data.
If the app has millions of pageviews/users per month, you may
configure sampling a percentage of users, so that you are not
overloaded with data. For example, Sampling % data is set as
90%. For every 100 events, data for 90 events is collected. For the
10 events that are not collected, information about crashes and
not errors is collected.

Sampling Timeout ___ Days Accepts new sessions from the same device after specified
number of days.
Default: 7 Days

Always Allow Crashes * Includes crashes in the sample data.

Network Performance

Configure the following network performance metric:

* Indicates that the metric is enabled by default.

Metric Name Description

Send data to DX APM * Select to send data to DX APM.

Location

Configure the following location metrics:
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* Indicates that the metric is enabled by default.

Metric Name Description

Never Select not to collect the latitude and longitude coordinates.
On App Startup * Select to collect the latitude and longitude coordinates only on

starting the application.
Always on App Resume Select to collect the latitude and longitude coordinates always on

resuming the application.

Encrypt Data for Enhanced Security
When you register an application using the secure mode, a public-private key pair (RSA) is generated for the given app
ID and the tenant ID. The generated Public key is saved on the device and the Private key is saved on the server. All the
events that App Experience Analytics collects and stores on the devices are encrypted using the 2048-bit RSA Public
key. Each event is encrypted individually. If the event size is less than 240 bytes, then the Public key is used to encrypt
the event. If the event size is greater than 240 bytes, App Experience Analytics generates an AES 256-bit symmetric key
to encrypt the event. The AES 256 key that is generated is then encrypted with the Public key and is sent to the server
along with the encrypted event. The server decrypts the events and the AES 256 keys (if included) using the Private key.

The following Technologies are used to encrypt the events:

• iOS – CommonCrypto from the iOS Security framework
• Android – javax.crypto that comes with Android
• Server side – Standard Java JCE Libraries for decryption

Key Sizes and Algorithms

• Most of the events fall under the 240-byte limit and are encrypted using the 2048-bit RSA Public key (Asymmetric).
• Larger events are encrypted using an AES 256-bit symmetric key and this key is encrypted using the 2048-bit RSA

Public key.

The following screenshot illustrates registering an application using the secure mode (Enhanced Security):

NOTE
You must enable the encryption during the application registration process. You cannot enable the encryption
once the application is registered. The secured applications have a secure shield icon against the application
names.
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Revoke and Regenerate a Key Pair

You can revoke a key pair for tenants and applications when the public key is compromised. When revoked, a new key
pair is generated and the existing key pair is marked as Revoked. The new public key is communicated to the application.

Use the following REST API to revoke and regenerate a new key pair:

PUT <host name>/mdo/v3/crypto/key/revoke/{appId}

When a new version of the app is available, the administrator can choose to generate a new key pair or continue with the
current key pair. When a new key pair is generated, the existing key pair is revoked and the new public key is embedded
in the plist file. When a key pair expires, the key pair is renewed automatically.

The data you upload from the mobile devices using the revoked key is honored till the grace period. The default grace
period is one day and it can be configured through the data collection profile of the app. After the grace period, the data is
rejected.
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Using
App Experience Analytics provides the following information for all the applications that are registered:

• App Overview
• App Performance
• App Crashes and Errors
• App Usage
• App Screens
• App Sessions
• App Funnel/Activities
• App Transactions
• Custom Metrics

You can view this information for all the apps or for a single app. You can also filter the information by Platform, Device
Type, Network, and Location

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Administration Console.
2. Click the Analytics link.

The Overview page appears, it provides an overview of the performance and usage of all the registered apps.
3. Click the App drop-down list.
4. Select from the parameters to filter the data.
5. Click Done to save the filter.

The filter appears in the Saved Filters list.

CA App Experience Analytics: Improving Digital Performance and Availability

Through this video, you can learn how to deliver a great experience across your web and mobile applications using App
Experience Analytics.

To view this video full screen, click play, and then click the YouTube logo. The video pops up in a new window and you
can then open the video in full screen.

DX APM How to Triage a Slow Login

This video demonstrates how to triage an application issue, like a slow login response time, from the end-user to the
backend with DX Application Performance Management.

App Overview
The Overview page provides the following information for all the registered applications.

NOTE

You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time interval
filter.
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App Ranking (When All Apps is Selected)

In this section, you can view the top four applications for the selected metric. Click the application name in the list to
navigate to the App Overview page for the selected app. You can view the applications by the following metrics:

Metric Description

SESSION COUNT Displays the top four apps with the highest session count.
MONTHLY ACTIVE USERS Displays the top fours apps with the highest number of monthly

active users.
AVG MEM USE Displays the top four apps with the highest memory usage

(percentage) on an average.
AVG CPU USE Displays the top four apps with the highest CPU usage

(percentage) on an average.
DATA RECEIVED Displays the top four apps that received the highest data (bytes).
DATA SENT Displays the top four apps that sent the highest data (bytes).

Problematic Apps (When All Apps is Selected)

In this section, you can view the top four applications for the selected metric. To view the details, click the application in
the list. You can view the applications by the following metrics:

Metric Description

CRASH COUNT Displays the top four apps with the highest crash count.
AVERAGE LATENCY Displays the top four apps with the highest latency (milliseconds).
APP STARTUP TIME Displays the top four apps with the highest app start time.

Usage & Performance Across All Apps

This section displays the following information for the selected time period:

Metric Description

Total Sessions Displays the total number of sessions. For details, click this metric
to navigate to the App Sessions page.

Total HTTP Requests Displays the total number of HTTP requests. For details, click this
metric to navigate to the App Performance page.

Total Page Hits Displays the total number of unique URLs that have been hit. For
details, click this metric to navigate to the App Performance page.

Average User Retention For details, click this metric to navigate to the App Usage page.
Users in the <Selected Time Period> Displays the number of unique app users during the selected time

period. Refer to this metric for shorter periods such as last 24
hours or 7 days. Click this metric to navigate to the App Usage
page.

Users for the Month of <Current Month> Displays the number of unique app users for the current month.
Always refer to this metric to determine the Monthly Active Users.
Click this metric to navigate to the App Usage page.

Devices in the <Selected Time Period> Displays the number of devices for the selected time period where
the users are logged in anonymously but on one or more devices.
Displays the device count where Customer ID is not known.
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Metric Description

Devices for the Month of <Current Month> Displays the number of devices for the current month where the
Customer ID is not known.

NOTE

The red triangle indicates that an alert is triggered for that metric.

Data Maps (Also Known as Geo-Spatial Heat Maps)

Data Maps help you zoom into the applications Hot Spots, Performance, Problems, and Usage and baseline threshold
violations to narrow down to application-specific problems. Frequent occurrences of these violations cause the application
scores to go higher.

Metric Description

Hot Spots Displays any problems that were detected and if thresholds
exceeded. Click the colored circle to view the app name and
details at a high level. For detailed information, click the app name
to navigate to the Crashes Summary page.
• Problems Detected: When the Warning Threshold for an alert

has exceeded.
• Threshold Exceeded: When the Critical Threshold for an alert

has exceeded.

Performance Displays the following metrics:
• Least Performant App: Application for which the startup time

and the HTTP response time have exceeded the threshold.
– Startup Time (60% Weightage): 500 millisecs
– HTTP Response Time (40% Weightage): 200 millisecs

• Least Performant App Score
A = (Total application sessions with startup time > 500 ms /
Total sessions with startup time > 0) * Weight
B = (Total application sessions with HTTP latency > 200 ms /
Total sessions with HTTP latency > 0) * Weight
App score of an application = A + B

• Total Score:
C = (Total sessions with startup time > 500 ms / Total sessions
with startup time > 0) * Weight
D = (Total sessions with HTTP latency > 200 ms / Total
sessions with HTTP latency > 0) * Weight
Total Score = C + D

Problems Displays the following metrics:
• Most Problematic App: Application that has the maximum

number of crashes and HTTP errors.
– Crashes: 70%
– HTTP Errors: 30%

• Most Problematic App Score
• Total Score

These metrics are computed based on the number of
sessions. Click the colored section to view the details. Click
the details to navigate to the App Performance page.
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Metric Description

Usage Displays the following metrics:
• Highest Usage App: Application that has the highest number

of user sessions. The scoring is relative.
• Highest Usage App Score
• Total Score
These metrics are computed based on the number of sessions.
Click the colored section to view the details. Click the details to
navigate to the App Usage page.

Problem Rates Across All Apps (When All Apps is Selected)

This section displays the following information:

Metric Description

Crashes Displays the number of crashes. For details, click the metric to
navigate to the App Crashes and Errors page.

HTTP Errors Displays the number of HTTP errors per session on an average.
For details, click the metric to navigate to the HTTP Errors page.

Average Request Latency Displays the average latency for each request. For details, click
the metric to navigate to the App Performance page.

Users Affected Displays the percentage of users affected. For details, click the
metric to navigate to the Network Performance page.

Threshold Exceeded

This section displays only those applications and the metrics that have exceeded the threshold during the selected time
period. For details, click APP OVERVIEW to navigate to the Overview page for that application.

In the App Overview page for a single app, you can edit the alert. Click the Analytics link for details.

Flagged Sessions (Only for a Selected Application)

Displays sessions for which the application metrics have crossed the defined threshold values. Click any session to
navigate to the Session Details page.

App Performance
This page provides insights into the application performance and network performance. This information helps the
Operations teams to address incidents before they impact the end-user experience.

NOTE

You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time interval
filter.

If the latency is more than 30 minutes, then the value is displayed as -1.

App Performance

The App Performance page displays lines graphs for the following performance metrics for the selected time period. Click
the line graph for each metric to view the following information:
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• Line graphs for the selected time period.
• Highest, Lowest, and Average values for the metrics.
• Top four applications (Ranked by Highest and Lowest). You can click any app in the list to view more details such as

the application version, device, and carrier.

NOTE
You can set alerts for these metrics but only at the application level.

Metric Description

Average Request Latency (Average per
Successful Request)

Impact of the average latency on the application as a result of successful network calls
from the applications.

HTTP Requests (Average per Session) Displays the number of HTTP requests made by the application per session during the
selected time period.

HTTP Errors (Average per Session) Displays the average number of erroneous HTTP requests made by the application per
session during the selected time period.

CPU Use Displays the average CPU consumed by the application per session.
Memory Use Displays the average memory that is consumed by the application per session.
Data Sent Displays the average data that is sent for all the successful sessions. Data Sent is

calculated as follows:
(Sum of Data Sent for all network events) / (Successful sessions)

Data Received Displays the average data that is received for all the successful sessions. Data Received
is calculated as follows:
(Sum of Data Received from all network events) / (Successful Sessions)

Startup Time Displays the time that is taken by the mobile application to launch its first activity. CA
App Experience Analytics detects the load time of the applications main class when the
application finishes launching and treats the difference of the two epochs as the startup
time. This does not include web applications.

Network Performance

The Network Performance page provides insights into user sessions and business transactions that were affected by the
network performance issues.

App Experience Analytics normalizes the network URLs. URL normalization is a machine learning process to reduce the
duplication of network URLs. The network URLs that are discovered through this process are grouped based on patterns.
A normalized network URL will have parts of the URL that are not static in nature replaced with the term !RDM!.

NOTE
Points to be noted:

• As the pattern learning happens in cycles, metrics against a network URL are reported with the original URL
in one normalization cycle and reported against a normalized URL in another cycle.

• Alerts for normalized URLs are not supported in this release.

This page provides the following information:

• URL Ranking
• Problematic URLS
• URLs

URL Ranking

This section displays the top four URLs ranked by the selected metric.
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You can filter the URLs by:

Metric Description

REQUESTS Displays the top four URLs with the highest number of requests.

DATA SENT Displays the top four URLs that sent the highest amount of data.

DATA RECEIVED Displays the top four URLs that received the highest amount of data.

For more information about any URL, click the URL to go to the Network URL Details page.

Problematic URLs

This section displays the top four problematic URLs for the selected metric. You can filter the URLs by:

Metric Description

FAILURE Displays the top four URLs that have errors. You can filter the URLs by the Error Code.
AVERAGE LATENCY Displays the top four URLs with the highest average latency (milliseconds).
ERROR RATE Displays the top four URLs with the highest error rate (percentage).

For more information about any URL, click the URL to go to the Network URL Details page.

URLs

The URLs section displays details for every URL. In this section, you can filter the URLs by one or both the options:

• URL CONTAINS or URL STARTS WITH
• SEARCH BY STATUS CODE (STATUS CODE IS or STATUS CODE IS NOT)

Metric Description

URL Displays the URL.
TYPE Indicates if the URL is a network call or a page. When you click any URL that has Page

in the Type column, the URL Details page displays the CALLS ORIGINATING FROM
THIS PAGE tab. This tab lists top 20 calls that were made from that page. This list is
ranked based on the time taken.

REQUESTS Displays the number of URL requests.
FAILURE Displays the percentage of failure.
AVG LATENCY Displays the average latency.
AVG DATA IN / OUT Displays the average data that is received or sent.
SET / EDIT ALERTS Displays the icons to set or edit alerts for HTTP Response, HTTP Errors, Data In, and

Data Out.

Network URL Details Page

This page provides the following information:

• Calls to this URL
• SESSIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL
• TRANSACTIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL
• Integration with CA UIM
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ALL CALLS TO THIS URL

This sections provides information about all the calls and the errors, the number of calls, average latency, and % error
rate.

Metric Description

#OF URLS BY # CALLS Displays the rank of the URL based on the number of calls. For example, #1244 of 1990
URLs indicates that this URL is at the 1244 rank of the 1990 URLs.

CALLS Displays the number of calls to this URL.
AVG LATENCY Displays the average latency in milliseconds.
ERROR RATE Displays the percentage of calls that had errors.

SESSIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL

This section lists all sessions that include this URL. This tab also provides the following information for each session:

Metric Description

PROBLEMS Highlighted if there is a problem.
SESSION For more information about a particular session, click View Session Details or click the

Screenshot icon to go to the Sessions Details page.
LENGTH Displays the length of the session.
APP NAME Displays the name of the application.
APP VERSION Displays the app version.
PLATFORM Displays the platform.
NETWORK Displays the network information.
SCREENSHOT Highlights if screenshot exists for that session. Click this icon to navigate to the Session

Details page.
FEEDBACK Highlights if any feedback is available. Click this icon to navigate to the Session Details

page.
TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp.

TRANSACTIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL

This section lists all the transactions that include this URL. This tab also provides the following information:

Metric Description

NAME Displays the transaction name. Captures the transactions that are executed within the
mobile app. If the name is not specified via the CA App Experience Analytics SDK API,
then by default, CA App Experience Analytics considers:
• Screen name of the app as the transaction name
• app name as the service
Click the transaction name to go to the Transactions Details page.

INCLUDED IN SERVICES Captures the services that the transaction in question was a part of. If the service name
was not specified, by default, CA App Experience Analytics considers name of the app
as the service and associates the transaction with the name of the app.

VOLUME Displays the number of times a transaction was executed during the app’s active
sessions.

CRASHED Displays the number of times a transaction was aborted due to an app crash.
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Metric Description

INCOMPLETE Displays the number of times a transaction was initiated but was not completed.
SLOW Displays the number of times a transaction took longer than expected to complete

successfully.
ERRORED Displays the number of errored transactions.

ALL CALLS TO THIS URL

This section lists all calls made to this URL with the following information. You can also sort the information by Latency or
Timestamp.

Metric Description

RESPONSE Displays the response code.
LATENCY Displays the latency in milliseconds.
APP VERSION Displays the app version.
DEVICE Displays the device type.
SESSION Click View Session Details to go to the Sessions Details page.
TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp.

CALLS WITHIN THE PAGE

In the URLs section of the Network Performance page, when you click any URL that has Page in the Type column, the
Network URL Details page displays the CALLS WITHIN THE PAGE tab. This tab lists top 20 calls that were made from
that page. This list is ranked based on the time taken.

Metric Description

URL Displays the URLs. To view all the sessions that include this URL, click the URL to
navigate to the SESSIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL tab.

NO OF REQUESTS Displays the number of requests made on that page.
AVERAGE LATENCY Displays the average latency in milliseconds.
GRAPH The graph is a pictorial representation of the average latency.

Analyze Single Page Applications
As an Application Owner, you can monitor and analyze your Single Page Applications. Single Page Applications make a
single page request to retrieve all content for that page or can dynamically obtain resources from the server as a result
of user interactions. Many Single Page Applications use the HTML5 history APIs and URI location hash property. This
property portrays dynamic content changes and indicates logical user navigation on the same single web page. This type
of logical user navigation is referred to as soft page navigation or a route change. The Browser Agent monitors soft page
navigation to provide a more comprehensive insight into end-user experience of Single Page Applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Click ANALYTICS and select the Single Page Application that you want to analyze from the App drop-down list.
2. (Optional) Select values for filtering from the Filter metrics to show drop-down list.
3. Click OVERVIEW and select a time range and value from the drop-down list, for example: LAST 7 DAYS, BY DAY

A high-level view of app performance appears. You can drill down to find out what is causing a problem in real
time. Usage and Performance shows key performance analytics, such as the Total Page Hits for a Single Page
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Application. This information shows you how many people visited a page and you can identify what pages are most
popular.

4. Click APP PERFORMANCE, Network Performance.
The URL list provides the following information for Single Page Applications:
– NO OF REQUESTS--the number of requests to each URL
– Average Latency--the average duration for a packet of data to get from one designated point to another in the

network.
These metrics provide insight into network performance issues. You can work with IT operations and development
teams to identify network performance issues before they impact users.

5. Click a URL of interest, and then click SESSIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL, View Session Details for a session of
interest.
The Sessions page provides insight into user sessions. You can see user engagement, such as increased time in a
session or drop-offs. Then, you can drill down to see if an issue occurred.

6. Click APP SCREENS and then click WEB APP.
A map shows user flows across your Single Page Application. These flows can help you identify the most common
activities and when and where a user drops off. This information helps you understand app issues, and make it easier
for users to achieve their objectives.

App Crashes and Errors
This article provides detailed information about the following app crashes and errors:

NOTE
You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time interval
filter.

App Crashes

The App Crashes section provides the summary of the crashes for a single app or all apps. The Summary includes:

• Crashes
• Crashes by Platform, Device, and Carrier
• List of Crash Types

Crashes

The Crashes section displays the following information for a single app and for all apps.

Metric Description

Line Graph Display the distribution of all the crashes during the selected time
period.

Crashes Total number of crashes. The donut charts on this page provide
details of these crashes.

Affected Users Number of users who have experienced a crash.
% of All Users Percentage of users who have experienced the crash compared

to the total user base of the application.
First Occurrence Timestamp of the first occurrence of the crash incident.
Last Occurrence Timestamp of the most recent occurrence of the crash incident.

NOTE
The SET ALERT option is displayed only when a single app is selected.
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Crashes by Platform, Device, and Carrier

The donut charts represent the crash information for all apps or for a single app. In this section, you can view::

Metric Description

Crashes By Platform Displays the crash percentage by platforms such as Android, iOS,
WatchOS (for Apple Watch), and iOS+WatchOS. Hover over the
chart to view the crash count.

Crashes by Device Displays the crash percentage by device manufacturer. Hover
over the chart to view the crash count.

Crashes By Carrier Displays the crash percentage by carriers such as WiFi, service
providers, or both. Hover over the chart to view the crash count.

(For ALL APPS) Apps with the Most Crashes

This section lists all the applications that have crashed. The applications are ranked based on the number of crashes in
a descending order. The Apps with Most Crashes section is displayed only when ALL APPS is selected. Click the app
name to view the crashes summary for the selected app.

List of Crash Types

When All Apps is selected, this section lists all the apps that experienced a crash. However, for a single app, this section
lists the crash types only for the selected app. This section also provides the following information for each of the crash
type:

Metric Description

APPS Displays the name of the application that experienced a crash.
PLATFORM Displays the platform of the application that experienced the

crash.
CRASH TYPE Type of crash. Click the CRASH TYPE link to navigate to the

Crash Details page for the selected crash type. For iOS apps, the
CRASH TYPE displays the class, method, and the line number if
the .dSYM file is present. If the .dSYM file is not present, CA App
Experience Analytics maps the class, method, and line number of
the crash to Unknown.

CRASH TYPE Type of crash. Click the CRASH TYPE link to navigate to the
Crash Details page for the selected crash type. For iOS apps, the
CRASH TYPE displays the class, method, and the line number if
the .dSYM file is present. If the .dSYM file is not present, CA App
Experience Analytics maps the class, method, and line number of
the crash to Unknown.

% OF AFFECTED USERS Displays the percentage of users who are affected.
TOTAL AFFECTED USERS Displays the number of users who are affected.
FIRST OCCURRENCE Displays the timestamp of the first occurrence.
LAST OCCURRENCE Displays the timestamp of the last occurrence.

You can sort this table by all these metrics except % of Affected Users.
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Crash Details Page

To open the Crash Details, click CRASH TYPE in the list of Crash Types. The Crash Details page provides the following
summary for the selected crash type and the corresponding application:

Crash Type Incidents

This section provides the following information:

Metric Description

Line Graph Displays the distribution of crashes for the application.
Crashes Displays the total number of crashes. The donut charts on this

page provide details of these crashes..
Affected Users Displays the number of users who have experienced a crash.
% of All Users Displays the percentage of users who have experienced the crash

compared to the total user base of the application.
First Occurrence Displays the timestamp of the first occurrence of the crash

incident.
Last Occurrence Displays the timestamp of the last occurrence of the crash

incident.

Crashes by Platform Version, Device Manufacturer, and Carrier

The donut charts represent the crash information for all apps or for a single app. In this section, you can view:

Metric Description

By Platform Version Displays the crash percentage by platform version. Hover over the
chart to view the crash count.

Crashes by Device Displays the crash percentage by device manufacturer. Hover
over the chart to view the crash count.

Crashes by Carrier Displays the crash percentage by carriers such as WiFi, service
providers, or both. Hover over the chart to view the crash count.

List of Crash Incidents for the App

Lists all the crash incidents for the selected application with the following information:

Metric Description

CUSTOMER ID Displays the Customer ID.
APP NAME Displays the name of the application that experienced a crash.
APP VERSION Displays the version of the application that experienced the crash

incident.
CRASH TYPE Displays the type of crash. Click the CRASH TYPE link to navigate

to the Crash Report for that incident.
PLATFORM Displays the platform of the application.
PLATFORM VERSION Displays the platform version of the application.
DEVICE MAKE Displays the manufacturer name of the device.
DEVICE MODEL Displays the device model.
CONNECTION TYPE Displays the carrier type.
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Metric Description

TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp of when the incident occurred. You can
sort this section by time.

Crash Report Page

To open the Crash Report, click CRASH TYPE in the list of crash incidents. The Crash Report is divided into the following
sections:

• Crash Report: Includes details about the app that experienced the crash.
• Crashed: Displays the stack trace.

Crash Report

The Crash Report header section provides the following information for the selected incident:

• Name of the Crash Type.

NOTE
Click the CRASH TYPE to navigate back to the Crash Details page. Click CRASHES to navigate back to the
Crashes Summary page for the app.

• Session ID: Click SESSION to navigate to the Session Details page.
• App name and App version
• Timestamp
• Location
• Device, Platform, Platform Version
• Carrier
• Feedback
• Customer ID

This section also provides the following information that you can export as RAW or SYMBOLICATED:

• CPU Usage
• Memory Usage
• Disk Usage

Crashed

This section displays the stack trace in the following formats:

• THREAD VIEW. The stack trace is broken down into threads.
• FULL VIEW. The stack trace is displayed in a single window.

Additional Information

Values in the Error Details

The following table describes the values in the error details:

Value Description

l Line number
c Column number
p Page
ty Type
sty Subtype
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Value Description

s Stacktrace
u URL (File where the JavaScript error occurred)
value or message Error message
psn Previous screen name
csn Current screen name

HTTP Errors
HTTP Errors The HTTP Errors page provides detailed information about the impact of network errors on a specific URL or
transaction. This page is divided into the following sections:

HTTP Errors
This section also provides the following information at a high level:

Metric Description

Line Graphs Displays line graphs for the four most common errors. The line
graphs display the distribution of the errors for each of the error
codes. Other error codes are included in the error code drop-down
list. Hover over the graph to view the number of errors.

% of all calls that had errors Displays the percentage of calls that had errors.
Total Errors Displays the total number of errors.
Affected Users Displays the total number of users that were affected.
% of Affected Users Displays the percentage of users that were affected..

Select the Error Code to View Error-Specific Metrics

Select the error code to view the distribution of the HTTP Errors by:

• App (For ALL APPS)
• App version (For a single app).

Click the legend at the bottom to highlight the corresponding  value on the donut chart. Alternatively, you can hover over
the donut chart to view the information.

URLs and Transactions with the Highest Number of the <Selected> Error Code
Click the URLs and Transactions with the highest number of selected error code link to display the details in a new page.
This page displays the following information:

Metric Description

URLs with the Highest Number of Selected Error Code Lists the top four URLs that were affected by the selected error
code and the affected percentage. For more information about any
particular URL, click the URL to go the HTTP Error Details page.
Click HTTP Errors to navigate back to earlier page. Click HTTP
Errors to navigate back to earlier page.

All Other Affected URLs Lists the remaining URLs that were affected by the selected error
code and the affected percentage. For more information about any
particular URL, click the URL to go the HTTP Error Details page.
Click HTTP Errors to navigate back to earlier page.
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Metric Description

Transactions with the Highest Number of Selected Error Code Lists the top four transactions that were affected by the selected
error code and the affected percentage. For more information
about any particular URL, click the transaction to go the
Transaction Details page.

All Other Affected Transactions All Other Affected Transactions Lists the remaining transactions
that were affected by the selected error code and the affected
percentage. For more information about any particular URL, click
the transaction to go the Transaction Details page.

HTTP Error Details Page
To go to the HTTP Error Details page, click the URL in the URLs with the Highest Number of Selected Error Code and All
Other Affected URLs sections. The HTTP Error details page provides the following information:

HTTP Errors - Selected Error Code - Selected URL

Metric Description

Line Graphs Displays the distribution of the errors. Hover over the graph to
view the number of errors.

ERROR RATE Displays the error rate in percentage.

TOTAL HTTP ERROR RATE FOR URL Displays the error rate for the URL in percentage.

TOTAL CALLS Displays the total number of HTTP request calls made.

ERRORS Displays the total number of errors.

NOTE
Click the Error Code to go back to the list of URLs and Transactions with the selected error code. Click HTTP
Errors to go back to the HTTP Errors page. SESSIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URLDisplays all the sessions
that include this URL.

This tab also provides the following information for each session:

Metric Description

Problems? Displays the problem.

SESSION For more information about a particular session, click View
Session Details or click the Screenshot icon to go to the
Sessions Details page.

LENGTH Displays the length of the session.

APP VERSION Displays the app version.

PLATFORM Displays the platform.

NETWORK Displays the network information.

SCREENSHOT Highlighted if screenshot exists for that session. Click this icon to
navigate to the Session Details page.

FEEDBACK Highlighted if any feedback is available. Click this icon to navigate
to the Session Details page.

TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp of the crash.
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TRANSACTIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS URL

Displays all the transactions that include this URL. This tab also provides the following information:

Metric Description

NAME Displays the transaction name. Captures the transactions that are
executed within the mobile app. If the name is not specified via
the App Experience Analytics SDK API, then by default, CA App
Experience Analytics considers the screen name of the app as the
transaction name and the name of the app as the service. Click
the transaction name to go to the Transactions Details page.

INCLUDED IN SERVICES Captures the services that the transaction in question was a
part of. If the service name was not specified, by default, App
Experience Analytics considers the name of the app as the service
and associates the transaction with the name of the app.

VOLUME Displays the number of times a transaction was executed during
the app’s active sessions.

CRASHED Displays the number of times a transaction was aborted due to an
app crash.

INCOMPLETE Displays the number of times a transaction was initiated but was
not completed.

SLOW Displays the number of times a transaction took longer than
expected to complete successfully.

ERRORED Displays the number of errored transactions.

ALL CALLS TO THIS URL

Displays all calls to this URL. This tab also provides the following information:

Metric Description

RESPONSE Displays the response code.

LATENCY Displays the latency.

APP VERSION Displays the app version.

DEVICE Displays the device.

SESSION Click View Session Details to go to the Sessions Details page.

TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp.

Page Errors
As an application user, you can track and capture page errors for mobile or web applications. This information helps you
to get an insight into the end-user issues because of the errors. You can also visualize network errors that originate from
a client such as a browser. Basically, you can capture errors that occur due to asynchronous JavaScript calls to an app
server, CDN, and so on.The following error types are captured:

• CORSError: When a web page tries to access resources from some other web server and the Cross-Origin Resource
Sharing (CORS) headers governing the content are set against the sharing of resources, the CORS errors are
encountered. The Browser Agent captures all the iFrame errors that occur because of X-frame-origin settings.
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NOTE
On the UI, the CORSErrors are categorized as Page Errors. However, in the JS and AJAX Errors dashboard
(Kibana), they are considered as JavaScript Errors.

• EvalError: This error is regarding global eval () function.
• InternalError: This error occurs internally in the JavaScript engine.
• RangeError: This error occurs when a value is not in the set or range of allowed values.
• ReferenceError: This error occurs when a non-existent variable is referenced.
• SyntaxError: This error occurs when trying to interpret syntactically invalid code.
• TypeError: This error occurs when a value is not of the expected type.
• URIError: This error occurs when a global URI handling function is used in a wrong way.
• Other Errors: These errors include the custom errors.

Page Errors
This section provides the following information for the selected time period:

Metric Description

Line Graph Displays all the errors that occurred. Hover over the graph to view
the number of errors.

% of pages with errors Displays the percentage of pages that have errors.

Number of errors Displays the total number of errors.

Affected users based on fingerprint Displays the number of users that were affected.

% of Affected Users Displays the percentage of users that were affected.

Select the Error Type to View Error-Specific Metrics
In this section, select the error type to view:

• Distribution by app (For all apps) or by app version (For a single app)
• Distribution by platform and version

Click the legend to highlight the corresponding value on the donut chart. Alternatively, you can hover over the donut chart
to view the information.

Pages and Transactions with the Highest Number of the Selected Error Type
Click the Pages and Transactions with the highest number of the <selected error type> link to display the details in a
new page. Click this link to view the following information for the selected error type:

Metric Description

Pages with the Error Lists the top four errored page URLs. Click the page URL to
navigate to the Error Details Page section.

All Other Affected Pages Displays the remaining 11 errored page URLs. Click the page URL
to navigate to the Error Details Page section.

Transactions with the Error Displays the top four errored transactions in a descending order.
Click the transaction from the list to navigate to the Transactions
Details Page section.

All Other Affected Transactions Displays the remaining 11 errored transactions. Click the
transaction from the list to navigate to the Transactions Details
Page section.
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Errors Details Page

This page provides the following information:

Page Errors - <Selected Error Type> - <Selected Page URL>: The line charts display the distribution of the errors.

SESSIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS ERROR

Displays all the sessions that include this error. This tab also provides the following information for each session:

Metric Description

PROBLEMS? Displays the problem.

SESSION For more information about a particular session, click View
Session Details or click the Screenshot icon to go to the
Sessions Details page.

LENGTH Displays the length of the session.

APP VERSION Displays the app version.

PLATFORM Displays the platform.

NETWORK Displays the network information.

SCREENSHOT Highlights if screenshot exists for that session. Click this icon to
navigate to the Session Details page.

FEEDBACK Highlights if any feedback is available. Click this icon to navigate
to the Session Details page.

TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp of the crash.

TRANSACTIONS THAT INCLUDE THIS PAGE ERROR

Displays all the transactions that include this error. This tab also provides the following information:

Metric Description

TRANSACTION NAME Displays the transaction name. Captures the transactions
executed within the mobile app. If the name is not specified via
the App Experience Analytics SDK API, then by default, App
Experience Analytics considers the screen name of the app as
the transaction name and the name of the app as the service.
Click the transaction name to go to the Transactions Details Page
section.

INCLUDED IN SERVICES Captures the services that the transaction in question was a
part of. If the service name was not specified, by default, App
Experience Analytics considers the name of the app as the service
and associates the transaction with the name of the app.

VOLUME Displays the number of times a transaction was executed during
the app’s active sessions.

CRASHED Displays the number of times a transaction was aborted due to an
app crash.

INCOMPLETE Displays the number of times a transaction was initiated but was
not completed.

SLOW Displays the number of times a transaction took longer than
expected to complete successfully.
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Metric Description

ERRORED Displays the number of errored transactions.

App Usage
The App Usage page provides information about users and the user activity.

NOTE

You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time interval
filter.

Users

The line charts display the distribution of new users and active users during the selected time period.

Metric Description

New Users A New User is one who has launched and has used the
application for the first time during the selected time period.

Active Users An Active User is one who has launched and used the application
during the selected time period.

Users by Platform, Carrier, User Activity

This section displays the active users by:

Metric Description

Users by Platform This donut chart displays active users by platforms such as
Android, iOS, watchOS, and iOS+watchOS during the selected
time period.
Users by Platform = (Total active users on a platform during
the selected time period) / (Total active users during the
selected time period) * 100

Users by Carrier This donut chart displays active users by carrier during the
selected time period.
Users by Carrier = (Total active users on a carrier during the
selected time period) / (Total active users during the selected
time period) * 100

User Activity This section displays the user sessions by region. Hover over the
colored region to view the number of sessions.

Note: Click the legend to highlight the corresponding values.
Alternatively, you can hover over the chart and map to view the
information.
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Sessions

This section displays the following information:

Metric Description

Session Length Distribution The bar chart displays the session duration.
Average Session Length (Line graphs) The line graph displays distribution of the average session length.
Sessions Displays the total number of sessions during the selected time

period.
Average duration Displays the average duration of the sessions during the selected

time period.

% of New Users Who Return After (Average User Retention)
The % of New Users Who Return After section provides information about the ability of your application to retain an active
user.

The bar chart represents the percentage of users who returned to the application (mobile or web) after their initial access.

The table provides information about the number of new users who accessed the application and the number of users
who returned to the application. The Initial column displays the number of new users. The rest of the columns display the
number of users who returned to the application.

The table also helps you understand when the users stopped returning to the application.

In the time filter,

• For last 7 days, you can display the information by day.
• For last 30 days, you can choose to display the information by day or by week.
• For Custom, you can choose to display the information by hour, day, week, or month.
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NOTE

For the retention chart, only the App ID filter is honored.

Color Code Calculation

The color code in the table is calculated as follows:

Color Description

Dark Blue Percentage of users who revisited the application is more than or
equal to 30%.

Medium Blue Percentage of users who revisited the application is more than or
equal to 20% but less than 30%.

Light Blue Percentage of users who revisited the application is more than or
equal to 10% but less than 20%.

Transparent Percentage of users who revisited the application is less than
10%.

Total Number of Users Calculation

The following image is an example of the user retention data for seven days. The table details how the total number of
users is calculated:

Date Total Users

10th December New Users who accessed the application: 81

11th December New Users who accessed the application: 39
Retained Users:

• 10th December: 55

Total Users = 39+55 = 94
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Date Total Users

12th December New Users who accessed the application: 41
Retained Users:

• 10th December: 50
• 11th December: 23

Total Users = 41+50+23 = 114

13th December New Users who accessed the application: 51
Retained Users:

• 10th December: 50
• 11th December: 25
• 12th December: 23

Total Users = 51+50+25+23 = 149

14th December New Users who accessed the application: 24
Retained Users:

• 10th December: 29
• 11th December: 15
• 12th December: 13
• 13th December: 18

Total Users = 24+29+15+13+18 = 99

15th December New Users who accessed the application: 7
Retained Users:

• 10th December: 23
• 11th December: 11
• 12th December: 9
• 13th December: 6
• 14th December: 3

Total Users = 7+23+11+9+6+3 = 59

15th December New Users who accessed the application: 0
Retained Users:

• 10th December: 4
• 11th December: 2
• 12th December: 5
• 13th December: 2
• 14th December: 0
• 15th December: 1

Total Users = 0+4+2+5+2+0+1 = 17

App Screens
App Screens provide insights into the app screens which help to identify popular screens, the performance of various
screens, or screens with problems. App Screens provide insights for a maximum number of 200 screens. The App
Screens are displayed in the following ways:

You can filter the screens by:
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• iOS
• Android
• Web App

NOTE
The App Screens option appears in the left navigation only after you select an application in the global filter.

User Flow (Show Flow)

The User Flow is a pictorial representation of the paths users take from the starting screen in the app during the selected
time period. This view also displays the number of sessions, crashes, and drops for each screen in the application. In the
User Flow section, you can:

• Sort the app flows: You can sort the app flows by:
– Popularity: Displays the commonly used flows.
– Crash Count: Displays the flows where most crashes occur.
– App flow Length: Displays the flows by length in a descending order. The app flow with the longest flow length is

displayed first.

• Filter the app flows: You can filter the app flows by screen ID or the flow length, or both.
– Screen ID: You can filter the flows by:

• All screens: Displays all the app flows that include all the screens in the application.
• A particular screen ID: Displays all the flows that include selected screen ID.
The drop-down list displays 200 screen IDs for the selected global filter. These screens IDs are sorted by the
number of times they appeared in the app flow.

– Flow Length: You can also filter the app flows by the flow length. You can select to display flows with length
between 0 to 30. The flow length for any flow that includes more than 30 screens is considered as 30+. You
can also select the minimum length of the flows. For example, you can select to display all the flows that have a
minimum of 20 screens in the flow.

The following image displays the User Flow section.
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To view the user flow, hover over any screen to highlight the flow as shown in the image.
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You can view the heatmaps for each of the screens. Clicking the colored tile displays the heatmap and the arrival and
departure paths for that screen. The touch heatmaps are displayed only when you enable Screen captures for the app in
the data collection profile. The following image displays the heatmap for a session.

Click SHOW DETAILS to view detailed information and the sessions details for that screen.

The Events section displays the following information:

• # of screens (Screen Rank): Represents the popularity of the screen. For example, #6 of 32 screens indicate that this
screen ranks sixth of the 32 screens. The total of 32 screens represents the total number of unique screens that have
been accessed in the app.

• Number of sessions: Number of sessions that included the screen.
• Number of views: Number of views
• Average load time: Average time that is taken to load the screen. Sum of the load times for the screen / Number of

views.
• % of interactions: Interactions represent the user touching, tapping, or manipulating the screen in some way. The

% of interactions is the number of times a user interacted with this screen and is calculated as follows: (Number of
interactions with this screen / Total number of screen views) * 100

• Average duration:
• Spin time percentage:
• Drop percentage: Percentage of users who exit the app from a particular screen. For example, if a user accessed a

particular screen 10 times and has ended their session 5 times on this screen, the drop percentage is 50.

The Sessions that include this screen displays the following information:
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• Problems: Displays if there were any problems such as crashes.
• Length: Displays the length of the session.
• Platform: Displays the application platform.
• App version: Displays the application version.
• Customer ID: Displays the customer ID.
• Session: Displays the session ID.

– Feedback: The Feedback icon is highlighted if any feedback is available for the session. Click this icon to navigate
to the Sessions Details page.

• Screenshot: The screenshot icon is highlighted if the session includes any screenshot.
• Timestamp: Displays the timestamp of the session.

Thumbnails (Show Grid)

The Thumbnails view displays the screens in a grid format. You can filter the screens by:

• Performance
• Problems
• Usage

The following image displays the thumbnails view of the app screens:

Performance

When you filter by performance and you hover over the screen, the following metrics are displayed:
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• Page URL or Screen Name
• High Spin Time Count: Number of times the spin time for the screen exceeded 500 millisecs. Displays the spin time

while interacting with the screen widgets,
• High Load Time Count: Number of times the load time for the screen exceeded 500 millisecs.
• Average Load Time: Sum of the load times for the screen / Number of views.
• Average Spin Time: Sum of the spin times for the screen / Number of views.
• Views: Number of views.

The colored border around each screen indicates the heat map. The performance heat map is computed based on the
weighted average of the high spin time count and the high load time count. To view the screen details, click the screen.
You are navigated to the User Flow tab automatically. 

Problems

When you filter by problems and hover over the screen, the following metrics for that screen are displayed:

• Page URL or Screen Name
• Crashes: Number of times the app crashes while transitioning or while interacting on the screen.
• HTTP Errors: Number of HTTP failures that are seen on the screen.
• Network Calls: Number of network calls made by the app while on this screen.
• Views: Number of views.

The colored border around each screen indicates the heat map. The problems heat map is computed based on the
weighted average of crashes and HTTP errors. To view the screen details, click the screen. You are navigated to the User
Flow tab automatically.  

Usage

When you filter by usage and you hover over the screen, the following metrics for that screen are displayed:

• Page URL or Screen Name
• Views: Number of views.

The colored border around each screen indicates the heat map. To view the screen details, click the screen. You are
navigated to the User Flow tab automatically. 

Pagelist (Show List)

The Pagelist View lists all the screens in the application. You can filter the screens by:

• Performance
• Problems
• Usage

The following image displays the Pagelist view:
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Performance

When you filter the screens by performance, the following information is displayed for each screen:

• Name of the screen
• Number of views
• High spin time count
• High load time count
• Average load time
• Average spin time

To view the screen details, click the screen. You are navigated to the User Flow tab automatically. 

Problems

When you filter the screens by problems, the following information is displayed for each screen:

• Name of the screen
• Number of views
• Number of Crashes
• Number of HTTP Errors
• Number of Network Calls

To view the screen details, click the screen. You are navigated to the User Flow tab automatically. 

Usage

When you filter the screens by usage, the following information is displayed for each screen:

• Name of the screen
• Number of views

To view the screen details, click the screen. You are navigated to the User Flow tab automatically.
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App Sessions
This section provides the following information:

NOTE

You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time interval
filter.

App Sessions

The App Sessions page provides information about all the user sessions for the selected app. This page is divided into the
following sections:

Sessions

In this section, the line chart displays the distribution of sessions during the selected time period. You can display:

All All the app sessions including the Flagged and Crashed sessions.
Flagged App sessions that have experienced threshold alerts or crashes.
Crashed All the app sessions that have experienced a crash during the

selected time period.

NOTE

You can filter to display only sessions that include screenshots. To filter, select List only Sessions with
Screenshots.

Session List

The Session List lists all the sessions with the following information for the selected time period:

NOTE
You can search for a session using the Find Sessions text box. This search is case-sensitive.

Metric Description

Problems Click the SESSION link to navigate to the Sessions Details
page for that session. You can right-click on a session to view the
Session Details in a new tab or a new window.

Length Displays the length of the session
Platform Displays the platform.
App Version Displays the version of the application.
Customer ID Displays the customer ID.
Feedback Displays any user feedback.
Screenshot The icon is highlighted if the session includes screenshots.
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Metric Description

Time Displays the session start time in the following format:
hours:minutes:seconds ago. You can sort the Session List by
time.

Note: More Information:

Note: Configure to Display Timestamp of the Session Start
Time

Note: You can configure to display the time stamp in
Hour:Minute:Seconds, the local or UTC time zone. To configure
the display settings, change the following parameters in the Read
Server config file ($CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/
webapps/admin/maa/config.json):

"displayTimeStamp": true --- true displays the date

 time stamp and false displays X seconds/minutes/

hours ago. 

Default: true

For example: 

For true: Jul 13, 2018 3:02:27 PM UTC -07:00 (or)

 Jul 13, 2018 10:02:27 PM UTC +00:00 (or) Jul

 13, 2018 3:02:27 PM (depending upon other config

 params)

For false: 2 h 27 m ago

"hideLocalTimeZone": false ---- False removes the

 time zone information and True displays the time

 zone information. 

Default: false

For example: 

For true: Jul 13, 2018 3:02:27 PM UTC -07:00

For false: Jul 13, 2018 3:02:27 PM  

"displayTimeFormat": "local" --- 'local' displays

 the local time and 'UTC' displays time in UTC.

 Default: UTC

For example:

For local: Jul 13, 2018 3:02:27 PM UTC -07:00

For UTC: Jul 13, 2018 10:02:27 PM UTC +00:00

Note: These configuration changes can be global or can be
specific to a cohort. Cohort configurations take priority over global
configuration.

Note: Example of Cohort configurations:
"cohort_configuration": {"18E30F64-54D7-2213-52D9-
D26D893E3581":{ "displayAutoRefresh": true,
"hideLocalTimeZone": false, "displayTimeFormat":
"local", "displayTimeStamp":true,
"sdk_private":false,"hideAppScreens":false}}
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Session Details Page

To navigate to the session details page, click the Session link in the App Sessions page. The Session Details page is
divided into the following sections:

• Application Details
• Events
• All Events
• Transactions
• Page URLs

Application Details

This section provides the following information about the selected session:

Metric Description

Application Details Displays the application name and version number.
Session Details Displays the session duration and the time stamp
Location Displays the location.
Device Model and Version Displays the device model and the version number.
Carrier Displays the carrier.
User Feedback Click the link to view the complete feedback.

Events

This section provides the following information for the selected session. Hover over the colored circles to view the
information.

Metric Description

Events Lists the events in the session. Hover over the blue circle to
view the Event Name and the Value. The Event Name and
Value correspond to the information that is displayed in the ALL
EVENTS tab.

CPU Usage Displays the CPU usage for each event and also the usage on an
average for all the events in the session.

Disk Usage Displays the disk usage for each event and also the usage on an
average for all the events in the session.

Memory Usage Displays the memory usage for each event and also the usage on
an average for all the events in the session.

HTTP Requests (Only for Crashed Sessions) Displays the total number of HTTP requests and also when the
requests were made.

HTTP Responses (Only for Crashed Sessions) Displays the HTTP response time on an average and also the
response time for each request.

Exception (Only for Crashed Sessions) Click the Exception link to view sessions that have experienced
crashes. For more details, see the Incident Report or Crash
Report section.

NOTE

For mobile app sessions only,
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• You can use the Video option to view video animation of real user sessions with screen and user gestures.
You can see the user experience through the video session playback.

• In the App Maps section, if any views are missing or if the sequence of the screens is incorrect, you
can select any session in the Sessions Details page that has all the views or has the correct sequence
and select Use as Reference. This updates the views or the order of the screens in the App Map section. If
a session does not capture screenshots, the session details display screenshots from the previous sessions.
Screenshots that are from previous sessions have an * against them.

Incident Report or Crash Report

This incident report provides the following information:

• Crash Details
• Stack trace

Crash Details

This section provides details about the application which experienced the crash:

Metric Description

HTTP Response Displays the HTTP Response time in milliseconds.
Memory Usage Displays the memory usage in percentage.
CPU Usage Displays the CPU usage in percentage.
Disk Usage Displays the disk usage in percentage.
ID Displays the Session ID.
Name Displays the application name.
Crash Type Displays the type of crash.
Class Name Displays the name of the class.
Method Name Displays the name of the method.
Line# Displays the line number.
Platform Displays the platform of the device.
Platform Version Displays the version of the platform.
Connection Type Displays the carrier type.
Tenant ID Displays the tenant ID.
Session ID Displays the session ID.
Email ID Displays the registered email ID.
Device ID Displays the device ID.
Device ID Type Displays the Device ID type.
Time Displays the when the session occurred.
Memory Displays the memory usage.
Storage Displays the storage usage.
CPU Displays the CPU usage.
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Stack trace

Crashed This section displays the stack trace. You can use one of the
following options to view the details:
• Thread View: The stack trace is broken down into threads.
• Full View: The stack trace is displayed in a single window.

ALL EVENTS

The ALL EVENTS tab displays the following details for all the events in the session:

• Screen
• APM Trace/View
• Type of event
• Event name
• Value
• Usage: Memory, CPU, and Disk
• Offset

Click any event to view more details about that event in the SELECTED EVENT DETAILS section. You can filter the list to
display by Network Events. You can also search for an event using the search box.

EVENT TYPES

The following table provides the list of event types:

Metric Description

App Events This event type includes the following events:
• App Became Active
• App Entered Background
• App Start
• Jailbroken
• Orientation
• Session End
• Session Start

Cart Info This event type includes Cart Status.

Custom Event This event type includes User Feedback.

Error This event includes the following events:

• jserror
• ajaxerror
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Metric Description

Network
:

This icon indicates that the network event is a page. When you
click this icon, a Gantt Chart with the duration is displayed for that
page URL. The default view displays URLs for the first 4 minutes.
You can filter by all the URLs only for this session. Hover over the
icon to view the name.

APM Isolation View ( ): Click this icon to navigate to
the isolation view in DX APM. This icon is displayed only if the
response from DX APM contains the details that are required
for the isolation view. The isolation view is constructed using the
application name. When the response details do not include the
application name, then the isolation view is constructed using the
hostname.

• When you navigate to DX APM using the Isolation View icon,
the following message is displayed in the Map View: There is
no data available for the selected settings. Remove your
filter and time range settings.
Workaround: Increase the session stop time in the filter for
the vertex to be displayed.

• After you upgrade to 20.2, when you navigate to the DX APM
using the Isolation View, no nodes will be displayed for old
data.
Workaround: Manually select the transaction from the
transaction filter for the nodes to be displayed.

APM Trace View

( ):
Click this icon to navigate to the trace view in DX APM. This icon
is displayed for all the network events that have correlation IDs. 

Note: For more information about these views, see the DX APM
documentation.

Network Status This event type includes the event network status.

Transaction Events This event type includes the following events:
• Transaction Start
• Transaction End

View Events This event type includes the following events:
• Ai End
• Ai Start
• Button Pressed
• shouldStartLoad
• View Did Appear
• View Did Disappear

View Touch Events This event type includes the event Touch Ended.
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TRANSACTIONS

The TRANSACTIONS tab lists the following information for the transactions:

Metric Description

Transactions Name of the transaction. Click the transaction name to view the
following details:
• Type of event
• Event
• Value
• Usage
• Offset
• Timestamp
Alternatively, you can click the EVENTS link to view the same
information.

Began Displays when the transaction started.
Offset Time when a transaction began relative to the session’s start

transaction. Offset = start time – session start time.
Duration Displays the duration of the transaction.
Timeline Displays the timeline of the transaction.
Flagged Displays how the transaction is flagged. For example, Slow,

Crash, Incomplete.
Events Click this link to display the Event Details for that transaction.

PAGE URLS

The PAGE URLS tab provides a list of all the page URLs for the selected session. To view the Waterfall Chart, click the
URL. Alternatively, click any NETWORK event that is a page in the ALL EVENTS tab to view the Waterfall Chart.

The Waterfall chart measures the performance characteristics of web applications. The Waterfall chart represents
data that is generated cumulatively and sequentially about the web page performance. The Waterfall chart helps you
understand how different factors contribute to the performance of a web page.

You can examine detailed information about your user's web page (hard or soft page) and also view the relationship and
asynchronous loading sequence of the resources that are associated with them. Using the Waterfall representation of the
data, you can identify the resources that impact the performance and quality of the parent web page.

We follow the W3C specification that is defined for web applications to access the timing information for navigation of a
document.
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NOTE

For more information, see the Processing Model documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the App Sessions page.
2. Click the Session link in the Session List to open the Sessions Details page.
3. Click the PAGE URL tab.
4. Select the URL to display the Waterfall chart. The Waterfall Chart section displays:

– Page Load Time: Time taken to load the page in milliseconds.
– Domain Lookup: Time taken to look up the domain in milliseconds.
– Request: Time taken for the request in milliseconds.
– Response: Time taken for the response in milliseconds.
– DOM Processing
– Waterfall Chart: This chart displays the following information for each of the URLs:

• URL
• Rank
• Duration
• Status
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View Page Resources in a Waterfall Representation

To view the timing breakdown of a web page, or the resources that are loaded in the web page, mouseover one on the
phases. Each phase is colored for distinguishing certain characteristics.

Hard Pages Soft Pages Resources Timing-Allow-Origin
Response Header

The waterfall chart displays the
following phases:

• Previous Page Stall
• Previous Page Unload
• Redirection
• App Cache
• Domain Lookup
• Connection Establishment
• Request
• Response
• DOM Processing
• Onload Event

Note: The sum of the phases
might not equal to the total
duration.

The Waterfall chart displays no
phases.

The waterfall chart displays the
following phases:
• Redirection
• App Cache
• Domain Lookup
• Connection Establishment
• Request
• Response

For cross domain resources, the
waterfall chart does not display
the following phases unless
the domain returns a response
header.
• Redirection
• DNS
• TCP
• Request
• response

Override Location Using Sitewatcher

DX App Experience Analytics determines the geolocation in one of the following ways:

• You provide this information to DX App Experience Analytics by enabling the location option in the browser or a mobile
device.

• You use the DX App Experience Analytics APIs to pass this information directly through SDK. For example,
setCustomerLocation.

• You can create a custom file to map specific IP addresses to geolocations.

The Transformer pod use a hostPath volume which is mapped to the same path on each node where it runs. Before you
create the custom file for mapping, create the required directories and set permissions to enable the use of a hostPath
volume. To create the required directories and the mapping file, perform the following steps:

1. Create the following directory on every node where the Transformer runs.
NOTE
Ensure to create directory with the same names as shown. The directory name and path must match on all
nodes where the Transformer is running.

sudo mkdir -vp /dxi/sitewatcher/

2. Change the ownership for the directory to user 1010. The DX Platform containers require user 1010 to run internal
processes and to access certain paths. You do not have to create this user. If user 1010 exists in your environment
already, changing ownership to that user will not cause issues.
sudo chown -R 1010:1010 /dxi/sitewatcher/

3. If Selinux is enforcing or permissive, run the following commands in the data directory:
chcon -Rt svirt_sandbox_file_t /dxi/sitewatcher/

4. Navigate to /dxi/sitewatcher folder.
5. Create a custom file named site_watcher.csv in the /dxi/sitewatcher folder with the following comma-separated list

of headers.
Site_Name,Site_Street_Addr,Site_City,Site_State,Site_Zipcode,Site_Country,Site_Latitude,Site_Longitude,Site_Area,Site_EUS_Area,Site_SLDB_Region,Dev_Autonumber,Dev_IP,Site_Mask,Site_IP_Low,Site_IP_High
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6. Add the custom locations to the same file. For example:
CA,1 CA
Plaza,Islandia,NY,11749,US,40.8043,73.1690,Northeast,,,,<Dev_IP>,<Site_Mask>,<Site_IP_Low>,<Site_IP_High>

7. Scale down the transformer deployment.
8. Scale up the transformer deployment.

If you do not provide the geolocation, DX App Experience Analytics checks the IP address from the http headers sent (X-
Forward-IP, X-REMOTE-IP, X-CLIENT-IP etc).If the IP address is public and is resolvable to a location, this location is
used. If the IP address is private or cannot be resolved, the user location is defaulted to 0,0 coordinates (off the coast of
Africa).

App Funnel/Activities
Funnel Analysis is a visual representation of the user’s journey through the business activities that you create for your
application. A Business Activity can be any revenue generating task that you want to monitor in an application. For
example, the process of applying for a motor insurance using your mobile application. As a company, you may want to
monitor this process to understand how many users have applied for insurance, how many users were able to complete
the application process successfully, and how many users were not successful with the application process, and how
many users renewed their existing insurance policies, and so on.

Every business activity has a starting point and an ending point. The starting point is where the activity begins and the
ending point is where the activity ends. A business activity is said to be complete only if the user starts the activity at the
defined starting point and if the user completes the activity at the defined ending point.

Once you create the business activity, using Funnel Analysis, you can get business insights into:

• The different paths users take between the start and end points to complete the defined business activity. Or, how
users are navigating through the workflow to complete the activity.

• How many users completed the business activity.
• How many users exited before completing the activity or deviated from the workflow.
• Where in the application the users exited or deviated from the activity.

You can also understand the impact of outages and issues on the end user. IT Operations can use this information to
prioritize work by the importance of what has been impacted.

Getting Started with Funnel Analysis

This video walks you through the Funnel Analysis.

This section provides the following information:

Create a Business Activity
This section provides the following information:

Access Business Activity Configuration

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Manage Apps page.
2. Open the application for which you want to create a business activity.
3. Click BUSINESS ACTIVITY CONFIGURATION. The Activity Configuration page is displayed.

The Activity Configuration page is divided into two sections.

• The top section displays all the pages or screens that are available in the application and the number of sessions for
each page. You can view this section in one of the following ways:
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– Map View
– List View

• The bottom section is where you create or define a Business Activity.

The following image displays the Map View which is the default view. In this view, pages or screens are displayed as
bubbles. The number on each screen represents the number of  sessions. Hover over the bubble to view the screen
name.

In the List view, the pages or screens and the number of sessions are displayed in a tabular format.
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Create a Business Activity

A Business Activity can be any revenue generating task that you want to monitor in an application. To create a business
activity, you must specify the start and end points in your application to complete this activity.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Manage Apps page and open the application.
2. Click Business Activity Configuration.
3. Select New Business Activity. The Activity Configuration page displays all the pages in the application and the

number of sessions for each page.
4. (Optional) Before you create an activity, you can filter the pages by:

– Pages/Screens contains: Only pages that contain the specified text.
– Sessions number greater than: All pages who number of sessions exceed the specified value.

5. Provide the requested information:
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– Business Activity Name: Name for the activity. For example, create a business activity named SendQuote.
– Activity Entry: Activity Entry is the page or screen where you start tracking users who are performing the business

activity. This information is analyzed for funnel completion and journey. For example, select the page Check for
Vehicle type from the list as the starting point.

– Activity Goal: Activity Goal is the page or screen that a user must visit to mark a journey or business activity as
successfully complete. For example, select the page End the quote as the ending point of the activity.

– Rules: You can also define rules for this activity.
• Conversion Timeout: The maximum time within which this activity must be completed. If the activity is not

completed within the specified time, then that activity is considered as a drop. For example, 10 minutes.
• Maximum Page/Screen States: The maximum number of screens that a user can visit to complete the activity.

If the user visits more than the specified number of screens, it is considered as a drop. For example, 10
6. Click Create. The Business Activity that is created can be viewed in the Funnel/Activities page. For more information,

see the View the User Business Activities section.

The following image displays creating a example business activity named SendQuote:

View the User Business Activities
Once you create a business activity, you can view the details of the user journey (Funnel Analysis View) in the User
Activities page.
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Access User Activities

To view the business activities, navigate to the User Activities page.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the app for which you have created a business activity.
2. Click App Funnel/Activities in the left navigation pane to display the User Activities page.

The User Activities page is divided into the following sections:

• Flows and Funnel
• User Journeys
• Metric Charts

The Business Activity drop-down lists all the activities that are created for the application. To view the configuration of any
activity, select the activity, and click the information icon.

Flows and Funnel

Flows illustrate the users journey (workflow) to complete the activity.
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You can view the workflows by:

• Number of Users (or) Number of Sessions: Select this option to view:
– The number of users or sessions and the activity count for each page in the workflow.
– The number of activities that were dropped on any page. The red bar on the page represents the drop-offs. You can

click this bar to navigate to the User Journey section.
– The number of activities that were completed. You can view this number at the end of the flow.

• Top Flows: Select the number of top workflows you want to view.
Values: Top 2 flows, Top 3 flows, Top 4 flows, Top 5 flows

You can also zoom in and zoom out the workflows.

Funnel Analysis

The Funnel Analysis displays the breakup of the successful activities and drop offs. To view the funnel analysis for the
defined business activity, select the pages for a specific user journey path. Once you click on a page, the Funnel Analysis

icon ( ) is automatically highlighted.
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To clear any page from the selection, click on the selected page again. To clear all the selected pages at once, click Reset
Selection.

User Journeys

The User Journeys section displays the following information for the selected application:
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The first table provides the following information for all the users at a high level:

• Users: Total number of users who performed this activity.
• Started Activities: Number of activities that were started by all the users.
• Drop-offs: The total number of drop offs (in percentage).
• Average Activity Duration: The average duration of all the activities.
• Average Time to Page: The average time that is taken for the pages to load.

The Users table provides the following information for each user:

• User ID: Click the ID to view the list of sessions for the selected user ID. Click the session ID to navigate to the
Session Details page.

• Started Activities: Displays the total number of activities that are started by the user.
• Drops: Displays the number of activities that were dropped by the user.
• Average Screens: Displays the average screen duration for each user.
• Average Activity Duration: Displays the average time that is spent on the activities for each user.

Metric Charts

The Metric Charts is divided into two sections as shown in the following image:
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The top section is a graphical representation of the number of successful activities and drop-offs for all the selected
parameters. The same information is displayed in the tabular format.

You can view this information for all or only some of the parameters. The following parameters are available out of the
box:

• App Version
• Platform Name
• Platform Version
• Country

Click the Settings icon ( ) and in the Edit Parameters window, select the parameters to be displayed. You can also
select the number of results for each parameter to be displayed.

Values: Display the top 1 through 4 results. To skip some of the results in the display, unselect the values.
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Edit Filter

When there are many sessions or workflows, but you want to view the workflow for a particular user or a parameter, you
can further filter the workflows by:

• Rules
• Groups: You can add multiple rules to form a group.
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Add Rule or Add Group

You can add any number of rules or groups to filter the workflows using the following attributes:

Attribute Condition

Session ID • equal
• not equal

User ID • equal
• not equal

Reason for Drop • Maximum page/screen hops reached for the activity
• Conversion Timeout that is reached for the activity
• Session Crashed
• Session ended or timed out

Is Completed • True
• False

Is Crashed • True
• False

Number of Screens • equal
• not equal
• less
• less or equal
• greater
• greater or equal

Activity Duration (ms) • equal
• not equal
• less
• less or equal
• greater
• greater or equal

Activity Load Time • equal
• not equal
• less
• less or equal
• greater
• greater or equal
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Add a Rule

The following image displays how to add a rule.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit Filter.
2. Click Add rule.
3. Select the attribute from the list, condition, and enter the value.
4. Click Done.

Add a Group

Follow these steps:

1. Click Edit Filter.
2. Click Add rule.
3. Select the attribute from the list, condition, and enter the value.
4. Click Done.

App Transactions
App Experience Analytics helps you understand how your transactions perform. A transaction is  a unit of business
action that is aimed to deliver a specific business outcome. For example, scheduling a pickup for a shipping app,
View Product in the case of a catalog app, Add item to cart in the case of a storefront app. The owner of the app can
define specific named transaction boundaries in the app’s code using the App Experience Analytics SDK APIs and can
encapsulate operations within that boundary. App Experience Analytics captures metrics when these key transactions are
executed by the consumers of the app.

NOTE

• Auto transactions for WebViews are not supported.
• You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time

interval filter.
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App Transactions (Summary)

This App Transactions page is divided into the following sections:

Transaction Summary

This section provides the following information for the transactions:

Metric Description

Line Graph Displays the distribution of:
• Crashed Transactions
• Incomplete Transactions
• Slow Transactions
• Errored Transactions

Overall Success Rate Displays the success rate in percentage. Includes both slow and
successful transactions.

Crashed Transactions Displays percentage of transactions that have experienced a
crash.

Incomplete Transactions Displays percentage of transactions that were
incomplete. Transactions where the app has initiated the start
of a transaction but has not executed the corresponding end
transaction. A crashed transaction could sometimes be counted as
Incomplete when the end transaction was not executed because
the app crashed ahead of it.

Slow Transactions Displays percentage of transactions that were slow. A transaction
is marked as slow if the transaction:
• takes at least 1000 millisecs to complete, or
• take longer than the moving average of the completion time for

the selected time period
This is computed dynamically.

Errored Transactions Displays percentage of transactions that errored. App transactions
that have been recorded as errored via the App Experience
Analytics SDK API.

Transaction Details

This section displays the following information:

Metric Description

NAME Displays the transactions that are executed within the mobile
app. If the name is not specified via the App Experience Analytics
SDK API, then by default, App Experience Analytics considers the
screen name of the app as the transaction name and the name of
the app as the service. Click the Transaction Name to navigate to
the Transaction Details page.

INCLUDED IN SERVICES Displays the services that the transaction in question was a
part of. If the service name was not specified, by default, App
Experience Analytics considers the name of the app as the service
and associates the transaction with the name of the app.

AVG DURATION Displays the average time spent executing successful
transactions.
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Metric Description

VOLUME Displays the services that the transaction in question was a
part of. If the service name was not specified, by default, App
Experience Analytics considers the name of the app as the service
and associates the transaction with the name of the app.

AVG DURATION Displays the number of times a transaction was executed during
the app’s active sessions.

CRASHED Displays the number of transactions that were aborted due to an
app crash.

INCOMPLETE Displays the number of transactions that were initiated but was not
completed.

SLOW Displays the number of transactions that took longer than
expected to complete successfully.

ERRORED Displays the number of errored transactions. App transactions that
have been recorded as errored via the App Experience Analytics
SDK API.

OFFSET Time when a transaction began relative to the session’s start
transaction. Offset = start time – session start time.

Click the transaction name to go to the Transaction Details page. In addition to the transaction details, this page also
provides the list of flagged sessions. Click the Session Name to go to the Session Details page.

Transaction Details Page

The Transaction Details page provides details for the selected transaction. This page is divided into the following sections:

Problem Rates for selected_transaction

This section displays the following information:

Metric Description

Line Graph Display the distribution of crashed, incomplete, slow, and errored
transactions.

Overall Success Rate Displays the success rate in percentage.
Crashed Transactions Displays percentage of transactions that have experienced a

crash.
Incomplete Transactions Displays percentage of incomplete transactions. Transactions

where the app has initiated the start of a transaction but has
not executed the corresponding end transaction. A crashed
transaction could sometimes be counted as Incomplete if the end
transaction was not executed because the app crashed ahead of
it.

Slow Transactions Displays percentage of slow transactions. Dynamic computation
of slow transaction marks a transaction as slow if the transaction
takes at least 1000 millisecs to complete or takes longer than
the moving average of the completion time for the selected time
period.

Errored Transactions Displays percentage of errored transactions. App transactions that
have been recorded as errored via the App Experience Analytics
SDK API.
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NOTE
Click TRANSACTIONS to navigate back to the transactions summary page.

Transaction List

This section lists the flagged transactions with the following information:

Metric Description

REASON FLAGGED Displays why that transaction was flagged.
LENGTH Displays the length of the transaction.
PLATFORM Displays the app platform.
APP VERSION Displays the app version
SESSION Click the corresponding link to navigate to the Sessions Details

page.
TIMESTAMP Displays the timestamp of the transaction.

Custom Metrics
Custom metrics help you derive deeper level insights for an app to meet your business needs. For example, you can pass
customer type as the custom attribute for every session. The customer type can be Gold or Platinum. After you define
custom metrics and you click CUSTOM METRICS for that app, the average, aggregate, and occurrences for each of the
custom metric is displayed. Another example of custom attribute can be the zip code.

Custom Event APIs are related to events and reflect the state at which the event was
triggered. Use these APIs to understand the characteristics of a given event better.
For example, Cart value in a shopping app, Package destination in a shipping app, Car color in a Car sales app, and so on.

Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to filter
analytics based on the user properties. For example, age of the user, customer type such as Premium, Gold, and so on.

Custom Metrics in Kibana

The App Experience Analytics browser/SDK includes the following APIs to log custom metrics:

logTextMetric("Metric Name" ,"Metric Value", attributes) 

logNumericMetric("Metric Name" , 99.99 , attributes) //99.99 is numeric metric value 

The metric name can be a field or value and is categorized as follows based on the number of allowed fields in Kibana:

• Field based custom metrics
• Non-Field based custom metrics

Field Based Custom Metrics

The allowed list of text metrics are:

custom_field1, custom_field2, custom_field3 

For Example: logTextMetric("custom_field1" ,"Shopping Cart Item 1", attributes) 

In Kibana, this will appear as {"custom_field1": "Shopping Cart Item 1"}

The allowed list of numeric metrics are:

custom_double_field1, custom_double_field2, custom_double_field3 
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For Example: logNumericMetric("custom_double_field1" ,80 , attributes) 

In Kibana, they will appear as {"custom_double_field1": 80} //Note this is a numeric 

For these examples, aggregations can be performed at the field level.

Non-Field Based Custom Metrics

Custom metrics which do not follow the allowed list of metrics that appear as fields (custom_field1, custom_double_field1,
and so on) are categorized as non-field based custom metrics.

Text Based Metrics

For Example: logTextMetric("Coupon Code" ,"FIRST_SALE", attributes) 

In Kibana, they will appear in the following fields: 

{ "custom_field_name" : "Coupon Code" , 

"custom_string_value" : "FIRST_SALE" 

} 

Number Based Metrics

For Example: logNumericMetric("Promo Discount" ,20, attributes) 

In Kibana, they will appear in the following fields: 

{ "custom_field_name" : "Promo Discount" , 

"custom_double_value" : 20 

} 

The following allowed fields appear as the custom metrics when the APIs are called:

Text as Fields: custom_field1, custom_field2, custom_field3

Numeric as Fields: custom_double_field1, custom_double_field2, custom_double_field3

Non-Fields: custom_field_name, custom_string_value, custom_double_value

Compare
By default, App Experience Analytics provides insights into all the registered apps. If you want to view data of a particular
app, then create a filter. After you create a filter, you can compare the data between multiple filters or single filter over a
specific period.

The following filters are available:

• Multiple Filters. Using this filter, you can compare the data for multiple apps. Click +Add Filter to add apps with
different combinations. You can compare three filters at a time. For example, you can compare the following apps:
Test_app_iOS, Test_app_android or Test_app_iOS_v1 and Test_app_iOS_v2.

• Single Filter Over Time. Using this filter, you can compare the data for a single app based on time period. For
example, you can compare the data for Test_app_iOS for the Last 30 Days with SAME DAYS LAST MONTH.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the COMPARE link in the left pane of the App Experience Analytics Administration Console.
2. Click Multiple Filters or Single Filter over Time, as required to collect metrics and compare.
3. Set the time period for which you want to display data.

The data for the selected filters and time period is displayed.
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NOTE

You can configure the Refresh every __ min option only when you select LAST 24 HOURS in the time interval
filter.

Manage Apps
To view analytics, you must first register your app using the Administration Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics using the following URL: http://<hostname>:<CA_EMM_TomEE_port_number>/
admin/maa
Default port number: 9080
If no applications are registered, YOUR FIRST APP is displayed in the left pane. If applications are already registered,
MANAGE APPS is displayed.

2. Click YOUR FIRST APP (for your first application) or NEW APP under MANAGE APPS (if you already have
registered applications) to register the application.

3. Enter a unique identifier for your application in the App Name field.
4. Select the checkbox to encrypt the data. For more information, see Encrypt Data for Enhanced Security.

NOTE

Data encryption is not supported for web applications.

You must enable the encryption during the application registration process. You cannot enable the encryption
once the application is registered. The secured applications have a secure shield icon against the application
names.

5. Click NEXT to register the application with App Experience Analytics.

The Manage Apps page lists the registered application.

(Optional) Upload the App Logo

As an administrator, you can upload the app logo after you have registered the app.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following command to convert the image to bytes using the ImageToByte.jar file. This file is available in the
lib folder of <CA_EMM_HOME>.
java -jar ImageToByte.jar <path of app logo file> <desired path of output file>

You now have a file that contains the byte array that represents the app logo.
2. Open the App Experience Analytics URL in the Browser Debug mode. Get the Authorization Request Header for the

App Experience Analytics Server.
3. Press F12 to open the Browser in debug mode.
4. Execute a PUT request to the App Experience Analytics Server using the REST client as follows:

a. App Experience Analytics URL in the following format:
http://<server name>:<port>/mdo/v2/apps/<app id>?update_app_logo=true

b. Select PUT and under Headers specify the authorization request header that you obtained in step 2.
c. Add the following JSON under Payload section

{"appLogo": <byte array that you obtained in step 1. This array should be enclosed in []>}

d. Select Content-Type as application/json and click Send.
Status 200 indicates that the app logo has been uploaded.

5. Log in to the Administration Console to see the app logo that you uploaded against your registered app.
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Alerts
The Alerts page enables you to view alerts, set thresholds, and define policies for the application to send alerts when
a specific event occurs. The events that exceed the threshold values are flagged and alert notifications are sent to the
administrators. For example, an application uses 15 percent of the device memory. You can define a policy to send an
email if the application uses more than 50 percent (Critical) or 20 percent (Warning) of the device memory.

This Alerts page is divided into the following sections:

View Alerts

This View Alerts page lists all the alerts for which the thresholds have exceeded:

ALL ALERTS Displays alerts for all the metrics including crashes.
THRESHOLDS EXCEEDED Displays alerts for which the critical thresholds have exceeded.
PROBLEMS DETECTED Displays alerts for which the warning thresholds have exceeded.

You can now filter the view by ALL ATTRIBUTES or by a single attribute. When you select an attribute, the alerts
information for the selected attribute is refreshed in all the sections (ALL ALERTS, THRESHOLD EXCEEDED,
PROBLEMS DETECTED).

You can also filter the view by any combination of an attribute and an alert type (ALL ALERTS, THRESHOLD
EXCEEDED, PROBLEMS DETECTED). You can also filter by Last 24 Hours, Last 7 Days, and Last 30 Days. When you
select the combination, the information is automatically refreshed. You can search for the alerts using the Find Alerts
option.

NOTE

The Possible Problems Detected section in the Overview page displays alerts only for following metrics:
HTTP Latency, HTTP Errors, Start up Time, and Crashes.

Set & Edit Alerts

Use the Set & Edit Alerts page to specify thresholds that trigger alerts. You can set an alert for:

• A single app. A single app can have multiple alerts with different filter combinations. For example,
– Alert 1: Version: 2.5, Platform: Android, and Location: USA.
– Alert 2: Version: 2.5, Platform: Android, and Location: IN.

• All the apps. You can also set an alert for a specific app version, platform, and location. 
• Newly created app even if no data is sent to DX App Experience Analytics

When the thresholds exceed, alerts are generated and displayed in the View Alerts page as follows:

• TheTHRESHOLD EXCEEDED tab displays alerts for which the critical thresholds have exceeded.
• ThePROBLEMS DETECTED tab displays alerts for which the warning thresholds have exceeded.

You can now set an alert or edit an existing alert on any of the following pages:

• App Performance page: In the App Performance page, you can set an alert for the following attributes. You can select
an alert for an attribute only when a single app is selected in the filter. When an attribute has multiple alerts, click the
EDIT ALERT button in the App Performance page to display all the available alerts. Select the alert that you want to
edit from the drop-down list.
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– Average Request Latency
– HTTP Requests
– HTTP Errors
– Data Sent
– Data Received
– Startup Time
– CPU Use
– Memory Use

• Network Performance page: In the Network Performance page, a new column that is named SET/EDIT ALERTS is
added in the URLs section. If an alert is set for any attribute, the corresponding icon in the SET/EDIT ALERTS column
(Network Performance) appears in green. In this section, you can set or edit alerts for the following attributes:

• HTTP Response
• HTTP Errors
• Data In
• Data Out

Action Script

You can create a script to perform an action automatically whenever an alert is generated. This helps in handling the
violations in a customized way.

Before you set or edit an alert, create the Action script. Perform the following steps as a non-root user who installed App
Experience Analytics.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the following folder structure in the Read Server.
$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts

 

Note: $CA_EMM_HOME is the installation directory.

2. Provide the execute permissions to this folder.
chmod -R 775 $CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts

3. Create the script in this folder and save. For example, create a script named alertcrash.sh.
echo 'This notification is from CA AXA.'>> crashLog.txt

echo 'The application ' $1 ' has violated the ' $2 ' policy for ' $3 ' on ' $4>> crashLog.txt

echo 'Here are additional details:'>> crashLog.txt

echo ' Applies to filter ' $5>> crashLog.txt

echo ' ' $2 ' policy that was set: ' $6 ' ' $7 ' ' $8>> crashLog.txt

echo ' Reason: '"${9}" ' ' "${10}" >> crashLog.txt

 

Where $1 = App Name

$2 = Severity

$3 = Event Attribute Description

$4 = Date

$5 = Filter

$6 = Event Type

$7 = Expression

$8 = Alert

$9 = Message

$10 = Current

The App Experience Analytics server executes the AlertManager job every 15 minutes and looks for any violations
based on the tenant-app policy. If violations are found, the Action Script is executed and the notification is also sent.
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Set Alert for All Apps

When you select All Apps in the filter, you can set an alert only for the following Performance and Usage metric:
Monthly Active Users (MAU)

Monthly Active Users (MAU)

To set an alert, specify the thresholds to limit the number of unique IDs that can launch the app at least once a month. You
can set an alert by platform, platform version, and location.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Select All Apps in the filter.
3. Click Set & Edit Alerts.
4. Click SET.
5. Select the following filters: Platform, Platform Version, Location
6. Click APPLY.
7. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
8. In the Set Threshold for Monthly Active Users (MAU) section, specify the values for:

– Critical threshold
– Warning threshold

9. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
Action Script section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
10. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

Set Alert for a Single App

When you select an app in the filter, you can set an alert for the following attributes:

• Problems: The Problems attributes include:
– CRASHES
– HTTP ERRORS
– ERRORED TRANSACTIONS
– INCOMPLETE TRANSACTIONS
– CRASHED TRANSACTIONS

• Performance and Usage: The Performance and Usage attributes include:
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– APPLICATION START TIME
– HTTP RESPONSE TIME
– HTTP DATA RECEIVED
– HTTP DATA SENT
– CPU USAGE
– MEMORY USAGE
– DISK USAGE
– TRANSACTION DURATION

Crashes

To set an alert, complete the following steps. You can set an alert by app version, platform, platform version, and location.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. Select or enter the Crash Type. For example, enter the search string @stackoverflow@. For more information, see the

Elasticsearch Regex documentation.
8. In the Set Threshold for Crashes section, select one of the following options:

– First Occurrence: Sends an alert when the first crash occurs.
– All Occurrences: Sends an alert for all occurrences.
– No. of Occurrences: When this option is selected, enter the following information:

• Count: Number of occurrences
• Within mins: Time period in minutes

9. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
Action Script section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
10. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

HTTP Errors

To set an alert, specify the number of erroneous HTTP requests that an app can make within the specified time. You can
set an alert:

• By app version, platform, platform version, and location.
• For all the URLs and all Statuses or you can set an alert for a specific URL, Status, or both.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
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2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. Select one of the following options:

– All URLs
– Specific URLs: Enter the complete URL or string in the URL. For example, @techcrunch@. For more information,

see the Elasticsearch Regex documentation.
8. Select the Status Code:

– All Statuses
– Particular Status Code

9. In the Set Threshold  for HTTP Errors section, provide the following information:
– Critical Threshold
– Warning Threshold
– within mins

10. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
Action Script section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
11. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

Errored Transactions, Incomplete Transactions, and Crashed Transactions

To set an alert, specify the number of erroneous, incomplete, or crashed transactions that are allowed within the specified
time. You can set an alert:

• By app version, platform, platform version, and location.
• For all transactions or a specific transaction.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. Select one of the following options:

– All Transactions
– A Specific Transaction

8. In the Set Threshold for ERRORED/INCOMPLETE/CRASHED TRANSACTIONS section, provide the following
information:
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– Critical Threshold
– Warning Threshold
– within mins

9. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
Action Script section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
10. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

Application Start Time

To set an alert, specify the limit on the maximum time (in millisecs) that is allowed for the application to start. You can set
an alert by app version, platform, platform version, and location.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. In the Set Threshold for Application Start Time section, provide the following information:

– Critical Threshold (ms)
– Warning Threshold (ms)
– Alert if more than violations: Specify the number of violations that are allowed and the time after which an alert has

to be generated.
– within mins

8. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
Action Script section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
9. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

HTTP Response Time, HTTP Data Received, and HTTP Data Sent

To set an alert, specify:
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• HTTP Response Time: Limit on the response time (in millisecs) that is allowed for each request.
• HTTP Data Received: Limit on the maximum data (in kb) that can be sent per request.
• HTTP Data Sent: Limit on the maximum data (in kb) that can be sent per request.

You can set an alert:

• By app version, platform, platform version, and location
• For all URLs or a specific URL
• For all statuses or a specific status

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. Select one of the following options:

– All URLs
– Specific URLs: Enter the complete URL or string in the URL. For example, @techcrunch@. For more information,

see the Elasticsearch Regex documentation.
8. Select the Status Code:

– ALL STATUSES
– Particular Status Code

9. In the Set Threshold  for HTTP Response Time, HTTP Data Received, HTTP Data Sent sections, provide the
following information:
– Critical Threshold (ms)
– Warning Threshold (ms)
– Alert if more than violations: Specify the number of violations that are allowed and the time after which an alert has

to be generated.
– Within mins

10. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
ActionScript section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
11. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

CPU Usage, Memory Usage, and Disk Usage

To set an alert, specify:

• CPU Usage: Limit on the maximum CPU (in %) that an app can consume in the specified time limit.
• Memory Usage: Limit on the maximum memory (in %) that an app can consume.
• Disk Usage: Limit on the maximum disk space (in %) that an app can use.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. In the Set Threshold for CPU Usage, Memory Usage, and Disk Usage sections, provide the following information:

– Critical Threshold (ms)
– Warning Threshold (ms)
– Alert if more than Violations: Specify the number of violations that are allowed and the time after which an alert has

to be generated.
– within mins

8. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
ActionScript section.

NOTE

The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.
– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a

comma.
9. Click Save to set threshold.

When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

Transaction Duration

To set an alert, specify the limit on the maximum time (in millisecs) that an app can take to complete a transaction. You
can set an alert:

• By app version, platform, platform version, and location
• For all transactions or a specific transaction

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Alerts page in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts and select the app.
3. Click SET.
4. Select the following in the filter: App Version, Platform, Platform Version, Location
5. Click APPLY.
6. Enter the name for the alert. The alert name is case insensitive. You cannot create duplicate alert names.
7. Select one of the following options:

– ALL TRANSACTIONS
– Specific Transaction

8. Select the Status Code:
– ALL STATUSES
– Particular Status Code

9. In the Set Threshold for Transaction Duration section, provide the following information:
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– Critical Threshold (ms)
– Warning Threshold (ms)
– Alert if more than Violations: Specify the number of violations that are allowed and the time after which an alert has

to be generated.
– Within mins

10. In the If threshold exceeded section, provide the following information:
– Action Script: The file name of the Alert script that you created earlier. This file is available in the

$CA_EMM_HOME/scripts/alerts folder. The name must match the script name. For more information, see the
ActionScript section.

NOTE
The Action Script option is not available in the SaaS offering.

– Send Email: Email address where the alerts should be sent to. You can include multiple addresses separated by a
comma.

11. Click Save to set threshold.
When the threshold limit is exceeded, an alert is generated and is displayed in the View Alerts page.

Edit an Alert

Follow these steps:

1. Click Alerts in the Administration Console.
2. Click Set & Edit Alerts.
3. Select the applications for which you want to edit alerts.
4. Click ADD to create another alert with different values or click EDIT to edit the values of an existing alert.

The trend in the last seven days for the selected metric is displayed.
5. Edit the values and click Save.

Modify the Alert Email Template

You can modify the content of the alert email.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to $CA_EMM_HOME/conf directory on the App Experience Analytics Server.
2. Open the alert email template file for your language. For English, open the email.vm file.
3. Modify the contents as required and save the file.

Data Studio - Visualize Your Data
The Data Studio tab allows you to create custom visualizations using Kibana. Kibana is an open source analytic and
visualization platform that allows you to perform advanced data analysis and visualize your data in various charts, tables,
and maps.

TIP

You can also use the provided blueprints and use cases to get started with Kibana in App Experience
Analytics. For more information about the data types that are supported by the Data Studio, see Data Studio
Data Types.

NOTE

Browser Agent is capable of capturing browser cookies which can be displayed in Data Studio. This capability is
limited by an allow list. Only cookie names that begin with _APM_ or APM_ and JSESSIONID and VIEWSTATE
are supported.
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Index Pattern Overview

Kibana uses index patterns to access data. Index patterns are used to identify the Elasticsearch index to run search and
analytics against. They are also used to configure fields. In the App Experience Analytics instance of Kibana, the index
patterns for your data are already defined. For a list of the available fields that you can use in your visualizations, see the
topic Resource Data Model.

NOTE

App Experience Analytics only uses one index for each tenant. This default index is already set in the Discover
tab.

Correlation of Data in Indexes

There is no correlation of data from different indexes in Data Studio from the relational database. We recommend the
following guidelines:

• All visualization in one dashboard should ideally use data from one index.
• To show data from multiple indexes in a single dashboard, ensure that all fields are common for all indexes that are

used in this dashboard. If some fields are not present in the index, the visualization from that index may be blank.

Explore Your Data

From the Discovery tab, you can submit search queries, filter the search results, and view document data. You can also
see the number of documents that match the search query and get field value statistics. If a time field is configured for
your index pattern, the distribution of documents over time is displayed in a histogram at the top of the page. For more
information about how to use the Discover tab, refer to the following Kibana documentation:

• Discover

Search Your Data

The search fields on the Discover and Dashboard tabs support the following syntax:

• Lucene query syntax
• Elasticsearch Query DSL

Search Examples

For example, if the data in your index is structured as follows:

{
 "_index": "dxi_sessions-05_2016",
 "_type": "sessions",
 "_id": "AVTtY-K4uOd5PJ6rbc_6",
 "_score": null,
 "_source": {
 "email_id": "",
 "tenant_id": "MDO-ORG",
 "country": "US",
 "last_updated": 1459446611007,
 "app_version": "1.0",
 "multi_pf": 0,
 "device_id": "DEVICE#1470",
 "city": "GLASGOW",
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 "latlong": "35.94843,-91.547295",
 "session_id": "cf3c415d-1e17-4fca-8f37-13b7cfaece9b",
 "session_start": 1459446602728,
 "platform": "iOS",
 "carrier": "Pioneer",
 "platform_version": "9.2",
 "user_id": "",
 "sdk_version": "15.4",
 "model": "6S-Plus",
 "state": "WEST VIRGINIA",
 "app_id": "vishwa-21",
 "make": "Apple",
 "session_end": 1459446611007
 }

You could use the following search strings:

TIP

If you are not receiving any results from your search queries, try changing the length of time using the time filter.

Limit results by state:

state: "WEST VIRGINIA"

Limit results by state AND specific mobile platform:

state: "WEST VIRGINIA" AND platform: "iOS"

Limit results by state, platform, and a specific set of device models:

state: "WEST VIRGINIA" AND platform: "iOS" AND (model: "6S-Plus" OR "6S")

Limit results by state, city, and session start date:

NOTE

Date fields use Epoch time. The following example uses an Epoch time of March 1, 2016.

state: "WEST VIRGINIA" AND city: "GLASGOW" AND session_start:>1456790400

Create Visualizations and Dashboards

Visualizations are graphical representations of your data, such as charts or maps. Once saved, you can use visualizations
individually, or can combine your visualizations into a dashboard. You can create and manage visualizations using the
Visualize tab. For more information about the Visualize tab, refer to the following Kibana documentation:

• Data Visualization: Beyond Discovery

The following video demonstrates how to use Data Studio to create and edit custom visualizations:

Create a New Visualization

You can create a visualization using the Visualize tab at the top of the Data Studio section. You can also click New
Visualization in the upper-right part of the Visualize tab.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Visualize tab, select the type of visualization you want to create.
2. Select the data source.
3. Customize your visualization using the options on the left side of the window pane. For more information about how to

customize each visualization, refer to the Kibana documentation for each visualization option:
– Area Charts
– Data Table
– Heatmap Chart
– Line Chart
– Markdown Widget
– Metric
– Pie Chart
– Tag Cloud
– Tile Map
– Vertical Bar Chart

Create a Dashboard

NOTE

The App Experience Analytics instance of Kibana does not support sharing the dashboard using the Short URL
option.

A dashboard is a collection of visualizations that you can customize. You can add your visualizations to a dashboard by
using the Dashboard tab. For more information about dashboards, see the following Kibana documentation:

• Putting it all together with Dashboards

Add Visualizations to a Dashboard

Follow these steps:

1. On the Dashboard tab, click Add Visualization. The list of saved visualization opens.
2. Select the visualizations that you want to add to your dashboards.
3. Click the up-arrow at the bottom of the list to add the visualizations to your dashboard. Once added, you can move the

visualization containers by clicking and dragging the title bar. You can re-size a visualization by clicking and dragging
on the lower-right corner of the visualization container.

4. Click Save, then name the dashboard.

Manage Saved Searches, Visualizations, and Dashboards (Objects)

NOTE

The App Experience Analytics instance of Kibana does not contain the Settings tab.

In the App Experience Analytics instance of Kibana, objects are managed from their associated tabs:

• The Discover tab manages searches.
• The Visualize tab manages visualizations.
• The Dashboard tab manages dashboards.

Open an Object

To open an object, click Load Saved in the upper-right corner of the associated object tab.
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TIP

The Open icon only appears on the Visualize tab after you have either opened an existing visualization, or
created a new one. Your saved visualizations are also listed at the bottom of the Visualize tab. You can use the
numbered links at the bottom of the page to browse through your saved visualizations. You can also use the
visualization filter to search for a visualization by name.

Save an Object

WARNING

The App Experience Analytics instance of Kibana contains several default visualizations and dashboards that
you can use. If you save over these default objects, you will lose all changes to them after an upgrade. To
retain any changes to the default objects, save them using a different name. For more information regarding the
default objects, see the topic Work with Dashboards.

To save an object, click Save in the upper-right corner of the associated object tab.

Delete an Object

The App Experience Analytics instance of Kibana does not support the deletion or renaming of existing objects. To
rename your objects, save them using a different name. You can also open, change, and re-save existing objects.

Work with Dashboards
This section provides the following information:

View Metrics

For more information, see the View the Detailed Information section in the Kibana documentation.

Change Blueprint

You can change visualizations within blueprints. For more information about how to change dashboards and
visualizations, refer to the following Kibana documentation:

• Customizing Dashboard Elements by moving, resizing, removing visualization containers.
• Changing the Visualization Elements by editing and designing data visualizations using the Visualize page.
• Working with Filters to enable, disable, pin, toggle, remove, and customize filters.

WARNING
If you save changes to blueprints, you will lose all the changes after an upgrade. To retain any changes to the
default objects, save the blueprint using a different name.

Export Visualization Data

The data collected from a visualization can be exported into a CSV file. The raw or formatted data can be downloaded.
The raw data is the data stored in Elasticsearch. The formatted data is the Kibana field formatters. To export visualization
data, click Raw or Formatted from the Export options at the bottom of the visualization container.

Split By an Empty Field

You can split by an empty field by selecting Show partial rows in the Option tab for each visualization. See the Kibana
documentation for more about splitting fields.

NOTE
This option is only available for the table visualization type.
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Log Analytics
This section provides the following information about Log Analytics:

Overview

Log data is an important source of information to troubleshoot problems in applications or in the IT infrastructure. In large-
scale distributed systems, it is cumbersome to log in to individual servers and to read the log files manually to find the
relevant information. Using Log Analytics, you can:

• Collect and aggregate logs from multiple sources (individual servers, devices, applications) and gain insights from data
using analytics dashboards.

• Provide out-of-the-box dashboards (blueprints) based on the collected data for supported log types.
• Perform a full text search on all the stored log files.
• Perform near real-time and historical search on all the log data from a centralized location.
• Perform a periodic query of the log data and send notifications (alarm, email, and snmp) when matches are found.
• Also, save and schedule a log query or pattern to receive notifications when a match is found.

Common Use Cases

Use routine data to expose larger issues - You can use syslog data to answer the following questions:

• What kinds of events are occurring?
• When did the event happen?
• Are the events happening in clusters?
• Are there any deviations in the events that are occurring?
• Which sources are generating the most events?
• Which key events are happening the most often?
• Are there any security issues occurring?
• What severity trends are occurring?

Monitor first time messages from logs - You can monitor initial messages that could potentially predict larger issues (for
example, low memory messages).

Monitor drops and spikes – You can detect deviations in the rate of events across technologies, apps, or tools.

Monitor unusual rates of outbound requests and users attempting unusual URL access.

Monitor configuration and policy changes across files and domains.

Monitor syslog events, Windows alarms, and log information over a configurable time frame - You can use this
data see all the information across a time frame.

Use Logs and performance data for your capacity planning – You can log baseline average, peak users, and
performance metrics to help define capacity utilization.

Architecture

The following diagram illustrates the log analytics architecture:
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Components

Log Analytics requires both App Experience Analytics and CA Unified Infrastructure Management (CA UIM). The following
App Experience Analytics components are mandatory for Log Analytics:

• Data Studio (Kibana dashboards)
• Kafka and Zookeeper
• Jarvis (Includes Elasticsearch and Jarvis Ingestion, Verifier, and Indexer components)
• Read Server, UI Server, and RDBMS (PostgresSQL or Oracle)

The following CA UIM probes are required for Log Analytics:
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• Log Forwarder (log_forwarder)
• AXA Log Gateway (axa_log_gateway)
• Log Monitoring Service (log_monitoring_service)

Component Description

Data Studio Primary user interface for Log Analytics. Data Studio provides out-
of-the-box dashboards for the supported log types, full-text search,
and ad-hoc data exploration.

Log Collector The AXA Log Collector receives syslog and eventlog data from
remote devices over TCP (Default Port: 6514) and writes that
data to a Kafka topic for further processing by Log Parser. After
receiving the log events, the Log Collector validates the Tenant ID
in the log message based on a tenant white-list and publishes the
valid log data to the Kafka topic. The TCP channel receives syslog
and eventlog data without installing any log agent.
Windows Event logs are also received through the syslog channel.
You can use the open source tool nxlog to send the event logs
to App Experience Analytics through the syslog channel. For
more information about configuration, see the Agent-Less Log
Data Collection section.

Log Parser Log Parser receives log data from Kafka, parses the log data,
extracts relevant fields, transforms the log data in to JSON format,
and sends to Jarvis/Elasticsearch. For each supported log type,
specific patterns are defined to parse and transform the data. This
configuration is stored in the config files.
Data that is sent in any unsupported log file format is stored under
generic. You can search this data in Data Studio but specific
fields from the log data are not extracted for generic log type. And,
the Out-of-the-box dashboards are not available.
For more information, see the Supported Log Types and Patterns
section.

CA Analytics Platform (Jarvis) Jarvis is used as the data store and the analytics platform to store
the log data. Log ingestion to Jarvis is done by Log Parser. Each
type of log data is stored as a separate document_type in Jarvis.

Log Forwarder Probe (log_forwarder) A light-weight log data collection agent. This component reads
log data from log files on the monitored servers or devices
and publishes the data to a CA UIM Queue (Default Subject:
LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS) through the CA UIM Message
Bus. You can deploy and configure this probe using Monitoring
Configuration Service (MCS). For more information about
configuration, see the Agent-Based Log Data Collection and also
the Log Forwarder probe documentation.

AXA Log Gateway Probe (axa_log_gateway) The axa_log_gateway probe receives log data from
CA UIM through a specific queue (Default Subject:
LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS) and writes the data to the App
Experience Analytics Kafka topic (Default: logAnalyticsLogs) for
further processing by the Log Parser. For more information, see
the AXA Log Gateway probe documentation.
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Component Description

Log Monitoring Service Probe (log_monitoring_service) This component is implemented as a CA UIM probe and
can be configured using MCS or Admin Console (AC). This
probe periodically queries log data that is stored in Jarvis
and raises notifications based on the predefined queries. You
can create one or more profiles. Each profile includes a query to
be executed for a particular log type and the interval.
For example, "response_time:[10 TO *] AND url:*ServiceDesk*"
for apache access logs scheduled every 5 minutes. The
Monitoring Service queries the Elasticsearch component in Jarvis
at the predefined schedule and provides the following output:
• Match_Count metric for the count of matches found
• Alarm if the match count exceeds a predefined threshold
• Alarms containing sample matched logs lines (number of

sample lines configurable)
The Log Monitoring Service alarms can be forwarded as email
or SNMP TRAP using CA UIM emailgtw or snmpgtw probe
respectively. For more information, see the Log Monitoring Service
probe documentation.

Supported Log Types and Patterns
This section describes the log types and patterns that are supported for Log Analytics:

Supported Log Types

The supported log types are grouped based on the log data collection methods. You can collect data using the following
methods:

Agent-Less Collection Method

You can collect the log data for the following log types without installing any agent:

• Event logs (Event Logs, Event Logs - Oracle Audit (Windows), Microsoft Exchange, and Active Directory
Server)

• Syslog (Syslog, Syslog - Oracle Audit (Linux), and Syslog - Docker)

NOTE
For more information about configuration, see the Agent-Less Log Data Collection section.

Agent-Based Collection Method

You can collect and transport data for the following log types using CA Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM).
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• Apache Access
• Apache Error
• Docker
• Generic
• IIS
• Java Application Logs (Log4j)
• NGINX
• Oracle (Alert Logs and Audit Logs)
• Spectrum
• SQL Server (Event Logs and Audit Logs)
• Syslog
• Tomcat Access
• Tomcat Catalina
• z/OS Syslog

NOTE
For more information about configuring log data collection, see the Agent-Based Log Data Collection section.

Supported Patterns

This section describes the standard log patterns that Log Analytics supports:

Supported Patterns for Agent-Less Collection Method

This section describes the patterns that Log Analytics supports for logs collected using the agent-less method:

Event Logs

Event logs provide historical information that can help you track down system and security problems. Event logs record
events taking place during the execution of a system to provide an audit trail. This audit trail can be used to understand
the activity of the system and to diagnose problems.

Supported event logs:

• Application Log
• Directory Service
• DNS Server
• File Replication Service
• Security Log
• System Log

Log Analytics requires the following fields to process the event logs:

EventTime = Event time in epoch format.

EventTimeWritten = Event time written in epoch format.

Hostname = Hostname of the machine.

EventType = Event type of the event occurred.

SeverityValue = Severity value

Severity = Severity of the event.

SourceName = Source from which event has occurred.

FileName = Name of the file.

EventID = Event Id.

CategoryNumber = Each event source can define its own numbered categories and the text strings to which they

 are mapped.
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RecordNumber = The RecordNumber member of EVENTLOGRECORD contains the record number for the event log record.

Message = Complete message from the event.

EventReceivedTime = Event received time in epoch format.

SourceModuleName = Module name of the event. For example, event log.

SourceModuleType = Module type of the event.

tenantid = Unique tenant id.

tag = "eventlogs" It is constant.

{"EventTime":1481188443000,"EventTimeWritten":1481188443000,"Hostname":"host05-

U178983","EventType":"INFO","SeverityValue":2,"Severity":"INFO","SourceName":"Service Control

 Manager","FileName":"System","EventID":7036,"CategoryNumber":0,"RecordNumber":14350,"Message":"The nxlog

 service entered the running state.

 ","EventReceivedTime":1481188446094,"SourceModuleName":"eventlog","SourceModuleType":"im_mseventlog","tenantid":"CA310399-

C02F-209D-10C2-E3DDF81AAAA3","tag":"eventlogs"

NOTE

You can configure any third-party tool to send the fields. Log Analytics is tested with nxlog. For information about
Event Log configuration, see the Windows Event Log Using nxlog section.

For more information about Event logs, see the following sections:

• Event Logs
• Event Logging and Viewing
• Using Windows Event Log
• Event Viewer

Event Logs - Oracle Audit (Windows)

Log Analytics supports Oracle Audit Logs as Event Logs and it requires the same fields as Event Logs to parse the log
data.

NOTE

You can configure any third-party tool to send the fields. Log Analytics is tested with nxlog. For information about
configuration, see the Windows Event Log Using nxlog section.

For more information, see the following sections:

• Monitoring a Database on Windows
• Configuring and Administering Auditing

Syslog

Syslog permits separation of software that generates messages, the system that stores them, and the software that
reports and analyzes them. Each message is labeled with a facility code, indicating the software type generating the
message, and is assigned a severity level.

Log Analytics requires the following fields for processing syslog:

syslog_timestamp = Supported timestamp formats "YYYY-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSSSSZ", "MMM dd HH:mm:ss" & "YYYY MMM

 d HH:mm:ss".

syslog_pri = 

syslog_ver = Version of syslog.

tenant_id = Unique UUID provided by AXA.

syslog_message = Log Message from syslog.

host = Host from which logs are generated

syslog_severity = Severity of Log Message.
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syslog_facility = Facility

syslog_severity_code = Severity Code

syslog_facility_code = Facility Code

syslog_program = Name of program from which log is generated.

syslog_pid = Process Id of the program.

syslog_priority = Priority of the log message.

{"syslog_timestamp":"2016-12-08T04:13:14.171870-05:00","syslog_pri":"187","syslog_ver":"1","tenant_id":"CA310399-

C02F-209D-10C2-E3DDF81BFCD3","syslog_message":"<114>Mar 5 11:36:44 server169.test.com syslogd[490]:

 Can't load public GPG key /etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-redhat-auxiliary","host":"host05-

U178974","syslog_severity":"err","syslog_facility":"local7","syslog_severity_code":"3","syslog_facility_code":"23","syslog_program":"File","syslog_pid":"-","syslog_priority":"3"}

NOTE

For more information about syslog, see the Syslog documentation.

You can configure any third-party tool to send the field values. Log Analytics is tested with rsyslog. For
information about syslog configuration, see the Syslog Using rsyslog section.

Syslog - Oracle Audit (Linux)

Log Analytics supports Oracle Audit Logs as syslog through rsyslog and requires the same fields as Syslog for parsing.

NOTE

More Information: For information, see the following sections:

• Syslog Using rsyslog
• Deciding Whether to Use the Database or Operating System Audit Trail
• How to Configure syslog Audit Logs

Syslog - Docker

The Docker daemon provides crucial insights into the overall state of your micro service architecture. You can extract
useful information from your services using Container-centric logging methods. The location of Systemd based OSes
(CoreOS, SUSE, Fedora, CentOS, Red Hat Enterprise) is journalctl -u docker.service .

Log Analytics accepts docker logs as syslog. rsyslog listens to syslog events and then forwards them to Log Analytics.

NOTE

Log Analytics requires the same fields as Syslog for parsing. For information about syslog configuration, see the
Syslog Using rsyslog section.

{"syslog_timestamp":"2016-11-05T01:19:40.28165-05:00","syslog_pri":"187","syslog_ver":"1","tenant_id":"CA310399-

C02F-209D-10C2-E3DDF81AAAA3","syslog_message":"Handler for POST /v1.24/containers/

create returned error: No such image: hello-world:latest ","host":"host05-

U178974","syslog_severity":"err","syslog_facility":"local7","syslog_severity_code":"3","syslog_facility_code":"23","syslog_program":"dockerd","syslog_pid":"-","syslog_priority":"3"}

NOTE

For more information, see the Configure Logging Drivers section.

Supported Patterns for Agent-Based Collection Method

This section describes the patterns that Log Analytics supports for logs collected using the agent-based method:
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Apache Access

Apache Access logs are web server logs that have details of the information requested by Internet users. Information
about the request, including the client IP address, request date and time, page requested, HTTP code, bytes served, user
agent, and referrer are typically added.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

COMMON LOG FORMAT (CLF)    

Supported Pattern: "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b"

Log Example: 5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp

 HTTP/1.1" 200 75 

 

NCSA EXTENDED / COMBINED LOG FORMAT    

Supported Pattern: "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\" \"%{User-agent}i\""

Log Example: 5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp

 HTTP/1.1" 200 75 "http://www.example.com/start.html" "Mozilla/4.08 [en] (Win98; I ;Nav)" 

 

CUSTOM LOG FORMAT (with Response Time)

Supported Pattern: "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b %T"

Log Example: 5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp

 HTTP/1.1" 200 75 0.007

NOTE

More Information: For more information about configuration and the format strings, see Apache Module
mod_log_config.

Apache Error

Log Analytics supports the following error log format:

Supported Format:  "[%t] [%l] [pid %P] %F: %E: [client %a] %M"

 

Log Examples:

[Thu May 12 08:28:57 2011] [core:error] [pid 8777:tid 4326490112] [client ::1:58619] File does not exist: /

usr/local/apache2/htdocs/favicon.ico

[Mon Dec 26 08:32:30 2016] [debug] mod_proxy.c(986): Running scheme balancer handler (attempt 0)

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about configuration, see Log Files.

For more information about the format string and description, see ErrorLogFormat Directive.

Docker - Agent Based

The Docker daemon provides crucial insights into the overall state of your micro service architecture. You can extract
useful information from your services using Container-centric logging methods. The location of Systemd based OSes
(CoreOS, SUSE, Fedora, CentOS, Red Hat Enterprise) is  journalctl -u docker.service .

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Base Pattern: DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG time=%{timestamp} level=%{log_level} msg=%{msg}

%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{urlpath} %{doc_msg}

%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{url path}

%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{containerid} %{doc_msg}

%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}%{contained}
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%{DOCKER_SYSLOG_MSG} %{method} %{version}%{endpoint}

Pattern 1:

time="2016-11-01T13:37:08.015305842-04:00" level=error msg="Handler for POST /v1.24/containers/create returned

 error: No such image: hello-world:latest"

Pattern 3: 

time="2016-11-01T13:42:10.876088262-04:00" level=error msg="Handler for GET /v1.22/images/dockerelk_kibana/

json returned error: No such image: dockerelk_kibana"

NOTE

For more information about configuration, see Configure Logging Drivers.

Generic

Other log types that are supported are marked as generic and are pushed into a separate index. Also, supported log types
which the Log Parser cannot parse get stored in the generic index.

Internet Information Services (IIS)

Internet Information Services (IIS), formerly Internet Information Server is an extensible web server for use with Windows
NT family. IIS supports HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, FTPS, SMTP and NNTP and is an integral part of the Windows NT family
since Windows NT 4.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

1.    %{time} %{s-sitename} %{s-computername} %{s-ip} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{s-port}

 %{cs-username} %{c-ip} HTTP/%{cs-version} %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Cookie)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{cs-host} %{sc-

status} %{sc-substatus} %{sc-win32-status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes} %{time-taken}

2.    %{time} %{s-sitename} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{s-port} %{cs-username} %{c-ip}

 %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Cookie)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{cs-host} %{sc-status} %{sc-substatus} %{sc-win32-status}

 %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes} %{time-taken}

3.    %{time} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{post-data} %{s-port} %{c-ip} HTTP/%{http_version} %{cs(User-

Agent)} %{cs(Cookie)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{cs-host} %{sc-status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes} %{time-taken}

4.    %{time} %{s-sitename} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{s-port} %{cs-username} %{c-ip}

 %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Referrer)} %{response} %{sc-substatus} %{sc-substatus} %{time-taken}

5.    %{time} %{c-ip} %{cs-username} %{server_ip} %{s-port} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{sc-

status} %{sc-bytes} %{cs-bytes} %{time-taken} %{cs(User-Agent)} %{cs(Referrer)}

6.    %{time} %{c-ip} %{cs-username} %{server_ip} %{s-port} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{cs-uri-query} %{sc-

status} %{cs(User-Agent)}

7.    %{time} %{c-ip} %{cs-method} %{cs-uri-stem} %{sc-status}

 

Log Examples:

Pattern 1.

09-01-2016 08:00:06 W3SVC1 AUSYWS82 155.35.248.146 GET /register/login.aspx 80 - 14.72.70.189 HTTP/1.1

 WatchMouse/28972+(http://watchmouse.com/+;+ausyap1069) - https://vendorportal.ca.com:443/ www.ca.com 301 0 0

 777 779 10
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Pattern 2.

2016-09-01 17:00:03 W3SVC1 GET / - 80 - 23.62.156.76 NimBUS/2.0 - - www.ca.com 301 0 0 453 492 10

Pattern 3. 

10-12-2016 11:03:16 GET /register/login.aspx - 80 HTTP/1.1 WatchMouse/28972+(http://watchmouse.com/+;

+ausyap1069) - https://vendorportal.ca.com:443/ www.ca.com 301 0 0 777 779 10

Pattern 4.

06-09-2016 05:50:14 TEST GET /register/login.aspx - 80 - 14.72.70.189  WatchMouse/28972+(http://

watchmouse.com/+;+ausyap1069) - 301 0 0 777 779 10

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about configuration, see Configuring Logging in IIS.

For more information about the fields and the default fields, see W3C Extended Log File Format, Extended Log
File Format.

Log4j

Log4j is a flexible logging framework (APIs) written in Java and is distributed under the Apache Software License. Log
Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:

%d %p %c %M %m%n

%d %p %t %c %m%n

%d %C,%M %p %m%n

%p %d %C %M %m%n

%d %p %t %m%n

%d %p %t %c %m

Log Examples:

Pattern 1:

2015-07-13 06:24:35,957 ERROR [Source=, Thread=CA:00005_Spectrum-soi-spim-93@SOIQA-R2-110.ca.com]

 SpectrumSilo.General_soi-spim-93 - Unable to connect to URL: http://soi-spim-93:82/spectrum/event-config/do/

alarmPCause?format=text&pcause=68917. 

java.io.FileNotFoundException: http://soi-spim-93:82/spectrum/event-config/do/alarmPCause?

format=text&pcause=68917

at sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection.getInputStream(HttpURLConnection.java:1623)

at com.ca.usm.ucf. AlarmFileManager$UrlFileCache.getInputStream(AlarmFormatFileManager.java:384)

Pattern 2:

2016-08-27 11:31:23,059 DEBUG [startupIFWPub] failover.FailoverTransport.reconnect(663)  - Reconnect was

 triggered but transport is not started yet. Wait for start to connect the transport.

Pattern 4:

INFO 2016-09-07 15:35:51,199 com.ca.emm.svcsenv.svrcommon.jmsclient.JmsMQRequester logWrite - TID[0]

 ConfigEntrysGetRequest sent with CorrelationID=ESS_instance_0.1-1473242150005

 

Pattern 6:

Feb 02 11:01:17:591 DEBUG [main, com.nimsoft.nimbus.probe.service.wasp.WaspLifecycleListener] Memory Status:

 Max Limit: 6077MB, Allocated: 4029MB, Free: 3976MB, Used: 53MB

2-
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Jan 02 18:33:30:729 ERROR [attach_socket, com.nimsoft.nimbus.NimServerSession] Exception in

 NimServerSessionThread.run.  Closing session.

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about configuration, see Apache Log4j 2.

For more information about the conversion characters and their effects, see Pattern Layout and Conversion
Characters.

NGINX

NGINX is an open source, lightweight, high-performance web server or proxy server. NGINX is used as a reverse proxy
server for HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, IMAP, and POP3 protocols. It is also used for servers load balancing and HTTP Cache.
NGINX also accelerates content and application delivery, improves security, facilitates availability and scalability for the
busiest websites on the internet.

Supported Pattern:

"%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%T\" \"%{Referer}i\""

Log Examples:

93.180.71.3 - - [17/May/2015:08:05:23 +0000] "GET /downloads/product_1 HTTP/1.1" 304 0 "-" "Debian APT-

HTTP/1.3 (0.8.16~exp12ubuntu10.21)"

217.168.17.5 - - [17/May/2015:08:05:09 +0000] "GET /downloads/product_2 HTTP/1.1" 200 490 "-" "Debian APT-

HTTP/1.3 (0.8.10.3)"

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about configuration, see the Apache Tomcat 8 documentation.

Oracle Alert

The alert log file contains messages and errors chronologically. This file has to be monitored constantly to detect
unexpected messages and corruptions.

Log Analytics supports the following pattern:

Supported Pattern: %{timestamp} %{<ORA-CODE>} %{log_message}

 

Log Examples:

•    Mon Jan 06 16:14:16 2016

Checker run found 3 new persistent data failures

Thread 1 opened at log sequence 1

Current log# 1 seq# 1 mem# 0: D:\APP\ADMINISTRATOR\ORADATA\ORCL\REDO01.LOG

Successful open of redo thread 1

MTTR advisory is disabled because FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET is not set

SMON: enabling cache recovery

Successfully onlined Undo Tablespace 2.

Dictionary check beginning

Tablespace 'TEMP' #3 found in data dictionary, but not in the controlfile. Adding to controlfile.

•    Mon Jan 06 16:14:13 2016

MMNL started with pid=16, OS id=5592 

Errors in file d:\app\administrator\diag\rdbms\orcl\orcl\trace\orcl_ora_5544.trc:
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ORA-00313: open failed for members of log group 3 of thread 1

ORA-00312: online log 3 thread 1: 'D:\APP\ADMINISTRATOR\ORADATA\ORCL\REDO03.LOG'

ORA-27041: unable to open file

OSD-04002: unable to open file

O/S-Error: (OS 2) The system cannot find the file specified.

•    Mon Jan 06 16:15:12 2016

Shutting down instance (immediate)

Stopping background process SMCO

Shutting down instance: further logons disabled

Stopping background process QMNC

The following table explains the fields:

Field Description

%{timestamp} Log Timestamp in format “DAY MONTH MONTHDAY TIME
YEAR” Eg: Mon Jan 06 16:14:16 2016

%{<ORA-CODE>} Oracle error codes.
%{log_message} Remaining Log Message

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about configuration, see the Viewing the Alert Log documentation.

Spectrum

Log Analytics supports the JSON pattern for Spectrum Event Logs.

Log Example:

{ 

"eventID": "58f84b2f-02d4-1000-00f4-005056895d7c", 

"timestamp": "2313531288", 

"modelName": "pangy01", 

"modelHandle": "0xa00061", 

"modelTypeName": "User", 

"modelTypeHandle": "0x10004", 

"ipAddress": "N/A", 

"collectionsModelNameString": "N/A", 

"eventMessage": "User pangy01@pangy01-w2k8vm1 with application ArchMgr has disconnected." 

}

SQL Server Error

Most of the SQL Server errors are found in the SQL Server error log. By default, the SQL Server error log is stored in the
Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL\Log directory. The most current error log file is called ERRORLOG.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:

%{timestamp} %{program} %{message} %{ip}

%{timestamp} %{program} %{message}

 

Log Examples:
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Pattern 1:

2014-12-17 02:26:36.81 Logon       Login failed for user 'sa'. Reason: Failed to open the explicitly specified

 database. [CLIENT: 10.12.16.41]

Pattern 2: 

2016-09-13 14:08:28.19 spid7s 40 transactions rolled forward in database 'master' (1). This is an

 informational message only. No user action is required.

Field Description

%{timestamp} Log timestamp in format “YYYY-MM-dd HH:mm:ss.SS”. Eg:
 2014-12-17 02:26:36.81

%{program} Name of the program from which event is generated.
%{message}: Log Message
%{ip} IP of the Client in format [CLIENT: X.X.X.X]

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about configuration, see:

• Transaction Log (SQL Server)
• Viewing the SQL Server Error Log
• View the SQL Server Error Log (SQL Server Management Studio)

Syslog - Agent Based

Syslog permits separation of the software that generates messages, the system that stores them, and the software that
reports and analyzes them. Each message is labeled with a facility code, indicating the software type generating the
message, and is assigned a severity label.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:

%{timestamp} %{facility} %{hostname} %{program}: %{msg}

%{pri} %{timestamp} %{hostname} %{program} %{pid}: %{msg}

%{pri} %{ver} %{timestamp} %{hostname} %{program} %{pid} %{msgid} %{sd} %{msg}

 

Log Examples:

Pattern 1:

Oct  1 20:01:01 host05-U177486 run-parts(/etc/cron.hourly)[26199]: finished 0yum-hourly.cron

Pattern 2:

<118>Mar 15 02:46:37 server968.test.com ftpd[5886]: Registered Reporter plugin 'RHTSupport'

Pattern 3:

<165>1 2003-10-11T22:14:15.003Z mymachine.example.com evntslog - ID47 [exampleSDID@32473 iut="3"

 eventSource="Application" eventID="1011"] BOMAn application event log entry...

NOTE

More Information: For more information, see the following sections:

• Syslog
• Syslog Protocol
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Tomcat Access

Tomcat access logs are stored in the /var/log/tomcat7 directory and are named localhost_access_log.YYYY-MM-
DD.txt where YYYY-MM-DD is the log file date.

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:

common - %h %l %u %t "%r" %s %b

combined - %h %l %u %t "%r" %s %b "%{Referer}i" "%{User-Agent}i"

custom - "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b %T"

Log Examples:

Pattern 1: 

5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp HTTP/1.1" 200

 75 

 

Pattern 2: 

5.177.170.128 - - [03/Oct/2016:00:00:04 -0700] "GET /servicedesk/web/jsp/apps/HealthCheck.jsp HTTP/1.1" 200 75

 "http://www.example.com/start.html" "Mozilla/4.08 [en] (Win98; I ;Nav)" 

 

Pattern 3: 

4.1.245.207 - - [13/Oct/2016:00:00:45 -0500] "POST /jtixchange_services/services/AccountService HTTP/1.1" 200

 1218

NOTE

More Information:

For more information about Access Log Valve, see the Apache Tomcat Configuration Reference.

For more information about strings, see the Class AccessLogValve documentation.

Tomcat Catalina

Log Analytics supports the following patterns:

Supported Patterns:

%t %{className} %m\n %l %M

%t %{className} %M

%t \| %l \| %{className} - %M

Log Examples:

Sep 13, 2016 8:49:46 AM org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener log INFO: Java Home: /platform/

jdk1.7.0_85/jre

String Format Description

%m Request method.
%t Date and time in Common Log Format.
%l Current request thread name (can compare later with stack traces)
%M The actual log message.

NOTE

More Information:
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For more information about configuration, see the Apache Tomcat 8 documentation.

z/OS Syslog

Log Analytics supports IBM's z/OS SYSLOG for mainframe computers. As it provides a standardized method for writing
out records of activity to a file (or data set to use a z/OS term).

The file format for z/OS SYSLOG is stored in the proprietary format. Log Analytics support is based on the System Display
and Search Facility (SDSF).

Supported Patterns: 

%{record_request_type} %{routing_code} %{system_name} %{julian_date} %{timestamp} %{jobid} %{user_exit_flag}

 %{messageID} %{msg} 

%{record_request_type} %{routing_code} %{system_name} %{julian_date} %{timestamp} %{user_exit_flag}

 %{messageID} %{msg}

NOTE

References: For more information about fields, see:

• Analyzing z/OS SYSLOG data
• zOS-SYSLOG-SDSF Source Type
• SDSF
• Convert z/OS Binary Logs
• IBM z/OS V2R2 Documentation
• Syslog Records

Set Up Log Analytics
This section describes the steps to install and configure Log Analytics for App Experience Analytics and Unified
Infrastructure Management (UIM).

Prerequisites

Before you install, verify the following requirements:

• App Experience Analytics is installed.
• Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM) 8.5.1 and Unified Management Portal (UMP) 8.5.1 are installed and

configured. For more information, see Install UIM Server and Install the Unified Management Portal (UMP) for
installation instructions. 

NOTE
The CA UIM server and CA UMP must be at the same version level.

Configure the Log Data Collection

To send logs from your devices and servers to Log Analytics, you must configure the log data collection. You can collect
the log data using one of the following methods depending on the log type.

Agent-Less Log Data Collection

Use this method to collect System logs (Windows Eventlog and Unix syslog) through TCP using Log Collector.

Syslog Using rsyslog (Unix and Linux)

Complete the following steps to configure syslog for remote access with rsyslog.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the source system, open the /etc/rsyslog.conf file for editing.
2. Uncomment the following lines:

# An on-disk queue is created for this action. If the remote host is 

# down, messages are spooled to disk and sent when it is up again. 

$WorkDirectory /var/lib/rsyslog # where to place spool files 

$ActionQueueFileName fwdRule1 # unique name prefix for spool files 

$ActionQueueMaxDiskSpace 1g # 1gb space limit (use as much as possible) 

$ActionQueueSaveOnShutdown on # save messages to disk on shutdown 

$ActionQueueType LinkedList # run asynchronously 

$ActionResumeRetryCount -1 # infinite retries if host is down

3. Add the following lines in the file (template to parse data as JSON) for version 7 and above:
template(name="ls_json"

type="list"

option.json="on") {

constant(value="{")

constant(value="\"syslog_timestamp\":\"") property(name="timereported" dateFormat="rfc3339")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_pri\":\"") property(name="pri")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_ver\":\"1")

constant(value="\",\"tenant_id\":\"<Tenant UUID>")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_message\":\"") property(name="msg")

constant(value="\",\"host\":\"") property(name="hostname")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_severity\":\"") property(name="syslogseverity-text")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_facility\":\"") property(name="syslogfacility-text")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_severity_code\":\"") property(name="syslogseverity")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_facility_code\":\"") property(name="syslogfacility")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_program\":\"") property(name="programname")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_pid\":\"") property(name="procid")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_hostname\":\"") property(name="$myhostname")

constant(value="\",\"syslog_priority\":\"") property(name="syslogpriority")

constant(value="\"}\n")

}

 *.*; @@<AXA LOG ANALYTICS HOST>:6514;ls_json

 

Replace <Tenant UUID> with the unique UUID provided to you in CA AXA. For more information about how to

 find UUID, see the Troubleshooting section.

Replace <AXA LOG ANALYTICS HOST> with the host name or IP of CA AXA.

4. Add the following lines (template to parse data as JSON) for version 5 and below.
$template LogFormat,"{ \"syslog_timestamp\":\"%timereported:::date-rfc3339%\", \"syslog_message\":

\"%msg%\", \"syslog_severity\":\"%syslogseverity-text%\", \"syslog_facility\":\"%syslogfacility-text

%\", \"syslog_severity_code\":\"%syslogseverity%\", \"syslog_facility_code\":\"%syslogfacility%\" ,

\"syslog_program\":\"%programname%\", \"syslog_pid\":\"%procid%\", \"syslog_hostname\":\"%$myhostname%\",

 \"syslog_priority\":\"%syslogpriority%\", \"tenant_id\":\"<Tenant UUID>\" }"

*.*; @@<AXA LOG ANALYTICS HOST>:6514;LogFormat

 

Replace <Tenant UUID> with the unique UUID provided to you in CA AXA. For more information about how to

 find UUID, see the Troubleshooting section.

Replace <AXA LOG ANALYTICS HOST> with the host name or IP of CA AXA.
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5. (Optional) Configure Syslog to Send Logs Over SSL or TLS using rsyslog.
a. Install the rsyslog-gnutls dependency (SSL/TLS dependencies).

Environments .DEB: apt-get install rsyslog-gnutls

Environments .RPM: yum install rsyslog-gnutls

b. Add the following lines in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file after the lines mentioned in step 3.
#####Added for TLS Support###

$DefaultNetstreamDriverCAFile <CA Certificate Path>

$DefaultNetstreamDriver gtls # use gtls netstream driver

$ActionSendStreamDriverMode 1 # require TLS for the connection

$ActionSendStreamDriverAuthMode anon # server is NOT authenticated

#####END####

c. Replace <CA Certificate Path> with the actual location where the CA Certificate is stored. Currently .pem and .crt
certificates are supported.

d. Restart the rsyslog service using command: service syslog restart
You can find the Rsyslog log messages at /var/log/messages. You can verify for any abnormalities using the following
command: cat /var/log/messages | grep syslog. This command lists down all the messages of the rsyslog service.

Syslog Using syslog-ng (Unix and Linux)

To configure syslog using syslog-ng, add the following configuration in the ‘/etc/syslog-ng/syslog-ng.conf’ file:

source msg_source {

 file("/var/log/messages" follow-freq(1));

 };

 template LogAnalyticsTemplate {

 template ("{\"syslog_timestamp\": \"$ISODATE\", \"syslog_pid\": \"$PID\", \"syslog_facility\": \"$FACILITY

\", \"syslog_priority\": \"$LEVEL_NUM\", \"syslog_pri\": \"$PRI\", \"syslog_severity\": \"$LEVEL\",

 \"syslog_severity_code\": \"$LEVEL_NUM\", \"syslog_facility_code\": \"$FACILITY_NUM\", \"syslog_hostname

\": \"$HOST_FROM\", \"host\": \"$HOST\", \"syslog_program\": \"$PROGRAM\", \"tenant_id\":\"<TENANT_ID>\",

 \"syslog_message\": \"$MSG\"}\n" );

 template_escape(yes);

};

rewrite r_rewrite_subst{subst("\'", "`", value("$MSG"));};

destination send_json {

 tcp("<LOG_COLLECTOR_IP>" port(6514) template(LogAnalyticsTemplate));

};

log {

 source(msg_source);

 rewrite(r_rewrite_subst);

 destination(send_json);

};

Restart rsyslog-ng service by executing "service syslog-ng restart" command.

Syslog Message Collection for Network Devices

Network devices can send syslog messages. These messages must be sent to a Linux or Unix system with syslog
deamon. For example, Rsyslog can be used to listen to syslog messages sent by devices and can forward it to Log
Analytics.

Follow these steps:

1. To enable listening of syslog messages, uncomment the following lines in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file.
# Provides UDP syslog reception

 $ModLoad imp
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 $UDPServerRun 514

 # Provides TCP syslog reception

 $ModLoad imtcp

 $InputTCPServerRun 514

2. Run the following command to restart the Rsyslog service: service rsyslog restart

Windows Event Log Using nxlog

To collect the Windows Eventlogs, configure nxlog (version 2.8.x and above).

Follow these steps:

1. Download and install nxlog.
2. Navigate to the nxlog configuration file: <nxlog-installation-path>\nxlog\conf\nxlog.conf
3. Change the configuration as follows.

define ROOT C:\\Program Files (x86)\\nxlog

Moduledir %ROOT%\modules

CacheDir %ROOT%\data

Pidfile %ROOT%\data\nxlog.pid

SpoolDir %ROOT%\data

LogFile %ROOT%\data\nxlog.log

<Extension _json>

Module xm_json

</Extension>

<Input internal>

Module im_internal

Exec $EventTime = integer($EventTime) / 1000; to_json();

Exec $EventReceivedTime = integer($EventReceivedTime) / 1000; to_json();

Exec $EventTimeWritten = integer($EventTimeWritten) / 1000; to_json();

Exec $tenantid = 'XXXXXXXX-5230-E66A-8879-XXXXXXXXXXXX'; to_json();

Exec $tag = 'eventlogs'; to_json();

</Input>

# Windows Event Log

<Input eventlog>

# Uncomment im_mseventlog for Windows XP/2000/2003

Module im_mseventlog

Exec $EventTime = integer($EventTime) / 1000; to_json();

Exec $EventReceivedTime = integer($EventReceivedTime) / 1000; to_json();

Exec $EventTimeWritten = integer($EventTimeWritten) / 1000; to_json();

Exec $tenantid = 'XXXXXXXX-5230-E66A-8879-XXXXXXXXXXXX'; to_json();

Exec $tag = 'eventlogs'; to_json();

</Input>

<Output out>

Module om_tcp

Host X.X.X.X

Port 6514

</Output>
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<Route 1>

Path internal,eventlog => out

</Route>

4. (Optional) Update the nxlog configuration to send logs over SSL.
a. Open the configuration file (nxlog.conf) and update the output module by replacing the following configuration:

<Output out>

Module om_ssl

Host <AXA LOG ANALYTICS HOST>

Port 6514

CAFile %ROOT%/<AXA LOG ANALYTICS Cert file name>

AllowUntrusted TRUE # Mark it TRUE when using Self signed Certificates , else set it to FALSE

</Output>

NOTE

• Replace the $tenantid value with the assigned tenant ID.
• Update the appropriate IP and Port in the Output section.
• Restart the nxlog service after saving changes and try to send some Windows logs.

Agent-Based Log Data Collection (UIM Log Analytics Probes)

Perform the following steps to enable log data collection through UIM probes.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the following CA UIM probes and add to the CA UIM Archive. For more information about downloading
probes, see the Download, Update, or Import Packages section.
– log_forwarder: This probe reads the log files and publishes the log data on an UIM queue with Subject

LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS.
– axa_log_gateway: This probe reads log data from the UIM Log Analytics Queue (Subject:

LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS) and writes the data to the Kafka topic "logAnalyticsLogs".
– log_monitoring_service: This probe periodically queries log data that is stored in Jarvis and

raises notifications based on predefined queries.

NOTE

Review the Release Notes of these probes and ensure that the appropriate software and hardware
requirements are met before deploying the probes. For more information about probes, see the Log
Forwarder, AXA Log Gateway, and Log Monitoring Service documentation.

2. Apply the licenses for these probes. These probes are licensed.
3. If necessary, create groups for the devices or servers that you want to collect log data from. For more information

about setting up groups, see the topic Create and Manage Groups in USM.
4. From the Monitoring tab of USM, configure the axa_log_gateway probe using the Setup axa_log_gateway

template. The axa_log_gateway probe can be deployed on the Primary Hub site or on one or more
secondary (regional) hubs. When the probe is started, it automatically creates a UIM queue with the subject
LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS if it does not exist.

NOTE

If you have a distributed hub set up with many remote hubs and you are deploying axa_log_gateway only on
the primary hub, manually create a queue with the subject LOG_ANALYTICS_LOGS on each remote hub
where axa_log_gateway is not deployed.

5. Deploy the log_forwarder probe on the target devices or groups using the Setup log_forwarder MCS template.
6. Configure Log Forwarding from the target devices or services by creating profiles using one or more of the following

MCS templates:
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– Log Forwarding: General profile to configure log forwarding for any type of log file.
– Log Forwarding Apache: Default profile to configure log forwarding for apache access logs.
– Log Forwarding Catalina: Default profile to configure log forwarding for tomcat catalina logs.
– Log Forwarding Log4j: Default profile to configure log forwarding for java log4j logs.
– Log Forwarding Oracle Alert: Default profile to configure log forwarding for Oracle Alert logs.

7. Configure Log Monitoring Service on a robot (preferably on the Primary Hub Site) using the Setup
log_monitoring_service template. Create profiles using the Log Monitoring Service template to query log data stored
in Jarvis and raise alarms on match.

8. (Optional) Configure Email Gateway (emailgtw) and SNMP Gateway (snmpgtw) profiles in MCS to get email and
SNMP notifications for the Log Monitoring Service alarms.

Post Install Verification

Perform the following steps after you have configured log forwarding to App Experience Analytics using agentless (syslog/
eventlog) or UIM mechanism.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics with the credentials and tenant details.
2. Click DATA STUDIO.
3. Click Load Saved Dashboards and search LA: Log Analytics Dashboard.

If the installation and configuration was successful, you see log data in the dashboard. You can open Dashboards for
individual log types from the left panel of the Log Analytics Dashboard.

Troubleshooting

Unable to Find the Tenant ID

Perform the following steps to locate your tenant ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics.
2. Navigate to the Web App page under Manage Apps.
3. In the script tag, check the value for data-tenantID.

Unable to View Data in Data Studio

If you are unable to view data in Data Studio, verify if the CA AXA Tenant ID is updated in the Log Analytics components.

For Agent-Based Log Collection

Follow these steps:

1. Verify if the correct CA AXA Tenant ID is configured through the Setup log_forwarder MCS template.
2. Navigate to the axa_log_gateway probe directory (<UIM_HOME>\probes\gateway\axa_log_gateway) on the robots

where it is deployed.
3. Verify if the CA AXA Tenant ID is available in the tenants whitelist file (tenants.txt). Manually add the ID if missing. For

example, 3C987D4A-3FF8-E3D8-8F5F-074CC89FCB8F: "true".
4. Restart the Gateway probe after updating the tenants.txt file.

For Agent-Less Log Collection (Syslog, Eventlog)

Follow these steps:

1. Verify if the correct DX AXA Tenant ID is configured in Nxlog (For Windows Event) or Rsyslog (Linux Syslog
Messages).
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2. Navigate to the USER_INSTALL_DIR/logcollector/logstash-2.3.4/dictionary directory on the system where Log
Collector is deployed.

3. Verify if the DX AXA Tenant ID is available in the tenants whitelist file (tenants.yml). Manually add the ID if missing.
For example, 3C987D4A-3FF8-E3D8-8F5F-074CC89FCB8F: "true".

4. Restart Log Collector by executing the stopLogCollector.sh and startLogCollector.sh scripts present in the
$DIST_HOME/bin directory.

Errors in Rsyslog Log Message

If you encounter any similar errors in the log messages of syslog:

could not load module '/usr/lib/rsyslog/lmnsd_gtls.so', rsyslog error -2078 [try http://www.rsyslog.com/

e/2068 ]

 

or

 

could not load module '/usr64/lib/rsyslog/lmnsd_gtls.so', rsyslog error -2078 [try http://www.rsyslog.com/

e/2068 ]

Follow these steps:

1. Look for the actual module at the given path using the following command:
ls -la /usr/lib/rsyslog/lmnsd_gtls.so or ls -la /usr64/lib/rsyslog/lmnsd_gtls.so

2. If not found, then reinstall rsyslog-gnutls.
3. Also verify if the user has privileges to install and use rsyslog and is able to read the certificates.

Log Analytics Dashboards
This section describes the following information:

View the Dashboard

Perform the following steps to view the dashboards.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the App Launcher icon on the right and then click Data Studio.
2. Click Dashboard to open the default Home page. To open a specific dashboard, click the Dashboard link before the

default home page. All the available list of dashboards are displayed. Click to open the required dashboard.
You can also launch the Log Analytics dashboards from a CA Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM) alarm. For
more information, see the CA UIM documentation.

Set the Log Analytics Dashboard as the Default Dashboard

To set this dashboard as the default dashboard, perform the following steps:

Follow these steps:

1. Open kibana.yml that is available in $CA_EMM_HOME/kibana/tenants/kibana.<tenantid>/config/kibana.yml.
2. Modify the default app ID by adding /LA- Log Analytics Dashboard:

# The default application to load.

# default: "discover"

kibana.defaultAppId: "dashboard/LA-Log-Analytics-Dashboard"

3. Save and restart the Kibana process for the tenant ID.
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LA - Log Analytics Dashboard

You can use this dashboard to navigate to all the available dashboards for Log Analytics.

Index: ao_itoa_logs_*

This dashboard provides the following visualizations for all the supported log types:

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays number of events for a particular log type. (Count, Log
Type, Timestamp, and Events Spike)

Events Over Time By Host Displays number of events by host. (Count, Host, Timestamp, and
Events Spike for Hosts)

Top Eventlog Categories Displays top event log categories and the count. (Count and
Category)

Top Eventlog Sources with Max Events Displays top eventlog sources with the maximum number of
events and the count. (Count and Source Name)

Top Used Webpages Displays webpages that are frequently used and the number of
times the page was used. (Count and Web Page)

Top Web Servers with Max Requests Displays top web servers with the maximum number of requests
and the count of the requests. (Count and Host)

Top Webpages with Slow Response Time Displays top webpages with maximum response time. (Response
Time and Web Page)

Webserver Client IP Geo Map Displays total number of events and the exact latitudinal and
longitudinal coordinates where the events occurred (Center).

All Logs Displays raw messages for all the log events. (Displaying Time,
host, clientip, logtype, message, syslog_message, severity,
request, Response Code)

Web Server Related Dashboards

As an Application Administrator, you can view information about performance of servers and usage of the webpages. You
can also view information about any errors that impact the performance of the application. These dashboards provide
visualizations for the following log types:

LA - Apache Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_apache_*

Log Type: apache_access and apache_error

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Server Response Time Displays total number of requests that are made to the server,
average response time, maximum response time, and minimum
response time for the selected time period.

Requests Over Time Displays number of requests that are made to the server per
minute. (Count, Timestamp, and Events Spike)

Errors Over Time Displays number of apache errors in the server per minute. (Count
and Timestamp)

Top Used Webpages Displays webpages that are frequently used and the number of
times the page was used. (Count and Web Page)
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Visualization Name Description

Top Webpages with Slow Response Time Displays top webpages with maximum response time. (Response
Time and Web Page)

HTTP Error Response Codes Displays HTTP error response code and the count. (Response
Code and Count)

Top Clients Causing 4xx Errors Displays IP addresses of the clients that caused 4xx errors and
the count. (Client IP and Count)

Top Servers with Max Errors Displays servers with maximum errors. (Count and Host)
Top Used HTTP Methods Displays top HTTP methods that are used and the number of

times the method was used. (Count and Method)
Throughput Over Time Displays sum of bytes downloaded per minute. (Sum of Bytes and

Timestamp per Minute)
Top Web Servers with Max Requests Displays top hosts with the maximum number of requests and the

number of requests. (Count and Host)
Client IP Geo Map Displays number of requests and the latitudinal and

longitudinal coordinates from where the requests were made.
(Count and Center)

Client IPs with Max Requests Displays top client IPs with the maximum number of requests and
the number of requests. (Count and Client IP)

Top URIs Causing 404 Responses Displays top links that caused 404 responses in a web
page. (Count and Web Page)

All Apache Logs Displays raw messages for all the events.

LA - IIS Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_iis_*

Log Type: iis

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Server Response Time Displays total number of requests that are made to the server,
average response time, maximum response time, and minimum
response time for the selected time period.

Requests Over Time Displays number of requests that are made to the server during
the selected time period. (Count, Timestamp, and Events Spike)

Top Webpages with Slow Response Time Displays web pages with the maximum response time. (Max
Response time and Web Page)

Top Clients Causing 4xx Errors Displays IP addresses of the clients that caused 4xx errors and
the number of errors. (Client IP and Count)

Client IPs with Max Requests Displays top client IPs with the maximum number of requests.
(Count and Client IP)

HTTP Status Codes Displays response codes and the count. (Response Code and
Count)

Top URIs Causing 404 Responses Displays top links that caused 404 responses in a web
page. (Count and Web Page)

Top Servers with Max Errors Displays top hosts with maximum errors. (Host and Count)
Top Used HTTP Methods Displays top HTTP methods used. (Count and Method)
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Visualization Name Description

Top Used Webpages Displays webpages that are frequently used and the number of
times the page was used. (Count and Web Page)

Throughput Over Time Displays sum of bytes downloaded per minute. (Sum of Bytes and
Timestamp per Minute)

Client IP Geo Map Displays number of requests and the latitudinal and
longitudinal coordinates from where the requests were made.
(Count and Centre)

All IIS Logs Displays raw messages for all the IIS events.

LA - Tomcat Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_tomcat_*

Log Type: tomcat_access and tomcat (Catalina Logs)

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Server Response Time Displays total number of requests that are made to the server,
average response time, maximum response time, and minimum
response time for the selected time period.

Requests Over Time Displays number of requests that are made to the server during
the selected time period. (Count, Timestamp, and Event Spikes)

Top Webpages with Slow Response Time Displays webpages with the maximum response time. (Max
Response time and Web Page)

Top Clients Causing 4xx Errors Displays IP addresses of the clients that encountered 4xx errors
and the count of errors. (Client IP and Count)

Top URIs Causing 404 Responses Displays top ten links that caused 404 responses in a web
page. (Count and Web Page)

HTTP Status Codes Displays response codes and the count. (Response Code and
Count)

Top Used Webpages Displays webpages that are frequently used and the number of
times the page was used. (Count and Web Page)

Top Used HTTP Methods Displays top HTTP methods used. (Count and Method)
Warning/Severity by Host Number of warning or severity messages by host. (Count, Host,

and Warn/Severity)
Client IPs with Max Requests Displays top client IPs with the maximum number of requests and

the number of requests. (Count and Client IP)
Client IP Geo Map Displays number of requests and the latitudinal and

longitudinal coordinates from where the requests were made.
(Count and Center)

Exceptions Over Time Displays exceptions by host. (Count, Host, and Timestamp)
Throughput Over Time Displays sum of bytes downloaded per minute. (Sum of Bytes and

Timestamp per Minute)
Top Servers with Max Errors Displays servers with the maximum errors and the count of errors.

(Host and Count)
All Tomcat Logs Displays raw messages for all the events.
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Database Related Dashboards

As an Application Administrator, you can use the following dashboards to view detailed information that is related to the
databases.

LA - Oracle Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_oracle_*

Log Type: oracle (Oracle Alert Logs), oracle_audit (Oracle Audit Logs)

The Oracle Logs are categorized into, Alert Logs and Audit Logs. This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Alerts Over Time Displays number of Oracle alerts generated by hosts. (Count,
Host, Timestamp, and Event Spikes)

ORA Occurred Displays errors (ORA codes) encountered and the count. (Code
and Count)

Account Lockout Displays hosts and the number of times the account got locked.
(Count, Filter, and Host)

Deadlock Detected Displays hosts where deadlocks were detected and the count.
(Host and Count)

Internal Error Occurred Displays hosts that encountered the highest number of internal
errors. (Count and Host)

Audit Logs Over Time Displays number of Oracle audit logs by host. (Count, Host,
Timestamp)

Logon Failed Over Time Displays number of times the login failed. (Count and Timestamp)
Logon/Logoff Trends Displays log in and logout trend.
Status Trend Displays number of times the database has started or has run.
All Oracle Logs Displays raw messages for all the Oracle events.

LA - SQL Server Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_sqlserver_*

Log Type: SQL server logs AND sourcename: mssqlserver (audit log)

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays number of events for each host. (Count, Host, and
Timestamp)

Top Servers with Max Errors Displays servers with maximum errors and the count of errors.
(Host and Count)

Top Processes with Max Errors Displays processes with maximum errors and the count of errors.
(Process and Count)

Errors Over Time Displays number of errors by host. (Count, Host, and Timestamp)
Start/Shutdown Events Displays number of times the hosts have started or have shut

down. (Host, Filter, and Count)
Logon Failed by Client IPs Displays number of times logins by the client IPs have failed.

(Count, Client IP, and Timestamp)
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Visualization Name Description

Queries with Longer Time Displays queries that took longer time to process.
Top Logged-on Active IP Addresses Displays top client IPs that have logged in and are active and the

count. (Count and Client IP)
Transaction Activity Displays number of times transaction was rolled forward or rolled

back.
Restore Activity Displays number of times an action was restored or completed.

(Count, Activity, and Timestamp)
All SQL Server Logs Displays raw messages for all the events.

LA - Docker Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_docker_*

Log Type: docker

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays events by host. (Count, Host, Timestamp, and Event
Spikes)

Top Container Events Displays container's top event type by host. (Count, Host, and
Event Type)

Top Image Events Displays top image events and the count. (Count, Host, and
Filters)

Top Network Events Displays top network events and the count. (Count, Host, and
Filters)

Other Container Events Displays additional container events such as update, copy, pause,
rename. (Events and Count)

Log Levels Displays log level and the count. (Count and Log Level)
Event Distribution by Source Displays number of events by source. (Source and Count)
Container Creation/Destruction Over Time Displays number of times the container was created or

destroyed. (Count, Filters, and Timestamp)
Errors Over Time Displays number of docker errors by host. (Count, Host, and

Timestamp)
All Docker Logs Displays raw messages for all the events.

LA - Java Application Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_log4j_*

Log Type: log4j

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Messages Served Displays number of messages that are served per minute. (Count,
Host, and Timestamp)

Warning/Severity Messages by Host Displays number of warning or severity messages by host. (Count,
Host, and Warn/Severity)
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Visualization Name Description

Top Methods with Max Errors Displays top methods with maximum errors and the count. (Count
and Methods)

Error Distribution by Host Displays error distribution by host and the count. (Count and Host)
Log Levels Displays count of each log level. (Severity and Count)
Exception/Error Over Time Displays count of exceptions or errors over time. (Count, Host,

and Timestamp)
Non-Info Errors Displays non-info errors such as Debug, Error, and Fatal. (Count,

Log Level, and Timestamp)
All Java Application Logs Displays raw messages for all the Java events.

LA - MS Exchange Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_eventlog_*

Log Type: eventlogs AND sourcename: msexchange*

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays number of events by host. (Count, Host, and Timestamp)
Event Distribution by Categories Displays event distribution by category and also the count. (Count,

Host, and Timestamp)
Event Distribution by Source Name Displays event distribution by source name and the count. (Count,

Host, and Timestamp)
Log Levels Displays count of each log level. (Log level and Count)
All Microsoft Exchange Logs Displays raw messages for all the events.

LA - NGINX Logs Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_nginx_access

Log Type: nginx_access

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Server Response Time Displays number of requests and the response time. (Number of
Requests, Average Response Time, Max Response Time, Min
Response Time)

Throughput Over Time Displays sum of bytes represented as throughput during the time
interval (Sum of Bytes)

Top URIs Causing 404 Responses Displays top requests with maximum number of 404 responses.
(Count and web page)

Top Webpages with Slow Response Time Displays top webpages with the maximum response time.  (Max
web page)

Top Used Webpages Displays top webpages with the maximum number of requests.
(Count and web page)

Client IPs with Max Requests Displays top client IPs with maximum number of requests (Count
and Users)
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Visualization Name Description

Top Used HTTP Methods Displays top HTTP methods with maximum number of requests
(Count and Method)

Requests Over Time Displays count of events that are received over time (Count and
Response Code)

HTTP Error Response Codes Displays distributions of error response codes by the log type and
response code. (Count and Response Code)

NGINX: Top Servers with Max Requests Displays top host with the maximum number of requests (Count
and Host)

NGINX: Client IP Geo Map Displays position by Longitude and Latitude on geoIP for number
of records (Count and GeoIP)

Log Analytics: All NGINX Logs Displays raw logs for NGINX logs.

LA - Syslog Dashboard

Index: ao_itoa_logs_syslog_*

Log Type: syslog

This dashboard contains the following visualizations: (Operating systems message logs UNIX and LINUX, physical
servers, and network devices)

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays number of events by host. (Count, Host, Timestamp, and
Event Spikes)

Failed Logon/Connection Attempts Displays number of failed logons or failed connection attempts.
(Count, Filter, and Timestamp)

Severity Distribution Displays distribution of severity and the count. (Severity and
Count)

Programs and Severity Distribution Displays program and level of information that has been written to
the log file for each program. (Count, Severity, and Program)

Facility Distribution by Host Displays distribution of facilities by host. (Count, Host, and Facility)
Top Host with Max Events Displays top host with the maximum number of events. (Count and

Host)
Priority Distribution Displays Priority and Count.
SUDO/CROND Jobs by Host Displays top SUDO or CROND jobs by host and the count.

(Count, Host, and Filter)
Top Facilities with Max Events Displays top facilities and the number of events for each facility.

(Count and Facility)
All Syslog Logs Displays raw messages for all the events.

LA - Windows EventLog Overview

Index: ao_itoa_logs_eventlog_*

Log Type: eventlogs
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This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays number of events by host and the timestamp. (Count,
Host, and Timestamp)

Logon Success vs Failure Displays number of times the log in event succeeded or failed and
the timestamp. (Count, Filter, and Timestamp)

Errors/Warnings Over Time Displays number of errors or warnings that are thrown and the
timestamp. (Count, Filter, and Timestamp)

Top Source Generating Most Events Displays top sources generating most events and the number
of events that are generated by each source. (Count, Host, and
Source)

Severity Distribution Displays severity distribution and the count. (Severity and Count)
Computer Account Management Displays account activities such as account created, deleted, and

modified by host. (Count, Host, and Event)
Top Users with Most Events Displays top users with most events and the number of events for

each user. (Count and User)
User Account Management Displays user account related activities such as user created,

deleted, and password change by host. (Count, Host, and Event)
Top Categories Displays event categories by host. (Count, Host, and Category)
System Restarts Displays number of times the systems restarted by host.
User Account Usage Displays usage such as log in and logout success or failure.

(Count, Host, and Filter)
Changes to Administrative Groups Displays administrative events by host. (Count and Host)
Top Host with Max Events Displays top host with the maximum number of events and the

number of events. (Count and Host)
System Management Displays system events such as application crashes, software and

service installations, system or service failures by host. (Count,
Host, and Filters)

Event Distribution by Types Displays event types by host (Count, Host, and Event Types)
Recent Policy Changes Displays policy changess related events by host.
Windows Update Errors and Firewall Events Displays Windows update errors and firewall events by host.
All Windows Eventlogs Displays raw messages for all the events.

LA - ZOS Syslogs Overview

Index:  ao_itoa_logs_zos_syslog

Log Type: zos_syslog

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Events Over Time Displays the number of events that are received over time
categorized by host. (Count, Timestamp, and Host)

Message ID Distribution Displays the distribution of messages that are categorized by
message ID. (Count and Message ID)

Top IP with Max Events Displays top IPs receiving the maximum number of events. (Count
and IP)
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Visualization Name Description

Top Host Generating Max Events Displays top hosts with the maximum number of events
generation. (Count and Host)

Messages by Host Name Displays count of messages by host that is categorized by
message ID. (Count, Host, and Messages)

Job Distribution by Host Displays count of jobs that are distributed by host and categorized
by the job ID. (Count, Host, and Job ID)

All ZOS Syslogs Displays raw logs for all the events.

LA - AWS Cloudtrail Overview

Index:  ao_itoa_aws_cloudtrail

Log Type: aws_cloudtrail

This dashboard contains the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Distribution by Service Category Displays distributions of different AWS services by category.
(Category and Count)

Top Errors for Service Displays top services with the maximum number of errors. (Count,
Error, and Service)

API Activities per Service Displays services categorized by API activities per service.
(Count, Event Name, and Service)

Top Activities by Host Displays top services that are categorized by host. (Count,
Hostname, and Event Source)

API Activities Over Time Displays number of events by AWS event type and the timestamp.
(Count, Events, and Timestamp)

Top Users Displays top users with maximum number of activities. (Count and
Users)

Top IAM Roles Displays top IAM roles with maximum number of activities. (Count
and IAM Roles)

Top Error messages Displays top error messages and their count. (Count and Error
Message)

Top Request Sources Map Displays position by Longitude and Latitude on GeoIP and number
of records. (Count and GeoIP)

All AWS Logs Displays raw logs for the AWS Cloudtrail.

Out-of-the-Box Kibana Dashboards
Blueprints are pre-built dashboards that contain specific visualizations for monitoring and managing applications. This
section provies the following information:

Access Data Studio

Data Studio is the direct link to the Kibana dashboards. Perform the following steps to access Data Studio.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics.
2. Click the App Launcher icon that is next to the username.
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3. Click Data Studio.
The Kibana page is displayed.

Out-of-the-Box Dashboards

The Browser Agent and SDK data is stored in a single index. This enables you to create effective reports. The following
dashboards are available Out-of-the-Box:

01) Overview (Both SDK and Browser Agent)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Sessions Displays the total number of sessions.
Page Load Time (ms) Displays the time that is taken by the page to load.
Response Time (ms) Displays the response time.
Loaded Resources Displays the total number of resources that were loaded.
Page Views Displays the total number of page views.
Device/Browsers Displays the total number of devices/browsers.
Crashed Mobile Sessions Displays the total number of mobile sessions that crashed.
Page Views per Browser Session Displays the number of page views for each browser session.
Session per Location Displays the number of sessions for each location. Only for

sessions with geo location.
Sessions per Application Displays the total number of sessions for each application.
Sessions per Client Make and Version Displays the total number of sessions by client make and version.
Sessions per Client Agent Type Displays the total number of sessions by client agent type.
Sessions per Carrier Displays the total number of sessions for each carrier.

02) Browser Performance Overview (Browser Agent)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Top 25 Slowest Pages Displays the following information for the top 25 slowest pages:
• Page URL
• App ID
• JS Errors
• AJAX Errors
• Page Views
• Sessions
• Page Load Time (ms)
• Page View Duration

Application Hits Displays the number of page views for each application and
version.

Page Load Time per Browser Type Displays the page load time (ms) by browser.
Page Views per URL Displays the page views for each URL.
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Visualization Name Description

Page Load Time by Location Displays the page load time for each location. Only for pages with
geo location.

Errors by Client Displays the number of AJAX and JS errors by client type.
Average Response Time per Page URL Displays the average response time for each page URL.
Errors Displays the different AJAX and JS error and the number of errors.
Average Render Time Displays the average render time.
Average Network Time Displays the average network time.
Average Server Response Time Displays the average server response time.

03) AJAX Performance Overview (Browser Agent)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Page with AJAX Displays the following information for all the pages with AJAX:
• Page URL
• AJAX Errors
• Unique AJAX Calls
• Resource Load Time (ms)
• Response Download Time (ms)
• Time to First Byte (ms)

Defective AJAX Calls Per Browser Displays the number of defective AJAX calls for each browser.
Defective AJAX Calls Displays the number of defective AJAX calls with timestamp.
25 Slowest AJAX Calls (by Resource Load Time) Displays the following information for the top 25 slowest AJAX

calls:
• AJAX URL
• Total AJAX Calls
• AJAX Errors
• Resource Load Time (ms)
• Response Download Time (ms)
• Time to First Byte (ms)
• Unique Pages Calling this AJAX

AJAX Errors Displays the different AJAX errors and the number of errors.
AJAX Invocations by Page URL Displays the number of AJAX requests for each page URL.
AJAX Invocations by Browser Type and Version Displays the number of AJAX requests for each browser and

browser version.
AJAX Performance Trend Displays the performance trend.
AJAX Response Status Displays the number of AJAX requests for each response code.

04) Session Performance Overview (Both SDK and Browser Agent)
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This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

25 Slowest Sessions Displays the following information for the 25 slowest sessions:
• Session ID
• Session Start Time
• Session Type
• Response Time (ms)

Sessions Displays the number of mobile and browser sessions.
Sessions per Client Agent Type Displays the number of sessions by client agent type. For

example, mobile, browser.
Sessions per Locations Displays the total number of sessions for each location. Only for

locations with geo location.
Sessions per Application Displays the total number of sessions for each application.
Devices/Browsers Displays the total number of devices and browsers.
Session Info Displays the following information:

• Session ID
• Client
• Platform
• Carrier
• Response Time (ms)
• Page Views
• Loaded Resources
• Avg Page View Duration (ms)
• AJAX Errors
• JS Errors
• Last Time Seen
• Session Elapsed Time

05) Application Overview (Both SDK and Browser Agent)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Top 25 Slowest Applications Displays the following information for the top 25 slowest
applications:
• App Name
• App Version
• Response Time
• Sessions
• JS Errors
• AJAX Errors

Sessions per Locations Displays the total number of sessions for each location. Only for
locations with geo location.
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Visualization Name Description

Page Performance Displays the following information about the page performance:
• Page URL
• Page View Duration
• Page Load Time
• Page Render Time
• Time to First Byte
• Page Stall Time
• DNS Time
• AJAX Load Time
• Resource Load Time

Client/Browser Make and Version Displays the number of sessions by client/browser make and
version.

Resources Displays the following information for all the resources:
• Resource URL
• Response Time (ms)
• Invocations

Client Platform and Version Displays the number of sessions by client platform and version.
Error Displays the following error details:

• Error
• Type
• Source
• In JavaScript
• In AJAX

06) JS and AJAX Errors (Browser Agent)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Pages with AJAX Errors Displays page URLs with AJAX errors and the number of errors
for each URL.

Page with JavaScript Errors Displays page URLs with JavaScript errors and the number of
errors for each URL.

JS Errors per Location Displays the number of JS error for each location.
AJAX Errors by Browser Displays the number of AJAX errors by browser.
AJAX Errors Displays the number of AJAX errors.
JS Errors by Browser Displays the number of JS errors.
AJAX and JS Errors Displays the number of AJAX and JS errors and the timestamp.
AJAX Errors by App Displays the number of AJAX errors by application.
JS Errors by App Displays the number of JS errors by application.
Errors by Device Type Displays the number of AJAX and JS errors by device type.
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Visualization Name Description

Error Details Displays the following error details:
• Error
• Type
• Source
• In JavaScript
• In AJAX

07) Session Journey Report (Both SDK and Browser Agent)

Select a Session ID to view all the events for that session. Mobile sessions do not have Page URL, AJAX, and Errors.

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Session Info Displays the following information:
• Session ID
• Client
• Platform
• Carrier
• Response Time (ms)
• Page Views
• Loaded Resources
• Avg Page View Duration (ms)
• AJAX Errors
• JS Errors
• Last Time Seen
• Session Elapsed Time

Page Details Displays the following information for the page URLs:
• Time
• Page URL
• Resource
• Page View Duration
• Page Load Time
• Page Render Time
• Time to First Byte
• Page Stall Time
• DNS Time
• AJAX Load Time
• Resource Load Time

Sessions per Location Displays the total number of sessions for each location. Only for
sessions with geo location.

Resources Displays the following information for all the resources:
• Resource URL
• Response Time (ms)
• Invocations
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Visualization Name Description

AJAX Calls Displays the following information for all the AJAX calls:
• AJAX URL
• Load Time (ms)
• Time to First Byte (ms)
• Invocations

Error Details Displays the following error details:
• Error
• Type
• Source
• In JavaScript
• In AJAX

08) Device Journey Report (Both SDK and Browser Agent)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Individual Device Displays the following information for each device:
• Device ID
• Agent Type
• Browser/Make
• Carrier
• Total Sessions
• Response Time (ms)
• Crashed Mobile Sessions
• JavaScript Errors
• AJAX Errors
• Last Time Seen

Devices per Location Displays the number of devices for each location.
Pages and Sessions Displays the following information for all the pages and sessions:

• Session ID
• Page URL
• JavaScript Errors
• Resource/AJAX Error

Resources Displays the following information for all the resources:
• Resource URL
• Response Time (ms)
• Invocations

AJAX Calls Displays all the AJAX URLs.
Error Details Displays the following error details:

• Error
• Type
• Source
• In JavaScript
• In AJAX
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09) Mobile Sessions Crash (SDK)

This dashboard provides the following visualizations:

Visualization Name Description

Crashes by Application Displays the following information for all the apps that experienced
a crash:
• App ID
• App Version
• Number of Crashes

Crashed Sessions Displays the following information for all the crashed sessions:
• Filters
• Session ID
• Device Make
• Platform
• CPU (%)
• Disk (%)

Crashes Displays the total number of crashes for the selected time period.
Crashed vs. All Sessions by Platform Displays the total number of crashed and all sessions by platform.
Crashed vs. All Sessions by Device Make Displays the total number of crashed and all sessions by device

make.
Crashes by Platform and Version Displays the total number of crashes by platform and version.
Crashes by Device Make and Model Displays the total number of crashes by device make and device

model.
Crash Exception Displays the total number of crashes for each exception.

Log Analytics

For more information, see the Log Analytics Dashboards documentation.

Using APIs
This section provides the following information:

Android Custom APIs
This section provides the following information:

CaMDOCallback Function
CaMDOCallback

The App Experience Analytics SDK includes the Callback objects for the caller to get more information about the success
or failure of APIs with meaningful error codes. To use CaMDOCallback in any of the API methods:

Follow these steps:

1. Create a subclass of CaMDOCallback.
2. Implement public void onError(int errorCode, Exception exception).

This method is called when the API call fails. For error codes, refer to Error Codes table.
3. Implement public voidonSuccess(Bundle data)

This method is called when the API call is successful. Bundle data provides return value (if any) from the API call.
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4. Create instance of CaMDOCallback by passing Handler.
5. Pass the instance to the API method.

CaMDOCallback callback=new CaMDOCallback(new Handler()) {

    @Override

    public void onError(int errorCode, Exception exception) {

        //Handle Error

    }

    @Override

    public void onSuccess(Bundle data) {

        //On Success

    }

};

Error Codes

Error Code Description

2100 Unknown error.

2101 Invalid parameters.

2102 Initialize error.

2103 Text metric error.

2104 Numeric metric error.

2105 Network error.

2106 Send screenshot error.

2107 Start transaction failed error.

2108 Stop transaction failed error.

2109 Failed to upload data.

2110 WiFi is not enabled for upload.

2111 Upload permission denied.

2112 Policy not applied.

2113 Upload: Not opted.

2114 Error while upload is in progress.

2115 Invalid data length.

2116 JSON parsing error.

2117 Transaction not found.

CaMDOIntegration Class
CaMDOIntegration

Integrate this class in your project to send custom events and transactions. When the app is wrapped in the App
Experience Analytics container, these methods are redirected to corresponding methods in the App Experience
Analytics Wrapper.

public class CaMDOIntegration {
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    public static final String CAMAA_HEADER_ZIPCODE = "zp";

    public static final String CAMAA_HEADER_COUNTRY = "ct";

    public static final String CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID = "customerId";

    public static final String CAMAA_CRASH_OCCURRED = "crashOccured";

    public static final String CAMAA_DOUBLE= "double";

    public static final String CAMAA_STRING = "string";

    public static final String CAMAA_CUSTOM = "custom";

    public static final int CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_HIGH = 30;

    public static final int CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_MEDIUM = 20;

    public static final int CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_LOW = 15;

    public static final int CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_DEFAULT = -1;

    public static final String CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_NONE = "none";

    public static final String CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_PUBLICKEY = "pk";

    public static final String CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_CERTIFICATE = "certificate";

    public static final String CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_FINGERPRINT_SHA1SIGNATURE = "sha1signature";

    public static final String CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_PUBLICKEYHASH = "hash";

}

Integrate the ca-maa-android-integration File

You must integrate the ca-maa-android-integration file using Android Studio to use Custom APIs. You can integrate using
one of the following methods:

• Using the .aar File
• Source Code

Using the .aar File

The App Experience Analytics SDK zip file (<zip>/ca-maa-android-integration-*.aar) includes the .aar file that you can
use for integration.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the ca-maa-android-integration-*.aar file.
a. In Android Studio, Click File > New > New Module.
b. Click Import .JAR/.AAR Package and then click Next.
c. Enter the location of ca-maa-android-integration-*.aar from the wrapper zip file, then click Finish.

2. In app module's build.gradle file, add a new line to the dependencies block as shown in the following snippet:
dependencies {

compile project(":ca-maa-android-integration-<version>")

}

3. Click Sync Project with Gradle Files.
4. Ensure that the com.ca.integration package and contents, if present, are removed from the project source code.

Source Code

Copy the com directory from the CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper.zip to the source directory of the app. This copies
CaMDOIntegration.java and CaMDOCallback.java that are required for using APIs.

API Reference
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The App Experience Analytics SDK provides APIs to capture sessions, transactions, and event-specific details. Based on
the data type or the details that you want to capture or collect, you can invoke these APIs accordingly at various points in
your code.

API Reference

The App Experience Analytics SDK provides APIs to capture sessions, transactions, and event-specific details. Based on
the data type or the details that you want to capture or collect, you can invoke these APIs accordingly at various points in
your code.

APM Headers
addToApmHeader

Adds extra header information to the APM Header information.

Public Method

public static void addToApmHeader(String headerString)

Parameter:

string headerString.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.addToApmHeader("CustomHeaderInfo");

getAPMHeaders

Returns request headers to track network calls in DX APM. These headers can be passed with the HTTP requests.

Public Method

public static Map<String, String> getAPMHeaders()

Usage Example:

Map<String,String> apmRequestHeaders=CaMDOIntegration.getAPMHeaders();

Crash Handling
registerAppFeedBack

Enables collection of in-app feedback and allows the app developer to be notified if the previous session of the user
crashed. The app developer can also collect the information from the user. This in-app information that is collected from
the user can be displayed with the session details.

Public Method

public static void registerAppFeedBack(BroadcastReceiver messageReceiver)

Parameter:

messageReceiver <code>android.content.BroadcastReceiver</code> to receive the
callbacks.

Usage Example:

1. User creates the following receiver in the app:
private static BroadcastReceiver mMessageReceiver = new BroadcastReceiver(){
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@Override

public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent)

   {

       //Customer implements  the code here and calls this method.

       //Notify the App user that the previous session crashed and collect feedback optionally.

       //Implement any UI Logic to get any response from the user. For example, AlertView, TextFields 

       //Once you get the feedback, convert it into setCustomerFeedback and send the data.

       //For example: if the feedback string collected was "Your app crashed when I was..." 

     CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerFeedback("Your app crashed when I was...");

   }

};

2. Include the following line in the onCreate() method of the launcher activity:
CaMDOIntegration.registerAppFeedBack(mMessageReceiver);

setUserFeedback

Sets the feedback from the user. There can be any number of UserFeedback (generic) associated with a session and it is
always applied to the current session (session in progress). The feedback (either Crash or User) that is received first, is
displayed in the header section of the Sessions details page, and the rest, if any, is displayed as part of the event list.

Public Method

public static void setUserFeedback(String feedback)

Parameter:

feedback Feedback from the user.

Usage Example:

public static void setUserFeedback("Application is slow!");

setCrashFeedback

Sets the feedback from the user after a crash. This feedback is associated with only a crashed session and is generally a
single feedback.

NOTE
Feedback only for crashes is used and the rest is ignored. The feedback (either Crash or User) that is received
first, is displayed in the header section of the Sessions details page, and the rest, if any, is displayed as part of
the event list.

Public Method

public static void setCrashFeedback(String feedback)

Parameter:

feedback Feedback from the user.

Usage Example:

public static void setCrashFeedback("Application Crashed!");

Custom Events, Metrics, and Transactions

Custom Event APIs are related to events and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to
understand the characteristics of a given event better. For example, cart value in a shopping application, package
destination in a shipping app, and car color in a car sales app.
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logNumericMetric

Logs numeric metric.

Public Method

public static void logNumericMetric(String name, Double value,Map<String, String> attributes, CaMDOCallback

 callback)

Parameter:

callback Callback to the application if there is an error or
success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.

attributes To send any extra parameters or additional information set as
key (k), value (v) which are strings.  This parameter does not get
stored in the Kibana index and so it cannot be visualised in the
Kibana dashboards.

Usage Example:

Map<String,String> map=new HashMap<>();

map.put("userId","u34309");

map.put("profile","john-doe");

CaMDOIntegration.logNumericMetric("Latitude",40.7142700,map,callback);

logTextMetric

Logs a text metric.

Public Method

public static void logTextMetric(String name, String value,Map<String, String> attributes, CaMDOCallback

 callback)

Parameter:

callback Callback to the application if there is an error or
success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.

attributes To send any extra parameters or additional information set as
key (k), value (v) which are strings.  This parameter does not get
stored in the Kibana index and so it cannot be visualised in the
Kibana dashboards.

Usage Example:

Map<String,String> map=new HashMap<>();

map.put("userId","u34309");

map.put("profile","john-doe");

CaMDOIntegration.logTextMetric("City","NY",map,callback);

NOTE

For these custom metrics to appear in Data Studio, the following names are allowed for custom metrics:
custom_field1, custom_field2, custom_field3.

These names can be customised in the Transformer Instance Properties file. For more information about the
data types, see the Dynamic Field Data Types section.
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Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to filter
analytics based on these properties. For example, Age of the user, Customer type such as Premium, Gold.

startApplicationTransaction

Starts a new application transaction that bounds all the subsequent events. The application name
is used as the service name.

Public Method

public static void startApplicationTransaction(String transactionName, CaMDOCallback callback)

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction.
callback The callback to the application, if there is an error or

success. If null is passed in, the application receives no callbacks.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.startApplicationTransaction("Checkout",callback);

Starts a new application transaction that bounds all the subsequent events.

Public Method

public static void startApplicationTransaction(String transactionName, String serviceName, CaMDOCallback

 callback) 

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction.
serviceName Name of the service.
callback The callback to the application, if there is an error or

success. If null is passed in, the application receives no callbacks.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.startApplicationTransaction("Checkout","Checkout Activity",callback);

stopApplicationTransaction

Stops the application transaction. Subsequent events will be part of the previous transaction if there is one.

Public Method

public static void stopApplicationTransaction(String transactionName, CaMDOCallback callback)

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction.
callback The callback to the application if there is an error or

success. If null is passed in, the application receives no callbacks.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopApplicationTransaction("Checkout",callback);
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Stops the application transaction. Subsequent events will be part of the previous transaction if there is one. The
parameter Failure passes null for a successful transaction. The parameter Failure passes a brief description about the
failure for a failed transaction.

Public Method

public static void stopApplicationTransaction(String transactionName,String serviceName, String failure,

 CaMDOCallback callback)

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction.
failure Brief description about the failure.
callback The callback to the application if there is an error or

success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopApplicationTransaction("Checkout","Empty cart",callback);

setCustomerLocation

Allows to set the country code and the ZIP Code in the header.

Public Method

public static void setCustomerLocation(String zipCode,String countryCode)

Parameters:

zip Postal code of the location.
country Country code of the location.

Usage Example:

CAMDOIntegration.setcustomerLocation("560011","91");

This API allows you to set the Location object as the customer location.

public static void setCustomerLocation(Location location)

Parameter:

location Location object.

Usage Example:

Location location = new Location("user");

location.setLongitude(79.9865);

location.setLatitude(14.4426);

CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerLocation(location);

setSessionAttribute

The injected data appears in the session headers in the Session Details page. CustomerId also appears in the session
listing. You can search across sessions based on attributes and values in the Sessions or Crashes listing page.

For example, a bank wants to pass information related to the type of customer (gold, platinum) on every session. This kind
of information will not have metrics associated with it, but will surface through the app filters so that the user can segment
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data by the custom information added. When the user reviews the session details, this information appears in the header
section.

Collects the details that uniquely identify users. Also collects any session-related custom metrics.

Public Method

public static void setSessionAttribute(String key, String value)

Parameters:

type Session info type. Usually CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID. If the type is
CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, 'value' provided replaces the deviceID.
type can also be CAMAA_STRING or CAMAA_DOUBLE.

key Ignored, if the type is CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID.
value Value to use for the type

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.setSessionAttribute(CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, "phone_number", "9660245476");

CaMDOIntegration.setSessionAttribute(CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_STRING, "Shopping Cart", "Item Code added :

 item01");
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NOTE

For this metric to appear in Data Studio, the following names are allowed for session attributes: session_field1,
session _field2, session_field3.

These names can be customised in the Transformer Instance Properties file. For more information about the
data types, see the Dynamic Field Data Types section.

Data Masking
enterPrivateZone

App Experience Analytics  SDK stops collecting the following data when in the private zone:

• Screenshots
• Location information including GPS and IP addresses
• Any values in the text fields

Public Method

CaMDOIntegration.enterPrivateZone();

exitPrivateZone

App Experience Analytics  SDK starts collecting data when not in the private zone.

Public Method

CaMDOIntegration.exitPrivateZone();

isInPrivateZone

Returns if App Experience Analytics SDK is in the private zone or not.

Public Method

isInPrivateZone=CaMDOIntegration.isInPrivateZone();

Enable or Disable SDK
enableSDK

Enables App Experience Analytics SDK. Data is collected and reported to analytics after this statement is executed.

Public Method

public static void enableSDK()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.enableSDK();

disableSDK

Disables the App Experience Analytics SDK. No data is collected and reported to analytics after this statement is
executed.

Public Method

public static void disableSDK()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.disableSDK();

isSDKEnabled

Returns true if App Experience Analytics SDK is enabled else returns false.
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Public Method

public static boolean isSDKEnabled()

Usage Example:

boolean isSDKEnabled=CaMDOIntegration.isSDKEnabled()

Notifications
uploadNotificationReceiver

Register to receive notifications when SDK uploads data to the Collector.

Public Method

public static void registerForUploadNotifications(BroadcastReceiver notificationReceiver) {

}

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.registerForUploadNotifications(uploadNotificationReceiver()); where

 uploadNotificationReceiver is the broadcast receiver.

private BroadcastReceiver uploadNotificationReceiver(){

    BroadcastReceiver mUploadReceiver = new BroadcastReceiver() {

        @Override

        public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent) {

            //app code

        }

    };

    return mUploadReceiver;

}

Screenshot
sendScreenShot

Takes screenshot of the current screen and adds an event to analytics.

Public Method

public static void sendScreenShot(String screenName,int quality,CaMDOCallback callback)

Parameters:

screenName Name of the screenshot. If nil, the system API uses title of the
current view by default. If the current view is also nil, then the
screenshot is named as screenshot.

quality Value between 0.0 (low quality and lower data size) and 1.0 (high
quality and larger data size). The following definitions are available
in the header file:
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_HIGH;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_MEDIUM;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_LOW;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_DEFAULT; //Uses HIGH

on iPhones and MEDIUM in iPads.

callback The callback to the application if there is an error or
success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.
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Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.sendScreenShot("Checkout Activity",CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_LOW,callback);

isScreenshotPolicyEnabled

Returns TRUE if screenshots are enabled by policy. Otherwise returns FALSE.

Public Method

public static boolean isScreenshotPolicyEnabled()

Usage Example:

boolean isScreenShotEnabled = CaMDOIntegration.isScreenshotPolicyEnabled();

viewLoaded

Adds a view event with screenshot.

Public Method

public static void viewLoaded(String screenName,int screenLoadTime, CaMDOCallback callback)

Parameters:

screenName Name of the screen for which screenshot is taken.
screenLoadTime Time that is taken for the screen to load in milliseconds.
callback Callback to the application if there is an error or

success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.viewLoaded("Checkout Activity",loadTime,callback);

Security and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
setSSLPinningMode

Use the SSLPinningMode API to establish secure connection between SDK and the server. Call this API in the
application's application class and call before super.onCreate();.

Public Method

public static void setSSLPinningMode(Application app , String sslPinningMode, byte[] value)

public static void setSSLPinningMode(Application app , String sslPinningMode, ArrayList<byte[]> value)
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Parameters:

app The application object.
sslPinningMode The following modes are supported:

public static final String CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_NONE =
"none";
public static final String
CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_PUBLICKEY = "pk";
public static final String
CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_CERTIFICATE = "certificate";
public static final String
CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_FINGERPRINT_SHA1SIGNATURE
= "sha1signature";
public static final String
CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_PUBLICKEYHASH = "hash";
Default: CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_NONE

value This is of the type byte[ ]. Pass this value in the format of byte [ ]
depending on the sslpinning mode. For example, if the pinning
mode is set to  CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_CERTIFICATE
, then the method expects the pinned certificate in the byte[ ]
format.

Usage Example:

@Override

    public void onCreate() {

            AssetManager am = this.getAssets();

            InputStream is = getAssets().open("cacertificate.crt");

            int size = is.available();

            byte[] buffer = new byte[size]; 

            is.read(buffer);

            is.close();

            CaMDOIntegration.setSSLPinningMode(this,CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_CERTIFICATE,

 buffer);

        super.onCreate();

        Stetho.initialize(

                Stetho.newInitializerBuilder(this)

    }

Session Management
logNetworkEvent

Adds custom network event in the current session.

Public Method

public static void logNetworkEvent(String url , int statusCode ,int responseTime , int inBytes , int outBytes,

 CaMDOCallback callback )

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.logNetworkEvent("http://myurl/",200,186,2088,callback);
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stopCurrentSession

Stops the current session. No data is logged until the startSession API is called again.

Public Method

public static void stopCurrentSession()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopCurrentSession();

startNewSession

Starts a new session. If a session is already in progress, that session is ended and a new session is started.

Public Method

public static void startNewSession()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.startNewSession();

stopCurrentAndStartNewSession

Stops the current session and starts a new session.

Public Method

public static void stopCurrentAndStartNewSession();

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopCurrentAndStartNewSession();

Unique Identifiers
getCustomerID

Returns the customer ID.

Public Method

public static void  getCustomerId()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.getCustomerId();

getDeviceID

Returns the device ID.

Public Method

public static void getDeviceId()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.getDeviceId();

setCustomerID

Sets the customer ID.

Public Method

public static void  setCustomerId(String customerId)
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Parameter:

string customerId

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerId("CustomerID");

Upload Events
uploadEvents

Force an upload of the aggregated events. This is an expensive operation and should be  used with caution.
To get the number of events that were uploaded, use:

* {@link com.ca.android.app.CaMDOCallback#UPLOAD_EVENT_COUNT} on the Bundle returned by * {@link

 com.ca.android.app.CaMDOCallback#onSuccess(android.os.Bundle)}

Public Method

public static void uploadEvents(CaMDOCallback callback )

Parameter:

callback Callback to the application if there is an error or
success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.uploadEvents(callback);

Views
ignoreView

Ignores the events on the view which has the matching view name.

Public Method

public static void  ignoreView(String viewName)

Parameter:

string viewName

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.ignoreView("loginView");

ignoreViews

Ignores the events on the set of views with Names.

Public Method

public static void  ignoreViews(HashSet<String> viewNames)

Parameter:

HashSet<String> viewNames of the type HashSet.

Usage Example:
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HashSet viewNames = new HashSet();

viewNames.add("firstScreen");

viewNames.add("thirdScreen");

CaMDOIntegration.ignoreViews(viewNames);

Deprecated APIs

• setCustomerFeedback

Supported Meta-Data Properties
You can add the following properties to the Android.xml before you wrap your application with App Experience Analytics.
These AndroidManifest application meta-data properties can override the default behavior of the App Experience
Analytics Android SDK.

AXACollectIp

Use this property to mask the IP address. If the value of this property is false, the IP address value in the header of the
JSON payload is displayed as private. Default: true

Usage Example
<application>

..

<meta-data android:name= "AXACollectIp"   android:value= "true/false" />

..

</application>

AXACLLocationLevel

The location information is scrambled based on this property value.

• If the metadata is not present, the location header values (la, lo) display the location values provided by the device.
• If the metadata is present, but with invalid values, the location header values (la, lo) display the location values

provided by the device.
• If the metadata is present with the integer values >0 and <10, the location header values (la, lo) are scrambled to a

distance of 10 meters.
• If the metadata is present with an integer value >10, the location header values (la, lo) are scrambled to a distance

between 10 and the value specified in meters.

Values: BestForNavigation (5), NearestTenMeters (10), HundredMeters (100), Kilometer (1000), ThreeKilometers (3000),
all numbers in meters

Default: 0

Usage Example
<application>

..

<meta-data android:name= "AXACLLocationLevel"   android:value= "+ve value in meters" />

..

</application>

AXADisableAutoTransactionInfo

You can enable or disable sending of the DX APM headers for auto-transactions based on this property value.
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• If AXADisableAutoTransactionInfo is set to true, the DX APM headers are not sent for auto-transactions.
• If this metadata is not include or if the value is false, the DX AMP headers are sent

Default: false

Usage Example
<application>

..

<meta-data android:name= "AXADisableAutoTransactionInfo"   android:value= "true/false" />

..

</application>

Usage Example
<application

 android:name= ".SampleApp"

android:allowBackup= "true"

android:icon= "@drawable/icon_axa"

android:label= "@string/app_name"

android:theme= "@style/AppTheme.NoActionBar"

android:networkSecurityConfig= "@xml/network_security_config"  

>

<meta-data android:name= "AXACollectIp"   android:value= "false" />

<meta-data android:name= "AXACLLocationLevel"   android:value= "100" />

<meta-data android:name= "AXAInterceptTouch"   android:value= "false" />

<meta-data android:name= "AXADisableAutoTransactionInfo"   android:value= "true" />

<activity

android:name= ".LauncherActivity"

android:noHistory= "true" >

<intent-filter>

<action android:name= "android.intent.action.MAIN" />

<categoryandroid:name= "android.intent.category.LAUNCHER"   />

</intent-filter>

</activity>

</application>

Xamarin (Android) Custom APIs
This section lists APIs to register custom events and transactions in sessions. Custom Event APIs are related to events
and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to understand the characteristics of a given event
better. For example, Cart value in a shopping application, Package destination in a shipping app, and Car color in a Car
sales app.

API Reference

Use the following APIs to collect information from App Experience Analytics SDK.

APM Headers
AddToApmHeader

Add extra header information to the DX APM Header information.

Public Method:

public static void AddToApmHeader(String headerString)
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Parameters:

String headerString

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.AddToApmHeader("CustomHeaderInfo");

Crash Handling
RegisterAppFeedBack

Enables collection of in-app feedback and allows the app developer to be notified if the previous session of the user
crashed. The app developer can also collect the information from the user. This in-app information that is collected from
the user can be displayed with the session details.

Public Method:

public static void RegisterAppFeedBack(BroadcastReceiver messageReceiver)

Parameter:

messageReceiver <code>android.content.BroadcastReceiver</code> to receive
the callbacks.

Usage Example:

1. Creates the following receiver in the app.
private static BroadcastReceiver mMessageReceiver = new BroadcastReceiver(){

@Override

public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent)

   {

       //Customer implements  the code here and calls this method.

       //Notify the App user that the previous session crashed and collect feedback optionally.

       //Implement any UI Logic to get any response from the user. For example, AlertView, TextFields 

       //Once you get the feedback, convert it into setCustomerFeedback and send the data.

       //For example: if the feedback string collected was "Your app crashed when I was..." 

     CaMDOIntegration.SetCustomerFeedback("Your app crashed when I was...");

   }

};

2. Include the following line in the onCreate() method of the launcher activity:
CaMDOIntegration.RegisterAppFeedBack(mMessageReceiver);

setCustomerFeedback

Sets feedback from the user. Typically used when an application registers a crash.

Public Method:

CaMDOIntegration.SetCustomerFeedback("Feedback"); 

NOTE

Feedback only for crashes is used and the rest is ignored.

Parameters:

feedback Feedback from the user.
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Usage Example:

public static void SetCustomerFeedback("Application Crashed!");

Custom Events, Metrics, and Transactions

Custom Event APIs are related to events and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to
understand the characteristics of a given event better. For example, Cart value in a shopping application, Package
destination in a shipping app, and Car color in a Car sales app.

logTextMetric

Logs text metric.

CaMDOIntegration.LogTextMetric("Logtest", "success", dictionary, callback);

logNumericMetric

Logs numeric metric.

CaMDOIntegration.LogNumericMetric("http call", new Java.Lang.Double(1.2), dictionary, callback);

Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to filter
analytics based on these properties. For example, Age of the user, Customer type such as Premium, Gold.

The injected data appears in the session details and is searchable within a session. The data also appears in the Custom
Metrics with trends on Average, Occurrences, and Aggregate for the specific time window. The aggregated data is
grouped into hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly. For example, you want to capture how many chips are won per session on
a poker game app and display totals, over time, and so on.

logNetworkEvent

Adds custom network event in the current session.

CaMDOIntegration.LogNetworkEvent("http://google.com", 1, 2, 3, 4, null);

SetCustomerLocation

Sets the ZIP Code and country code in the header.

Public Method:

public static void SetCustomerLocation (string p0, string p1);

Parameters:

zip Postal code of the location. (P0)
country Country code of the location. (P1)

Usage Example:

CAMDOIntegration.SetcustomerLocation("560011","91");

Sets the Location object as the customer location.

Public Method:

public static void SetCustomerLocation (Location p0);

Parameter:

location Postal code of the location. (P0)
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Usage Example:

Location location = new Location("user");

location.setLongitude(79.9865);

location.setLatitude(14.4426);

CaMDOIntegration.SetCustomerLocation(location);

SetSessionAttribute

The injected data appears in the session headers in the Session Details page. CustomerId also appears in the session
listing. You can search across sessions based on attributes and values in the Sessions or Crashes listing page.

For example, a bank wants to pass information that is related to the type of customer (gold, platinum) on every session.
This kind of information will not have metrics associated with it. But they surface through the application filters so that
the user can segment data by the custom information added. When the user reviews the session details, this information
appears in the header section.

Collects the details that uniquely identify users. Also collects any session-related custom metrics.

public static void SetSessionAttribute (string p0, string p1, string p2);

NOTE

Invalid type session information is ignored. Valid Type values are CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID,
CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_DOUBLE, and CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_STRING.

Parameters:

type Session info type. Usually CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID. If
th e type is CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, 'value' provided
replaces the deviceID. type can also be CAMAA_STRING or
CAMAA_DOUBLE. (P0)

key Ignored, if the type is CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID. (P1)
value Value to use for the type (P2)

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.SetSessionAttribute(CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, "phone_number", "9660245476");

CaMDOIntegration.SetSessionAttribute(CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_STRING, "Shopping Cart", "Item Code added :

 item01");

startApplicationTransaction

Starts a new application transaction that bounds all the subsequent events.

//start AXA transaction 

CaMDOIntegration.StartApplicationTransaction("starting AXA transaction", callback);

stopApplicationTransaction

Stops the application transaction. If there was a previous transaction, the subsequent events are part of that transaction.

//stop AXA transaction

CaMDOIntegration.StopApplicationTransaction("stop", "No", callback);

Data Masking
EnterPrivateZone

App Experience Analytics SDK stops collecting the following data when in the private zone:
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• Screenshots
• Location information including GPS and IP addresses
• Any values in the text fields

Public Method:

CaMDOIntegration.EnterPrivateZone();

ExitPrivateZone

App Experience Analytics SDK starts collecting the following data when not in the private zone:

• Screenshots
• Location information including GPS and IP addresses
• Any values in the text fields

Public Method:

CaMDOIntegration.ExitPrivateZone();

IsInPrivateZone

Returns if App Experience Analytics SDK is in the private zone or not.

Public Method:

isInPrivateZone=CaMDOIntegration.IsInPrivateZone();

Enable or Disable SDK
EnableSDK

Enables App Experience Analytics SDK. Data is collected and reported to analytics after this statement is executed.

Public Method:

public static void EnableSDK()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.EnableSDK();

DisableSDK

Disables App Experience Analytics SDK. No data is collected and reported to analytics after this statement is executed.

Public Method:

public static void DisableSDK()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.DisableSDK();

isSDKEnabled

Returns true if App Experience Analytics SDK is enabled else returns false.

Public Method:

public static boolean IsSDKEnabled()

Usage Example:

boolean isSDKEnabled=CaMDOIntegration.IsSDKEnabled()
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Security and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
SetSSLPinningMode

Establishes secure connection between SDK and the server. Call this API in the application class of the application and
call before super.onCreate();.

Public Method:

public static void SetSSLPinningMode (Application p0, string p1, byte[] p2);

Parameters:

app The application object. (P0)
sslPinningMode The following modes are supported: (P1)

• CamaaSslPinningmodeCertificate
• CamaaSslPinningmodeFingerprintSha1signature
• CamaaSslPinningmodePublickey
• CamaaSslPinningmodePublickeyhash
Default: CamaaSslPinningmodeNone

value This is of the type byte[ ]. Pass this value in the format of byte [ ]
depending on the sslpinning mode. For example, if the pinning
mode is set to  CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_CERTIFICATE
, then the method expects the pinned certificate in the byte[ ]
format. (P2)

Usage Example:

@Override

    public void OnCreate() {

            AssetManager am = this.getAssets();

            InputStream is = getAssets().open("cacertificate.crt");

            int size = is.available();

            byte[] buffer = new byte[size]; 

            is.read(buffer);

            is.close();

 

            CaMDOIntegration.SetSSLPinningMode(this,CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_SSL_PINNINGMODE_CERTIFICATE,

 buffer);

 

        super.onCreate();

 

        Stetho.initialize(

                Stetho.newInitializerBuilder(this)

 

    }

Screenshots
IsScreenshotPolicyEnabled

Returns TRUE if screenshots are enabled by policy. Otherwise returns FALSE.

Public Method:

public static boolean IsScreenshotPolicyEnabled()

Usage Example:
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boolean isScreenShotEnabled = CaMDOIntegration.IsScreenshotPolicyEnabled();

SendScreenShot

Takes screenshot of the current screen and adds an event to analytics.

Public Method:

public static void SendScreenShot (string p0, int p1, CaMDOCallback p2);

Parameters:

screenName Name of the screenshot. If nil, the system API uses title of the
current view by default. If the current view is also nil, then the
screenshot is named as screenshot. (P0)

quality Value between 0.0 (low quality and lower data size) and 1.0 (high
quality and larger data size). The following definitions are available
in the header file: (P1)
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_HIGH;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_MEDIUM;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_LOW;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_DEFAULT; //Uses HIGH

on iPhones and MEDIUM in iPads.

callback The callback to the application if there is an error or
success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.
(P2)

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.SendScreenShot("Checkout Activity",CaMDOIntegration.CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_LOW,callback);

ViewLoaded

Adds a View event with screenshot.

Public Method:

public static void ViewLoaded (string p0, int p1, CaMDOCallback p2);

Parameters:

screenName Name of the screenshot for which screenshot is taken. (P0)
screenLoadTime Time that is taken for the screen to load in milliseconds. (P1)
callback The callback to the application if there is an error or

success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.
(P2)

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.ViewLoaded("Checkout Activity",loadTime,callback);

Session Management
StartNewSession

Starts a new session. If a session is already in progress, this API ends that session and starts a new session.

Public Method:

public static void StartNewSession()
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Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.StartNewSession();

StopCurrentAndStartNewSession

Stops the current session and starts a new session.

Public Method:

public static void StopCurrentAndStartNewSession();

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.StopCurrentAndStartNewSession();

StopCurrentSession

Stops the current session. No data is logged until the startSession API is called again.

Public Method:

public static void StopCurrentSession()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.StopCurrentSession();

Unique Identifiers
CustomerId

Sets the customer ID.

Public Method:

public static string CustomerId{

set

}

Parameter:

String CustomerId

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.CustomerId();

DeviceId

Returns the device ID.

Public Method:

public static void  DeviceId()

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.DeviceId();

setCustomerId

Sets a particular customer ID in an application session.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.CustomerId = "CUSTOMER ID";
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Upload Events
UploadEvents

Force an upload of the aggregated events. This is an expensive operation and should be  used with caution.
To get the number of events that were uploaded, use:

* {@link com.ca.android.app.CaMDOCallback#UPLOAD_EVENT_COUNT} on the Bundle returned by *

 {@link com.ca.android.app.CaMDOCallback#onSuccess(android.os.Bundle)}

          

Public Method:

public static void UploadEvents (CaMDOCallback p0)

Parameter:

callback Callback to the application if there is an error or
success. If null is passed, the application receives no callbacks.
(P0)

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.UploadEvents(callback);

Views
IgnoreView

Ignores the events on the view which has the matching view name.

Public Method:

public static void  IgnoreView(String viewName)

Parameter:

String viewName

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.IgnoreView("loginView");

IgnoreViews

Ignores the events on the set of views with Names.

Public Method:

public static void  IgnoreViews(HashSet<String> viewNames)

Parameter:

HashSet<String> viewNames of the type HashSet.

Usage Example:

HashSet viewNames = new HashSet();

viewNames.add("firstScreen");

viewNames.add("thirdScreen");

CaMDOIntegration.IgnoreViews(viewNames);
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Constants

public const string CamaaCrashOccurred = "crashOccured";

public const int CamaaScreenshotQualityMedium = 20;

public const string CamaaString = "string";

public const int CamaaScreenshotQualityLow = 15;

public const string CamaaCustom = "custom";

public const string CamaaCustomerId = "customerId";

public const string CamaaDouble = "double";

public const string CamaaHeaderCountry = "ct";

public const string CamaaHeaderZipcode = "zp";

public const int CamaaScreenshotQualityDefault = -1;

public const int CamaaScreenshotQualityHigh = 30;

iOS Custom APIs
The App Experience Analytics iOS SDK provides APIs to initialize the SDK, and capture session, transaction, and
event-specific details. Based on the data type or the details that you want to capture or collect, you can invoke these APIs
accordingly at various points in your code.

WARNING

While using the following APIs, it is advised to inform your customers about the data that is collected and its
intended use as part of your privacy policy agreement.

API Reference (Objective C, Swift)

Use the following APIs to collect information from App Experience Analytics SDK.

APM Headers
apmHeaders

Discussion:

Use this API to add additional headers to change the default DX APM headers that SDK sends. Returns the SDK
computed DX APM header in the key value format to track network calls in DX APM. These headers can be passed with
the HTTP requests. Returns NIL if the APM header cannot be computed.

Declaration:

+ (NSDictionary *) apmHeader;

Objective C Usage Example:

NSDictionary *apmHeaders = [CAMDOReporter apmHeader];

Swift Usage Example:

var apmHeaders = CAMDOReporter.apmHeader()

addToApmHeader

Discussion:
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Add more DX APM Headers to the network calls. Adds data to SDK computed DX APM header with a semicolon (;)
separation.

Declaration:

+ (void) addToApmHeader:(NSString *)data;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter    addToApmHeader:@"header1=value1;header2=value2"];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.addToApmHeader("header1=value1;header2=value2");

Crash Handling
handleCrashEvent

Discussion:

Enables collection of in-app feedback and allows the app developer to be notified if the previous session of the user
crashed. The app developer can also collect the information from the user. This in-app information that is collected from
the user can be displayed with the session details.

Objective C Usage Example:

[[NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver:self selector:@selector(handleCrashEvent:)

 name:CAMAA_CRASH_OCCURRED object:nil]; 

where handleCrashEvent-(void) handleCrashEvent:(NSNotification *)note{

//Implement the code here and call this method.

//Notify the App user that the previous session crashed and collect feedback optionally.

//Implement any UI Logic to get any response from the user. 

//For example: If the feedback string collected was "Your app crashed when I was..."

[CAMDOReporter setCrashFeedback:@" Your app crashed when I was..."];

Swift Usage Example:

NotificationCenter.default.addObserver(self, selector: #selector(handleCrashEvent), name:

 NSNotification.Name(rawValue: CAMAA_CRASH_OCCURRED), object: nil); 

setUserFeedback

Discussion:

Enable collection of in-app feedback. The app developer can also collect the information from the user. This in-app
information that is collected from the user can be displayed with the session details.

Declaration:

+ (void) setUserFeedback:(NSString *)feedback;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter setUserFeedback:@"USER FEEDBACK STRING"];

Swift Usage Example:
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CAMDOReporter.setUserFeedback("USER FEEDBACK STRING")

setCrashFeedback

Discussion:

Enables collection of in-app feedback. Allows the app developer to be notified if the previous session of the user crashed.
This in-app information that is collected from the user can be displayed with the session details.

Declaration:

+ (void) setCrashFeedback:(NSString *)feedback;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter setCrashFeedback:@"CRASH FEEDBACK STRING"];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.setCrashFeedback("CRASH FEEDBACK STRING")

Custom Events, Metrics, and Transactions

Custom Event APIs are related to events and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to
understand the characteristics of a given event better. For example, Cart value in a shopping application, Package
destination in a shipping app, Car color in a Car sales app, and so on.

logTextMetric

Discussion:

Adds custom text event of type NSString in the current session.

Declaration:

+ (void) logTextMetric:(NSString *) name withValue:(NSString *) value withAttributes:(NSMutableDictionary *)

 attributes completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

name Name of the event.
withValue Value of the event.
NSMutableDictionary To send any extra parameters. This parameter does not get stored

in the Kibana index and so it cannot be visualised in the Kibana
dashboards.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter logTextMetric:@"View Product Category" withValue:@"Shoes" withAttributes:nil

 completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.logTextMetric("View Product Category", withValue: "Shoes", withAttributes: nil) { (completed,

 error) in

            //your code

     }

logNumericMetric
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Discussion:

Adds custom numeric event of type double in the current session.

Declaration:

+ (void) logNumericMetric:(NSString *) name withValue:(double) value withAttributes:(NSMutableDictionary *)

 attributes completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

name Name of the event.
withValue Value of the event.
NSMutableDictionary To send any extra parameters. This parameter does not get stored

in the Kibana index and so it cannot be visualised in the Kibana
dashboards.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter logNumericMetric:@"Review of Product On Scale of 1-10" withValue:8 withAttributes:nil

 completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code;

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.logNumericMetric("Review of Product On Scale of 1-10", withValue: 8, withAttributes: nil)

 { (completed, error) in

        //your code

     } 

NOTE

For these custom metrics to appear in Data Studio, the following names are allowed for custom metrics:
custom_field1,  custom_field2,  custom_field3.

These names can be customised in the Transformer Instance Properties file. For more information about the
data types, see the Dynamic Field Data Types section.

Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to filter
analytics based on these properties. For example, Age of the user, Customer type such as Premium, Gold.

The injected data appears in the session details and is searchable within a session. The data also appears in the Custom
Metrics with trends on Average, Occurrences, and Aggregate for the specific time window. The aggregated data is
grouped into hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly. For example, you want to capture how many chips are won per session on
a poker game app and display totals, over time, and so on.

logNetworkEvent

Discussion:

Adds custom network event in the current session.

Declaration:

+ (void) logNetworkEvent:(NSString *) url withStatus:(NSInteger) status withResponseTime:(int64_t)

 responseTime withInBytes:(int64_t) inBytes withOutBytes:(int64_t) outBytes completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL

 completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;
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Parameters:

url Represents the network URL.
status Network URL. Any NSInteger value.
responseTime Response time taken by the network call.
inBytes Bytes received by the network call.
outBytes Bytes sent by the network call.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter logNetworkEvent:@"http://google.com" withStatus:(NSInteger)200 withResponseTime:322

 withInBytes:244 withOutBytes:1222 completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code;

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.logNetworkEvent("http://google.com", withStatus: 200, withResponseTime: 322, withInBytes: 244,

 withOutBytes: 1222) { (completed, error) in

            //your code

    }

startApplicationTransactionWithName

Discussion:

Invoke this function to start a transaction with name. Completion block can be used to verify whether transaction has
started successfully or not.

Declaration:

+ (void) startApplicationTransactionWithName:(NSString *) transactionName completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL

 completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to start collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporterstartApplicationTransactionWithName:@"Shop Product"completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError

 *error) {

        //your code.

    }]; 

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.startApplicationTransactionWithName("Shop Product") { (completed, error) in

            //your code;

    } 

Discussion:

Invoke this function to start a transaction with name. serviceName completion block can be used to verify whether
transaction has started successfully or not.

Declaration:
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+ (void) startApplicationTransactionWithName:(NSString *) transactionName service:(NSString *)serviceName

 completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to start collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

serviceName Name of the service to which the transactions belong to. Typically,
this name is the application name.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter startApplicationTransactionWithName:@"Shop Product" service:@"Shopping"

 completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code.

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.startApplicationTransactionWithName("Shop Product", service: "ShoppingService") { (completed,

 error) in

       //your code;

     }

stopApplicationTransactionWithName

Discussion:

Stops a transaction with name and completion block can be used to verify whether transaction has started successfully or
not.

Declaration:

+ (void) stopApplicationTransactionWithName:(NSString *) transactionName completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL

 completed,NSError *error))completionBlock;

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to stop collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter stopApplicationTransactionWithName:@"Shop Product" completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError

 *error) {

        //your code;

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.stopApplicationTransactionWithName("Shop Product") { (completed, error) in

         //your code

    } 

stopApplicationTransactionWithNameAndFailure

Discussion:
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Stops a transaction with name. The serviceName completion block can be used to verify whether transaction has started
successfully or not.

Declaration:

+ (void) stopApplicationTransactionWithName:(NSString *) transactionName failure:(NSString *) failure

 completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed,NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to stop collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

serviceName Name of the service to which the transactions belong to. Typically,
this name is the application name.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter stopApplicationTransactionWithName:@"Shop Product" failure:@"Failed" completionHandler:^(BOOL

 completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code;

    }]; 

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.stopApplicationTransactionWithName("Shop Product", failure: "Failed") { (completed, error) in

            //your code

     }

setCustomerLocation

Discussion:

Collects the country code and ZIP Code of the application. This API sets the country code and ZIP Code value in the
header.

Declaration:

+ (void) setCustomerLocation:(NSString *) zip andCountry:(NSString *) country;

Objective C Usage Example:

//with    zip    and    country    code.

[CAMDOReporter    setCustomerLocation:@"95051" andCountry:@"US"];

//with    CLLocation    -    latitude    and    longitude

CLLocation    *location    =    [[CLLocation    alloc]    initWithLatitude:-56.6462520   

 longitude:-36.6462520];

[CAMDOReporter    setCustomerLocation:location];

Swift Usage Example:

//with    zip    and    country    code

CAMDOReporter.setCustomerLocation("95051",    andCountry:    "US");

//with    CLLocation    -    latitude    and    longitude

let    location    =    CLLocation(latitude:-56.6462520    ,    longitude:    -36.6462520)

CAMDOReporter.setCustomerLocation(location)

setSessionAttribute
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Discussion:

Sets the session level attribute. Name and Value cannot be NIL.

Declaration:

+ (SDKError) setSessionAttribute:(NSString    *) name    withValue:(NSString    *)value;

Parameters:

name Name of the attribute.
withValue Value of the attribute.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter setSessionAttribute:@"User Activity"    withValue:@"Purchased"];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.setSessionAttribute("User Activity", withValue: "Purchased")

NOTE

For this metric to appear in Data Studio, the following names are allowed for session attributes: session_field1,
session _field2, session_field3.

These names can be customised in the Transformer Instance Properties file. For more information about the
data types, see the Dynamic Field Data Types section.

Data Masking
enterPrivateZone

Discussion:

App Experience Analytics  SDK stops collecting the following data when in the private zone:

• Screenshots
• Location information including GPS and IP addresses
• Any values in the text fields

Declaration:

+ (void) enterPrivateZone;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter    enterPrivateZone];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.enterPrivateZone()

exitPrivateZone

Discussion:

App Experience Analytics  SDK starts collecting data again when not in the private zone.

Declaration:

+ (void) exitPrivateZone;

Objective C Usage Example:
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[CAMDOReporter    exitPrivateZone];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.exitPrivateZone()

isInPrivateZone

Discussion:

Returns if  App Experience Analytics  SDK is in the private zone or not.

Declaration:

+ (BOOL) isInPrivateZone;

Objective C Usage Example:

if([CAMDOReporter isInPrivateZone]) {

//do something

}

Swift Usage Example:

if(CAMDOReporter.isInPrivateZone()) {

//do something

}

Enable or Disable SDK
disableSDK

Discussion:

Disables App Experience Analytics SDK. No data is collected and reported to analytics after this statement is executed.

Declaration:

+ (void) disableSDK;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter    disableSDK];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.disableSDK()

enableSDK

Discussion:

Enables App Experience Analytics SDK. Data is collected and reported to analytics after this statement is executed.
SDK is enabled by default. Call this API only if you have called disableSDK earlier.

Declaration:

+ (void) enableSDK;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter    enableSDK];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.enableSDK()

isSDKEnabled
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Discussion:

Returns if App Experience Analytics SDK is enabled or not.

Declaration:

+ (BOOL) isSDKEnabled;

Objective C Usage Example:

if([CAMDOReporter    isSDKEnabled])    {

    //do something

    }

Swift Usage Example:

if(CAMDOReporter.isSDKEnabled())    {

 //do something

    }

Initialize SDK
initializeSDKWithOptions

Discussion:

Invoke this function to initialize your app with the App Experience Analytics SDK. You must call this function as early as
possible in the application lifecycle before you invoke any other App Experience Analytics API. Typically, at the beginning
of didFinishLaunchingWithOptions in the Application delegate class.

A successful execution of the method has completed as YES and error object is NIL. In case of failure, completed is set to
NO and error will have an NSError object with domain, code, and localised description.

Declaration:

+ (void) initializeSDKWithOptions:(SDKOptions) options configDetails:(NSDictionary *)configDetails

 completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

configDetails This should be of the type NSDictionary. This should be the
content of the CAMAA plist.

completionBlock This is a standard (BOOL completed, NSError *error) block.

+ (void) initializeSDKWithOptions:(SDKOptions) options completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed, NSError

 *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

completionBlock This is a standard (BOOL completed, NSError *error) block.

Parameters:

SDKDefault Default SDK option.
SDKLogLevelSilent Does not log any SDK-related log messages.
SDKLogLevelVerbose Sets the log level to Verbose.
SDKNoWorkLightSwizzling Allows Worklite related data collection to be enabled.
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SDKUIWebViewDelegate For UIWebView based applications when the default parameter
SDKURLSessionSwizzling causes performance issues.

Note: Using this parameter may cause Apple to question your
reasons because App Experience Analytics uses private iOS APIs
to record network traffic in UIWebView.

Allows SDK to use private APIs. We recommend using the
distributed SDK version which has the use of private methods.
Note: Only enterprise programs are allowed to use the private
APIs and for any publicly distributed apps
This option is not applicable.

Uses private APIs to capture network calls in UIWebView.

SDKCheckProfileOnRestartOnly Reads the profile only when the application starts. By default,
App Experience Analytics reads the profile when the application
starts and the application comes to foreground when the SDK is
disabled. Stops SDK when it is disabled, to check for profile when
application comes to foreground.

SDKNoGeoLocationCapturing Does not capture the geographical location regardless of the
profile configuration.

SDKNoNetworkSwizzling Does not capture any network calls.
SDKCollectDeviceName Allows SDK to collect the device name. The Application Developer

must provide a disclaimer to the user that they are collecting data.
By default, CA Technologies SDK does not collect the device
name.

SDKURLConnectionSwizzling Captures NSURLConnection requests.
SDKURLSessionSwizzling Captures NSURLConnection sessions. This is the default.
SDKFixedViewTitles Use this option to get the View class names when the titles are set

dynamically and they change for the same view to avoid incorrect
app flows.

SDKUseNetworkProtocolSwizzling Use this option to capture the network traffic using the old method.
SDKNoCrashReporting Does not report crashes. Use this option if you have conflicts with

any other crash reporting SDKs.

Return Value: None

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter initializeSDKWithOptions:SDKLogLevelVerbose completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error)

 {

        //your code.

      }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.initializeSDKWithOptions(SDKOptions.SDKLogLevelVerbose) { (completed, error) in

       //your code

      } 

Notifications
handleCrashEvent

Discussion:
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Enables collection of in-app feedback and allows the app developer to be notified if the previous session of the user
crashed. For more information, see handleCrashEvent under the Crash Handling section.

uploadNotificationReceiver

Discussion:

Register to receive notifications when SDK uploads data to the Collector.

Objective C Usage Example:

[[NSNotificationCenter defaultCenter] addObserver:self selector:@selector(uploadNotificationReceiver:)

name:CAMAA_UPLOAD_INITIATED object:nil];

where uploadNotificationReceiver is

-(void) uploadNotificationReceiver:(NSNotification *)note{

//app code

}

Swift Usage Example:

NotificationCenter.default.addObserver(self, selector: #selector(uploadNotificationReceiver), name:

 NSNotification.Name(rawValue: CAMAA_UPLOAD_INITIATED), object: nil);

Security and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
setSSLPinningModeWithValues

Discussion:

Use the SSLPinningMode APIs to establish secure connection between SDK and the server. Call these APIs before
you call the initialize or intializeSDKOptions: method. Once the pinning mode and certificates are set, SDK does
not override the new value. This is set only once during the application lifecycle. When the pinning mode is set,
CAMDOSSLPinningModeNone does not check the server authentication during establishment of the SSL connection.

App Experience Analytics supports the following pinning modes:

• CAMDOSSLPinningModeNone (Default): Authentication challenge is ignored during establishment of the SSL
connection.

• CAMDOSSLPinningModeCertificate: The certificate is presented during the handshake.
• CAMDOSSLPinningModePublicKey: SDK extracts the public key from the certificate file and presents it during the

handshake.
• CAMDOSSLPinningModeFingerPrintSHA1Signature. SDK compares fingerprint of the pinned certificate with server

using the SHA1 signature.
• CAMDOSSLPinningModePublishKeyHash. SDK compares the fingerprint of the pinned certificate with server using

the public key hash.

Declaration:

+ (void) setSSLPinningMode:(CAMDOSSLPinningMode)pinningMode withValues:(NSArray*)pinned values;

If the pinning mode is set as:

• CAMDOSSLPinningModePublicKey and CAMDOSSLPinningModeCertificate, then the method expects the array
of certificate data (NSData from SeccertificateRef).

• CAMDOSSLPinningModePublicKey and CAMDOSSLPinningModeCertificate, and if the array is passed as empty
or NIL, then the method expects the certificate files (.cer) to be present in the resource bundle.

• CAMDOSSLPinningModeFingerPrintSHA1Signature, then the method expects an array of the SHA1 fingerprint
values.

• CAMDOSSLPinningModePublishKeyHash, then the method expects an array of the PublishKeyHash values.
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Objective C Usage Example:

//If the pinning mode is set as CAMDOSSLPinningModeFingerPrintSHA1Signature, then the method expects an array

 of the SHA1 fingerprint values.

[CAMDOReporter    setSSLPinningMode:CAMDOSSLPinningModeFingerPrintSHA1Signature    withValues:[NSArray   

 arrayWithObjects:@"0E 8B 40    8A D8 7D B2 70 F6 46 FE    52    50 2C 0C 14    1C    61    02 E2",nil]] ;

// If the pinning mode is set as CAMDOSSLPinningModePublishKeyHash, then the method expects an array of

 PublishKeyHash values.

    [CAMDOReporter    setSSLPinningMode:CAMDOSSLPinningModePublishKeyHash    withValues:[NSArray   

 arrayWithObjects:@"YNrD6jaOgf4LH+gUh/etXKhg9ro=",nil]] ;

//If certificate is added through resource bundle - Use    the    following api calls

    [CAMDOReporter    setSSLPinningMode:CAMDOSSLPinningModePublicKey    withValues:    nil];

    [CAMDOReporter    setSSLPinningMode:CAMDOSSLPinningModeCertificate    withValues:    nil];

Swift Usage Example:

 //    If the    pinning    mode is    set    as CAMDOSSLPinningModePublishKeyHash, then the    method expects

    an    array of PublishKeyHash    values.

CAMDOReporter.setSSLPinningMode(CAMDOSSLPinningMode.PublicKeyHash, withValues: ["YNrD6jaOgf4LH+gUh/

etXKhg9ro="])

//If the pinning mode is set as    CAMDOSSLPinningModeFingerPrintSHA1Signature, then the method expects an   

 array of SHA1 fingerprint values.

CAMDOReporter.setSSLPinningMode(CAMDOSSLPinningMode.FingerPrintSHA1Signature, withValues: ["0E 8B    40    8A 

   D8    7D    B2    70    F6    46    FE    52    50    2C    0C    14    1C    61    02    E2"])

//If certificate is    added through resource bundle -    Use    the    below api    calls

CAMDOReporter.setSSLPinningMode(CAMDOSSLPinningMode.Certificate, withValues: nil)

CAMDOReporter.setSSLPinningMode(CAMDOSSLPinningMode.PublicKey, withValues: nil)

Session Management
stopCurrentSession

Discussion:

Stops the current session. No data is logged until the startSession API is called again.

Declaration:

+ (void) stopCurrentSession;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter stopCurrentSession];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.stopCurrentSession();

startNewSession

Discussion:

Starts a new session. If a session is already in progress, this API ends that session and starts a new session.

Declaration:

+ (void) stopCurrentSession;
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Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter startNewSession];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.startNewSession();

stopCurrentAndStartNewSession

Discussion:

Stops the current session and starts a new session.

Declaration:

+ (void) stopCurrentAndStartNewSession;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter stopCurrentAndStartNewSession];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.stopCurrentAndStartNewSession();

Set the API Gateway Endpoints
setAPIGatewayEndpoints

Discussion:

Use this API to avoid conflicts with MAS (another CA Technologies product that monitors mobile APIs). Call this method to
set the Authorization endpoints of your API gateway.

Declaration:

+ (void)setAPIGatewayEndpoints:(NSArray*)endpoints;

Parameter:

array of endpoints Array of URL strings.

Unique Identifiers
customerId

Discussion:

Use this API to determine if the Customer ID is set. Gets the customer ID. If not set, this API returns NIL.

Declaration:

+ (NSString *) customerId;

Objective C Usage Example:

NSString *myCustomerId = [CAMDOReporter customerId];

Swift Usage Example:

var myCustomerId = "";

myCustomerId = CAMDOReporter . customerId();

deviceId

Discussion:
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Generates the unique device ID generated by the SDK.

Declaration:

+ (NSString *) deviceId;

Objective C Usage Example:

NSString *myDeviceId = [CAMDOReporter deviceId];

Swift Usage Example:

var myDeviceId = "myDeviceId";

myDeviceId = CAMDOReporter .deviceId();

setCustomerId

Discussion:

Sets the customer ID. If NIL is passed, the customer ID is reset.

Declaration:

+ (SDKError) setCustomerId:(NSString *) customerId;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter setCustomerId:@"myCustomerId"];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter .setCustomerId("myCustomerId");

Upload Events
uploadLoadEventsWithCompletionHandler

Discussion:

Forces an upload of the aggregated events.

WARNING

This operation is expensive and should be used with caution.

Declaration:

+ (void) uploadEventsWithCompletionHandler:(void (^)(NSDictionary *response, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter uploadEventsWithCompletionHandler:^(NSDictionary *response, NSError *error) {

        //your code.

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.uploadEventsWithCompletionHandler { (responseDictionary, error) in

            //your code

      }

Views, Screenshots, and App Flows
ignoreViews

Discussion:
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Ignores a view or views with the given name or list of names. Screenshots and transitions of the views that are in the
ignore list are not captured.

Declaration:

//Use this for a single view

+(void)    ignoreView:(NSString *)    viewName;

//Use this for Multiple Views

+(void)    ignoreViews:(NSSet *) viewNames;

Parameters:

For single view: viewName Name of the views to be ignored.
For Multiple views api: viewNames Set of view names to be ignored.

Objective C Usage Example:

//For single view

[CAMDOReporter ignoreView:@"viewTobeIgnored"];

//For multiple views

NSSet *ignoredViews    = [NSSet setWithObjects:@"view1", @"view2",    nil];

[CAMDOReporter    ignoreViews:ignoredViews];

Swift Usage Example:

//For    single    view

CAMDOReporter.ignoreView("viewTobeIgnored")

//For    multiple    views

var    ignoredViews = Set<String>()

ignoredViews.insert("view1")

ignoredViews.insert("view2")

CAMDOReporter.ignoreViews(ignoredViews)

isScreenshotPolicyEnabled

Discussion:

Returns YES if screenshots are enabled by policy. Otherwise returns NO.

Declaration:

+ (BOOL) isScreenshotPolicyEnabled;

Objective C Usage Example:

+ BOOL isScreenShotEnabled = [CAMDOReporter isScreenshotPolicyEnabled];

Swift Usage Example:

var isScreenShotEnabled = false;

isScreenShotEnabled=CAMDOReporter.isScreenshotPolicyEnabled();

sendScreenShot

Discussion:

Sends screenshot of the current screen.

Declaration:
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+ (void) sendScreenShot:(NSString *) name withQuality:(CGFloat) quality completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL

 completed, NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

name Name of the screenshot. If NIL, the system API uses title of the
current view by default. If the current view is also NIL, then the
screenshot is named as screenshot.

quality Value between 0.0 (low quality and lower data size) and 1.0 (high
quality and larger data size). The following definitions are available
in the header file:
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_HIGH;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_MEDIUM;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_LOW;
• CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_DEFAULT; //Uses HIGH

on iPhones and MEDIUM in iPads.

Return Value: Returns one of the following values: ErrorNone or ErrorFailedToTakeScreenshot.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter sendScreenShot:@"Login Screen" withQuality:CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_HIGH

 completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code

    }]; 

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.sendScreenShot("Login Screen", withQuality: CAMAA_SCREENSHOT_QUALITY_HIGH) { (completed, error)

 in

            //your code

   }

viewLoaded

Discussion:

Adds a View event with screenshot.

Declaration:

+(void) viewLoaded:(NSString *) name loadTime:(CGFloat) loadTime completionHandler:(void(^)(BOOL completed,

 NSError *error)) completionBlock;

Parameters:

name Name of the screen for which screenshot will be taken.
loadTime Time that is taken to load screen in milliseconds.

Objective C Usage Example:

[CAMDOReporter viewLoaded:@"Login Screen" loadTime:922 completionHandler:^(BOOL completed, NSError *error) {

        //your code

    }];

Swift Usage Example:

CAMDOReporter.viewLoaded("Login Screen", loadTime: 974) { (completed, error) in

            //your code
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   }

Deprecated APIs

• setCustomerFeedback
• getDefaultNSURLSessionConfiguration

Supported Meta-Data Properties (iOS)
Supported Meta-Data Properties

You can add the following meta-data properties to the info.plist file:

• AXACollectIp
• AXACLLocationLevel

AXACollectIp

Use the <key>AXACollectIp</key>   <false/> property to mask the IP address.

Default: true

If the value of this property is false, the IP address value in the header of the JSON payload is displayed as Private.

AXACLLocationLevel

The location information is scrambled based on the <key>AXACLLocationLevel</key> <string>Value</string> property
value.

Values: BestForNavigation (5), NearestTenMeters (10), HundredMeters (100), Kilometer (1000), ThreeKilometers (3000),
all numbers in meters

Default: 0

• If the metadata is not present, the location header values (la, lo) display the location values provided by the device.
• If the metadata is present, but with invalid values, the location header values (la, lo) display the location values

provided by the device.
• If the metadata is present with the integer values >0 and <10, the location header values (la, lo) are scrambled to a

distance of 10 meters.
• If the metadata is present with an integer value >10, the location header values (la, lo) are scrambled to a distance

between 10 and the value specified in meters.

Xamarin (iOS) Custom APIs
This section lists APIs to register custom events and transactions in sessions. Custom Event APIs are related to events
and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to understand the characteristics of a given event
better.

DX APM Headers
APMHeaders

Discussion: Returns request headers to track network calls in DX APM. These headers can be passed with the HTTP
requests.

Declaration: Returns the DX APM header in the key value format. Returns nil if the DX APM header cannot be computed.

+ (NSDictionary *) apmHeader;
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Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.APMHeaders();

addToApmHeader

Discussion: Add additional DX APM Headers to the network calls.

Declaration: Adds data to the SDK computed DX APM header with a semicolon (;) separation.

void AddToApmHeader(string data);

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.APMHeaders("header1=Value1");

Crash Handling
setCustomerFeedback

Discussion: Sets feedback from the user. Typically used when an application registers a crash.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetCustomerFeedback("Feedback");

Custom Events, Metrics, and Transactions

Custom Event APIs are related to events and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to
understand the characteristics of a given event better. For example, Cart value in a shopping application, Package
destination in a shipping app, Car color in a Car sales app, and so on.

logNumericMetric

Discussion: >Logs numeric metric.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.LogNumericMetric("No of HTTP Calls", val1, dict, (bool arg1, NSError arg4) =>

 { });

logTextMetric

Discussion: Logs text metric.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.LogTextMetric("TestLogMetric", "Success", dict, (bool arg1, NSError arg2) =>

 { });

Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to filter
analytics based on these properties. For example, Age of the user, Customer type such as Premium, Gold, and so on.

The injected data appears in the session details and is searchable within a session. The data also appears in the Custom
Metrics with trends on Average, Occurrences and Aggregate for the specific time window. The aggregated data is grouped
into hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly. For example, you want to capture how many chips are won per session on a poker
game app and display totals, over time, and so on.

startApplicationTransactionWithName

Discussion: Starts a new application transaction that bounds all the subsequent events.

Declaration:

void StartApplicationTransactionWithName (string transactionName, Action<bool, NSError> completionBlock);
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Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to start collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StartApplicationTransactionWithName("XAM_AXA_Trans", "SN:Async", (bool arg1,

 NSError arg2) => { });

Discussion: Invoke this function to start a transaction with name. Use the serviceName  completion block to verify if the
transaction has started successfully or not.

Declaration:

void StartApplicationTransactionWithName (string transactionName, string serviceName, Action<bool, NSError>

 completionBlock);

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to start collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

serviceName Name of the service to which the transactions belong to. Typically,
this name is the application name.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StartApplicationTransactionWithName("TransactionName","ServiceName",(_,_)=>{});

stopApplicationTransactionWithName

Discussion: Stops a transaction with name. Use the completion block to verify whether transaction has started
successfully or not.

Declaration:

void StopApplicationTransactionWithName (string transactionName, Action<bool, NSError> completionBlock);

Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to stop collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StopApplicationTransactionWithName("TransactionName",(_,_)=>{});

StopApplicationTransactionWithNameAndFailure

Discussion: Stops a transaction with name. Use the serviceName completion block to verify whether transaction has
started successfully or not.

Declaration:

void StopApplicationTransactionWithName (string transactionName, string failure, Action<bool, NSError>

 completionBlock);
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Parameters:

transactionName Name of the transaction to stop collecting the details from. The
name must be unique when you have multiple transactions
simultaneously.

serviceName Name of the service to which the transactions belong to. Typically,
this name is the application name.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StopApplicationTransactionWithName("Shop Product","Failed",(_,_)=>{}); 

SetSessionAttribute

Discussion: Sets the session level attribute.

Declaration:

SDKError SetSessionAttribute (string name, String value);

Parameters:

name Name of the attribute.
withValue Value of the attribute.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetSessionAttribute("User Activity","Purchased");

SetCustomerLocation

Discussion: Collects the country code and the ZIP code of the app. This API sets the country code and ZIP code value in
the header.

Declaration:

void SetCustomerLocation (string zip, string country);

void SetCustomerLocation(CLLocation location);

Example:

//with zip and country code.

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetCustomerLocation("95051","US")

Data Masking
EnterPrivateZone

Discussion: App Experience Analytics SDK stops collecting the following data when in the private zone:

• Screenshots
• Location information including GPS and IP addresses
• Any values in the text fields

Declaration:

void EnterPrivateZone ();;

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.EnterPrivateZone();

ExitPrivateZone
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Discussion: App Experience Analytics SDK starts collecting data when not in the private zone.

Declaration:

void ExitPrivateZone ();

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.ExitPrivateZone();

IsInPrivateZone

Discussion: Returns if App Experience Analytics SDK is in the private zone or not.

Declaration:

bool IsInPrivateZone { }

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.IsIn PrivateZone();

Enable or Disable SDK
enableSDK

Discussion: Enables the SDK.

Declaration:

void EnableSDK ();

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.EnableSDK();

disableSDK

Discussion: Disables the SDK.

Declaration:

void DisableSDK ();

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.DisableSDK();

IsSDKEnabled

Discussion: Returns bool on whether SDK is enabled or not.

Declaration:

bool IsSDKEnabled { }

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.IsSDKEnabled();

Network Internals
SetNSURLSessionDelegate

Discussion: Sets your own delegate to handle the SSL authentication challenges.

Declaration:

void SetNSURLSessionDelegate (NSObject @delegate);
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Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetNSURLSessionDelegate:self];   //if self is your delegate, otherwise pass the

 actual delegate instance.

DefaultNSURLSessionConfiguration

Discussion: Sets your own NSURLSession delegate. Returns the default session configuration to use when constructing
NSURLSession with your own delegate.

Declaration:

NSUrlSessionConfiguration DefaultNSURLSessionConfiguration { get; }

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.DefaultNSURLSessionConfiguration();

Security and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
SetSSLPinningMode

Discussion: Use the SSLPinningMode APIs to establish secure connection between SDK and the server. Call these
APIs before you call the initialize or intializeSDKOptions: method. Once the pinning mode and certificates are set, SDK
does not override the new value. This is set only once during the application lifecycle. When the pinning mode is set,
CAMDOSSLPinningModeNone does not check the server authentication during establishment of the SSL connection.

App Experience Analytics supports the following pinning modes:

• None(Default): Authentication challenge is ignored during establishment of the SSL connection.
• Certificate: The certificate is presented during the handshake.
• PublicKey: SDK extracts the public key from the certificate file and presents it during the handshake.
• FingerPrintSHA1Signature: SDK compares the fingerprint of the pinned certificate with sever using the SHA1

signature.
• PublicKeyHash: SDK compares the fingerprint of the pinned certificate with sever using the public key hash.

Declaration:

void SetSSLPinningMode (CAMDOSSLPinningMode pinningMode, NSObject[] values);

If the pinning mode is set as:

• PublicKey and Certificate, then the method expects the array of certificate data (NSData from SeccertificateRef).
• PublicKey and Certificate and if the array is passed as empty or nil, then the method expects the certificate files

(.cer) to be present in the resource bundle.
• FingerPrintSHA1Signature, then the method expects an array of SHA1 fingerprint values.
• PublicKeyHash, then the method expects an array of PublicKeyHash values.

Example:

//If the pinning mode is set as FingerPrintSHA1Signature, then the method expects an array of SHA1 fingerprint

 values.

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetSSLPinningMode(AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOSSLPinningMode.FingerPrintSHA1Signature,

["0E 8B 40 8A D8 7D B2 70 F6 46 FE 52 50 2C 0C 14 1C 61 02 E2"]);

// If the pinning mode is set as CAMDOSSLPinningModePublishKeyHash, then the method expects an array of

 PublishKeyHash values.

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetSSLPinningMode(AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOSSLPinningMode.PublicKeyHash,

["YNrD6jaOgf4LH+gUh/etXKhg9ro="]);
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Screenshots
SendScreenShot

Discussion: Sends screenshot of the current screen.

Declaration:

void SendScreenShot (string name, nfloat quality, Action<bool, NSError> completionBlock);

Parameters:

name Name of the screenshot. If nil, the system API uses title of the
current view by default. If the current view is also nil, then the
screenshot is named as screenshot.

quality Value between 0.0 (low quality and lower data size) and 1.0 (high
quality and larger data size).

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SendScreenShot("Login Screen",1.5,(_,_)=>{});

IsScreenshotPolicyEnabled

Discussion: Returns YES if screenshots are enabled by policy. Otherwise returns NO.

Declaration:

bool IsScreenshotPolicyEnabled {}

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.IsScreenshotPolicyEnabled();

ViewLoaded

Discussion: Adds a View event with screenshot.

Declaration:

void ViewLoaded (string name, nfloat loadTime, Action<bool, NSError> completionBlock);

Parameters:

name Name of the screen for which screenshot will be taken.
loadTime Time taken to load screen in milliseconds.

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.ViewLoaded("Login Screen",922,(_,_)=> {});

SDK Initialization
initializeSDKWithOptions

Initialize the SDK with options. Invoke this function to initialise your application with the App Experience Analytics SDK.
You must call this function as early as possible in the application lifecycle before you invoke any other App Experience
Analytics API. Typically, at the beginning of didFinishLaunchingWithOptions in the Application delegate class.

InitializeSDKWithOptions(SDKOptions options, Action<bool, NSError> completionBlock);
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Parameters:

SDKDefault Default SDK Option.

SDKNoNetworkSwizzling Ensures that no HTTP calls are intercepted.

SDKNoGeoLocationCapturing Does not track location.

SDKURLDelegateSwizzling Intercepts NSURLConnection HTTP calls.

SDKLogLevelSilent Does not log any SDK related log messages.

SDKUIWebViewDelegate For the UIWebView based applications when the default
parameter SDKURLSessionSwizzling causes performance issues.
Note: Using this parameter may cause Apple to question your
reasons because App Experience Analytics uses private iOS APIs
to record network traffic in UIWebView.

SDKLogLevelVerbose Sets the log level to Verbose.

SDKCheckProfileOnRestartOnly Reads the profile only when the application starts up. By default,
App Experience Analytics reads the profile on application start up
and when the application comes to foreground when the SDK is
disabled.

SDKNoWorkLightSwizzling Allows Worklite related data collection to be enabled.

SDKCollectDeviceName Collects the device name.

Return Value: None

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.InitializeSDKWithOptions(AXAiOSBindings.SDKOptions.LogLevelVerbose, (_,_)=>{});

Session Management
StartNewSession

Discussion: Starts a new session. If a session is already in progress, this API ends that session and starts a new
session.

Declaration:

void StartNewSession ();

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StartNewSession ();

StopCurrentSession

Discussion: Stops the current session. No data is logged until the startSession API is called again.

Declaration:

void StopCurrentSession ();

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StopCurrentSession();

StopCurrentAndStartNewSession

Discussion: Stops the current session and starts a new session.

Declaration:
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void StopCurrentAndStartNewSession ();

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.StopCurrentAndStartNewSession ();

Unique Identifiers
CustomerId

Discussion: Returns the CustomerId as a string.

Declaration:

string CustomerId{};

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.CustomerId();

DeviceId

Discussion: Returns the DeviceId as a string.

Declaration:

string DeviceId{};

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.DeviceId();

SetCustomerId

Allows to set the customer ID. In case of error, this method returns the object of the type SDKError.

Declaration:

SDKError SetCustomerId (string customerId);

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.SetCustomerId("CUSTOMER_ID");

Upload Events
UploadLoadEventsWithCompletionHandler

Discussion: Forces an upload of the aggregated events. This is an expensive operation and use with caution.

Declaration:

void UploadEventsWithCompletionHandler (Action<NSDictionary, NSError> completionBlock);

Example:

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.UploadEventsWithCompletionHandler((_,_)=>{});

Views
IgnoreViews

Discussion: Ignores a view or views with the given name or list of names. Screenshots and transitions of these views are
not captured.

Declarations:

//Use this for a single view
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void IgnoreView(String viewName);

//Use this for Multiple Views

void IgnoreViews(NSSet viewNames);

Parameters:

For single view: viewName Name of the views to be ignored.
For Multiple views api: viewNames Set of view names to be ignored.

Example:

//For single view

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.IgnoreView("viewTobeIgnored");

//For multiple views

NSSet *ignoredViews = [NSSet setWithObjects:@"view1", @"view2", nil];

AXAiOSBindings.CAMDOReporter.IgnoreViews(ignoredViews);

JavaScript Custom APIs

The App Experience Analytics JavaScript SDK provides integration APIs for any web and JavaScript based
mobile applications such as PhoneGap and Cordova. JavaScript SDK is available in iOS for both UIWebViews and
WKWebViews.

CaMDO Integration
CaMDOIntegration - Android

Complete the following steps to integrate App Experience Analytics JavaScript SDK: You can integrate JavaScript in
other IDEs such as IBM Worklite, Ionic, so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the ca-maa-android-sdk-wrapper.zip file.
2. Copy CaMDOIntegration.js to your app.
3. Include CaMDOIntegration.js in all the HTML files where the API has to be available.

NOTE
The following example assumes you have copied CaMDOIntegration.js under a folder named js.

<script src="js/CaMDOIntegration.js"></script>

4. Use the  App Experience Analytics  APIs mentioned in the following section and build the app.
5. Wrap the APK file using the App Experience Analytics  wrapper utility. For more information, see the Collect the

Application Data section.

CaMDOIntegration - iOS

Complete the following steps to integrate App Experience Analytics JavaScript SDK. You can integrate JavaScript in
other IDEs such as IBM Worklite, Ionic, so on.

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the iOS SDK CAMobileAppAnalytics-SDK.zip file.
2. Copy CaMDOIntegration.js to your app where your existing JavaScript files are present.
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3. Include CaMDOIntegration.js in all the HTML files where the API has to be available. The following example
assumes you have copied CaMDOIntegration.js under a folder named js.
<script src="js/CaMDOIntegration.js"></script>

4. Use the App Experience Analytics APIs mentioned in the following section and build the app.
5. Integrate your app with SDK.

Callback Function
callback

The App Experience Analytics APIs are JavaScript functions under CaMDOIntegration. All these functions take the
callback function as an additional parameter, unless specified otherwise.

Usage Example:

/**

 * action : name of the CaMDOIntegration API that is invoked

 * returnVal : json of format {"success": true , "value" : true }

 * error : description of failure of javascript api call

 */

function callback(action, returned , error) {

    if(returned.success) {

        //your code

    }

    else {

        //your code

    }

}

Parameters:

Name Type

action Name of the JavaScript API that is used.
returned A JSON object that has the following possible values:

• success - boolean - true - if the API call is successful.
• value - boolean/string - Based on the intended result of the

API. For example, isInPrivateZone returns true/false.

error Description of error in case of the API failure.

Usage Example:

//checking if in private zone

CaMDOIntegration.isInPrivateZone(callback);

API Reference

Use the following APIs to collect information from App Experience Analytics SDK.

APM Headers
addToAPMHeader

Adds headers to the DX APM header to be sent along as the request headers with subsequent network requests, after
this call.

Example:
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CaMDOIntegration.addToAPMHeader("pagename=index;firstLoad=true",callback);

Parameters: header and callback

getAPMHeaders

Returns request headers to track network calls in DX APM. These headers can be passed along with the HTTP requests.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.getAPMHeaders(callback);

Parameters: callback

Crash Handling
setCustomerFeedback

Sets the feedback from the user.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerFeedback("Users feedback about app",callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

feedback string User feedback.

Data Masking
enterPrivateZone

The App Experience Analytics SDK stops collecting the following data when in private zone:

• Screenshots
• Location information including GPS and IP addresses
• Any values in the text fields

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.enterPrivateZone();

exitPrivateZone

Exit the private zone. The App Experience Analytics SDK collects data when not in the private zone.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.exitPrivateZone();

isInPrivateZone

Checks if the app is in the private zone state.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.isInPrivateZone();

Custom Events, Metrics, and Transactions

Custom Event APIs are related to events and reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to
understand the characteristics of a given event better. For example, Cart value in a shopping application, Package
destination in a shipping app, Car color in a Car sales app, and so on.
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logNumericMetric

Sends a new numeric session event.

CaMDOIntegration. logNumericMetrics({

         "key" : "key",

        "value": "value"},callback);

 

    With attributes :

    @example

  CaMDOIntegration. logNumericMetrics({

         "key" : "key",

         "value": "value",

         "attributes" : { "k" : "v" }

        },callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

key string Event key, name of event.
value string Event value.
attributes object Event attribute JSON (optional)

logTextMetric

Sends a new text session event.

CaMDOIntegration.logTextMetrics({

         "key" : "key",

        "value": "value"},callback); 

    With attributes :

    @example

  CaMDOIntegration.logTextMetrics({

         "key" : "key",

         "value": "value",

         "attributes" : { "k" : "v" }

        },callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

key string Event key, name of event.
value string Event value.
attributes object Event attribute JSON (optional)

NOTE

For these custom metrics to appear in Data Studio, the following names are allowed for custom metrics:
custom_field1,  custom_field2,  custom_field3.

These names can be customised in the Transformer Instance Properties file. For more information about the
data types, see the Dynamic Field Data Types section.
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Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to filter
analytics based on these properties. For example, Age of the user, Customer type such as Premium, Gold, and so on.

The injected data appears in the session details and is searchable within a session. The data also appears in the Custom
Metrics with trends on Average, Occurrences and Aggregate for the specific time window. The aggregated data is grouped
into hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly. For example, you want to capture how many chips are won per session on a poker
game app and display totals, over time, and so on.

logNetworkEvents

Sends a network event.

CaMDOIntegration.logNetworkEvent({

  "url" : "http://httpbin.org/",

   "status" : "200",

  "inbytes" : "23"

   "outbytes" : "23"

   "time" : "45"   //time in ms

     },callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

url string Network url.
status string Response status code.
inbytes string Bytes received by the network call.
outbytes string Bytes sent by the network call.
time string Response time taken by the network call.

startApplicationTransaction

Starts a new application transaction that bounds all the subsequent events. The application name is used as the service
name. Returns true for success and false for failure.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.startApplicationTransaction({

"transactionName" : "itemAddedToShoppingCart",

"serviceName" : "CheckoutScreen"

   },callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

transactionName string Name of the transaction.
serviceName string Name of the service or screen.

stopApplicationTransaction

Stops the application transaction. Subsequent events are part of the previous transaction if there is one. The parameter
Failure passes null for a successful transaction. The parameter Failure passes a brief description about the failure for a
failed transaction

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopApplicationTransaction({
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"transactionName" : "itemAddedToShoppingCart",

"serviceName" : "CheckoutScreen",

"failure" : "Cart was deleted."

   },callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

transactionName string Name of the transaction.
serviceName string Name of the service or screen.
failure (optional) string Failure reason in case of stop transaction.

setSessionAttribute

Collects details that uniquely identify users. Also collects any session-related custom metrics. Sets the session information
with the value. If type is customerId, deviceID is replaced.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.setSessionAttribute({

"type" : "customerId", // can be one of customerId, double , string

"key" : "exampleKey",

 "value : "exampleValue",

},callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

type string Session information type. Usually
CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID. If type is
CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, 'value' provided
replaces the deviceID.

key string Session information key. Ignored, if type is
CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID.

value string Session information value.

NOTE

For this metric to appear in Data Studio, the following names are allowed for session attributes: session_field1,
session_field2, session_field3.

These names can be customised in the Transformer Instance Properties file. For more information about the
data types, see the Dynamic Field Data Types section.

setCustomerLocation

Sets the location of the device. Collects the country code and zip code of the app. This API sets the country code and
zip code value in the header.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerLocation({

       "zipCode" : "94063",

      "countryCode" : "US",

      "latitude" : "-56.123",

      "longitude" : "-23.334"
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    },callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

zipCode string Postal code of the location.
countryCode string Country code of the location.
latitude string Latitude of the location.
longitude string Longitude of the location.

Enable or Disable SDK
disableSDK

Disables SDK if it is enabled. When SDK is disabled, SDK does not intercept any calls and does not collect any data from
the app.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.disableSDK();

Parameters: None.

enableSDK

Enables SDK if it is not enabled.When SDK is enabled, SDK collects data for analytics.

Example:

var requestHeaders=CaMDOIntegration.getAPMHeaders();

Usage:

CaMDOIntegration.enableSDK();

isSDKEnabled

Checks if SDK is enabled or not.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.isSDKEnabled();

Return Type: Boolean

Session Management
startNewSession

Starts a new session.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.startNewSession(callback);

stopCurrentSession

Stops the current session.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopCurrentSession(callback);

stopCurrentAndStartNewSession
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Stops the current session and starts a new session.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.stopCurrentAndStartNewSession(callback);

Unique Identifiers
customerId

Get Customer ID. Returns value in JSON format.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.customerId(callback);

deviceId

Get Customer ID. Returns value in JSON format.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.deviceId(callback);

setCustomerId

Collects the customerID that uniquely identify users.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.setCustomerId("user1",callback);

Parameters:

Name Type Description

CustomerId string Unique ID of the user logged in to the app.

Upload Events
uploadEvents

Triggers upload events collected so far.

NOTE

Callback is not available for uploadEvents as it is asynchronous in nature and happens natively in background.

Usage Example:

CaMDOIntegration.uploadEvents();

Views and Screenshots
isScreenshotPolicyEnabled

Returns TRUE if screenshots are enabled by policy. Otherwise returns FALSE.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.isScreenshotPolicyEnabled(callback);

sendScreenShot

Takes screenshot of the current screen and adds an event to analytics.
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Parameters:

Name Type Description

screenName string Name of the screen for which screenshot
will be taken.

quality CaMDOIntegration.quality Quality of the screenshot to be taken.
Values: High, Medium, Low

callback callback callback

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.sendScreenShot("Shopping",CaMDOIntegration.quality.medium,callback);

ignoreViews

Adds list of view names from this API, to ignore logging view events related to this view name.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.ignoreViews("http://myweb.com/private, http://myweb.com/second",callback);

Parameters:

Name Description

viewNames Comma separated view or page names.

viewLoaded

Adds a View event with screenshot.

Example:

CaMDOIntegration.viewLoaded("Shopping Cart", 455, callback);

Parameters:

Name Description

screenName Name of the screen for which screenshot will be taken.
screensloadtime Time taken to load screen in milliseconds.

Browser Agent Extension APIs
The Browser Agent Extension APIs help the web app to collect custom events. Custom events include Transactions,
Location, User Id (Customers), Session Information, and Network Events.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the instructions in Collect Data from Your Web App.
2. Use the APIs mentioned in this section.

API Reference

Use the following APIs to collect information from the Browser Agent extension.
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Custom Metrics

Custom Event APIs reflect the state at which the event was triggered. Use these APIs to understand the characteristics
of a given event better. For example, you can determine cart value in a shopping application, package destination in a
shipping application, car color in a car sales application, and so on. The data also appears in the Custom Metrics with
trends on Average, Occurrences, and Aggregate for the selected time period. The aggregated data is grouped into hourly,
daily, weekly, and monthly increments. For example, capture the number of chips won per session on a poker game
application and display totals over time, and so on.

logTextMetric

Logs a text metric.

BrowserAgentExtension.logTextMetric({"key" : "key",

                    "value": "value",

                    "attributes" : { "k" : "v" } });

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

key String Name of the session information.
value String Value of the session information.
attributes Map To send any extra parameters or

additional information set as key (k), value
(v) which are strings. This parameter does
not get stored in the Kibana index and
so it cannot be visualised in the Kibana
dashboards.

logNumericMetric

Logs a numeric metric.

BrowserAgentExtension.logNumericMetric({"key" : "key",

                    "value": 99.99,

                    "attributes" : { "k" : "v" } });

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

key String Name of the session information.
value Numeric Value of the session information.
attributes Map To send any extra parameters or

additional information set as key (k), value
(v) which are strings.  This parameter does
not get stored in the Kibana index and
so it cannot be visualised in the Kibana
dashboards.
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Session Information

Session Information APIs are related to user properties and reflect the current state of the user. Use these APIs to
filter analytics based on these properties. For example, you can filter on the age of the user, or customer type such as
Premium, Gold.

setSessionAttribute

Logs a session level information.

BrowserAgentExtension.setSessionAttribute({"type":"string" , 

                    "key" : "sessionEventKey",

                    "value": "sessionEventValue"});

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

type String Values can be string or double.
key String Name of the session information.
value String Value of the session information.

setCustomerId

Sets the customer ID, usually post-login of application. Get a unique identifier such as username or userId to set as
customerId.

BrowserAgentExtension.setCustomerId({"customerId" : "UserName" , 

                "attributes" : { "k" : "v" } });

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

customerId String User identifier. Can be username or user
ID.

attributes String Additional information set as key (k), value
(v) which are strings.

Location
setCustomerLocation

Sets the location of the device. Collects the country code and ZIP Code or latitude and longitude of the user location as
set by application. This API sets country code and ZIP Code value in the header.

BrowserAgentExtension.setCustomerLocation({"zipCode" : "95051",

                        "countryCode": "US",

                        "latitude": "122.222" , 

                        "longitude":"33" , 

                        "attributes" : { "k" : "v" } });

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:
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If ZIP Code, Country code is sent and that takes priority over latitude or longitude.

Name Type Description

zipCode String ZIP Code of the user.
countryCode String Country code of the user.
latitude String Latitude of the user location.
longitude String Longitude of the user location.
attributes Map Additional information set as key (k), value

(v) which are strings.

NOTE
If your browser JavaScript API is unable to determine geolocation, you can create your own Google API key at
the following link: https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/get-api-key.

Use the following code snippet with the Browser Agent SDK, calling setCustomerLocation() on any page you would like to
obtain location data.

function setCustomerLocation() {

    var API_KEY = "PUT_YOUR_KEY_HERE";

    var geolocate = new XMLHttpRequest();
    geolocate.onreadystatechange = function() {
        if (geolocate.readyState == 4 && geolocate.status == 200) {
            var location =
 BrowserAgent.globals.origFuncMap.jsonParse(geolocate.responseText);

            var latStr = location.location && location.location.lat ?
                                              location.location.lat.toString() : "";
            var lngStr = location.location && location.location.lng ?
                                              location.location.lng.toString() : "";

            var event = { "latitude" : latStr, "longitude" : lngStr };

            BrowserAgentExtension.setCustomerLocation(event);
        }
        else {
            console.log("setCustomerLocation: ready state: " + geolocate.readyState +
 " , status code: " + geolocate.status );
        }
    };
    geolocate.open("POST", "https://www.googleapis.com/geolocation/v1/geolocate?key=" +
 API_KEY, true );
    geolocate.setRequestHeader("Content-type", "application/json; charset=utf-8");
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    var requestPayload = { "considerIp" : true };
    geolocate.send(BrowserAgent.jsonStringify(requestPayload));

Transactions

Transactional events group a set of events that are collected and display whether a transaction is complete, incomplete,
or failed based on the usage of the transaction start and stop APIs.

startApplicationTransaction

Starts a new application transaction that bounds all the subsequent events.

BrowserAgentExtension.startApplicationTransaction({"transactionName" : "itemAddedToShoppingCart",

                        "serviceName" : "CheckoutScreen", 

                        "attributes" : { "k" : "v"}});

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

transactionName String Name of the transaction.
serviceName String Name of the service that includes the

transaction.
attributes Map Additional information set as key (k), value

(v) which are strings.

stopApplicationTransaction

Stops the application transaction. Subsequent events are part of the previous transaction, if there is one. The parameter
Failure passes null for a successful transaction. The parameter Failure passes a brief description about the failure for a
failed transaction.

BrowserAgentExtension.stopApplicationTransaction({"transactionName" : "itemAddedToShoppingCart",

                    "serviceName" : "CheckoutScreen", 

                    "attributes" : { "k" : "v"}});

BrowserAgentExtension.stopApplicationTransaction({"transactionName" : "itemAddedToShoppingCart",

                    "serviceName" : "CheckoutScreen", 

                    "failure": "Reason for failure",

                    "attributes" : { "k" : "v"}});

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

transactionName String Name of the transaction.
serviceName String Name of the service that includes the

transaction.
failure String Reason for the transaction to fail.
attributes Map Additional information set as key (k), value

(v) which are strings.
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logNetworkEvent

Sends a network event.

BrowserAgentExtension.logNetworkEvent({ "url": "http://ck.com",

                         "status": 200, //http status code

                         "inbytes": 33, //in bytes

                         "outbytes": 33, //in bytes

                         "time": 344, //in milliseconds

                         "attributes" : { "k" : "v"}});

Parameters:

Event JSON object with the following fields:

Name Type Description

url String Network URL
status Numeric Integer HTTP status code
inbytes Numeric Integer Bytes received
outbytes Numeric Integer Bytes sent
time Numeric Integer Response time
attributes Map Additional information set as key (k), value

(v) which are strings.

User Feedback

Lets users provide feedback about your app.

setUserFeedback
BrowserAgentExtension.setUserFeedback(string)

Parameters:

Name Type

String String

Miscellaneous

Transaction Traces are events that capture a detailed description of the execution of a component (or thread) in your
application. Since the browser is seen as such a component, transaction traces are generated by the Browser Agent and
are automatically correlated with the down-stream transactions of a specific network call or request.
Use this API to add custom and contextual information to the transaction trace by adding properties (key-value pairs). For
example, add custom and contextual information about a specific user session, the ASN or Internet Provider currently
serving the network calls.

addCustomOptionalProperty
BrowserAgentExtension.addCustomOptionalProperty(key, value);

BrowserAgentExtension.addCustomOptionalProperty("my-key", "my-value");
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Parameters:

Name Type Description

key String Name of the Transaction Trace property.
value String Value of the Transaction Trace property.

REST APIs - Best Practices
App Experience Analytics provides REST Application Programming Interface (APIs) that the App Experience Analytics
Console uses to render the analytics in the form of UI, which is the default mode to view the analyzed data. App
Experience Analytics also provides an option to invoke programmatically these APIs to read the analyzed data for
creating custom reports or populating selective data to a custom dashboard. The REST API enables you to extract alerts
and aggregated metric data for backup, reporting and integration purposes, and also to create configurations such as
Users and App Profiles to automate processes.

You can use the REST API to:

• Pull alerts from App Experience Analytics and push them to CA Technologies and third-party systems
• Pull metrics from App Experience Analytics and push them to CA Technologies and third-party systems
• Take a backup of the App Experience Analytics aggregated data and push them to a storage RDBMS
• Pull data from App Experience Analytics for external reporting tools
• Automate the App Experience Analytics app profile and user creation

This section provides the following information:

Consuming the REST API

There are several ways to access and to consume the App Experience Analytics REST API services. These include
browser-based clients, Perl, Shell, and other programming languages, such as Java. These methods allow you to query
information about entities such as applications, performance, alerts, and URLs. They also enable you to create, query,
update, and delete entities such as users, tenants, and roles. The App Experience Analytics REST API is secured by a
Base64 encrypted access token.

Discovering the REST API Endpoints

The App Experience Analytics Admin Console uses the REST API to fetch and present the report data. You can view the
available REST API endpoints using the Browser Developer Tool.

Browser Developer Tool

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics.
2. Open any page. For example, the Overview page.
3. Navigate to the Developer Tools section under More tools.
4. Click Network to get a list of all the network calls.
5. Hover over the network call to view the REST API endpoint.

The following image illustrates the REST API endpoints.
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Swagger

You can use the Swagger Interface to view and test the currently available API data report endpoints. You can refer to the
Swagger Interface for information about the kind of data you can extract from App Experience Analytics.

To access the Swagger Interface, login to App Experience Analytics. Then, click Help and in the Developers section, and
click Reporting API.
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The Swagger interface displays an autogenerated authorization token. Use this bearer token to access the REST
API. The Swagger Interface also displays the REST API functions and the endpoints that App Experience Analytics
supports.

The request URL requires the following variables:

• Aggregation: Hour, day, week, or month. This is the aggregation period (grouping) of the data available in the App
Experience Analytics database. Hour, Day, Week, and Month  may or may not apply depending on the start data and
end data selected.
– When Last 24 Hours is selected, Hour is displayed.
– When Last 7 Days is selected, Day is displayed.
– When Last 30 Days is selected, Day and Week is displayed.
– When Custom with more than a month is selected, Month and Week id displayed.

• Start Date: Start date of the data to be extracted
• End Date: End date of the data to be extracted
• You can also use the following non-required variables with some app-specific endpoint calls:
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– app_id
– app_version
– country
– platform_name
– platform_version

Constructing the REST URL

The GET REST URL has the following format:

https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/apps?

aggregation=hour&cachebuster=020118100241&end_date=2018-02-01T10:02:41.041%2B00:00&start_date=2018-01-31T10:02:41.041%2B00:00

 

Where,

https://cloud.ca.com: base URL

/mdo/v3/performance/apps: REST API endpoint

aggregation: Data aggregation period: hour / day / week / month

cachebuster: Clears browser cache. This is not required

end_date: Data period end date. Format YYYY-mm-dd is also supported

start_date: Data period start date. Format YYYY-mm-dd is also supported

NOTE

App Experience Analytics supports the following date formats: YYYY-mm-dd and YYYY-mm-
ddT00:00:00.000%2B00:00

Add Further Filtering to the Request URL

Look for the REST URL examples in the App Experience Analytics user interface and construct the request accordingly.
You can add filters for the following:

• app_id
• app_version
• country
• platform_name
• platform_version

https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/apps?

aggregation=day&app_id=TixchangeDemo&end_date=2018-02-07&platform_name=Android&start_date=2018-02-01

Examples of the REST URLs and the API Endpoints

For these examples, a Java utility is used to convert the REST API JSON output into CSV. A Java code example is also
provided in this section.

• Hourly Report
For this example, set aggregation=hour, start, and end dates 24 hours apart.
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/users?aggregation=hour&end_date=2018-02-07&start_date=2018-02-06
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This URL endpoint represents a report where 24-hour filtering is used and a timeline is present. The result is as
follows:

• Daily Report
To get a daily aggregation, change:
– aggregation=day
– start and end date to the required dates
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/users?aggregation=day&end_date=2018-02-07&start_date=2018-02-01
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• Weekly Report
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/users?aggregation=week&end_date=2018-02-04&start_date=2018-01-29

 

Aggregation has no restriction when using API.

On the UI, Week is selected when there is a difference of more than 7 days between the start and end dates.

If the defined start date and end date span more than one week, the result takes that into consideration. Same applies
to the monthly reports.
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/users?aggregation=week&end_date=2018-02-04&start_date=2018-01-22
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• Monthly Report
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/users?aggregation=month&end_date=2018-01-31&start_date=2018-01-01

 

Aggregation has no restriction when using API.

On the UI, Month is selected when there is a difference of more than 30 days between the start and end

 dates.

Authorization Flow

The App Experience Analytics REST interface is secured with a Base64 encoded access token. To access the REST API,
you must know the username, password, and the tenant (cohort) information. The basic API access uses the relevant
JSON and REST libraries and modules to call a base URL with different extensions and filters to construct the POST or
GET request URL.

The authorization steps include a POST request to obtain the access token, and a GET request to get data using the
encoded token. The basic process always follows the same pattern:

1. POST request to obtain the access token using Base64 encoded Tenant ID.
2. Construct a bearer token using the obtained Basic token, tenant scope, and Boolean value.
3. GET / POST request to obtain reports and push data using the Base64 encoded Bearer token. You can also use PUT

and DELETE methods.

The following image illustrates the steps to consume the REST API.
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Chrome Postman

Although you can obtain the Bearer token from the App Experience Analytics Swagger user interface, you can manually
authenticate the process using Chrome Postman. The Bearer token expires after every logout. So the token should
always be re-constructed using username, password, and tenant information using scripts and compiled programs.

Follow these steps:

1. Download and install Chrome Postman.
2. Select POST as the request type.
3. Insert the App Experience Analytics security URL. For example: https://cloud.ca.com/ess/security/v1/token

The Authorization header (Basic ZHhpLXByZXNhbGVz) is a Base64 encoded App Experience Analytics Tenant ID.
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4. Use an online encoder and enter the clear-text tenant name. Then add the string Basic in front of the resulting
encoded string.

5. Add the following HTTP headers:
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

Authorization: Basic ZHhpLXByZXNhbGVz

6. Add the following to the body of the request:
username=dxi-presales&password=<password>&grant_type=PASSWORD

7. Send the request to get a security token as JSON response as shown.
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If there are any HTTP or EEM authentication errors:
– Check that the App Experience Analytics server can be pinged from the client.
– Verify that the tenant ID (Basic token), username, and password are correct.
– Ensure that the URL contains no extra forward slashes
– The header includes: Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

8. Use the Obtained Token to Request Data.

Use the Obtained Token to Request Data

The token b80cc1cc-47b8-488a-a16a-232d715f9b25 from the initial POST request must be constructed into a Bearer
token and then used in a new GET request to obtain data. The Bearer token construction has the following syntax:

{"tkn":"<token>","<tenant_scope_argument>":<value>}

 

Example Construct:

{"tkn":"b80cc1cc-47b8-488a-a16a-232d715f9b25","all":true}

TIP

For testing, you can also obtain the Bearer token directly from the App Experience Analytics Swagger interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Encode this Bearer token including curly brackets into Base64.
2. Add the word Bearer to the resulting string to create an authorization string for the GET request.
3. Insert the Bearer token and the new Headers below into the Postman GET request.
4. Enter the GET URL.

For example, the URL for application performance summary report:

https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary?aggregation=day&end_date=2018-01-17&start_date=2017-01-18

Headers:

Accept: application/json

Cache-Control: no-cache
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Bearer token: Bearer eyJ0a24iOiI3ODkyNjY4NC03Y2FhLTRlY2MtOWU1Ny04N2VhZDYxNmMxNzIiLCJhbGwiOnRydWb7

If you run into any authorization errors such as http 401 or timeouts, regenerate the access tokens and try again.

Curl Scripts

cURL is a command line tool to get or send files using the URL syntax. With cURL, the flow of obtaining the token and
executing requests is the same as with the Chrome Postman. However, with the Curl Scripts, the manual steps are
removed. Also Base64 encryption can be done using the Linux libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Encode the cohort.
cohort=`echo $COHORT | openssl enc -base64`

echo

echo Using Server :$SERVER with User : $USER and cohort : $COHORT

echo

2. Obtain the security token.
TOKEN=`curl -s  -X POST -H "Authorization: Basic $cohort" -d "grant_type=PASSWORD&username=$USER&password=

$PASS" $SERVER/ess/security/v1/token  | grep tkn`

3. Construct and encode the Bearer token using the token that was obtained in the previous step.
ENC_AUTHZ=`echo \{\"tkn\":\"$TOKEN\",\"t\":\"$COHORT\"\}    | openssl enc -base64 -A`

4. Use the Bearer token with GET URL to get the data report. For example, get the data report for app performance.
curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8" -H

 "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary?aggregation=day&start_date=

$START&end_date=$END"
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Examples

Example to Extract Data Using CURL

This section provides examples to extract data using CURL.

• Alerts (Additional variable is application profile name: $APP)
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/alerts/$APP
ALERTS=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8" -H

 "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/alerts/$APP?aggregation=day&end_date=$END&start_date=

$START"`

• Sessions
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/usage/sessions
SESSIONS=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8"

 -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/usage/sessions?aggregation=day&start_date=

$START&end_date=$END"`

• Active Users
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary/active_users
ACTIVE_USERS=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/

json;charset=UTF-8" -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary/

active_users?aggregation=day&start_date=$START&end_date=$END"`

• Application Summary
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary
APPS_SUMMARY=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/

json;charset=UTF-8" -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v2/performance/apps_summary?

aggregation=day&start_date=$START&end_date=$END"`

• URL Performance
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/performance/urls
URL_PERF=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8"

 -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/performance/urls?aggregation=day&start_date=

$START&end_date=$END"`

• HTTP Errors
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/performance/httperrors/data
HTTP_ERRORS=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/

json;charset=UTF-8" -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/performance/httperrors/data?

aggregation=day&start_date=$START&end_date=$END"`

• Crashes (Mobile Apps Only)
REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/crashes/crash_groups
CRASHES=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8"

 -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/crashes/crash_groups?aggregation=day&start_date=

$START&end_date=$END"`

Example to Insert Data Using CURL

You can insert data by creating app profiles and users.

Create App Profile Using the REST Interface
COHORT=<tenant>

USER=<username>

PASS=<password>
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SERVER=http://axatraining:9080

# new app profile to be created

APP_PROFILE=atestprofile

cohort=`echo $COHORT | openssl enc -base64`

echo

echo Using Server : $SERVER with User : $USER and cohort : $COHORT

echo

TOKEN=`curl -s  -X POST -H "Authorization: Basic $cohort" -d "grant_type=PASSWORD&username=$USER&password=

$PASS" $SERVER/ess/security/v1/token|grep tkn |grep -v rtkn|awk -F\" '{print $4}'`

echo "TOKEN:" $TOKEN

if [ -z "$TOKEN" ]; then

TOKEN=`curl -s  -X POST -H "Authorization: Basic $cohort" -d "grant_type=PASSWORD&username=$USER&password=

$PASS" $SERVER/ess/security/v1/token|awk -F, '{print $2}' |awk -F\" '{print $4}'`

echo "TOKEN:" $TOKEN

if [ -z "$TOKEN" ]; then

echo no token

exit 1

fi fi

ENC_AUTHZ=`echo \{\"tkn\":\"$TOKEN\",\"t\":\"$COHORT\"\}    | openssl enc -base64 -A`

echo 'ENC_AUTHZ' $ENC_AUTHZ

echo

echo "creating App Profile $APP_PROFILE"

curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8" -H "Accept:

 application/json" -X POST -i --data '{"appId":"'$APP_PROFILE'","attachProfile":"true","secure":"false"}'

 "$SERVER/mdo/v3/apps"

# Display new app profile for confirmation

PROFILE=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8" -H

 "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/apps/$APP_PROFILE"`

echo "===================="

echo

echo "Profile: $PROFILE"

echo

echo "===================="

Create a User Using the REST Interface
echo "creating user ${USER} inside cohort ${INSERTCOHORT} in the tenant ${INSERTTENANT}"

curl -s --header "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" --header "Content-Type:

 application/json;charset=UTF-8" -H "Accept: application/json" -X POST -i --data

 '{"userId":"'$USER'","cohort":"'$INSERTCOHORT'","firstName":"'$USER'","status":1}' "$SERVER/ess/users/v1/

$INSERTCOHORT"

echo "creating credentials username: ${USER} and password: ${PASS} inside cohort ${INSERTCOHORT} in the tenant

 ${INSERTTENANT}"

curl -s -H "Accept: application/json" -w "HTTPStatus=%{http_code}\n" --header "Authorization:

 Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" --header "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8" -X POST --data

 '{"loginId":"'$USER'","password":"'$PASS'"}' "$SERVER/ess/basicauth/v1/credentials/$INSERTCOHORT"
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Example to Extract Data Using Shell Script

This code example provides script for the entire process to extract data using Shell Script. You must change the user,
tenant, password, App Experience Analytics server URL, and other variables such as app, start date, and end date as
shown in this example script.

REST Endpoint: /mdo/v3/performance/apps_ summary

####### Environment details to execute the API call ###############################

USER=<username>

COHORT=<tenant>

PASS=<password>

SERVER=https://cloud.ca.com

START=$(date +%Y-%m-%d -d "yesterday")

END=$(date +%Y-%m-%d)

#START=2017-01-06

#END=2017-01-06

####################################################################

cohort=`echo $COHORT | openssl enc -base64`

echo

echo Using Server : $SERVER with User : $USER and cohort : $COHORT

echo

TOKEN=`curl -s  -X POST -H "Authorization: Basic $cohort" -d "grant_type=PASSWORD&username=$USER&password=

$PASS" $SERVER/ess/security/v1/token|grep tkn |grep -v rtkn|awk -F\" '{print  $4}'`

echo "TOKEN:" $TOKEN

if [ -z "$TOKEN" ]; then

TOKEN=`curl -s  -X POST -H "Authorization: Basic $cohort" -d "grant_type=PASSWORD&username=$USER&password=

$PASS" $SERVER/ess/security/v1/token|awk -F, '{print $2}' |awk -F\" '{print $4}'`

echo "TOKEN:" $TOKEN

if [ -z "$TOKEN" ]; then

echo no token

exit 1

fi

fi

ENC_AUTHZ=`echo \{\"tkn\":\"$TOKEN\",\"t\":\"$COHORT\"\} | openssl enc -base64 -A`

echo 'ENC_AUTHZ' $ENC_AUTHZ

echo

APPS_SUMMARY=`curl -s -H "Authorization: Bearer $ENC_AUTHZ" -H "Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8"

 -H "Accept: application/json" -X GET -i "$SERVER/mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary?aggregation=day&start_date=

$START&end_date=$END"`

echo "APPS_SUMMARY: ======================"

echo

echo  $APPS_SUMMARY | grep -o -P '(?<={).*(?=})'

echo $APPS_SUMMARY | grep -o -P '(?<={).*(?=})' > apps_summary.out

echo

echo "====================================="
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echo

echo Done

Example to Extract Data Using JavaScript

Use the attached script   to connect to the defined App Experience Analytics server and to run the report.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the /content/dam/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/assets/docops/caaxa173/javascriptrest.zip file.
2. Provide the requested information.
3. Click CALL.

Example to Extract Data Using Java

This example code explains how to programmatically construct the Bearer token to run a REST GET call. The code
uses Jersey URLConnectionClientHandler to make the connection. It then takes the JSON output and uses a simple
replaceAll() –string substitution to parse the JSON into a readable CSV format.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the token.
import java.io.BufferedReader;

import java.io.BufferedWriter;

import java.io.File;

import java.io.FileReader;

import java.io.FileWriter;

import java.io.StringReader;

import java.text.SimpleDateFormat;

import java.util.Date;

import java.util.HashMap;

import org.apache.tomcat.util.codec.binary.Base64;

import com.sun.jersey.api.client.Client;

import com.sun.jersey.api.client.ClientResponse;

import com.sun.jersey.api.client.WebResource;

import com.sun.jersey.client.urlconnection.URLConnectionClientHandler;

import org.json.simple.parser.JSONParser;

public class AXAapiLogin {

    static Client client;                  

    public static HashMap login (String username, String pwd, String org, String targeturl) {             

  

    String headerOrg = "Basic " + Base64.encodeBase64String(org.getBytes());

    targeturl = targeturl + "/ess/security/v1/token";

    String params = "username=" + username + "&password=" + pwd + "&grant_type=PASSWORD";                 

  

                    System.out.println("RESTCaller:: targeturl..." + targeturl);

                    System.out.println("RESTCaller:: params..." + params);

                    System.out.println("RESTCaller:: headerOrg..." + headerOrg);                          

          

        int httpStatus = 0;

        String respText = "";                                 
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        HashMap hash = new HashMap();                                                             

                    client = new Client();              

                    client.setConnectTimeout(50000000);

                    WebResource wr = client.resource(targeturl);                                          

              

                    ClientResponse response = wr.accept("application/json")

                    .header("Content-type", "application/x-www-form-urlencoded")

                    .header("Authorization", headerOrg)

                    .post(ClientResponse.class,params);                                     

                    httpStatus = response.getStatus();                                                    

                          

                    respText = response.getEntity(String.class);

                    hash.put("HTTP_STATUS", new Integer(httpStatus));

                    hash.put("RESP_TEXT", respText);

                        System.out.println("RESTCaller:: httpStatus..." + httpStatus);

                        System.out.println("RESTCall response.getEntity..." + respText);

        return hash;

    }

}

RESTCaller:: targeturl...https://cloud.ca.com/ess/security/v1/token

RESTCaller:: params...username=dxi-presales&password=<password>&grant_type=PASSWORD

RESTCaller:: headerOrg...Basic ZHhpLXByZXNhbGVz

RESTCall response.getEntity...{

 "userCohort" : "C9DAE40F-4E4E-4DC8-AF2F-72B99D7678A4",

 "tkn" : "e67facf3-8ab1-408e-a095-3417c66def49",

 "tt" : "Bearer",

 "v" : 1800,

 "rtkn" : "9fde1f0d-fb53-49ca-9ae8-956fd8a5ab1c",

 "lc" : "en_US",

 "rt" : 0,

"userRefID" : 386

}

2. Obtain the data using the token that is generated in the previous step. Then, write into both JSON and CSV for further
processing. For example, data for application performance summary.
targeturl...https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/apps_summary?

aggregation=day&end_date=2018-01-17T00:00:00.756%2B00:00&start_date=2017-12-16T00:00:00.756%2B00:00

public static HashMap getAXAData (String apiurl,String targeturl, String bearerToken, String aggregation)

 throws Exception {        

        

    // get date for backup file names

    SimpleDateFormat formatDate;

    formatDate= new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd");

    Date date = new Date();

    String today = formatDate.format(date);

        HashMap hash = new HashMap();

        

    // define dynamic file name for outputs

        String[] parts = apiurl.split("/");

         String type = parts[parts.length-1];
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         // remove question mark if app_id type URL is used

       String jsonName = type.replace("?", "");

   

           // construct bearer token

        bearerToken = "{\"tkn\":\"" + bearerToken + "\",\"all\":\"true\"}";

        String headerAz = "Bearer " + Base64.encodeBase64String(bearerToken.getBytes());

        

    //System.out.println("RESTCaller:: targeturl..." + targeturl);

    Client client = new Client();

    WebResource wr = client.resource(targeturl);    

    ClientResponse response = wr.accept("application/json")                          

  .header("Authorization", headerAz)                            .get(ClientResponse.class);    

        int httpStatus = response.getStatus();

        String respText = response.getEntity(String.class);        

        System.out.println("Output file: data/"+ jsonName+today+aggregation+".json");    

            String jsonFileName = "data/"+jsonName+today+aggregation+".json";

            FileWriter jsonWriter = new FileWriter(jsonFileName);            

        System.out.println("RESTCaller:: httpStatus..." + httpStatus);

        System.out.println("RESTCaller:: Getting data from AXA server");

         jsonWriter.append(respText);

         jsonWriter.flush();

         jsonWriter.close();

            

    // create csv file according to report type

    JSONParser parser = new JSONParser();                

    try {

                  Object obj = parser.parse(new FileReader("data/"+jsonName+today+aggregation+".json"));  

                

                  String jsonData = obj.toString();                 

         // since the JSON coming out of AXA, parse output as string and write to a csv file

        jsonData = jsonData.replaceAll("],", "\n").replaceAll("\\[|\\]", "").replaceAll("\\{|\\}",

 "").replace("\"", "").replaceAll("_", " ").replace("\\", "");

                  File file = new File("data/"+jsonName+today+aggregation+".csv");

                  

              // if file doesn't exists, then create it

                  if (!file.exists()) {

                      file.createNewFile();

                  }

              FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(file.getAbsoluteFile());

              BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw);                

              // read input string line by line           

              BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(new StringReader(jsonData));

              StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();                  

              // append csv header into the file first

              String header = reader.readLine();                  

              builder.append(header).append("\n");           

              // read rest of the lines

              for (String line = null; (line = reader.readLine()) != null;) {            

                      builder.append(line).append("\n");              

                  }                                 

                  bw.write(builder.toString());

                  //bw.write(jsonData);
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                  bw.close();

                  

            } catch (Exception e) {

                

        // handle empty JSON error                

        if (e.toString().contains("Unexpected token END OF FILE at position 0")) {        

        System.out.println("RESTCaller:: No data found. Check your data filter values");

            

                } else {                      

              e.printStackTrace();

                }}

        // put values into hashmap and return to Requestor 

            

        hash.put("HTTP_STATUS", new Integer(httpStatus));

        hash.put("RESP_TEXT", respText);

        return  hash;

        

    }

The following image displays the CSV format of the output.

REST APIs
This article describes the following topics that are related to REST APIs:

REST APIs

The following table lists the REST APIs and the data that you can retrieve using these APIs.
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NOTE
For more information about the API arguments, and input and output parameters, refer to the Swagger
documentation. This documentation is available on the App Experience Analytics Console under REPORTING
API in the developers section.

API Description

Apps Use this API to register apps, fetch all registered apps, update
registered apps, and delete registered apps.

Usage Use this API to collect the app usage data based on different
parameters. For example:
• Number of users using a specific version of the app.
• Number of daily active users.
• Number of monthly active users.
• User retention information, This is the percentage of users who

returned to the app.

Activity Use this API to track the business transactions that completed
over a period, list of completed funnels for an app, or the custom
events that completed over a period.

Sessions Use this API to track sessions that are establised with the app.
You can retrieve the following information using this API:
• Complete session analytics for a specific session identifier.
• Minimum, maximum, and average value of the device metrics.

For example,  CPU, memory, and disk space that a specific
session uses.

• Retrieve flagged sessions. Sessions are flagged when the app
metrics cross the defined threshold parameters.

Crash Use this API to retrieve the following crash-related data:
• Number of users the crash affects.
• Complete stack trace of the crash for a specific crash identifier.
• Crash summary by apps.

Performance Use this API to track the performance of the apps. For example:
• Network calls.
• App performance by carrier, device, and URL.
• Data that is sent and received by the apps.
• Summary of the app performance.

Filters Use this API with the other APIs to retrieve the complete
information about the app for the specified time duration and filter
type. For example, the device_make filter type retrieves all the
device brands that have been used to access the app.

Top Use this API to retrieve the top N number of events that are
based on the entity type. For example, top five apps with the most
number of crashes.

Alerts Use this API to retrieve the error and exception counts for the
given query parameters.

Key Revocation and Regeneration Use this API to revoke and regenerate a new RSA key pair when
the current public key is compromised.

Access the REST APIs

The REST APIs connect to the App Experience Analytics Server to read and retrieve the data. To restrict rogue
requests, the server processes the REST API requests after authenticating them. Before you invoke the REST API calls in
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your code, pass the authentication details and receive the authorization token, which you must include in the header of the
subsequent API calls. The EMM Security Server handles the authentication and authorization of the REST APIs.

To access the REST APIs, perform the operations that are listed in the following topics:

Authenticate to the REST APIs

The following steps describe the REST API authentication process:

1. The resource owner or the user provides the client with their username and password.
2. The client requests an access token from the EMM Security Server's token endpoint by including the credentials that

are received from the resource owner. When making the request, the client authenticates with the EMM Security
Server.

3. The EMM Security Server authenticates the user and issues an access token. If the authentication fails, then the EMM
Security Server returns an error response.

Use  the Authentication API for authenticating to the REST APIs. This API takes the user credentials as the input
parameters and returns the access token and the refresh token. Pass the credentials as the HTTP POST request to the
EMM Security Server. Ensure that you also include the Content Type as application/x-www-form-urlencoded in the
POST call. The post request must be sent to the following URL where the EMM Security Server service is available:

ess/security/v1/token 

NOTE
SAML authentication is not supported and only basic authentication is supported out-of-the-box.

The following table lists the input parameters of the Authentication APIs:

Parameter Description Parameter Type Required

grant_type Indicates whether you want
to enter the password or the
refresh token to receive the
access token. The possible
values are:
• Password
• Refresh_Token

form Yes

username The username of the
authenticating user.

form Yes, if grant_type=PASSWORD

password The password of the user. This
field is applicable only if the
grant_type is set to Password.

form Yes, if grant_type=PASSWORD

refresh_token The token that is used to issue
a new access token. This field is
applicable only if the grant_type
is set to REFRESH_TOKEN.

form Yes, if
grant_type=REFRESH_TOKEN

exttoken_requested Indicates if you want to use
the token that an external
authentication module issues.

form No

Authorization The base64-encoded value of
the tenant name.

header Yes

client_txn_id The unique identifier to track the
transactions.

query No

The following code snippet provides an example for HTTP POST requests for user authentication:
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POST /ess/security/v1/token HTTP/1.1

Host: <host_name>:8080

Authorization: Basic REVGQVVMVE9SRw==

Accept-Language: es

Cache-Control: no-cache

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded

grant_type=PASSWORD&username=jsmith&password=Wc1205

The following code snippet provides an authentication response example:

{

"userRefID" : 1,

"tkn" : "a3bdf820-1eaf-47f4-acd6-7caca7fe17d2",

"tt" : "Bearer",

"v" : 1800,

"rtkn" : "22d27b41-c392-41b6-8785-0503b398b4e7",

"lc" : "es"

} 

The following table explains the response parameters:

Parameter Description

userRefID The unique identifier to track the request.
tkn The access token that must be used for authorization.
tt The token type. Possible values are:

• Basic
• Bearer

v The period for which the token is valid, if it is not used. The default
value for which the token is valid if not in use is 1800 seconds.

rtkn The refresh token that is used to issue a new access token.
lc The locale that is used for the session.

Pass Authorization Details

The access token that you have obtained as the result of the Authentication API must be passed as the Authorization
parameter in the header of API calls. This token indicates that the user is already authenticated. The token therefore
eliminates the need for user credentials for successive authentication attempts. Before you pass the token, append the
tenant scope to the token, convert this appended string to the base64-encoded format. Now, include this token in the
header. The EMM Security Server verifies the incoming request that is based on the token and tenant scope. The EMM
Security Server then grants access to the protected resources.

Perform the following steps to pass the authorization details in the API calls:

1. Construct the string in the following format by using the token and tenant scope:
{"tkn":"<token>","<tenant_scope_argument>":"<value>"}

NOTE

The token that is issued for the user must have scope on the tenants that are specified in
<tenant_scope_argument>.
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The following table lists the possible arguments for tenant scope:

Argument Description

t Specifies that the authorization is for the tenant for which
the request is being made. The following code provides an
example for the string using this argument:
{

“tkn”:”e03820ae-8732-43b1-b2b5-5a215ee07bd3”,

“t”:”cohort1”

}

all Specifies that the authorization for all the tenants in the user's
scope for which the request is being made. The following code
provides an example for the string using this argument:
{

“tkn”:”e03820ae-8732-43b1-b2b5-5a215ee07bd3”,

“all”:true

}
By default, this value is set to false.

global Specifies that the authorization is for global configurations.
The following code provides an example for the string using
this argument:
{

“tkn”:”e03820ae-8732-43b1-b2b5-5a215ee07bd3”,

“global”:true

}
By default, this value is set to false.

2. Convert the string to the base64-encoded format. For example, you can use http://www.base64encode.org/ to perform
this conversion.

3. Include the base64-encoded string in the header of App Experience Analytics APIs. Refer to the Authorization line
in the following code:
GET /ess/security/v1/me HTTP/1.1

Host: <host_name>:8080

Accept: application/json

Authorization: Bearer eyJ0a24iOiI4Njc5YzU3Yy02ZWYyLTQ2OTUtOTc3NC0yYjkwNDQwNDQ3ZGYiLCJhbGwiOnRydWV9

Cache-Control: no-cache

You can now use these authorization details to access the protected App Experience Analytics APIs. The App
Experience Analytics API requests must be posted at /mdo/v2/apps.
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Integrating
Overview of the Integration with DX APM

DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) monitors end-user business services and transactions. App
Experience Analytics provides the transaction context and metadata for each request to an application that DX APM
monitors. Upon integration, the Business Transaction and Services context moves from App Experience Analytics to DX
APM. The end-user experience is then shown based on the originating device platform in DX APM WebView. Monitoring
this data helps you to identify performance problems for an application at any time during its execution. Early detection of
a problem helps you to address the problem before degraded performance affects the users.

App Experience Analytics analyzes the performance that is based on different parameters. The parameters can be top
performing transactions, slow transactions, total number of occurrences of a transaction, failed, or crashed transactions.
If the application transaction crashes because of a back-end issue, then App Experience Analytics correlates the crash
details with the DX APM parameters. You can thus track the issue end-to-end.

Integrate with DX Application Performance Management
This section provides the following information:

Understand How Integration Works

App Experience Analytics annotates the HTTP calls that applications make with an external DX APM Application
Transaction by injecting a header parameter x-apm-bt. This parameter names the application service and transaction that
the request belongs to. The parameter also encodes data that is relevant to the transaction. DX APM then processes this
header to identify the transaction that these requests belong to.

The x-apm-bt header parameter consists of two segments that a dollar sign ($) separates. The two segments consist of
several semicolon-separated attributes. The second segment of the parameter contains the identifying attributes of the
transaction and follows a specified order. The header parameter structure is as follows:

x-apm-bt:t=<MAA-TenantID>;d=<UDID>;v=<MAA-SDK-

Version>;n=<NetworkNAME>;l=<LinkType>;g=<GeographicalLocation>;a=<AppNAME>

$bs=<BusinessServiceName>;bt=<BusinessTransactionName>;p=<PlatformNAME>;pv=<PlatformVersion>

Example: HTTP Header Parameter

x-apm-

bt:t=4F2504E0-4F89-9B0C-0305E82C2301;d=2b6f0cc904d137be2e1730235f5664094b831186;v=1.0;n=ATT;l=3g;g=36.9125,30.6897222;a=Trade

 App$bs=Trade App;bt=BuyOptions;p=iOS;pv=7.1

The following table lists the attributes of the header and what they identify.

Attribute Name Description Required

t Tenant No
d Unique ID of the device that is used for the

transaction.
No

v Version of the App Experience Analytics
SDK that is integrated with the app.

No

n Network provider that the originator device
is connected to, at the time of the request.
For example, Verizon, AT&T.

No
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Attribute Name Description Required

l Network connection type that the originator
device was utilizing at the time of the
request. For example, WiFi, LTE.

No

g Comma-separated values for longitude and
latitude, indicating where the transaction
originated.

No

a Application name as registered with App
Experience Analytics.

No

bs Parent Business Service Name for this
request. This value is the copy of the
mobile application name or the name that is
used to register the app.

Yes

bt Parent Business Transaction Name for this
request.

Yes

p Operating system of the device. For
example, iOS7 or Android.

No

pv Operating system version of the device. For
example, 4 or 7.1.

No

Supported Versions

App Experience Analytics supports DX APM 10.5, 10.7, 10.7 SP3, 20.2

Integrate App Experience Analytics and DX APM

Review the Integration Prerequisites

Before you integrate App Experience Analytics with DX APM, verify the following prerequisites:

• App Experience Analytics is installed.
• Applications (mobile and web) to be monitored are integrated with App Experience Analytics SDK.

DX APM

• DX APM is installed.
• The DX APM implementation includes:

– WebView
– A deployed Java or .Net agent that monitors the back-end application with which the native mobile app

communicates.

Enable Tracking DX APM Transactions On the UI

As an Administrator, you can navigate from a transaction in the App Experience Analytics Administration UI to the same
transaction in DX APM. You can launch the DX APM UI to understand how the back-end infrastructure is supporting
the specific transaction or session. The Operations team can identify the bottlenecks that resulted in a failed or stalled
transaction. To navigate to DX APM from App Experience Analytics, you must enable tracking the transactions on the UI
at the app level.

Before you enable tracking, understand the following terms:

• APM URL: The APM URL to launch DX APM UI is constructed based on the following parameters:
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– DX APM host name and port (static). This information comes from the application-specific configuration.
– Business Service and Business Transaction (dynamic). This information is the TradeService and TradeOptions

that are known to App Experience Analytics at runtime.
http://'$APMHost:port'/ApmServer/#/map?

ep=0&g=PE2&m=H&cht=0&chs=1&cha=0&u=&ts1={starttime}&ts2={endtime}&fa =[{"n":"bsf","o":"AND","v":

["{bsname}"]},{"n":"trf","o":"AND","v":["{btname}+via+{platform}+{platform_major_version}"]}]

For each Tenant/App, the APMHostPort is fetched from the MDO_TENANT_APP_CONFIG table. The transaction
values replace the bsname, btname, starttime, endtime, duration, platform, and platform version.

• APM Correlation URL: You can also navigate from a transaction in the App Experience Analytics Administration UI to
the transaction trace into DX APM WebView using CrossBrowserGUID.

http://'$APMHostPort'/#tools;tab-to=he;tr=0;lsq=CorCrossProcessData%253A{corrId}+or+CorBrowsGUID%253A{corrId}

NOTE

By default the Transaction Trace points to the DX APM Team Center. You can configure it to point to WebView if
required. While setting the APM URL, you can configure to display the APM Trace View icon only for correlation
IDs that have data available in DX APM. To configure, generate the authentication token in DX APM and provide
the same in App Experience Analytics. For more information, see the How to Generate an Authentication
Token? section.

If you do not provide this token while setting the APM URL, the transaction trace icon is displayed for all the
network events that have correlation IDs.

Enable Tracking for New Applications

When you register a new app, the APM set up is automatically done. The APM version that is selected for this set up is
SaaS. Click the APM Set Up icon to view the APM URL and the APM Correlation URL. You can edit this configuration
in the Edit URLs section in the Set APM URL dialog.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit the configuration of a new app that you just created or an existing app.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics.
2. Navigate to the Manage Apps page and select the app.
3. Click Edit Profile.
4. Go to the Data Collection Profile section.

– For mobile app, in the Network Performance section, select Send data to DX APM.
5. In the top-right corner, click APM SETUP to open the Set APM URL page.
6. In the Set APM URL page provide the following information:

– Input APM Host URL: Enter apmgw.dxi-na1.saas.broadcom.com/<tenant_ID>.

NOTE
To get the <tenant_ID>, open DX Application Performance Management from the App Launcher.
In the browser, you can find the tenant ID in the URL. For example, if the URL is https://apmgw.dxi-
na1.saas.broadcom.com/561/apm/atc/ and 561 is the <tenant_ID>.

– Select APM Config: Select the DX APM version to integrate with.
7. Click GENERATE URL to generate the complete APM URL and the APM Correlation URL.
8. Enter the APM Authentication Token that you generated in DX APM.
9. Click Save. After you save the configuration, the DX APM button is displayed in the Session Details page.
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10. (Optional) You can update the APM URL and APM Correlation URL paths and can save the APM configuration for the
app.

Once you enable the tracking, you can launch the APM Isolation View from the Sessions Details page. For more
information, see the App Sessions section.

NOTE

After you set the URLs, you must ensure that the Logstash Agent must be updated with the correct Enterprise
Manager details.

NOTE

View the APM Icon in the Session Details Page

Follow these steps:

1. In the App Transactions page, navigate to the Transaction Details section.

2. Click the transaction.

3. In the Transaction List for the <selected transaction> section, click the Session ID to open the Session
Details page.

4. On this page in the Transactions tab, the APM icon is displayed.

Edit the URLs

Perform the following steps to edit the APM URL and the APM Correlation URL.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to App Experience Analytics.
2. Navigate to the Manage Apps page and select the app.
3. Click APM SETUP.
4. In the Edit URLs section, enter the APM Host URL and select the DX APM configuration. For example, apmgw.dxi-

na1.saas.broadcom.com/<tenant_ID>
5. Click GENERATE URL to update the URLs.
6. Click SAVE.

NOTE

After you edit the URLs, you must ensure that the Logstash Agent must be updated with the correct Enterprise
Manager details.
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Troubleshooting
This section contains the following troubleshooting topics:

Troubleshooting - iOS
This section provides troubleshooting information for iOS apps:

Force Flushing Breaks the App

Symptom:

After the integration, when I see the log, the SDK is capturing the events but when we force the flush the app breaks.

In the latest Xcode version (9.3+), the -ObjC flag is ignored during the link time and the AXA iOS SDK categories are not
loaded. As a result, the application crashes at runtime with the unrecognized selector exception.

Solution:

Edit the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig file to force load the libraries.

• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics.a
• -Wl -force_load $(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics/libCAMobileAppAnalytics-simulator.a

NOTE

More Information:

The path to the libraries ($(PRODUCT_NAME)/CAMobileAppAnalytics) depends on where you placed the folder
and how you named them. (If the PRODUCT_NAME is not defined, edit the path relative to root of the project
that you can find from Finder. It is not the Groups that are added to XCode.)

Linker Error During Integration

Symptom:

During SDK integration, linker issues are observed while including the ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig.

Undefined symbols for architecture i386/x86_64/<arch>:

Sqlite...

..CAMDO_GZip

Solution:

Xcode does not reflect the recently updated configuration such as ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig in different targets if there is
an earlier configuration related to the Objective C linker flags.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the project at the top level.
2. Under TARGETS, select the target app.
3. On the right pane, click Build Settings and click Level.
4. In the search bar, search for other linker.

The Other Linker Flags is highlighted and displayed.
5. Delete the Other Linker Flags.

These steps reset and fetch the updated configurations selected for the Xcode project or target. Repeat these steps
for other targets or other configurations such as ca-maa-watchos-sdk.config used by SDK, if watchKit is used.
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<appspecific>.xcconfig Already Exists

Symptom:

Another <appspecific>.xcconfig exists already.

Solution:

Application developers may use Pods or any other xcconfig files. This may conflict when adding ca-maa-ios-
sdk.xcconfig to the project. To build the application successfully both the configurations are required. Include ca-maa-
ios-sdk.config in your app-specific config files.

#include "<path_to_folder>/ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig"

Repeat this step for watch configuration ca-maa-watchos-sdk.config, if the application uses watchKit.

Obj-C Linker Flags Are Conflicted

Symptom:

If Obj-C linker flags are conflicted with native libraries like libdtdev.a, there may be linker errors with ca-maa-ios-
sdk.xcconfig.

Solution:

Application developers may use native libraries like libtdev.a which produce linker errors on –Objc flags. Use the
force load libraries in ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig. To do this, comment existing OTHER_LDFLAGS and uncomment //
OTHER_LDFLAGS.

Logging Tips

To troubleshoot any other issues, turn on the Verbose mode of logging by initializing SDK with SDKOption
SDKLogLevelVerbose.

[CAMDOReporter initializeSDKWithOptions:SDKLogLevelVerbose];

Troubleshooting - Android
This section provides the troubleshooting information for Android apps:

ProGuard/DexGuard Application: Custom APIs Not Working

Symptom:

The custom APIs do not work with a Proguarded or Dexguarded application.

Solution:

This is because the Java bytecode optimizers change the package names and prevent instrumentation done by the
wrapping script. Add the following rules to the ProGuard/DexGuard properties files:

#CA AXA -

-keep class com.ca.** { *; }

-dontwarn com.ca.**

Resource Errors While Wrapping

Symptom:

Wrapping is unsuccessful with resource errors.
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Solution:

Android APK maintains generated IDs to resources such as layout, view, strings, images. While wrapping with App
Experience Analytics SDK, if any mismatched IDs are not found, wrapping would be unsuccessful because while
repackaging the same IDs cannot be mapped. Pass the –r option to the command line wrapper. This allows to skip
resource parsing and successful wrapping. Make sure to add the following SDK required permissions:

• android.permission.INTERNET
• android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
• android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE
• android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION

Signing and Zip Aligning Errors

Symptom:

When I sign the application or when there are too many open files, I run into issues.

Solution:

App Experience Analytics Android SDK signs your application with a self signed certificate. There can be signing issues, if
permissions are not given to the jarsigner utility from Java. Also as wrapping bigger apks requires processing many files
within apk, too many open file issues might occur.

Make sure that jarsigner in Java and zipalign utility present in the SDK.zip have execute permissions to execute the
utilities.

chmod a+x <utilityscript>

If you would like to use your own certificates and matching algorithms, find jarsigner.properties under emm/conf/ in the
SDK.zip. Also, some times the apk file to be signed will not be generated because of Too many open files. In this case
increase ulimit to a higher value: ulimit –n 20000.

Multidex Applications - CA SDK Interception Failure

Symptom:

Android support for Multidex applications (applications with greater than 65536 methods) is different in different versions
of Android. In case where MultiDex libraries are used, multiple dex files are loaded during the application initialization. CA
SDK interceptions may fail due to the fact that SDK files may fall into a dex file which is not loaded.

Solution:

In emm/conf/android.xml and emm/conf/android-cordova.xml, comment out the XML Elements with the following IDs:.

id="regexApplication" and id="Application"

Logging Tips

You can wrap your application by passing -d, -v. This enables the app to have runtime logs as well as verbose logs during
wrapping.

NOTE

For more information, see the Available Wrapping Properties.

Troubleshooting - Browser Agent
This section includes the troubleshooting information for:
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Browser Agent

The section includes information for the following issues:

• Application does not start after enabling the Browser Agent
• Browser Agent metrics do not appear (Java)
• Browser Agent metrics do not appear (.Net)
• Browser Agent Snippet is not inserted (Java)
• Browser traces and Java Agent traces are not correlated
• Browser Agent and .Net Agent traces are not correlated.
• No user ID displays in the Browser Agent and Java Agent transaction trace details
• Browser metrics do not appear in the Business Transaction Node in the Investigator (Java/.Net)
• Is the Browser Agent response cookie header for .Net being decorated?
• Pages show unusual characters
• Metrics are not reported for downloaded resources
• Browser Agent does not report geolocation
• Preload Top Hit causes Browser Agent transaction trace correlation discrepancy

NOTE

For detailed information, see the Browser Agent Troubleshooting section in the CA Experience Collector
documentation.

Digital Experience Collector

The section includes information for the following issues:

• Address Already In Use Messages Occur During Nginx Installation
• Apache Kafka Running Out of Disk Space
• BA.js or Profile.json is Not Provided to the Browser
• CA Technologies Does Not Support Self-signed Certificates
• Consumer Failed to Start
• Incorrect Data Flow
• Issues with Performance
• Logstash Does Not Consume Messages From Kafka
• Nginx Copies All Files in Certificates Directory
• Profile Data Not Initialized

NOTE

For detailed information, see the Browser Agent Troubleshooting section in the CA Experience Collector
documentation.

Troubleshooting - Post Installation
This topic contains the following troubleshooting items:

Master Admin Password Reset Fails

Symptom:

When I reset the master admin password, it fails.

Solution:

1. Launch the Admin UI (http:<FRONTEND_URL>/admin/masteradmin).
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2. Reset the password.

If the preceding steps display Invalid Credentials error, perform the following steps:

1. Connect to the database.
2. Reset the masteradmin password to master1234!.

– PostgreSQL
UPDATE aradminbasicauthuser

SET strikecount = 0,

    password = '1:ntR6wYamw5OD7lE2MAZjrjACgx09qYcCMEW5yfnzSv4=:ZZAqaVZ0RZ8JWilVGcdRfxaltqAXtGnssj748TMPW

+g=',

    passwdresettime = now() AT TIME ZONE 'UTC'

WHERE

    userid = 'MASTERADMIN'AND

    orgname = 'MASTERADMIN';

3. (Optional) Reset the flag so that the user is prompted to change the masteradmin password on first login.
UPDATE aradminuser

SET authstatus = 'UPDATE'

WHERE adminid = 'MASTERADMIN'

  AND orgname = 'MASTERADMIN';

4. Commit these changes.
COMMIT;

5. Login to the masteramdin console: http://< FRONTEND_URL >/admin/masteradmin
6. Try resetting the password.

Unable to Access the Administration Console

Symptom:

I am unable to access the Administration Console.

Solution:

1. Check for "" java.net.BindException: Address already in use "" in the catalina.out log file of TomEE.
2. Go to TomEEHome/conf/server.xml.
3. Set the connector port value in server.xml to an unused port.

Master Admin Login Fails After Initial Set Up

Symptom:

I am unable to login to the administration console as a master admin after the initial set up.

Solution:

Ensure that the URL used in the web browser to access the admin login matches the URL in the following JSON files:

• $CAEMMHOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/webapps/admin/masteradmin/endpoints.ca.json
• .../admin/admin/endpoints.ca.json
• .../maa/endpoints.ca.json

If they do not match, update these files with the correct FQDN.

Unable to Create Tenants and Administrators Using the Administration Console

Symptom:
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I am unable to create tenants and administrators using the Administration Console.

Solution:

You cannot create tenants and administrators using the Administration Console when you have many users and you use
Active Directory.

Follow these steps:

NOTE
Prerequisite: You must install JSON to run the scripts.

1. Navigate to $CA_EMM_HOME/ location.
2. Locate and open the createAll.sh file in a text editor and perform the following operations:

a. DO NOT change the default values for the following variables:
a. AUTHCOHORT=MASTERADMIN
b. AUTHUSER=masteradmin
c. AUTHPASS=master1234!

b. Set the following information in the createAll.sh script:
• SERVER

Specifies the URL of the system where Security Filter is installed. For example, server = http://
<host_name>:<port_number> host_name is the IP address or host name of the system with the Security
Filter. port_number is the port on which the Security Filter listens to the incoming requests.

• INSERTTENANT
Specifies the name of the tenant that you want to create.

• INSERTCOHORT
Specifies the name of the cohort that you want to create. Cohort refers to the data store that the tenant uses.

• USER
Specifies the user name of the administrator account that you want to create.

• PASS
Specifies the password corresponding to the administrator account.

3. Save and close the file.
4. Run the script file using the following command:

./createAll.sh

This command creates the tenant and the administrator in the database.

Unable to Log into the Administration Console or Send Data from the App Experience Analytics Instrumented
Application

Symptom:

I am unable to log into the administration console when I use the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN). Uploads from the
App Experience Analytics instrumented application are also failing.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Change all the instance properties in $CA_EMM_HOME/conf.
2. Change the Oracle database parameters for the collector or read server. Modify hostname and run it in SQLPlus to

update the hostname.
For example: hostname: maa-vm.ca.com

update ARCMNCONFIG set paramvalue='http://maa-vm.ca.com:8080/mdo/v2' where paramname ='MDO.ReadServerURL';
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update ARCMNCONFIG set paramvalue='http://maa-vm.ca.com:8080/mdo/collector/v2' where paramname like

 '%MDO.CollectorURL%';

3. Replace the hostname in all the URLs in the following files:
– $CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/webapps/emm-proxy/WEB-INF/web.xml file
– $CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/webapps/admin/maa/endpoints.ca
– $CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/webapps/admin/masteradmin/endpoints.ca.json
– $CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/webapps/admin/endpoints.ca.json

4. Change the hostname in $CA_EMM_HOME/apache-tomee-plus-1.7.1/conf/tomee.xml (change the host marked in
red )
<Resource id="MyJmsResourceAdapter" type="ActiveMQResourceAdapter">

 BrokerXmlConfig = broker:(tcp://localhost:61616)

 ServerUrl = vm://localhost

 </Resource>

5. Restart the ess/mcc/maa servers and the aggregator.

apm-logstash Pod Error

Symptom:

The following error is displayed in the apm-logstash pod log:

"[2020-01-16T16:13:19,839][WARN ][org.apache.kafka.clients.NetworkClient] [Consumer clientId=logstash-3,

 groupId=logstash-apm-E612F4BB-A1C8-4175-9EBA-6D94592A422E] Error while fetching metadata with correlation id

 8983 : {barouting_E612F4BB_A1C8_4175_9EBA_6D94592A422E=UNKNOWN_TOPIC_OR_PARTITION}

Solution:

This error is displayed till the first application is created in DX App Experience Analytics or till DX APM starts monitoring
the web applications. You can safely ignore the warning message.

Unable to See Any Data in the Admin Console

Symptom:

I am unable to see any data in the Admin Console.

Solution:

Perform the following steps:

• Go to the ANDROID_HOME/platform_tools directory and type adb logcat | grep "CA MAA".
• Read the data upload logs by filtering it with the term Status code=
• Check if you have edited the plist file name. Revert to the original name if have edited the name.
• Check if the profile url is accessible from your device logs.
• Send the app to background and foreground to ensure you force an upload to the Collectors.

Nothing Happens When I Click the Download SDK Button

Symptom:

I am unable to download the App Experience Analytics SDK when I click the Download SDK button in the Administration
Console.

Solution:

Run the following query, if you have access to the Oracle Database.

select * from arcmnconfig where paramname like 'MDO%'
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Ensure that mdo.collectorurl, mdo.collectorurl.internal, and mdo.readserverurl are pointing to your App Experience
Analytics Server. If you used scripts to initialize the oracle DB before installing App Experience Analytics, the rows can
have incorrect values. Update these rows to point to the correct App Experience Analytics Server, if necessary.

Want to Limit the Screen Capture

Symptom:

I want to limit the screen capture so that certain parts of the screen or certain end-user updates are not captured. I know
we can stop and start the Screen capture at certain parts but can we limit part of the screens or end-user data?

Solution:

NOTE
In the private zone, SDK does not collect the following information: screenshots, geo location, IP address, and
form data.

Follow these steps:

1. Register a new version of the app.
2. Enable screenshots and go through every screen of the app before releasing the app to the customers.
3. Verify the app flows and screens in App Experience Analytics.
4. Disable screenshots in the data collection profile.
5. Release the new version of the app to the customers. Ensure to select Save as reference.

Change the Hostname or the Domain Name

Symptom:

I want to change the hostname or the domain name of App Experience Analytics that is already installed.

Solution:

For detailed steps, see Unable to Log into the Administration Console.

Troubleshooting - Others
This topic contains the following troubleshooting items.

Aggregator Ran Out of Memory

Symptom:

Aggregator ran out of memory causing messages to backup in the queue. A recycle was ran on the aggregator to help
alleviate the problem, however both aggregator instances kept running out of memory a few minutes after recycling. As of
this morning we have increase the heap size of both instances to 2GB for MQ and bounced them.

Solution:

An aggregator can run out of memory for the following probable causes:

1. The data from the SDK could be backed up due a network error and tried to be processed simultaneously which might
have caused an overload.
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2. The data packet size from the SDK (adding a new feature like a document attachment) might also cause the
aggregator to run out of memory. Even if the number of count (flush count) remains the same, if each packet size
increases, there's more data to process.

Look at the Flush Count. For example, if the flush count is 1000, try reducing it to 750 or 500 to make sure that the
aggregator does not run out of memory.

iOS Applications Based on PhoneGap Framework

WARNING
Before you start troubleshooting the integration, ensure that you have used Dreamweaver CS5.5 to build your
PhoneGap app.

Unable to Build and Install the Installer Package

Symptom:

Am unable to build and install the installer package.

Solution:

Perform the following steps to build and install the Installer Package:

1. Launch Terminal.app.
2. Navigate to the folder where Makefile is located.
3. Type make and then press Enter.

The installer builds the PhoneGapLibInstaller.pkg to this folder.
4. Launch PhoneGapLibInstaller.pkg to install PhoneGapLib and the PhoneGap Xcode Template.

Unable to Create a PhoneGap Project

Symptom:

Am unable to create a PhoneGap project.

Solution:

Perform the following steps to create a PhoneGap project:

1. Launch Xcode.
2. Select New Project in the File menu.
3. Navigate to the User Templates section, select PhoneGap.
4. Select PhoneGap-based Application in the right pane.
5. Select the Choose button, name your project, and select the location where you want to save the new project.
6. Modify the contents of the www directory to add your HTML, CSS, and JavaScript files.

Build Errors in my Xcode Project

Symptom:

My PhoneGapLib.xcodeproj file status shows as red in the PhoneGap app and I see build errors.

Solution:

Ensure that you:

• Set the Xcode variable for PhoneGapLib.
• Exit the Xcode when you run the installer.
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If the issue still persists, then set up PHONEGAP variable in Xcode project by navigating to Preferences -> Location ->
Source Trees.

Errors Related to Missing Product Name

Symptom:

I see errors due to missing product name in the PhoneGapLib project.

Solution:

Perform the following steps to resolve this error:

1. Navigate to PhoneGapLib Target (not the Application target) -> Build Settings.
2. Search for the Product Name.
3. Change the name to phonegaplib.

Error While Building the App

Symptom:

I see the following error while building the app:

~/Documents/DW_NAF/PhoneGapLib/Classes/Camera.m:178:13: error: type of 

property 'returnType' ('unsigned int') does not match type of ivar 

'returnType' ('enum DestinationType')

Solution

This error is due to the use of inappropriate return type in PhoneGapLib. Perform the following steps to resolve this issue:

1. Navigate to the Camera.h file In the PhoneGapLib XCode project.
2. Correct the return type from:

@property (nonatomic) DestinationType returnType;
to
@property (nonatomic) enum DestinationType returnType;

3. Save the file and then rebuild the app.

Where do I Find the packageinstaller.app?

Symptom:

I am setting up the PhoneGap app and I do not see the packageinstaller.app in my project.

Solution:

Refer to the following link for more information about how to resolvie this issue.

http://www.identityfinder.com/kb/Enterprise-Documentation/180010

Issue During PhoneGapLib and the Xcode Template Uninstall

Symptom:

How do I uninstall PhoneGapLib and the Xcode template?

Solution:

Perform the following steps to uninstall PhoneGapLib and the Xcode template:

1. Launch Terminal.app.
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2. Navigate to the folder where Makefile is located.
3. Type make uninstall then press Enter.

You are prompted to confirm whether you want to delete the PhoneGapLib directory. Confirm the action.
4. Remove the PhoneGapLib value in Xcode Preferences -> Source Trees.
5. Delete the ~/Documents/PhoneGapLib folder.
6. Delete the ~/Library/Application Support/Developer/Shared/Xcode/Project Templates/PhoneGap folder.

Browser Agent Does Not Report Geolocation

Symptom:

The Browser Agent does not report Geolocation metrics.

Solution:

This problem indicates that:

• The Geolocation option is turned off.
• The browser is not accurately tracking your latitude and longitude coordinates.

To troubleshoot this problem, use the following items:

• Verify that you have allowed popups in the browser.
• Check the browser logs for geolocation specific errors:

 - User denied request for geo-location
 - Geolocation timed out
 - Geolocation is not available in the browser
 

• Geolocation might not have been calculated yet (subsequent transaction traces will have latitude and longitude
coordinates).

Troubleshooting - Integration
This topic contains the following troubleshooting items:

Android and iOS

HTTP 500 Error While SDK Uploads Data to Collector

Symptom:

I get the HTTP 500 error while SDK uploads data to the collector.

Solution:

Check if the collector module is up and running. Also verify the connectivity of the Collector and ActiveMQ modules.

SDK is Disabled

Symptom:

SDK is getting disabled.

Solution:

Verify the internet connectivity from the device to the App Experience Analytics Collector module or ensure the TomEE
running the Collector module is up and running. Also, verify the collector logs for any errors.
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Android

Signing APK with Dummy Certificate

Symptom:

I get the following error when I sign APK with a dummy certificate.

jarsigner error: java.lang.RuntimeException: keystore load: Keystore was tampered with, or password was

 incorrect

ERROR: jar signing failed...

ERROR: Exiting, Signing APK failed!

Exception: Exiting, Signing APK failed!

java.lang.Exception: Exiting, Signing APK failed!

Solution:

Disable the time stamping authority (TSA) by using the -t parameter while wrapping.

Wrapped App Download Issue

Symptom:

I get the following error when I download the wrapped app:

{ "code" : 203011501, "msg" : "Wrapped apk file:wrapped_healthKart-production-release.apk is missing under the

 apks folder" }

Solution:

Try wrapping the app using the Administration Console. There is a known issue where the wrapping is done by one server
behind the load balancer and is on the local hard drive but the download request for the wrapped apk is routed by the load
balancer to a different server.

Wrapping Fails with An Exception

Symptom:

Wrapping fails with the following exception:

java.io.IOException: Cannot run program "/root/March/CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/emm/bin/android//linux/zipalign":
error=13, Permission denied

Solution:

Ensure that the zipalign file located in .../CAMobileAppAnalytics-wrapper/emm/bin/android/linux/ has the executable
permissions.

Issue with the App Experience Analytics App Session

Symptom:

I see that App Experience Analytics has closed my session. Why is this happening?

Solution:

When an app comes to the foreground, the App Experience Analytics SDK checks the elapsed time between the last
tracked MAA analytics activity and the current time. If the time elapsed is less than the MAA “SESSION_TIMEOUT"
value, the same session ID is used to report analytics. If the time elapsed is more than the App Experience Analytics
“SESSION_TIMEOUT", the previous App Experience Analytics session is closed. A new session id is then generated. The
default value for the MAA “SESSION_TIMEOUT” is 30 seconds.
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If the app does not come to the foreground for a long period, the backend server considers it as an orphan session. The
session is then closed. The orphan session timeout default is 5 minutes. After the orphan session timeout limit has been
exceeded, an application can come to the foreground. In such a scenario, App Experience Analytics Server ignores the
session end event.

Application idle time greater than the “SESSION_TIMEOUT” value is not counted in the overall session time. Once the
“SESSION_TIMEOUT” value is exceeded, then the App Experience Analytics session ends.

WARNING
The "SESSION_TIMEOUT” value is set on a per app basis and can be changed using the update profile
script. Set the ATTRIBUTID to 100 and update the ATTRIBUTEVALUE according to your requirement.
ATTRIBUTEVALUE is measured in milliseconds. On the app startup, the App Experience Analytics SDK tries
to retrieve the App Experience Analytics Server app profile settings. If the App Experience Analytics SDK
cannot retrieve these settings, the ATTRIBUTEVALUE defaults to 30000.

Wrapped Apps Crash on an Android Emulator

Symptom:

After I wrap the Android apps, install them on an Android emulator, and then double-click the apps on the emulator, they
crash with the following error message: Unfortunately, <AppName> has stopped.

Solution:

• Check your log files.
• Make sure that the following security definitions are defined in the AndroidManifest.xml to connect the App

Experience Analytics server:
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.per mission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.GET_TASKS" />

Do Not Add Permissions While Wrapping

Symptom:

I do not want the permissions to be added while wrapping.

Solution:

Wrap the app using -r.

Populate Customer ID for Each Session

Symptom:

How do I populate customer ID for every session seen in App Experience Analytics.

Solution:

Use the following API to populate the customer ID: setSessionInfoOf

setSessionInfoOf

Declaration:

- (void) setSessionInfoOf:(NSString *)type withName:(NSString *)name withValue:(NSString *)value
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Discussion:

Collects the details that uniquely identify users. Also collects any session-related custom metrics.

Objective C:

[[CAMDOReporter sharedInstance] setSessionInfoOf:

   (NSString *) withName:(NSString *) withValue:(NSString*)];

Usage Example to capture user information:

[[CAMDOReporter sharedInstance] setSessionInfoOf:

   CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID withName:@"" withValue:@"username"];

Usage Example to capture custom metrics:

[[CAMDOReporter sharedInstance] setSessionInfoOf: 

    CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID withName:@"Shopping Cart" withValue:@"Added Cart Item Info"];

Swift:

CAMDOReporter.sharedInstance().setSessionInfoOf

   (type: String!, withName: String!, withValue:String!)

Usage Example to capture user information:

CAMDOReporter.sharedInstance().setSessionInfoOf(

   CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, withName:"", withValue: "username");

Usage Example to capture custom metrics:

CAMDOReporter.sharedInstance().setSessionInfoOf

   (CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID, withName:"Shopping Cart", withValue: "Added Cart Item Info");

Predefined Types for setting Session Info:

extern NSString *const CAMAA_CUSTOMER_ID;
First parameter is type and valid values for this parameter are "string" and "double".

iOS

Do Not Include Location Permission

Symptom:

I do not want to include the LOCATION permission during the SDK instrumentation.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Info.plist file in the iOS app.
2. Remove the following entry: <key>NSLocationAlwaysUsageDescription</key>.

Do Not See Analytics in the Administration Console For My XCode App

Symptom:

I do not see any analytics in the Administration console for my app that I'm testing within XCode.

Solution:
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Check your XCode log files to ensure you application is making a successful connection to the App Experience Analytics
Server. In the XCode output window, ensure that you receive the application profile back from the App Experience
Analytics Server. Check the profile attributes and a response similar to “Download policy config file success”.

Make sure that your application has sent analytics “write_bulk” to the App Experience Analytics Server. Also, ensure that
the App Experience Analytics Data Collector responds with a “status code =200”.

If these conditions are not met:

1. Close XCode and reload your XCode project and reconnect.
2. Recreate your application profile, if closing XCode does not work. To recreate the application profile, run the POST

command in the updateProfileAttributes.sh script. This script is in the “testscripts” directory on the App Experience
Analytics Server.

Runtime Error

Symptom:

I see the following error during runtime:

dyld: Library not loaded: @rpath/CAMobileAppAnalytics.framework/CAMobileAppAnalytics

Referenced from: /Users/<user_name>/Library/Developer/CoreSimulator/Devices/

B13B44DD-8F89-4F85-81AC-55AEA70FDB3D/data/Containers/Bundle/Application/C765FB06-36B1-49A4-B868-EA88C5DEDB7C/

brwsr.app/brwsr

Reason: image not found

(lldb) 

Solution:

Ensure that you have @executable_path/Frameworks in Build Settings as shown in the following screenshot:

Unable to Import the App Experience Analytics Framework

Symptom:

I am unable to import the App Experience Analytics file into my project.

Solution:

• Ensure that you integrate with App Experience Analytics by dragging and dropping the files instead of adding them
through build phases. Also, if you plan to reinstall the SDK, then perform the following steps before you reinstall the
SDK:

• Delete the existing application from the mobile.
• Delete the existing SDK from the project navigator and from the folder where your application source code is stored.
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App Experience Analytics SDK Does Not Capture the App Events

Symptom:

I have successfully integrated App Experience Analytics SDK into my project, but the SDK does not capture the app
events.

Possible Cause:

The appdelegate class of your application does not contain the applicationDidEnterBackground:(UIApplication
*)application and applicationDidBecomeActive:(UIApplication *)application methods.

Solution:

1. Add the applicationDidEnterBackground:(UIApplication *)application and applicationDidBecomeActive:
(UIApplication *)application methods as follows:

2. Open the appdelegate.m file.
3. Add the following methods, as shown in the following code:

- (void)applicationDidEnterBackground:(UIApplication *)application

{

    // Use this method to release shared resources, save user data, invalidate timers, and store enough

 application state information to restore your application to its current state in case it is terminated

 later.

   // If your application supports background execution, this method is called instead of

 applicationWillTerminate: when the user quits.

}

  - (void)applicationDidBecomeActive:(UIApplication *)application

{

     // Restart any tasks that were paused (or not yet started) while the application was inactive. If the

 application was previously in the background, optionally refresh the user interface.

}

4. Save and close the file.
5. Rerun the project.

App Crash During Data Upload

Symptom:

The app crashes during data upload.

Solution:

Ensure that:

• The PLIST file is copied to the correct location.
• The URLs in the PLIST file are valid.
• The appKey, appID, and tenantID are valid for your environment.
• If the issue still persists, then register your app again and download the PLIST file. Drag and drop this PLIST file to

your project.

NSInvalidArgumentException Error

Symptom:

I see the following error while running the project:

*** Terminating app due to uncaught exception 'NSInvalidArgumentException', reason:

 'executeFetchRequest:error: A fetch request must have an entity.'
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First throw call stack:

 (0x187baa34c 0x196f9c1e4 0x187846230 0x100011b60 0x100011914 0x10000ab60 0x188a7ee24 0x1889d1354 0x1889c0e4c

 0x188a81b88 0x1975f11cc 0x1975f96d4 0x1975f3b2c 0x1975fa748 0x1975fb480 0x1977c9790 0x1977c94a8)libc+

+abi.dylib: terminating with uncaught exception of type NSException

Solution:

• Delete the application from the device (iPhone or iPad) or the simulator. Then, run the application again, as explained
in the following steps:

• Press and hold the application icon.
• Tap the cross sign and delete the application permanently.
• Clean the build by using the Cmd+Shift+K buttons.
• Build and run the application. If you are running the application on the simulator, build and run the application with the

simulator as the target.

NSMutableSet Error

Symptom:

I see the NSMutableSet-related error while running the project.

Solution:

• Delete the application from the device (iPhone or iPad) or the simulator. Then, run the application again, as explained
in the following steps:

• Press and hold the application icon.
• Tap the cross sign and delete the application permanently.
• Clean the build by using the Cmd+Shift+K buttons.
• Build and run the application. If you are using a simulator, build and run the application with the simulator as the target.

Issue with Deleting App Experience Analytics SDK

Symptom:

How do I delete the App Experience AnalyticsSDK, which I have integrated in my project?

Solution:

1. To delete the App Experience Analytics SDK completely, ensure that you have deleted the following items:
– ca-maa-ios-sdk from the project navigator
– ca-maa-ios-sdk file from project folder where the application source code is stored

2. Import statements and SDK initialization lines from the appdelegate.m file

Unable to Reintegrate the App Experience Analytics

SDK with My Project

Symptom:

How do I reintegrate the App Experience Analytics SDK with my project?

Solution:

Perform the following steps to reintegrate the SDK:

• Delete the existing application from the mobile.
• Delete the SDK from the project navigator and from the folder where your application source code is stored.
• Perform the integration steps as explained in Collect Data From Your iOS App.
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Limitation of the View Controller Lifecycle Methods

Symptom:

Having issues when using view controller as a subview or a popover.

Solution:

The View Controller lifecycle methods in iOS depends on how they are used within the application. In case of a view
controller being used as a subview or a popover, iOS may not call the lifecycle method. For correct usage of lifecycle
method and its limitations, see the UIViewController documentation from Apple.

NSAppTransportSecurity Error

Symptom:

Cannot make HTTP calls and see the NSAppTransportSecurity error. (For iOS9 and above.)

Solution:

App Transport Security has blocked a cleartext HTTP (http://) resource load since it is insecure. Configure the temporary
exceptions via your app's Info.plist file. Add the following lines of code in the info.plist file.

<key>NSAppTransportSecurity</key>

    <dict>

   <key>NSAllowsArbitraryLoads</key>

   <true/>

   </dict>

Instrumentation of an App Using CocoaPods With App Experience Analytics SDK

If CocoaPods have their own xcconfigs and these configurations are selected in the Project Info (Debug, Release), you
must combine both the xcconfigs. Include one config in another using #include '<path to ca-maa-ios-sdk.xcconfig> in 
xcconfig file and build.

JavaScript

Callback Function is not Defined Error

Symptom:

Facing the following error when using some of the JavaScript APIs which include callback function as its argument.

"Uncaught ReferenceError: callback is not defined", source: file:///android_asset/www/index.html

No function named callback is defined in CaMDOIntegration.js. Let me know how to call the APIs.

Solution:

Define a callback as follows:

var callback = function (action,returnValue,error){

if(!error){

alert('Do something!');

}

};

Pass it as a argument to the API .
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CaMDOIntegration.takeScreenshot(); Error

Symptom:

CaMDOIntegration.takeScreenshot(); does not work properly with the following error:

E/com.ca.mdo CAMobileAnalytics: action=takeScreenshot does not match with any supported api

Solution:

If no matching action to invoke the Java counterparts is found, this error is shown.
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Reference
This section provides additional information about DX App Experience Analytics that you can refer.

DX App Experience Analytics Log Files
To manage communication between the various App Experience Analytics components, you require information about the
activity and performance of the components. You also require information about any problems that have occurred. You
can find this information in the log files.

Database Reference
The App Experience Analytics database contains a number of tables, some of which grow with the usage of the product.
Because of restricted disk space, as a database administrator managing App Experience Analytics deployments, you may
not want these tables to grow indefinitely. You can use the information in this appendix to trim some tables to manage your
disk space and improve the database performance.

However, you must only trim the tables that capture transaction details, such as audit log information. Tables that capture
user information, which is necessary for user authentication, must not be trimmed.

NOTE
We recommend that you make appropriate adjustments to the SQL databases based on the configuration and
the need for reporting data. For example, deleting a large volume of data affects performance adversely during
the delete process. Depending on the size of the rollback segments, the system may even fail to respond. We
also recommend that you archive older records and not delete them completely.

This section discusses the recommendations on database table replication and explains how to calculate the database
size while you are planning to set up the database for App Experience Analytics. The section also lists all tables that are
used by App Experience Analytics with trimming recommendations.

  

Database Tables
This article briefly explains all the database tables.

Tables Used by DX App Experience Analytics

The following table lists all database tables that DX App Experience Analytics uses.

Table Name Description

MDO_APKS Stores the information that is related to the wrapping status of
apps.

MDO_BLOB_TRIGGERS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store blob
trigger details.

MDO_CALENDARS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store
calendar details that are associated with triggers.

MDO_CRON_TRIGGERS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store
cron trigger details.

MDO_DEVICE_ATTRIBUTE_BUCKETS Stores the device attribute categories.
MDO_DEVICE_ATTRIBUTES Stores the attributes of each category.
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Table Name Description

MDO_FILTER Stores the details of the parameters that are used to create filters
in Administration Console.

MDO_FILTER_USER Stores the details of administrator who has created the filter.
MDO_FIRED_TRIGGERS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store

fired trigger details.
MDO_JOB_DETAILS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store job

details.
MDO_LOCKS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store lock

information.
MDO_MONITORING_POLICY Stores the monitoring policies.
MDO_MONITORING_PROFILE Stores the monitoring profiles.
MDO_PAUSED_TRIGGER_GRPS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store

paused trigger group details.
MDO_POLICY Stores policy information.
MDO_POLICY_ACTION Stores the configured alert values and the action to be performed

for each policy.
MDO_PROFILE_ATTRIBUTE_MAP Stores the attribute that is assigned to a profile.
MDO_RC_REQUEST Stores details related to remote control support.
MDO_SCHEDULER_STATE Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store the

scheduler state.
MDO_SIMPLE_TRIGGERS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store

simple trigger details.
MDO_SIMPROP_TRIGGERS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store

simprop trigger details.
MDO_TENANT_APP_POLICY Stores policy that is assigned to apps of each tenant.
MDO_TENANT_APP_PROFILE Stores profile that is assigned to apps of each tenant.
MDO_TRIGGERS Stores the information that the Quartz scheduler uses to store

trigger details.

Tables Used by the Administration Console

The following table lists all database tables the Administration Console uses.

Table Name Description

ARADMINAUDITTRAIL Stores administrator activity audit information.
ARADMINAUTHTOKEN Stores the tokens that the Administration Console uses for

pluggable authentication.
Every time you log in to the console using a password, a token
is internally generated after password match and is stored in this
table.

ARADMINBASICAUTHPWDHISTORY Stores the last n occurrences of the passwords of all
administrators in all organizations that use Basic Authentication
(for administrators) to log in to the Administration Console.
This information is stored to prevent password reuse.

ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER Stores the basic authentication credentials of all administrators in
all organizations that use Basic Authentication (for administrators)
to log in to the Administration Console.
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Table Name Description

ARADMINCONFIG Stores the Administration Console configurations.
ARADMINCUSTOMROLE Stores the configurations for all custom-defined roles.
ARADMINMANAGEROLE Stores the list of roles that a specified role can manage.
ARADMINMAP Stores information about the Security Server instance. This

information is entered as a key-value pair.
ARADMINPAFCONFIG Stores the authentication configurations for all administrators in all

organizations in the system.
ARADMINPREDEFINEDROLE Stores the role information for all supported administrators.
ARADMINPWDPOLICY Stores the details of password policies for all administrators in all

organizations.
ARADMINROLEPRIVILEGE Stores the mapping of all administrative actions (or tasks)

supported by the Administration Console, the scope of each task,
and which role can perform the task.

ARADMINSCOPE Stores the list of organizations over which each administrator has
control (scope).

ARADMINSCOPEALL Stores the list of all administrators who have control (scope) over
all the existing organizations in the system.

ARADMINSUPPORTEDAUTHMECH Stores information about all the supported authentication
mechanisms to log in to the Administration Console.

ARADMINSUPPORTEDTIMEZONE Stores the list of all available time zones.
This table is an internal table.

ARADMINTURNEDOFFPRIVILEGE Stores the list of the privileges that are not available for the given
custom role.

ARADMINTXID Stores the information that is required to generate a unique ID for
each transaction.

ARADMINUITAB Stores information about the tabs that are available and the order
in which they are available in the Administration Console.

ARADMINUITASK Stores information about all the tasks that are available and the
order in which they are available in the Administration Console.

ARADMINUITASKATTRIBUTES Stores details about the tasks that are displayed when the first-
level and the second-level tasks in the Administration Console are
clicked.
These tasks are referred to as landing pages.

ARADMINUITASKCONTAINER Stores information that is related to the available task containers.
A task container can either be a second-level task ID or the task
group in the Administration Console.

ARADMINUSER Stores detailed information (such as organization to which they
belong, current status, time zone, locale, last login time) of all
existing administrators.

ARADMINUSER_ARCHIVE Stores information that is related to all deleted users.
ARADMINWIZARDTASK Stores information about all the tasks that can be performed by

using the Bootstrap Wizard.
ARCMNBULKOPERATION Stores information that is related to all supported bulk operations

that include uploading users and uploading user accounts.
ARCMNBULKOPERATIONATTRIBUTE Stores attributes for all the bulk operations that are stored in the

ARCMNBULKOPERATION table.
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Table Name Description

ARCMNBULKREQUEST Stores details (such as organization name, Request ID, status of
the request, data that is uploaded, and operation) for each bulk-
upload request.

ARCMNBULKTASKPARAM Stores the name and the value of each attribute for each task that
is supported in the system.

ARCMNBULKUPLOADTASK Stores the status of each task for every bulk-upload request.
ARCMNCACHEREFRESH Stores cache-related housekeeping information that indicates

whether the Administration Console must  be refreshed or not.
ARCMNCONFIG Stores common Administration Console configuration information.

Some of these include:
• Bootstrap is complete or not
• Cache refresh is automatic or manual
• Attribute encryption is enabled or not
• Bulk Upload feature is enabled or not

ARCMNDBERRORCODES Stores vendor-specific database error codes and SQL state values
that signify whether the database is down or non-responsive.
This information is used by the system to decide if database must
be failed over, in case a backup database is configured.

ARCMNMAPDATATYPE Stores information about all the CA EMM products installed. The
Administration Console uses this information for rendering the
appropriate pages.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHEVENT Stores details of all cache refresh events for all instances in the
system.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSCOPE Stores information about all organizations that are affected if a
server cache refresh event occurs.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSTATUS Stores the status of each cache refresh event for every instance
for which it was triggered.

ARPFCMNINSTANCE Stores detailed information about all the Security Server instances
that are configured in the system. This information also includes
the last time that an instance was refreshed.

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA Stores configuration details about each organization such as
global configurations that typically can be overridden at the
organization level.

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGSTATE Stores the status of each configuration available in the
ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA table.

ARPFCMNPRIVILEGEMAPPING Stores details about each privilege available in the Administration
Console.

ARREPORTTABLES Stores information about the reports that are generated using the
Administration Console.

MCC_NOTIFY_TYPE Stores information about the types of notification options. For
example, email, SMS

MCC_NOTIFY_SERVICE_PROVIDER Stores information about the service providers that deliver the
notifications.

MCC_NOTIFY_MSG_TEMPLATE Stores details about notification templates.
MCC_UIRESOURCE_BUNDLE Stores information about the localized files for the supported

languages.
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Tables Used by the Security Server

The following table lists all database tables the Security Server uses.

Table Name Description

ARUDSACCOUNTTYPE Stores details about all the account types that are configured in
the system.

ARUDSATTRMAP Stores configuration details that describe the field names of
custom attributes for accounts, specific to each organization.

ARUDSAUTHSESSION Stores authentication session details for active sessions. If this
table is not replicated, then active authentication sessions can be
lost.

ARUDSCALLOUT Stores user-specific Callout configurations. These Callouts are
called, if configured, for specific events, such as user creation and
update.

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNAL Stores configuration information, such as the SDK method to be
invoked, for Callouts when a delete event with cascade effect is
triggered or enabled.

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNALPARAMS Stores details, such as parameters and types, specific to internal
Callouts.

ARUDSCALLOUTPARAM Stores details, such as parameters and types, specific to external
Callouts.

ARUDSCONFIG Stores the UDS service configuration parameters and their values.
ARUDSCONFIGAUDITLOG Stores the audit log information for the User Data Source (UDS)

operations and their return status.
ARUDSCONTACTTYPE Stores additional contact information (such as secondary email

and telephone number) that can be configured at the organization
or global level.

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT If multiple custom attributes are configured for a user account,
attributes after the first 10 are stored in this table.
By default, up to 10 user account custom attributes are stored in
the ARUDSUSERACCOUNT table.

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT_ARCHIVE Stores archived information that is related to user account custom
attributes when a user account is deleted.

ARUDSLDAPREPOSITORYCONFIG Stores the LDAP repository configurations, such as LDAP host
and port details.

ARUDSORGANIZATION Stores organization definitions, their attributes, and repository
connectivity details.

ARUDSORGANIZATIONAUDITLOG Stores detailed organization-specific authentication audit logging
information.

ARUDSORGREPOATTRIBUTES Stores organization-specific repository mapping information.
For example, if you are using LDAP as the user repository,
then a database attribute (say FNAME) can be mapped to a
corresponding LDAP attribute (say GIVENNAME).

ARUDSORGSECUREATTRIBUTES Stores organization-specific attributes that must be encrypted,
such as PII fields.
These attributes are configured using the Administration Console.

ARUDSREPOCLONESTATUS Stores the status of temporary cloning of user information
from an external repository (such as LDAP) to the
ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER table.
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Table Name Description

ARUDSREPOSITORYTYPES Stores the definitions of all user repositories that the Security
Server supports.

ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER Temporarily stores user information from an external repository
(such as LDAP) to increase performance.
This operation is typically performed when user data for many
users must be retrieved from the external repository.

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE Stores the resource-to-organization mapping.
In other words, this table specifies which resource is applicable
for which organizations. For example, specific account types are
applicable
only for specific organizations.

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPEALL Stores information about resources that are applicable for all
organizations.

ARUDSSECUREATTRIBUTES Stores information that is related to attributes that must to be
encrypted. For example.PII fields.
These attributes are configured using the Administration Console.

ARUDSUSER Stores user details and attributes of all users who belong to a
specific organization.

ARUDSUSER_ARCHIVE Stores user details for all user accounts that have been deleted
from the system.

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT Stores user account information for specific users.
ARUDSUSERACCOUNT_ARCHIVE Stores user account information for all user accounts that have

been deleted from the system.
ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE Stores all user attribute definitions. This table is expected to

change only when individual products add new user attributes.
ARUDSUSERAUDITLOG Stores user operation-specific detailed audit logging information.
ARUDSUSERCONTACT Stores the secondary contact information (such as email or

telephone numbers) for users.
ARUDSUSERCONTACT_ARCHIVE Stores the secondary contact information (such as email or

telephone numbers) for the user accounts that have been deleted
from the system.

MCC_ACCESSTOKEN Stores the limited use tokens. These tokens enable the users to
access the protected resources.
The default validity duration for these tokens is 5 minutes.

MCC_FILE_RESOURCE Stores the files that are used for rendering the Graphical User
Interface (GUI). For example, this table contains images, CSS
files, and JavaScript files.

MCC_FILTERRESOURCEMAP Stores the URLs of the applications that the Security Filter must
protect.

MCC_TENANT Stores the list of registered tenants.
MCC_TENANT_LOCALE Stores the locale preference information of the tenants that are

configured in the system.

Guidelines for Database Tables Replication
This article helps the database administrator in deciding the frequency at which the tables must be replicated between the
primary and the backup databases.
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Tables That Need Real-Time Synchronization

The following table lists the database tables that need real-time synchronization between the primary and the backup
databases. This category mainly includes the tables that contain user-related information. As this data is required for
authentication, you must perform real-time synchronization of these tables.

DX App Experience Analytics Component Table

MDO_APKS
MDO_BLOB_TRIGGERS
MDO_CALENDARS
MDO_CRON_TRIGGERS
MDO_FILTER
MDO_FILTER_USER
MDO_FIRED_TRIGGERS
MDO_JOB_DETAILS
MDO_LOCKS
MDO_MONITORING_POLICY
MDO_MONITORING_PROFILE
MDO_PAUSED_TRIGGER_GRPS
MDO_POLICY
MDO_POLICY_ACTION
MDO_PROFILE_ATTRIBUTE_MAP
MDO_RC_REQUEST
MDO_SCHEDULER_STATE
MDO_SIMPLE_TRIGGERS
MDO_SIMPROP_TRIGGERS
MDO_TENANT_APP_POLICY
MDO_TENANT_APP_PROFILE

DX App Experience Analytics

MDO_TRIGGERS
ARADMINAUDITTRAIL
ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER
ARADMINSCOPE
ARADMINSCOPEALL
ARADMINUSER
ARADMINTXID

Administration Console

ARPFCMNINSTANCE
ARUDSORGANIZATION
ARUDSORGREPOATTRIBUTES
ARUDSORGSECUREATTRIBUTES
ARUDSLDAPREPOSITORYCONFIG
ARUDSACCOUNTTYPE
ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE

Security Server

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPEALL
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DX App Experience Analytics Component Table

ARUDSATTRMAP
ARUDSCONTACTTYPE
ARUDSUSER
ARUDSUSERACCOUNT
ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT
ARUDSAUTHSESSION
ARUDSUSERCONTACT
ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER
MCC_ACCESSTOKEN
MCC_TENANT

Tables That Need Periodic Synchronization

The following table lists the database tables that need periodic synchronization between the primary and the backup
databases. These database tables are synchronized when there is any change in the configurations.

DX App Experience Analytics Component Table

ARADMINCONFIG
ARADMINCUSTOMROLE
ARADMINMAP
ARADMINPAFCONFIG
ARADMINPWDPOLICY
ARADMINBASICAUTHPWDHISTORY
ARADMINTURNEDOFFPRIVILEGE
ARADMINCACHEREFRESH
ARADMINAUDITTRAIL
ARADMINUSER_ARCHIVE
ARADMINMANAGEROLE
ARADMINROLEPRIVILEGE
ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA
ARPFCMNORGCONFIGSTATE
ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSTATUS
ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHEVENT
ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSCOPE
ARCMNBULKTASKPARAM
ARCMNBULKUPLOADTASK
ARCMNBULKREQUEST
ARCMNBULKOPERATIONATTRIBUTE

Administration Console

ARCMNBULKOPERATION
ARUDSUSERAUDITLOGSecurity Server
ARUDSORGANIZATIONAUDITLOG
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DX App Experience Analytics Component Table

ARUDSCONFIGAUDITLOG
ARUDSCONFIG
ARUDSREPOSITORYTYPES
ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE
ARUDSUSERACCOUNT_ARCHIVE
ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT_ARCHIVE
ARUDSUSER_ARCHIVE
ARUDSUSERCONTACT_ARCHIVE
ARCMNCONFIG
ARUDSREPOCLONESTATUS
ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNAL
ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNALPARAMS
ARUDSCALLOUT
ARUDSCALLOUTPARAM
MCC_FILE_RESOURCE
MCC_FILTERRESOURCEMAP
MCC_TENANT_LOCALE

Tables That Do Not Need Synchronization

The following table lists the database tables that do not need any synchronization between the primary and the backup
databases.

DX App Experience Analytics Component Table

MDO_DEVICE_ATTRIBUTE_BUCKETSDX App Experience Analytics
MDO_DEVICE_ATTRIBUTES
ARCMNDBERRORCODES
ARADMINAUTHTOKEN
ARADMINMANAGEROLE
ARADMINPREDEFINEDROLE
ARADMINSUPPORTEDAUTHMECH
ARADMINSUPPORTEDTIMEZONE
ARADMINUITAB
ARADMINUITASK
ARADMINUITASKATTRIBUTES
ARADMINUITASKCONTAINER
ARADMINWIZARDTASK
ARCMNMAPDATATYPE
ARCMNCACHEREFRESH
ARPFCMNPRIVILEGEMAPPING

Administration Console

ARREPORTTABLES
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DX App Experience Analytics Component Table

Security Server ARUDSSECUREATTRIBUTES

Data Collected by DX App Experience Analytics SDK
The following table lists the data that theApp Experience AnalyticsSDK collects from your app.

Data Description

Information About Sessions
Session ID The unique identifier that is assigned to a session.

Information About Devices
Unique device identifier The unique identifier that is assigned to a mobile device to identify

it.
Vendor The name of the mobile device manufacturer.
Model The mobile device model from a particular manufacturer.
Platform The mobile device platform. For example, iOS or Android.
Platform version The version of the mobile device platform.
Carrier The network through which the device is connected to the cellular

network or the Internet.
IP address The IP address of the mobile device.
Latitude and longitude The latitude and the longitude information about the location from

where the app on the device is used.
Orientation The orientation of the device that is used to access the app,

defines whether the orientation of the device is in horizontal mode
or in landscape mode.

Touch events The information about the X and Y coordinates of the touchscreen.
Information About Events
Timestamp The time when the event occurred. The timestamp is collected for

every event.
Life cycle events The name of the life cycle event, which is specified when the app

was instrumented.
applicationEntererdForeground (iOS) The event notification when the app enters the foreground and the

app has focus.
applicationEntererdBackGround (iOS) The event notification when the app enters the background.
applicationDidDFinishLaunchingWithOptions (iOS) The event notification when the app launch process is almost

done and the app is ready to run.
viewDidAppear (iOS) The event notification when a view is added to a view hierarchy.
viewDidDisAppear (iOS) The event notification when a view is removed from a view

hierarchy.
onStart (Android) The event notification when an activity on an Android device

starts.
onPause (Android) The event notification when an activity on an Android device loses

focus, but is still visible.
onResume (Android) The event notification when the user returns to a paused activity

on an Android device.
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Data Description

Information About Device Performance
Timestamp The date and time an action was performed on the device.

CPU The total CPU usage.
Memory (in MB) The total memory available.
Disk space (in MB) The information about the following parameters:

• Total space
• Free space
• Space that the app uses

Information About Network Performance
Timestamp The date and time when an app establishes a network connection.

URL The URLs that are accessed through the app.
Data in (bytes) The total number of bytes being transferred into the network.
Data out (bytes) The total number of bytes being transferred out of the network.
Response time (ms) The time that is taken to respond to a given request.
Request parameters (Name-value pair) The query parameters that are sent in the request as key-value

pairs.
Header attributes (Name-value pair) The key-value pair attributes representing the header.
Frequency The average number of network calls served.
Errors The errors that are caused due to network performance issues.
Information About Usage
New and active user fingerprint The information about users that downloaded the app and the

users currently accessing the app.
Startup time The date and time when the app was launched.
Session length and revisits The period for which a session was established with the app, and

the number of times users revisited the app.
Session activity The actions that the users perform during a session.
Screencaps The screenshot of the app usage.
Custom events and user information The details of the custom app events that the app developer

defines. Also, the information about users that accessed the app.
To define custom app events, apps must be integrated with App
Experience Analytics using the SDK.

Information About Crashes
Timestamp The date and time when the crash occurred. This timestamp is

captured for every crash event.
Crash stack trace A complete stack trace to collect information about the crash.
Session state and activity The details of the activity that is performed during the crashed

session.
Line of code, class, and method The code details that led to the crash.
Frequencies (first and last) The first and the last crash occurrences.
Affected users The number of users who were affected due to the crash.
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Data Description

Crash type category The category to which the crash type belongs to. A crash can
belong to any of the following crash type categories:
• Array Index Out
• Out of Memory
• No Such Method
• Null Pointer Exception
• Illegal access

Data Studio Data Types
This section provides the following information:

How to Gain True Digital User Experience Insight

Learn how to gain true insights on your digital user experience across web and mobile applications with DX App
Experience Analytics.

To view this video full screen, click play, and then click the YouTube logo. The video pops up in a new window and you
can then open the video in full screen.

Supported Data Studio Data Types

The following section provides the list of supported data types.

Kafka Topic Name: axaKibanaIndexer

Elasticsearch Index Name: ao_axa_session_events_1*

Elasticsearch Index Nature: The index nature is flat. Every event that occurred during collection of data from the mobile
device or browser is captured as one entry or document in the Elasticsearch.

Used By: Data Studio / Third-Party Analytics

Controlled Configurations:The following configurations in the Transformer Instance Configuration Property File are
controlled: Custom fields from cookies, session attributes, custom attributes at event level, transaction traces, and
extension metrics

DX App Experience Analytics supports the following data types for use in DATA STUDIO reports.

user_agent

(Browser) When you type navigator.userAgent in the browser console, this value is returned. It is used to determine the
type of browser. For example, Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Edge, or Mobile

tenant_id

(Mobile and Browser) A global UUID that represents a tenant uniquely.

user_id

(Mobile and Browser) Identifies if a user is using a web or mobile application. This value is identified automatically by the
SDK.
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app

(Mobile and Browser) Grouping of applications (web or mobile) at a high level.

• app.version
(Mobile and Browser) Version of the application.

• app.id
(Mobile and Browser) The username that is configured in App Experience Analytics.

session

(Mobile and Browser) Grouping of sessions from web or mobile applications at a high level where the rest of the details
are uniquely identified.

• session.id
(Mobile and Browser) A global UUID that represents a session uniquely.

• session.start
(Mobile and Browser) Timestamp at which the session starts.

• session.duration
(Mobile and Browser) Length of the session.

• session.session_custom
(Mobile and Browser) Session level custom information. This is a dynamic object and the fields within this object have
the following format:  <name>_tid_tenantId

• session.end
(Mobile and Browser) Timestamp at which the session ends.

client

(Mobile and Browser) Grouping of the client information (browser or mobile device) at a high level.

• client.type
(Mobile and Browser) Identifies if the client is a browser or a mobile device.

• client.sdk_version
(Mobile and Browser) The current version of SDK that is being used.

• client.platform
(Mobile and Browser) Identifies the runtime platform or Operating System that a mobile client is using. Mobile: Android,
iOS Browser: Operation System that the browser is on

• client.platform_version
(Mobile) Version of the mobile platform or Operating System. For example, iOS 11, Android 7

• client.carrier
(Mobile) Service provider information. Carriers such as AT&T, Sprint. Not applicable to Browser and defaults to Web.

• client.make
(Mobile and Browser) Manufacturer of the client. For example, Mobile: Apple, Samsung; Browser: Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox

• client.model_or_version
(Mobile and Browser) Represents the model of the client. For example, Mobile: iPhone 7 Plus, iPad5; Browser: Google
Chrome (56), that is browser major version

• client.device_type
(Mobile and Browser) Device model. For example, iPhone, iPad, PC

• client.device_id
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(Mobile and Browser) An ID that uniquely identifies the client. Device ID for mobile device. (Android device, it is Build
ID + Android ID combination.)

geolocation

(Mobile and Browser) Details of the location from where the user or client is accessing the application. It can be called
using APIs or it can be collected automatically if the permissions are granted.

• geolocation.geopoint
(Mobile and Browser) Latitude and longitude of the location.

• geolocation.geopoint.lon
• geolocation.geopoint.lat

• geolocation.country
(Mobile and Browser) Country that is derived from the latitude or longitude. Or, the Application Developer can explicit
set using the APIs.

• geolocation.state
(Mobile and Browser) State that is derived from the latitude or longitude. Or, the Application Developer can explicit set
using the APIs.

• geolocation.city
(Mobile and Browser) City that is derived from the latitude or longitude. Or, the Application Developer can explicit set
using the zipCode API.

internal_data

(Browser) This information is sent by the CA APM Agent (Java Agent, Node Agent, so on), if the application is enabled for
CA APM integration.

• internal_data.apm_agent_host
(Browser) Hostname of the CA APM agent.

• internal_data.apm_servlet_name
(Browser) Name of the servlet that is serving responses for the web application.

• internal_data.apm_user_id
(Browser) User ID from CA APM.

• internal_data.apm_webapp_name
(Browser) The name of the web application from CA APM.

custom

(Mobile and Browser) Custom metrics or events set by an Application Developer in a web or mobile application using the
SDK APIs. Can be Numeric or Text.

• customField_tid_<tenant_id>
(Mobile and Browser) This is a dynamic object. Each custom field name is separated by  tid  and is followed by the
tenant ID. You can configure the custom fields in the Transformer Instance Properties file.

custom_cookies

(Browser) Cookies that are set by the application and that are captured by the browser agent. This is a one time activity
and only occurs if the  cookieCapture  property is enabled in the profile.

• customField_tid_<tenant_id>
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(Browser) This is a dynamic object. Each custom field name is separated by  tid  and is followed by the tenant
ID. Cookie name and information. You can configure the cookies in the Transformer Instance Properties file.

event

(Mobile and Browser) An event that occurred in the real time when the web or mobile application is being used by a user.
For example, navigating to a page, touching the screen, a network call captured, CPU/Memory/Disk being collected.

• event.type
(Mobile and Browser) Groups similar events at a high level. For example, Application Events: APP_EVENT,
PAGE. The following events are frequently used: PAGE, CRASH, AJAX, ERROR, CUSTOM, MOBILE_EVENTS,
THINK_TIME, JS_FUNC (clientEvent), HTMLRES (HTML resource loaded), EXTENSION

• event.sub_type
Uniquely identifies the event within an event type. For example, Application Event of Crash Occurred. Here crash is
the subtype. For browser, it can be error, ajax, javascript.

• event.value
(Mobile and Browser) A number, date, or string value representing the metric or analytic data that is used for
aggregation or metric derivations.

• event.orientation
(Mobile) Orientation of the device when the application is in use. For Mobile: portrait or landscape. This helps the
Application Developers understand the behavior of the application in different orientations.

• event.page_url
(Mobile and Browser) The top-level page URL that is accessed using the web or mobile application (hybrid) without
any query parameters.

• event.page_timestamp
(Mobile and Browser) Timestamp when the page is accessed.

• event.page_anchor
(Mobile and Browser) If the page has an anchor or a section bookmarked.

• event.page_url_with_parameters
(Mobile and Browser) Complete page URL with the query parameters.

• event.prev_page (Mobile and Browser) The previous page that was accessed before navigating to the current page.
• event.referrer (Mobile and Browser) If the current page was referred by some other link or website, that value is

populated here. This value is derived from the request header.

• event.request_method
(Mobile and Browser) Method that identifies how the HTTP request was made. For example, GET, POST, MERGE

• event.ajax_url
(Mobile and Browser) If the REST call or the XMLHTTPREQUEST call is made, it is captured as ajax_url.

• event.resource_url
(Mobile and Browser) Resource URLs are CSS/JS/images or any other resources that are loaded during a page load
in a browser or a mobile device.

• event.response_status
The HTTP response code identifying the success, failure, or error status. For example, error 200, 201, 302, 500

• event.data_in
(Mobile and Browser) Response body size in bytes.

• event.data_out
(Mobile and Browser) Request body size in bytes.

• event.timestamp
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(Mobile and Browser) Timestamp of the event.
• event.cpu

(Mobile only) Percentage of CPU that the application is using when the event is captured. Collected only when it is
captured (Configurable in the data collection profile).

• event.disk
(Mobile only) Percentage of disk that the application is using when the event is captured. Collected only when it is
captured (Configurable in the data collection profile).

• event.memory
(Mobile only) Percentage of memory that the application is using when the event is captured. Collected only when it is
captured (Configurable in the data collection profile).

• event.battery
(Mobile only) Percentage of battery that the application is using when the event is captured. Collected only when it is
captured (Configurable in the data collection profile).

• event.error_details
(Mobile and Browser) JavaScript or AJAX error details
If the JavaScript error is populated, then the error_details.source and other details such as line, message, stacktrace
are captured if available.
If the AJAX error is populated, then the error_details.source from the request.url from the parent AJAX Browser
Agent object is captured.

• event.error_details.column_number
(Mobile and Browser) The column number in the line where the JavaScript error occurs.

• event.error_details.line_number
(Mobile and Browser) The line number where the JavaScript error occurs.

• event.error_details.message
(Mobile and Browser) Type of error and additional error message.

• event.error_details.source
(Mobile and Browser) JavaScript file or AJAX request that causes the error.

• event.error_details.stack_trace
JavaScript stacktrace if available.

• event.crash_details
Object identifying crashes in the mobile device.

• event.crash_details.exception_name
(Mobile) The exception or error that caused the crash.

• event.crash_details.class
(Mobile) Class where the exception occurred.

• event.crash_details.method
(Mobile) Method where the exception occurred.

• event.crash_details.line_number
(Mobile) Line number in the class where the exception occurred.

• event.crash_details.cpu
(Mobile) Percentage of CPU usage when the application crashed.

• event.crash_details.disk
(Mobile) Percentage of disk usage when the application crashed.

• event.crash_details.memory
(Mobile) Percentage of memory usage when the application crashed.
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• event.metric
Metrics that are collected from the Browser Agent. The metrics are collected in certain intervals.
– event.metric.extension

(Browser) Extension of the Browser Agent from custom collection of metrics.
• event.metric.extension.customField

(Browser) This is a dynamic object. Names of the custom extension metrics that are added are captured. The
fields within the object have the following format:  customField_tid_<tenantId>

• – event.metric.javascript
(Browser) JavaScript metrics
• event.metric.javascript.execution_time (Browser)
• event.metric.javascript.invocation_count_per_interval

(Browser) Invocation count of JavaScript in an interval.
• event.metric.javascript.javascript_errors_per_interval

(Browser) JavaScript errors within an interval.

• – event.metric.page
(Browser) Page metrics (Navigation phase metrics of the page that is loaded). For more information, see w3c.
• event.metric.page.connection_establishment_time

(Browser) Time that is taken to establish the connection.

• – • event.metric.page.dom_processing_time
(Browser) DOM processing time.

• event.metric.page.domain_lookup_time
(Browser) Domain lookup time (DNS)

• event.metric.page.page_hits_per_interval
(Browser) Page visits during an interval of collection.

• event.metric.page.page_load_time
(Browser) Time that is taken for the page to load.

• event.metric.page.page_render_time
(Browser) Time that is taken to render the page.

• event.metric.page.page_stall_time
(Browser) Page stall time due to frameworks or JavaScript code.

• – • event.metric.page.previous_page_unload_time
(Browser) Time that is taken to unload the previous page.

• event.metric.page.time_to_first_byte
(Browser) Time to first byte.

• event.metric.page.time_to_last_byte
(Browser) Time to last byte.

– event.metric.ajax
(Browser) AJAX metrics. For more information, see Performance Resource Timing.
• event.metric.ajax.callback_execution_time

(Browser) Time that is taken to execute the call-back function after the AJAX request was made.
• event.metric.ajax.invocation_count_per_interval

(Browser) AJAX requests invoked during an interval.
• event.metric.ajax.resource_load_time

(Browser) Time that is taken to load the resource or AJAX.
• event.metric.ajax.response_download_time
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(Browser) Time that is taken to download the response.
• event.metric.ajax.time_to_first_byte

(Browser) Time to first byte.
• event.metric.ajax.resource_errors_per_interval

(Browser) AJAX or resource errors that are reported during an interval of collection.
– event.metric.html_res

(Browser) HTML resource metrics (JavaScript/CSS/Images)

• – • event.metric.html_res.invocation_count_per_interval
(Browser) HTML resource (JavaScript/CSS) invocations during an interval of collection.

• event.metric.html_res.resource_load_time
(Browser) Time that is taken to load the resource.

• event.metric.html_res.response_download_time
(Browser) Time that is taken to download the response/resource.

• event.metric.html_res.time_to_first_byte
(Browser) Time to first byte.

• event.metric.html_res.resource_errors_per_interval
(Browser) Resource errors that occurred during an interval of collection.

• – event.metric.think_time
(Browser) Think time metrics.
• event.metric.think_time.user_decision_time

(Browser) Time that is spent by the user on a page thinking before navigating to other page or performing any
other event such as click.

• – event.metric.crash
(Browser) Crash metrics
• event.metric.crash.crashes_per_interval

(Browser) Count of crashes that occurred during the event capture. It is always 1 if there is a crash, otherwise it
is none.

• event.transaction_trace
(Browser) Transaction Trace provides details about a web transaction.

• – event.transaction_trace.name
(Browser) Name of the transaction.

– event.transaction_trace.correlation_browser_guid
(Browser) A GUID used to correlate transactions across agents. (Browser/APM)

– event.transaction_trace.correlation_page_guide
(Browser) A GUID used to identify pages to correlate transaction across agents. (Browser/APM)

– event.transaction_trace.duration
(Browser) Duration of the transaction.

– event.transaction_trace.path (Browser) Path that is formed by the Transaction Traces.
– event.transaction_trace.start_time

(Browser) Transaction start time.
– event.transaction_trace.adjusted_start_time

(Browser) Adjusted start time of the transaction.
– event.transaction_trace.custom_attributes (Browser) This is a dynamic object. Additional information that is

provided in the Transaction Trace.

• – • event.transaction_trace.custom_attributes.customField
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(Browser) Holds key, value pairs of additional information with the following format of the key: 
customField_tid_<tenantId>

• event.transaction_info (Mobile and Browser) Transactions details set by Application Developer in the mobile or web
application.
– event.transaction_info.name

(Mobile and Browser) Name of the transaction.

• – event.transaction_info.service
(Mobile and Browser) Name of the service the transaction is grouped under.

• – event.transaction_info.transaction_start
(Mobile and Browser) Timestamp of when the transaction started.

– event.transaction_info.status
Status of the transaction: Complete, Incomplete, Errored, Crashed, or Slow.

Dynamic Field Data Types

The following data types in the Kibana index are dynamic in nature and the following are the allowed names for the fields:

• Cookies cookie1,cookie2,cookie3,VIEWSTATE,JSESSIONID
• Session Attributes session_field1,session_field2,session_field3
• Custom Events custom_field1,custom_field2,custom_field3
• Transaction Trace (Custom Fields) transaction_trace1,transaction_trace2,transaction_trace3
• Extension Metric (Custom Fields) extension_metric1,extension_metric2,extension_metric3

You can modify or extend the fields by modifying the instance configuration in the DX App Experience
Analytics transformer component. For more information, see the Installation or Configuration documentation.

Supported APIs
You can filter the data by:

• app_id
• app_version
• country
• platform_name
• platform_version

If no filter is applied 'All Apps' is selected by default.

This section provides the list of all the APIs that App Experience Analytics supports:

Request Parameters

Parameters Description

aggregation Supported values: hour, day, month, year
start_date Supported format: yyyy-mm-dd
end_date Supported format: yyyy-mm-dd
app_id Name of the app.
app_version Version of the selected app.
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Parameters Description

bb Co-ordinates for the bounding box in the format
bottomLeftLatitude, bottomLeftLongitude,
topRightLatitude, topRightLongitude. For example,
-9.275622176792098,-180,68.84766505841037,54.31640625

bs Business service.
bt Transaction name.
carrier Name of the service provider
data_type Supported data type for custom attributes: double, string
device_make Name of the device make.
device_model Model of the device.
error_code HTTP error codes.
geo Location.
group Supported values:

• platform
• device
• app
• appver

id Session ID
jserror Supported errors:

• RangeError
• OtherError
• URI Error
• TypeError
• EvalError
• RefernceError

page The page URL for which the JSError details are required.
platform_name Name of the platform.
platform_version Platform version.
search String to search
status HTTP status code.
top_n
transName Name of the transaction.
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Parameters Description

type/metric Supported types for attributes:
• http_request
• http_request_errors
• active_sessions
• active_users
• avg_load_time
• avg_spin
• avg_latency
• avg_data_in
• avg_data_out
• avg_disk
• avg_mem
• avg_cpu
• avg_battery
• avg_frame_rate
• crashes
• errors
• exceptions
• session_length
• session_counter

type Supported type for custom attributes: session, event
type Supported values for sessions:

• crashed: Sessions which crashed.
• flagged: Sessions for which alerts were generated.

url Page URL.
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Method: GET

Sl. No. Description URI Patterns and API Samples

1 Heatmaps URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/sessions/heatmap?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&app_version=[App_Version_Value]&bb=[Coordinates
for the bounding
box]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&country=[Country_Value]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&level=[Level_Value]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&platform_version=[Platform_Version_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/sessions/heatmap?
aggregation=hour&app_id=TIXCHANGE&app_version=3.0&bb=-32.990235559651055,-30.761718749999996,57.42129439209407,180&cachebuster=021618112132&country=CN&end_date=2018-02-16T05:51:31.997%2B00:00&level=3&platform_name=iOS&platform_version=10.3.1&start_date=2018-02-15T05:51:31.997%2B00:00

2 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
master_data/platform_name?
app_id=[App_ID]&app_version=[App_Version_Value]&country=[Country_Value]&platform_version=[Platform_Version_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
master_data/platform_name?
app_id=TIXCHANGE&app_version=3.0&country=CN&platform_version=10.3.1

3 App ID URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
master_data/platform_version?
app_id=[App_ID]&app_version=[App_Version_Value]&country=[Country_Value]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
master_data/platform_version?
app_id=TIXCHANGE&app_version=3.0&country=CN&platform_name=iOS

4 App Version, Platform, and Platform
Version

URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/master_data/geo?
app_id=[App_ID]&app_version=[App_Version_Value]&include_state=[True_or_False]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&platform_version=[Platform_Version_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/master_data/geo?
app_id=TIXCHANGE&app_version=3.0&include_state=true&platform_name=iOS&platform_version=10.3.1

5 Active Users URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/active_users?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/active_users?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114108&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00
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6 Average Memory URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_mem?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_mem?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114131&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

7 Average CPU URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_cpu?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_cpu?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=021618114133&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

8 Average Data In URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_data_in?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_data_in?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114135&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

9 Average Data Out URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_data_out?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_data_out?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114136&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

10 Average Latency URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_latency?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_latency?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114140&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:0
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11 Average Load Time URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_load_time?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_load_time?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114142&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

12 Heatmap URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/heatmap?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&bb=[Coordinates
for the bounding
box]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&level=[Level_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/heatmap?
aggregation=hour&bb=-32.990235559651055,-30.761718749999996,57.42129439209407,180&cachebuster=021618114150&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&level=3&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

13 Problems - Heatmap URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/problems/heatmap?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&bb=[Coordinates
for the bounding
box]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&level=[Level_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/problems/heatmap?
aggregation=hour&bb=-32.990235559651055,-30.761718749999996,57.42129439209407,180&cachebuster=021618114156&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&level=3&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00

14 Sessions - Heatmap URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/sessions/heatmap?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&bb=[Coordinates
for the bounding
box]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&level=[Level_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/sessions/heatmap?
aggregation=hour&bb=-32.990235559651055,-30.761718749999996,57.42129439209407,180&cachebuster=021618114159&end_date=2018-02-16T06:09:40.543%2B00:00&level=3&start_date=2018-02-15T06:09:40.542%2B00:00
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15 Performance URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114435&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:0

16 Average Latency URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_latency?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_latency?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114456&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:0

17 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114501&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00

18 HTTP Request URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/http_request?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/http_request?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114501&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00

19 HTTP Request Errors URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/http_request_errors?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/http_request_errors?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114504&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00
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20 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114509&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00

21 Average Load Time URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_load_time?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/performance/
apps_summary/avg_load_time?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114509&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00

22 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114513&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00

23 Average CPU URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_cpu?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114522&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00

24 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114522&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00
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25 Average Memory URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_mem?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/apps_summary/avg_mem?
aggregation=hour&cachebuster=021618114522&end_date=2018-02-16T06:14:35.514%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T06:14:35.513%2B00:00

26 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=021618115047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

27 Performance Ranking URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/ranking?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&metric=avg_latency&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/ranking?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=021618115047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&metric=avg_latency&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

28 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=021618115047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

29 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810019&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=false&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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30 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810019&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

31 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/performance/urls?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/urls?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810019&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

32 Number of Requests URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/no_of_requests?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/no_of_requests?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810019&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

33 URLs - Failures URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/urls/failures?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/failures?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810019&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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34 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/performance/search?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&search=[Search_String_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/search?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810050&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&search=
%7B%22url%22:%5B%22images%22%5D
%7D&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

35 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/performance/search?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&search=[Search_String_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/search?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810106&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&search=
%7B%22url%22:%5B%22images
%22%5D,%22status%22:%5B200%5D
%7D&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

36 URI Pattern:
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/url-data?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

38 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url-error-data?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url-error-data?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif
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39 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url-call-count?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url-call-count?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

40 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url-avg-latency?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url-avg-latency?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

41 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/
v3/performance/url-failure?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/url-failure?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

42 URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url-rank?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/url-rank?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif
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43 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url_sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url_sessions?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810118&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

44 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url_txns?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd] &status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/url_txns?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810141&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

45 Network Summary URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/network_summary?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/network_summary?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161832829&end_date=2018-02-16T15:28:29.491%2B05:30&start_date=2018-02-10T15:28:29.491%2B05:30

46 Status Codes URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd] &error=[True_or_false]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161832829&end_date=2018-02-16T15:28:29.491%2B05:30&error=false&start_date=2018-02-10T15:28:29.491%2B05:30
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47 URL Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url_sessions?
getNetwork=[True_or_False]&aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&status=[Status_Code_Value]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url_sessions?
getNetwork=true&aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161810146&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&status=200&url=http:
%2F%2Fpixel.wp.com%2Fg.gif

48 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/performance/urls?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd] &error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/urls?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834201&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

49 Number of Requests URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/no_of_requests?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/no_of_requests?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834201&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

50 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/urls/failures?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/failures?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834201&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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51 Total Data In URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/total_data_in?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/total_data_in?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834421&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

52 Total Data Out URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/total_data_out?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/total_data_out?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834451&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

53 Average Latency URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/avg_latency?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/avg_latency?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834531&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

54 Number of Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/no_of_errors?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/urls/no_of_errors?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834603&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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55 Page URLs URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/page_urls?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/page_urls?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834825&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&url=https:
%2F
%2Fec2-34-206-161-142.compute-1.amazonaws.com
%2Fjtixchange_web%2Fshop
%2Fsignon.shtml%3Bjsess

56 URL Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url_sessions?
getNetwork=[True_or_False]&aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url_sessions?
getNetwork=true&aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161834826&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&url=https:
%2F
%2Fec2-34-206-161-142.compute-1.amazonaws.com
%2Fjtixchange_web%2Fshop
%2Fsignon.shtml%3Bjsessionid%3D!RDM 

57 Crashes Data URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/data?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/crashes/data?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

58 Total Crash Summary URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/crashes/total_summary?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/crashes/total_summary?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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59 Crashes by Platform URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/platform?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/crashes/platform?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

60 Crashes by Carrier URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/carrier?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/crashes/carrier?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

61 Crashes by Device URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/device?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/crashes/device?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

62 Crash Summary by Application URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
crashes/crash_summary_by_apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
crashes/crash_summary_by_apps?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:0

63 URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/crashes/crash_groups?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/crashes/crash_groups?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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64 Crashes by Active Users URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
crashes/crash_groups/active_users?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
crashes/crash_groups/active_users?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161822838&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

65 URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/data/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/crashes/data/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161823047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

66 Total Summary of the Crashes URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/crashes/total_summary/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/crashes/total_summary/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161823047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

67 Crashes by Platform URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/platform/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/crashes/platform/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161823047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

68 Crashes by Carrier URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/carrier/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/crashes/carrier/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161823047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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69 Crashes by Device URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/device/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/crashes/device/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161823047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

70 List of All Crashes URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/crashes/crashlist/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/crashes/crashlist/
bm9uc2VjdXJlY2xvdWR8My4wfGlPU3xTSUdBQlJUfENyYXNoVmlld0NvbnRyb2xsZXJ8Z2VuZXJhdGVBcnJheU91dE9mSW5kZXg6fDM2MQ?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161823047&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

71 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/httperrors/agg?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/agg?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

72 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/stats?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/stats?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

73 Performance Status Codes URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/statuscodes?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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74 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&group=app&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd] 
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=404&group=app&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

75 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd] 
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=404&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

76 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd] 
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=401&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

77 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd] 
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=500&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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78 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/timeseries?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823541&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=504&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

79 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&group=app&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823701&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=401&group=app&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

80 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&group=app&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823706&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=500&group=app&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

81 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&group=app&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=02161823710&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=504&group=app&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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82 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&group=app&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/group?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=505&group=app&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

83 Errored URLs URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/urlsforerror?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/urlsforerror?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823758&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=505&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

84 HTTP Errors - Transactions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/transactions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperrors/transactions?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823758&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=505&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

85 URL Summary URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/url_summary?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/url_summary?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823831&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&url=https:
%2F%2Fs0.wp.com%2Fwp-
content%2Fthemes%2Fvip
%2Ftechcrunch-2013%2Fassets
%2Fimages%2F428x243.png
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86 HTTP Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/httperror/url?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&error_code=[Error_Code_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&url=[URL_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/httperror/url?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161823831&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&error_code=505&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&url=https:
%2F%2Fs0.wp.com%2Fwp-
content%2Fthemes%2Fvip
%2Ftechcrunch-2013%2Fassets
%2Fimages%2F428x243.png

87 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/jserrors/agg?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/agg?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824004&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

88 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/jserrors/stats?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/stats?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824004&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

89 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/jserrors?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/jserrors?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824005&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

90 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/jserrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&group=app&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/group?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824005&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&group=app&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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91 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/performance/jserrors/group?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&group=platform&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/group?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824005&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&group=platform&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

92 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/timeseries?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&group=platform&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/timeseries?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824005&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&group=platform&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

93 JavaScript Errors URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/toppages?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/toppages?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824025&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

94 JavaScript Errors - Transactions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/transactions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
performance/jserrors/transactions?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824025&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&jserror=ReferenceError&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

95 Usage - Number of Users URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/users?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/users?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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96 Usage - Number of Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

97 Usage - Geo Location URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/geo?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/usage/geo?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

98 Usage URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/usage/sessions/buckets?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/usage/sessions/buckets?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

99 Usage - Retention URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/retention?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/retention?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

100 Usage by Platform URI Pattern
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/
v3/usage/users/platform?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/usage/users/platform?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

101 Usage by Carrier URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/users/carrier?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/usage/users/carrier?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161824238&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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102 Usage by Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_False]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Type_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824558&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=all

103 Sessions List URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_False]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Type_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824558&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=all

104 Usage by Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_False]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Type_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824558&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=all

105 Sessions List URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_False]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Type_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824558&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=all

106 Usage by Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_false]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Flagged_or_Crashed]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824609&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=flagged
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107 Sessions List URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_false]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Flagged_or_Crashed]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824609&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=flagged

108 Usage by Sessions URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_false]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Flagged_or_Crashed]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824610&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=crashed

109 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_false]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Flagged_or_Crashed]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=false&cachebuster=02161824610&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=crashed

110 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_false]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Flagged_or_Crashed]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/usage/sessions?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=true&cachebuster=02161824614&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=crashed

111 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&by_screenshot=[True_or_False]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Crashed_or_Flagged]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/list?
aggregation=day&by_screenshot=true&cachebuster=02161824614&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=crashed
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112 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/sessions/search?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&all=[True_or_False]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&search=[Search_String_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/
mdo/v3/sessions/search?
aggregation=day&all=true&cachebuster=02161824815&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&search=5e&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

113 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
sessions/page/[Session_ID]?
all=true&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&session_start=[Session_Start_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&waterfall=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/
page/7f15e4b5-5dad-46ee-9e28-
c7cc1bf60187?
all=true&cachebuster=02161824835&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&session_start=1518696345000&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&waterfall=true

114 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161825307&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

115 Usage by Monthly Active Users URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&wm=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161825307&end_date=2018-02-16T09:23:07.904%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&wm=true

116 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161825618&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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117 Usage by Monthly Active Users URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161825618&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

118 Usage by Monthly Active Users URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161842335&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

119 APIs where 'app_id' is must and other
filters are optional:
• app_version
• country
• platform_name
• platform_version

URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&return_empty=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161841922&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&return_empty=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

120 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
transactions/[Transaction_ID_Value]=/
summary/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&flagged=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/transactions/
U2hvcCAtIEFkZCBJdGVtIFRvIENhcnQ=/
summary/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161842032&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&flagged=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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121 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
transactions/[Transaction_ID_Value]=/
summary/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&flagged=[True or
False]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/transactions/
U2hvcCAtIEFkZCBJdGVtIFRvIENhcnQ=/
summary/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161842117&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&flagged=false&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

122 Custom Metrics URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
custom/metrics/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&type=[Event_or_Session]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
custom/metrics/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161842211&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&type=event

123 Transactions Summary URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=021618112132&end_date=2018-02-16T05:51:31.997%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T05:51:31.997%2B00:00

124 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
wrapper/android/status/[App_Name]?
caemmlutkn=[Token_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/wrapper/
android/status/TIXCHANGE?
caemmlutkn=LTE3NDA1ODg3Mw

125 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/apps/
[App_Name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/apps/
TIXCHANGE

126 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/profiles/[App_Name]?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/profiles/
TIXCHANGE?cachebuster=02161830120
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127 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/apps/
[App_Name]?app_logo=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/apps/
TIXCHANGE?app_logo=true

128 Alerts URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/alerts/[App_Name]?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/alerts/TIXCHANGE?
cachebuster=021618112132&end_date=2018-02-16T05:51:31.997%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T05:51:31.997%2B00:00

129 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/alerts/[App_Name]?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/alerts/TIXCHANGE?
cachebuster=021618112132&end_date=2018-02-16T05:51:31.997%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-15T05:51:31.997%2B00:00

130 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/policies/
[App_Name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/policies/
TIXCHANGE

131 Performance URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/performance/apps?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161843002&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

132 Transactions Summary URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&returnEmpty=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161843002&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&returnEmpty=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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133 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&wm=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
usage/active_users_mau?
aggregation=day&app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161843002&end_date=2018-02-16T11:00:02.785%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00&wm=true

134 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/
mdo/v3/alerts/[App_Name]?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/alerts/TIXCHANGE?
cachebuster=02161843002&end_date=2018-02-16T11:00:02.876%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-09T11:00:02.876%2B00:00

135 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/appflows/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/appflows/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161835626&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

136 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/performance?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd] 
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/performance?
cachebuster=02161835626&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

137 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/appflows/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/appflows/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161835626&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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138 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/performance?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/performance?
cachebuster=02161835626&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

139 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/problem?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/problem?
cachebuster=02161835810&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

140 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/usage?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/usage?
cachebuster=02161835815&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

141 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/appflows/[App_Name]?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/appflows/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161835906&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=Android&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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142 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/appflows/[App_Name]?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/appflows/TIXCHANGE?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161835933&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=webapp&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

143 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/usage?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/usage?
cachebuster=02161835933&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=webapp&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

144 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/problem?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/problem?
cachebuster=02161840007&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=webapp&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

145 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
appmaps/[App_Name]/performance?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appmaps/TIXCHANGE/performance?
cachebuster=02161840033&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=webapp&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00
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146 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/appscreens/
[App_Name]/TWVzc2FnZQ==/sessions?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/appscreens/
TIXCHANGE/TWVzc2FnZQ==/sessions?
cachebuster=02161841622&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform_name=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

147 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/appscreens/[App_Name]/
TWVzc2FnZQ==/device_types?
aggregation=[Aggregation_Value]y&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform=[Platform_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
appscreens/TIXCHANGE/
TWVzc2FnZQ==/device_types?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161841622&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

148 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/appscreens/[App_Name]/
TWVzc2FnZQ==?aggregation=[yyyy-mm-
dd]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&platform=[Platform_Value]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/appscreens/
TIXCHANGE/TWVzc2FnZQ==?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161841623&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&platform=iOS&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

149 APIs where filters are not needed URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/master_data/app_id?
app_version=[App_Version_
Value]&country=[Country_Value]&platform_name=[Platform_Name_Value]&platform_version=[Platform_Version_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/master_data/app_id?
app_version=3.0&country=CN&platform_name=iOS&platform_version=10.3.1
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150 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/transactions/summary/All?
aggregation=[aggregation_value]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-
dd]&returnEmpty=[True_or_False]&start_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/
transactions/summary/All?
aggregation=day&cachebuster=02161825849&end_date=2018-02-16T23:59:59.999%2B00:00&returnEmpty=true&start_date=2018-02-10T00:00:00.000%2B00:00

151 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/apps?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&getNewUserCount=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/apps?
cachebuster=02161825849&getNewUserCount=true

152 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
master_data/versionsByPlatform?
app_id=[App_ID]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/master_data/
versionsByPlatform?app_id=TIXCHANGE

153 Symbolication URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/
v3/symbolication/status?
app_id=[App_ID]&cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&download=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/
v3/symbolication/status?
app_id=TIXCHANGE&cachebuster=02161830119&downlo]ad=false

154 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/profiles/
tenant
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/profiles/tenant

155 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
master_data/[app_id]?
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/master_data/
app_id?

156 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
master_data/[platform_name]?
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/master_data/
platform_name?
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157 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/master_data/
geo?include_state=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://<hostname:port/mdo/v3/
master_data/geo?include_state=true

158 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/crashes/
crashes/[Session_ID]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/crashes/
crashes/80630b41-1248-11e8-a99c-
ea696b8bfb7d

159 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/sessions/
page/[Session_ID]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/sessions/page/
d014c499-8e71-40c4-9c6e-1101e885df1c

160 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/transactions/
sessions/7f15e4b5-5dad-46ee-9e28-
c7cc1bf60187/[App_Name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/transactions/
sessions/7f15e4b5-5dad-46ee-9e28-
c7cc1bf60187/TIXCHANGE

161 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/filters/recent?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&count=[Count_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/filters/recent?
cachebuster=02161825307&count=10

162 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/filters/
bookmarked
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/filters/
bookmarked

163 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
master_data/app_id?
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/master_data/
app_id?

164 URI Patter n:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/
master_data/[platform_name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/master_data/
platform_name
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165 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/
mdo/v3/master_data/geo?
include_state=[True_or_False]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/master_data/
geo?include_state=true

166 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/alerts?
cachebuster=[CachebusterCode]&end_date=[yyyy-
mm-dd]&start_date=[yyyy-mm-dd]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/alerts?
cachebuster=02161831046&end_date=2018-02-16T09:40:46.859%2B00:00&start_date=2018-02-09T09:40:46.858%2B00:00

167 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/policies/
rules/filters?rule_id=[ID_Value]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/policies/rules/
filters?rule_id=0

168 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/policies/
[app_name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/policies/
dummyappfortenant

169 URI Pattern:
https://<hostname:port>/mdo/v3/profiles/
[app_name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/profiles/
dummyappfortenant

Method: POST

Sl. No API Sample
1 URI Pattern:

https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/apps
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/apps

2 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:port/mdo/v3/filters
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/filters

3 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:por/mdo/v3/profiles/create/Tenant-ID/[App-ID]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/profiles/create/4874D1E2-
EB8C-44B9-B230-C4357B2B4EB8/TIXCHANGE
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4 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:por/mdo/v3/policies
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/policies/

4 URI Pattern:
https://hostname:por/mdo/v3/policies/rules/[app_name]
API Sample:
https://cloud.ca.com/mdo/v3/policies/rules/dummyappfortenant
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This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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